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INTRODUCTION
FROM THE UNION BETWEEN THE DAUGHTER OF A bullet mould maker and the son of a button turner emerged a
Birmingham family of arms manufacturers whose products became famous in all parts of the world. In the following chapter a
brief historical outline of the House of Webley and the details of their expansion is given.
Although the origin of the firm dates from 1790, the object of this work is to describe the evolution of the Webley
revolver, which began in 1853, when the brothers James and Philip Webley produced a single action, percussion cap and ball
revolver, the first of a long line of weapons culminating in the well known Webley Revolver Pistol Mark VI.
Owing to the earlier records of the firms not being available, it has been difficult to quote accurate dates for the
introduction of weapons but every effort has been made to adhere as closely as possible to the chronological order in which
they were first produced.
From examination of British Patent Office records, the names of the Webley's who have taken out Patents for firearms
inventions appear in the following order: James Webley, Philip Webley, Thomas William Webley and Henry Webley — the
titles of the firms with which they were associated being James Webley, Philip Webley, P. Webley & Son, The Webley &
Scott Revolver and Arms Company Limited, and finally Webley & Scott Limited — the name by which the firm is known at
the present time.
During the period of evolution of their revolver and in association with the name of Webley, other names appear in the
patent records; these names and their patents will appear later on in the account of the weapons concerned.
As the famous Colt revolver is to the United States of America, so is the Webley to the British Commonwealth, where
weapons bearing their name have been used by British, Dominion and Foreign troops in wars waged in every part of the globe.
With few exceptions, the weapons under review are prized specimens in my arms collection, which has been built up during
the last forty years, and, while they are truly representative of the main characteristics of the arms produced by Webley‘s, it
may well be that other weapons by this maker will vary in minor details from the ones described.
May I take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks to Messrs. Webley & Scott Limited, particularly to Eric G.
Bewley, F. C. I. S., Director and General Manager, for their valuable co-operation and permission to include information in
this work from their records; also to The Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, for much of the information on ballistics.
For the chapters on ammunition and Tables XIV-XIX of the Appendix I am indebted to A. Douglas Cairncross, of
Kingston-upon-Hull; only those who undertake work of this nature will appreciate the great deal of research which has been
carried out before such authoritative chapters on small arms cartridges can be produced. My sincere thanks go to him for his
co-operation in this matter.
To conclude this introduction, I should like to pay tribute to my many gun collector friends for their assistance with The
Webley Story; especially to Gavin W. Todhunter and Ronald J. Bradley for their unflagging efforts in tracking down many of
the models shown in the following illustrations, without which it would not have been possible to compile such a complete
history of the evolution of the Webley range of revolvers and pistols.
The majority of photographs of weapons have been taken by Stanley J. Nettle, of Kelvin Studios, Greenford.
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I - HISTORICAL OUTLINE

THE FOLLOWING GLIMPSE OF THE HISTORY OF the firm given in chronological order will be of interest to firearm
collectors, particularly to Webley collectors.

1790
William Davis, who was born in 1790, founded the business in Birmingham, England, at No. 7 Weaman Street
(pronounced Wayman). Although not actually in business as a gunmaker, William Davis was apprenticed at the age of 9 to the
gun trade but later joined the army and was present at the battle of Waterloo. In 1817 he took up afresh the trade to which he
had been apprenticed with the manufacture of bullet, shot and fishing-net moulds, gun implements, gun-makers‘ tools, etc.
Many of the cased sets of pistols and revolvers to be described later contain bullet moulds made by William Davis and stamped
with his initials, W. D.
Although his advertisement, shown on Plate 73 Chapter XVI, gives the address as No. 7, later his trade card indicates a
move to No. 84 Weaman Street. A replica of his trade card is shown on Plate 1.

1793-1795
During the revolution in France and in this period of two years, Birmingham, then the greatest manufacturing centre of
firearms in the world, made over half a million stand of arms for the British Board of Ordnance, whilst a few years later the
Irish Board of Ordnance gave large orders for arming militia and yeomanry.

1804-1815
Although the official Proof House was in London, it is recorded that twice as many firearms were made in Birmingham as
in London, including the Government factories, and not unnaturally Birmingham gunmakers wanted their own Proof House,
which they finally obtained in 1813. The story of this Proof House is very adequately treated in an excellent book by Clive
Harris, Proofmaster, under the title ‗The History of the Birmingham Gun-barrel Proof House‘.

1827
At this time 14 year old Philip Webley, son of Thomas Webley, White button-turner, was apprenticed to Benjamin
Watson the younger, who was a Gun-lock filer to the trade. Compared with to-day‘s rates of pay and hours of work, it is of
particular interest to note that Philip‘s wage increased from five shillings to eleven shillings per week during the period of his
seven years‘ indenture. Full details of the indenture of his apprenticeship are shown on Fig. I.
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1829
According to Wrightson‘s directory of Birmingham for this year, William Davis was still in business and, following his
death at the early age of 41 in 1831, the same directory for 1839 states that his widow, Sarah, continued the business as a bullet
mould and gun implement maker at No. 84 Weaman Street on the site of the Webley factory, which later embraced Nos. 81-91
in this street. [Plate 1]
Sarah Davis was ably assisted in the business by her eldest daughter, Caroline, who was stated to be a woman of great
energy and enterprise. That Sarah Davis was ever watchful in keeping abreast of the times in regard to future trends in guns
and gunmaking is shown in the following extract from her grandson‘s speech at the second annual dinner of The Gunmakers‘
Association:
‗In submitting the toast of ―The Visitors‖ Mr T. W. Webley was particularly happy. A year ago he said he had been
present at the annual dinner as a visitor but since then, having found the scope of the association so widened to include country
gunmakers, he had come within its fold. He described himself as an unscientific country gunmaker — a representative of a
very large class. Thereat great interest manifested itself and there was a murmur of delight. Mr Webley defended his position
by returning two generations and recalling the days when his grandmother (Sarah Davis) was accustomed to take the coach to
London for the purpose of canvassing the London trade for orders.‘

1835
Philip Webley, now aged 21 and out of his apprenticeship joined his brother James Webley as Percussioners, Gun-lock,
etc. makers in Weaman Street. James Webley also traded as a gunmaker at No. 14 St Mary‘s Row, St Mary‘s Square,
Birmingham.

1838
Philip Webley married Caroline, the eldest daughter of William and Sarah Davis.

1840
The replica of Philip Webley‘s trade card of this year is shown on Plate 1 and will indicate the wide range of gunmakers‘
equipment which was manufactured at this time. From the advertisement it is worthy of note that at this early stage a Webley
was supplying gun implements to the most important buyers of arms of the period — The Honorable Board of Ordnance and
The Honorable East India Company. Also, the advertisement is of incidental interest as illustrating Victorian ideas of type
setting.

1845
Philip Webley bought the business founded by William Davis.

1853
In 1853 James and Philip Webley were engaged in making certain models of percussion cap and ball revolvers [Plate 2]
which, in finish and performance, were equal in all respects to many of their established contemporaries, but these weapons
could not compete in price with the mass-produced revolvers then being made by Colt in England at the factory on Thames
Bank, Pimlico, London.

1857
Colt shut down his London factory in this year and, having established a market in England and on the Continent, left
only a retail shop. He returned to an extended American works capable of fulfilling all reasonable demands. This left the
British field of mass-production and standardisation to Webley‘s, who had been constantly striving to produce the
interchangeable component and factory system of production, and thus the firm began its steady rise, though still eluded by
Government contracts, which were held by a weapon of Robert Adams‘ design. At this time the gun trade still remained one of
the four chief trades of Birmingham — the other three being brass, buttons and jewellery.

1858
On the 15th June, 1858, Her Majesty Queen Victoria visited Birmingham and at Gosta Green the gunmakers of the city
upheld their honour and credit by an artistic display of firearms. The singular and fanciful structure was designed by Messrs
Wm. and James Scott Junior, gunmakers, Bath Street, and as a work of art, was in the highest degree creditable to them.
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The extreme height of the trophy from the ground to the top of the flagstaff was 80 feet, the span of the arch 50 feet and
the height to the keystone 42 feet. The base of each pillar was 8 feet wide and the width of the pillar 6 feet. The woodwork was
painted a warm stone colour and the plan of decorations was as follows:
Known as ‗The Gunmakers‘ Triumphal Arch‘ the foot of each pillar had a star tastefully arranged with groups of swords,
bayonets and bright ramrods surrounding the Borough Arms and the Prussian Arms. About the middle of the pillars the initials
V.R. were placed and surrounded by a wreath of laurel and a star of eight points formed with swords. Each capital was
ornamented with a design formed with crossed sabres and the crown of each arch was decorated with pistols. Beneath the
pistols was the inscription in gold letters on a purple velvet ground ‗Welcome to our Queen‘, immediately under the inscription
a blue velvet curtain was suspended to which a fringe of bright ramrods or bayonets was attached and from the centre of the
arch descended a magnificent star 15 feet in diameter composed of muskets and fixed bayonets. The arch surmounted by the
Royal Arms 17 feet in width and 10 feet high, brilliantly painted. Above this was a smaller star and above all a grand military
trophy of flags of all nations with bannerets of lances, while from the summit floated the Royal Standard of England.
The total number of articles employed in the decoration was 200 pistols, 300-400 muskets, 8,000 ramrods, 1,000
bayonets, 200 lances and about 86 flags. The total value of arms used was estimated at £4,000. This structure was erected by
the masters and operatives of the gunmaking trade, who may fairly congratulate themselves upon the erection of so
magnificent an arch. See illustration. [Plate 8]

1860-1870
During this period two of Philip Webley‘s sons, Thomas William and Henry, who were known by the family and the
employees as Tom and Harry, joined their father. On their entry a company was registered in the name of P. Webley and Son
of Birmingham and London. In addition to the manufacture of revolvers the company was also engaged in making ships‘
muskets and pistols, ships‘ leg-irons, handcuffs, cutlasses, boarding pikes and tomahawks as well as the original bullet moulds
and gunmakers‘ tools. The illustrations and prices shown on Plate 2 of these merchant ships‘ stores have been reproduced from
a Webley catalogue of the seventies. The musket and pistol were what nowadays would be labelled ‗utility‘, strongly made,
without ornamentation, with an eye to endurance for years of rough use and exposure to salt air.
During the wars of the 19th century England, along with other European countries, realised that Government arsenals and
gunmaking concerns could not keep pace with the demand for weapons of war and the United States of America helped to
close the gap. Governments purchasing contraband of war adopted all kind of shrewd devices to conceal the true character of
their imports and upon investigation it has been proved that boxes labelled ‗Winslow‘s Soothing Syrup‘ carried a surer
sedative than Mrs Winslow ever invented.
During the period 1865 to the present time the directors and senior executives connected with the manufacture of weapons
made by Webley‘s have always taken a prominent part in the work of the Birmingham gun trade. The following list of names
and dates is given to illustrate those who were Guardians of the Birmingham Gun-barrel Proof House:
Name
Date
Lawden, C.
1856-1867
Scott, W.
1861-1865
Scott, W. M.
1866-1894
Webley, T. W. 1869-1904
Scott, J. C.
1895-1911
Murray, F. T. 1905-1922
Johnstone, D. V. 1912-1917
1938 Still a Guardian
Bewley, E. G. 1949-1957 Chairman
1950-1951 Chairman, Gunmakers‘ Assoc.

1874
On the 26th July Mr. Henry Webley was first commissioned in the Loyal Birmingham Volunteers in the rank of SubLieutenant, which rank had been accorded him on the 22nd July, 1874. As his name does not appear in the list of officers of
1881 it must be assumed he had by then resigned his commission.
W. & G. Scott & Son became Smith & Wesson‘s agents in London.
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1877
On the 8th May, P. Webley and Son took over the well-known gunmaking firm of Tipping & Lawden of 40 and 41
Constitution Hill, Birmingham; a copy of the circular letter announcing the transfer of their business is to be seen in Fig. II.

1885-1887
Up to this time the application of machinery to the manufacture of revolvers had been very small, production relying
almost wholly on the handwork of craftsmen and semi-automatic methods. However, these methods were not to the detriment
of the finished product, but they were slow and output could not keep up with the demand. It was, therefore, up to the firm to
introduce automatic production, such as was in use in America.
To obtain the required special machinery, Mr T. W. Webley travelled to the United States prepared to spend £10,000, but
he was not satisfied with the plant offered and on his return the money was spent in Birmingham.
In mass production it was essential that parts were interchangeable and to ensure this principle it was of paramount
importance that such parts were identical. One of the new machines installed about this time was of the copying or duplicating
type. A master part of correct form and dimensions was set up on a central platform and on either side the blanks to be
machined were set up on similar platforms. A spindle followed every form of the master and the cutting tools on either side
worked in unison, thus machining parts identical with the master. To-day, copying machines are commonplace in engineering
concerns, but some 70 years ago complete plants for economically producing large numbers of identical revolvers with
interchangeable parts just did not exist in Birmingham, and it is to the credit of the brothers T. W. and H. Webley that they had
the foresight to build and equip a factory with the most up-to-date machinery for dealing with the Government contracts for
revolvers which were then being placed with them.
When one considers that at this time such arms plants as Mauser of Oberndorf and Enfield Small Arms Factory were
equipped with American tools made by Robbins & Lawrence, T. W. Webley showed great faith in his own people when he
decided to have the tools and machinery made in his own town of Birmingham rather than import from America.
1887 was a very special year for the firm and marked a turning point in their history as it was in July of this year that they
received their first contract from the British Government for the supply of revolvers and in this connection a copy of a letter
from the War Office dated 18th July, 1887, confirming this order is reproduced. [Plate 3]
It is interesting to note that the Director of Army contracts did not consider the civil servants wording of the letter
sufficiently precise and added the words ‗with the necessary clauses‘ to be on the safe side in case of any complaint. However,
in the light of the many Government contracts placed during the next 40 years it would appear that the armed forces of the
Crown were quite satisfied with the Webley revolver.
At the N. R. A. meeting at Wimbledon in July, 1887, 75% of the revolver prizes were won by competitors using W.G.
Revolvers (36 out of 48). In 1887 the prizes taken were 60% (29 out of 48).

1888
On Saturday 24th March, 1888, Mr Philip Webley passed away at his home, 64 Bristol Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, in
his 76th year, thus ending a life‘s work of more than 60 years devoted to the gun-trade.
His wife Caroline, the daughter of William and Sarah Davis died in 1891, they were married in 1838 and had a family of
four boys and two girls. Two of the boys, Thomas William and Henry followed their father in the business and it can be said
that with the founder, William Davis, Philip and these two sons were the outstanding personalities in building up this famous
firm of firearm manufacturers.
In addition to his activities in the gun trade Philip Webley was connected with an extensive coal business on Worcester
Wharf, Birmingham.
A framed photograph, taken in 1893, from an oil painting of Philip Webley is displayed in a prominent position in Messrs
Webley & Scott‘s offices, a copy is illustrated on Plate 4.
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FIG. I

FIG. II
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1889
The marvellous revolver shooting of the Chevalier Ira Paine was a special feature of the 1889 meeting of the National
Rifle Association, beating as it did all previous achievements of public revolver shooting.
On Saturday, 13th July, Mr Paine put on no less than three ‗highest possibles‘ at 20 yards. That is to say he put all the
eighteen bullets into a 2″ carton: on Thursday, 18th July, he put on two more ‗highest possibles‘, one of which showed a
diagram of superlative merit, measuring only 1·375″ by 0·75″ This shooting was done with a borrowed W.G. 1889 model
revolver.
In August, 1889, P. Webley & Son, who had not hitherto marked all revolvers manufactured by them with their name,
decided to do so in the future.
This decision was brought about on account of the owner of a nameless revolver being under the impression that it was a
Webley product, and who complained very bitterly to the retailer after the weapon had broken down three times. It was then
pointed out to the customer that the revolver was of foreign manufacture.
On hearing of the matter, P. Webley & Son decided that in view of this and several other cases which had been brought to
their notice, not to sell any revolver of their manufacture without their name being identified therewith.

1893
The display of P. Webley & Son‘s Target revolvers at the Chicago World‘s Fair attracted the attention of experts.
Americans hardly expected to find anything in that line from Great Britain.
In December it is recorded that P. Webley & Son negotiated with Messrs Joseph Lang & Son, Pall Mall, London, S. W.,
on behalf of Mr H. J. Harris of Dublin, who later became their manager. A copy of a leaflet showing Webley‘s factory as it
appeared in 1893 is shown on Plate 3, from which it will be noted that a London address has been included. This London depot
was opened in 1893 and an illustration of the premises is shown on Plate 5.

1894
On his first visit to South Africa Mr T. W. Webley booked his passage on the S. S. ‗Scot‘ to Cape Town and on his
departure stated that it was his intention, if his health permitted, to make a thorough round of the South African Colonies
before returning to Birmingham.

1897
P. Webley & Son, who were now advertising as makers of revolvers, sporting guns and rifles, amalgamated with W. & C.
Scott & Sons and Richard Ellis & Son, both high-class gunmakers. A public company was registered on the 21st October with
a capital of £335,000 under the name of The Webley & Scott Revolver & Arms Company Limited of Birmingham and 78
Shaftesbury Avenue, London. Following the amalgamation with W. C. Scott & Sons and Richard Ellis & Son and its formation
into a limited company, Mr Henry Webley retired from business. The business of W. & C. Scott & Son was founded in 1834
by William Middleditch Scott at 79 Weaman Street followed by his sons, W. M. Scott and J. C. Scott. The business was
carried on in Bath Street, Birmingham, for many years and then removed to Lancaster Street, where the Premier Gun Works
was erected. [Plate 3]
The brothers Scott did a great deal to make the name of their firm known throughout the world and were ever on the qui
vive for an opportunity to make their production of single and double barrelled shotguns the best.
Many patents were brought out by them, some quite historic; one of the earliest was the Scott spindle in connection with
the top lever. They then introduced the block safety lock for hammerless guns and later still patented the double-sear
hammerless lock.
Mention has been made here of only a few of the inventions which stand to their name in the records of the British Patent
Office.
Mr W. M. Scott the younger was accustomed to make an annual business tour in America during the years 1860-1886.
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Mr James G. Scott took over the management of their business and was in fact at the head of it when the amalgamation
with Webley‘s took place in October, 1897.
At this time Martin Scott, a cousin of J. C. and W. M. Scott, was offered the position of manager of a department in the
merged companies. There is no record of whether he took up the appointment or not but it is noted that in 1901 he started in
business on his own account in St Mary‘s Row.
The composition of the board of directors of the newly-formed company was:
Lord Ebury, Chairman John Rigby, M. A.
Colonel O. E. Macdonald
E. Ludlow
T. W. Webley, Managing Director Frank T. Murray, Secretary The three businesses were carried on separately in their
respective factories until the Weaman Street Works were enlarged by taking down the old gun factory which ran from Nos. 81
to 85 Weaman Street and through into Nos. 8 to 22 Slaney Street. New plant included modern smithy and barrel-making
installations.
Prior to the rebuilding of the new factory it can be recorded that a public house known as ‗The Leopard Inn‘ divided —
whether by accident or design — Webley‘s old factory from their offices. This arrangement must have been very popular with
employees whose business necessitated attending both works and offices. A photograph of the inn is shown on Plate 3. The old
works and offices are on the left and right of ‗The Leopard‘. It was no doubt to the regret of the gunmakers and the licensee,
Mr John Martin, that the ‗local‘ had to be demolished to make way for the new structure. [Plate 6]
The sketch on Plate 1 shows No. 84 Weaman Street — the home of William Davis, and Philip Webley‘s original premises
are on the immediate right of ‗The Leopard Inn‘.

1898
In a subsequent paragraph it will be noted that Webley‘s were ever watchful to establish relations abroad and, although
representatives were engaged to further expansion in this field, one of the principals — Mr T. W. Webley — was not averse to
accepting the role of an international bag-man, and it was in this capacity that he visited Pretoria.
During a company meeting held on the 31st December, 1898, reference was made to the ‗Man-stopping bullet‘ developed
by Mr T. W. Webley for use in the Government Webley revolvers. An extract from the Chairman‘s remarks is given
hereunder: —
„I have still one disappointment to record. I remember expressing a hope at the statutory meeting that the expected reward
for Mr T. W. Webley‟s man-stopping bullet which had been adopted for the military and has now been adopted for the naval
service would be received in time to form an addition to the profits of the year 1898. The hope has not been realised, chiefly, I
think, because the Government expert to whom the matter was entrusted died in the course of the year and the appointment
has but lately been filled up, so there is something on that score to be relied upon in the not too distant future, for civilised
Governments, if slow, are reasonably sure.‟

As a military cartridge the ‗man-stopping bullet‘ did not have a very long life as we find that in March, 1902, the War
Office notified The Webley & Scott Revolver & Arms Company Limited to the following effect: —
‗I am instructed by the Secretary of State for War to acquaint you that the present regulations require all pistol
ammunition for use on active service to be made with a solid bullet. No mushroom pattern is to be used.‘ Production was
officially stopped on 14th July, 1900.
The cartridge in question will be referred to in Chapter XV on Ammunition. It was patented in Mr T. W. Webley‘s name
on 18th June, 1897 (No. 14754)During 1898 the company registered two trade marks in respect of guns and rifles made by their associated companies.
These were as follows: —
1. Richard Ellis & Son
2. W. & C. Scott & Sons
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1901
On the 8th February, 1901, The Webley & Scott Revolver & Arms Company Limited held their annual meeting and the
following extract from the Chairman‘s report (Lord Ebury) will give an instance of the firm‘s endeavour to obtain a foothold in
the Far Eastern market: —
„I stated at the last meeting that we were endeavouring to establish relations with the Far East and that we had despatched
thither an able negotiator to represent us by regular correspondence. In the course of a sojourn in China which lasted the best
part of the year during which he visited all the most important centres of commerce and followed up every available clue, Major
Higgs prepared a great deal of ground, which he felt sanguine would in due course produce good fruit, provided we were willing,
in some degree, to adjust our methods to suit Chinese requirements. But, unfortunately, before the matter had time to assume
any very definite shape the outbreak of the Boxer rebellion, the tragic events of the subsequent war, and the quickly succeeding
prohibition to import arms into China drew a sponge over Major Higgs‟ well-filled slate and compelled his return to this country
after a journey during which he had covered 31,000 miles.‟

After five years of experiment and development the Webley-Fosbery Automatic Revolver appeared on the market. A full
description of this weapon, unique in revolver design, is given in Chapter IX but it is felt that a reference to the inventor will
not be out of place in the historical chapter.
George Vincent Fosbery, son of the Rev. T. V. Fosbery, was born at Sturt, near Devizes. Educated at Eton he entered the
Bengal Army in 1852, became Captain in 1864, Major in 1866, and Lieutenant-Colonel in 1876. [Plate 4]
He took part in every engagement in the relief of Crag Picquet, an incident in the fights on the N. W. Frontier of India,
undertaken by the Umbeyla Expedition of 1863. The story of the ‗Crag Picquet‘ — thrice lost and won- — was for long
famous in the annals of frontier fighting. In the first recapture of the picquet held by Hindustani fanatics and Bunerwals,
Lieutenant-Colonel Fosbery showed such gallantry and daring that he was recommended for the award of The Victoria Cross.
The following is taken from the official citation: —
„On the 30th October, 1863, Lieutenant-Colonel Keyes, C. B., in command of the 1st Punjab Regiment, directed Lieutenant
Fosbery, 4th Bengal European Regiment, to push up one of the two paths leading to the top of the cliff while he himself
ascended by the other. There was only room for the attackers to proceed about two abreast and with the greatest coolness and
intrepidity Lieutenant Fosbery led his party of men, being himself the first to gain the top of the crag. Afterwards, LieutenantColonel Keyes being wounded, Lieutenant Fosbery assembled a party of his men, pursued the routed enemy in the direction of
Lallor Ridge, inflicting great loss on them and confirming the possession of the “Crag Picquet”‟.

On his retirement from the Army in 1877 he devoted himself to the perfecting of machine-guns, being the first to
introduce them to the British Government. Among his other activities he invented the ‗Paradox Gun‘, and an explosive bullet,
as a means of ascertaining range for infantry and mountain guns. The Paradox Gun was developed and perfected by Messrs
Holland & Holland, New Bond Street, London.

1902
In January a very regrettable accident occurred at the firm‘s London office in Shaftesbury Avenue when the manager, Mr
John Harris, was taking a loaded Webley-Fosbery automatic revolver down to the cellar for carrying out a test when it was
discharged, inflicting a wound which resulted in Mr Harris‘s death. At the inquest evidence was given by Mr G. W. Tate, who
stated that before he died Mr Harris said it was an accident. A verdict of accidental death was returned.
In March this year the Dublin Headquarters of the Royal Irish Constabulary held an enquiry into the serviceability of the
R.I.C. revolvers. The cause of this was an account of two constables who, in an attempt to arrest a burglar stealing from a
church at Kanturk in Southern Ireland, failed to get their revolvers to fire. Subsequent tests made at Dublin showed that missfires are by no means exceptional but if it be true, as stated, that both the revolvers and cartridges tried were issued 30 years
previously, this is not surprising.
Unjustifiable faults are often attributed to the weapon when the fault should be that of the user or the cartridge. Apropos
of this there is the story of the beginner who complained to the gunmaker that he had sold him bad powder which he was sure
was second-hand and had already been used!
The Webley & Scott Revolver & Arms Company Limited announced that in June a further contract had been received for
the supply of service revolvers.
Bisley in July — the Mecca of shooting men from the British Isles and all over the Dominions — produced many
successes for Webley‘s products. In the numerous revolver competitions, Webley, Colt and Smith & Wesson were alone
represented in the winning scores.
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Three prizes were taken by Webley-Fosbery revolvers. The ‗Eley‘, competed for with English ammunition manufactured by
Eley Brothers Limited, was in both weeks won with a Webley revolver.
On the 15th November, 1902, it was notified in Army Orders that Webley pistols were to be supplied to infantry
regimental transport drivers.
During this year negotiations had been proceeding towards an association of Birmingham and Belgian interests. The
amalgamation between two well-established firms was finally settled in November, when The Webley & Scott Revolver &
Arms Company Limited associated with the Belgian firm of Lebeau-Courally — described as the Purdey of Belgium. From
1903 the joint manufacturers traded under the name of The Webley-Lebeau-Courally Continental Firearms Company Limited
with a London address at 1 Lower James Street, Golden Square. [Plate 5] In Belgium their title was Societe Continentale pour
la Fabrication des Armes a Feu Webley-Lebeau-Courally. The board of directors consisted of:
Monsieur Courally
Mr T. W. Webley
Mr F. T. Murray (Chairman)
Mr John Wilkes was appointed General Manager.
In addition to the above Webley‘s financed a gunmakers‘ business in Bucharest.

1904
On the 13th February it was announced with great regret that Mr Thomas William Webley had passed away at the age of
65. His death took place at his home, ‗The Uplands,‘ Selly Hill, Selly Oak, Birmingham. The funeral was on Wednesday, 17th
February, at St Mary‘s Parish Church, Selly Oak. On the occasion of his last attendance at one of the meetings of the
Gunmakers‘ Association he remarked that a life of stress and hard work had made him an old man before his time. [Plate 4]
During his last visit to the Transvaal he was laid up with a severe illness, recurrences of which sadly diminished his
powers of endurance of late > ears. One of the old school, he was a business man from start to finish and yet his methods were
such that everyone with whom he came into contact felt that in him was a kind and sympathetic friend. Although his activity in
his latter years had been less than formerly, his grip on affairs was in no way diminished. He was a voluminous correspondent
and an interviewer of great skill, insofar that he had a thorough grasp of everything discussed and was prompt in putting his
undertakings into practice.
Born on the 15th April, 1839, he was apprenticed to the gun business at the age of 11 years, and rapidly acquired a
complete understanding of its many intricacies. By the time he was 20 he was practically its sole manager.
Mr F. T. Murray, F. C. A., was appointed Managing Director in place of the late Mr T. W. Webley and in the summer of
this year he travelled to the United States of America to visit the World Fair at St Louis, where the firm had an exhibit
including the following examples of their products; ·32 and ·45 cal. falling block rifles, their ‗Premier‘, ‗Imperial‘ and ‗Monte
Carlo‘ 12 bore ejector guns, a wide variety of revolvers and the ·455 cal. Webley-Fosbery automatic revolver. Reports
indicated that the latter item was a great attraction. A Grand Prix medal was awarded for their exhibit.
There is no doubt whatever that the system of indentured apprenticeship was the only satisfactory way of teaching a man
his trade and in this particular instance, judging by the manner in which the firm expanded, both Philip Webley and his son
Tom, as he was known in the factory, benefited by being apprenticed to their trade. Apropos of this, one instance is called to
mind: Thomas Charles Bentley of the firm of Birmingham gunmakers, on being told by one of his workmen that there were
difficulties in satisfactorily fitting a Morris Tube to a 12 gauge shotgun, took off his coat and fitted the job entirely. This
appears to be the best form of rebuke he could make and one cannot fail to admire the ‗bosses‘ of old time firms who mastered
the practical side of their business.
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1905
At the annual general meeting held on the 30th March, reference was made to the depression in the firearms trade
following the Boer War and the fact that no orders were forthcoming from either of the combatants in the Russo-Japanese War.
In view of the serious state of affairs due to the foregoing, it was recommended to make a reduction in capital and in April,
1905, the company and shareholders agreed to a scheme for capital re-arrangement. At this later meeting reference was again
made to the effect that the falling off in profits was entirely due to the absence of revolver contracts from our own and foreign
Governments and until these were forthcoming there could be no hope of a substantial improvement in the company‘s profit
earning power.
The first Webley self loading blow back pistol appeared in 1905 using the ·32 cal. rimless cartridge, a weapon which was
later to be adopted by the police in the City of London, Metropolitan and many overseas police forces.
Mr William J. Whiting, works manager at this time, went to America to exploit the patent rights, during his absence Mr
John Carter, gunmaker and foreman of department, with Mr Frank T. Murray, director, acted on his behalf in matters relating
to the development of automatic pistols.
Mr Ernest B. Winn, nephew and executor of the late Mr Thomas William Webley was elected to a seat on the board of the
company. He acted as chairman at the annual general meeting in 1905.
A double sheet notice dated 1st March, 1905, was issued by Monsieur H. Mahillon, of 9 Rue de Loxum, Brussels, and Mr
F. C. Scott, of 80, 81 Bath Street, Birmingham, jointly: —
‗Monsieur Mahillon gives notice that he has relinquished the agency of The Webley & Scott Revolver & Arms Co. Ltd.,
Birmingham, to take over the representation of Mr F. C. Scott as above. Mr Scott stated that a selection of guns has been
despatched to Brussels.‘

1906
The Webley & Scott Revolver & Arms Company Limited in January re-appointed Monsieur Jansen, 27 Rue de la
Madeline, Brussels, as their agent. He was for many years agent in Belgium for P. Webley & Son Limited.
Although the name Webley is synonymous with the word revolver it should not be overlooked that at this period the firm,
in addition to being the foremost revolver manufacturers in England, made more guns and rifles than any other firm in the
country. Also it should not be forgotten that not all their guns and rifles bore the name of the firm — many of these being
supplied to the trade. It is worth recording that during 1905-1906 guns made by W. & C. Scott on six occasions carried off The
Grand Prix at Monte Carlo in pigeon shooting competitions.
The name of the firm was changed to that which it bears to-day — Messrs Webley & Scott Limited. Until about this year
part of the plant was driven by means of gas and part by electricity, both produced by the company, but coal strikes caused a
change in policy and the company then took its power supply from the electricity department of the city.

1907
In addition to the London establishment in Shaftesbury Avenue, opened in 1893, retail premises were opened at No. 55
Victoria Street, London, S. W. These were occupied during the period 1907-1928. These two premises are shown on Plate 5,
together with the offices occupied by Messrs Webley & Scott Limited since the 9th February, 1959, at No. 76 Jermyn Street,
London, S. W. 1. The fourth photograph on this Plate shows the site only of the offices used by The Webley-Lebeau-Courally
Continental Firearms Company Limited in Golden Square, W.

1909
The popularity of Webley‘s automatic pistols and the resultant increase in sales necessitated a review of factory
accommodation and in April, 1909, the firm decided to adopt a departmental system. Revolvers and pistols continued to be
made at the Weaman Street Plant. The Premier Works (formerly W. & C. Scott‘s) in Lancaster Street were to be devoted to the
manufacture of shotguns, especially of the kind requiring highly skilled hand labour.
On the 14th March, 1909, Mr Richard Ellis passed away at the age of 70. He founded the business in St Mary‘s Row
during a period which brings to recollection the balmy days of the sporting gun trade in Birmingham. Richard Ellis — like so
many of his contemporaries — was a skilful workman, and there is no doubt that the business owed its prosperity to his
practical knowledge and his determination to produce shotguns of the highest quality.
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PLATE 1

Philip Webley‘s trade card of 1840.

The home and original premises of William Davis, 84 Weaman
Street, Birmingham. Drawing by Graham S. Hudson.

The earliest known trade card used by William Davis.
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PLATE 2

Philip Webley‘s advertisement of 1853.

A page from a P. Webley & Son Catalogue, circa 1870.
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PLATE 3

The Leopard Inn, site of the Weaman Street factory extension

The first order for revolvers received from the British
Government.

The factory premises in 1893. The X support for the roof
range 40 yards target can be seen on the front wall.

Premier Gun and Rifle Works, Lancaster Street, Birmingham.
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PLATE 4

Philip Webley, 1812-1888, father of Thomas and Henry.

Thomas William Webley, 1839-1904.

Henry Webley, 1846-1920.

Lieut. Col. George Vincent Fosbery V.C., inventor of the WebleyFosbery Automatic Revolver.
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PLATE 5 – London Offices and Showrooms.

1, Lower James Street, Golden Square W.l. 1902. Site of
the Webley-Lebeau-Courally Continental Firearms Co.
Ltd.

55, Victoria Street, S.W.l. 1907.

78, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.l. 1893.

76, Jermyn Street, S.W.l. 1959.
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PLATE 6

The factory premises in 1897.

The factory premises in 1915.

Demolition of the Weaman Street works in 1959.
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PLATE 7

Test range beneath the Weaman Street premises. Photograph taken by B. Hinchley during
the demolition.

Office block of the new factory premises at Park Lane, Handsworth, Birmingham, 1960.

Targets made at Bisley, July 1914. W.G. and W.S. revolvers were used; 2″ bulls at 20
yards.

Wooden nameplate from the main entrance to the Weaman Street offices, 1897- 1906. B. Hinchley collection.
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Plate 8

10. RICHARD ELLIS & SONS
11. W. & C. SCOTT & SONS

The Gun Makers‘ Triumphal Arch and Military Trophy, 1858.

TRADE MARKS OF COMPANIES ASSOCIATED WITH WEBLEY‘S
1. William Davis, used on bullet moulds.
2. Webley & Scott Ltd., current registered trade mark.
3. Philip Webley & Son, trade mark on revolvers issued to police forces.
4. Webley & Scott Ltd., air rifle and pistol trade mark.
5. Philip Webley & Son and W. & C. Scott & Sons, revolvers and shotguns.
6. Webley & Scott Ltd. and W. & C. Scott & Sons, ―Premier Imperial‘, and ―Premier‖ shotguns.
7. Philip Webley & Son, rifles and revolvers.
8. Webley & Scott Ltd., current trade mark on revolvers and pistols (facsimile).
9. Webley & Scott Revolver & Arms Co., Ltd., and Webley & Scott Ltd. automatic pistols
(facsimile).
10 & 11. Trade names for shotguns and rifles registered in 1898.
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1913
This year was a good one for Webley & Scott‘s revolvers and automatic pistols and in support of this the following
successes at the National Rifle Association meeting at Bisley Camp are recorded:
REVOLVERS
Rapid, Competition. — Won all prizes.
Revolver Medals. — Won Gold, Silver and Bronze.
Revolver Aggregate. — Won Gold Badge, Silver Badge and three Bronze Badges.
Long Range (50 yards). — Three out of four First prizes and the only ‗Highest possible‘.
Colonel Heap's Special Prize. — Won with Webley‘s.
AUTOMATIC PISTOLS
‘Granet’ Competition. — Won the Cup and all the money prizes.
The Silver Cup was won by Staff Sergeant Major H. Durant, of the 9th Lancers, who made a record by firing 15 shots
within 15 seconds, recording 15 hits at 33 yards.

1914
Although World War I was impending, little did the United Kingdom and Dominion competitors attending the July
meeting of the National Rifle Association at Bisley Camp realise that for many it was to be the last time they would shoot on
the Revolver Ranges, The Century, The Running and Disappearing Targets, and many others. Fortunate indeed were those who
survived the next 4½ years of slaughter.
Some of the targets (2″ in diameter bulls at 20 yards) made at this meeting are shown in the diagrams following, the
weapons used being Webley‘s W.G. and W.S. Target revolvers. [Plate 7]

1914-1918
During World War I when working under contracts from the Ministry of Munitions, 310,000 Webley revolvers were
supplied to the Government, including an open contract for the Mark VI for a weekly delivery of approximately 2,500.
In addition to revolvers the Government placed orders for 187,000 Signal (Very Light), and other pistols as well as
fencing muskets.
Apart from the need for weapons occasioned by a conflict of the magnitude of World War I, one of the reasons for the
great increase in the sale of revolvers was due to an Army order issued on the 23rd January, 1915, which stated that: —
‗In time of peace, swords will continue to be worn by officers. On active service, officers and warrant officers will be
armed with a pistol. Mounted officers only, will carry sword and pistol.‘
On the 22nd February, 1915, Mr Henry Webley, though with impaired health, broke his long retirement to assist the
company in the extensive work which it had been called upon by the British Government to undertake on behalf of the British
and Allied Forces.
He was elected a director of Webley & Scott Limited through a vacancy caused by the death of another director —
Colonel O. E. Macdonald. Henry Webley‘s expert knowledge was of the very greatest service in arranging for the extended
manufacture of revolvers and designing the various classes of pistols which the exigencies of the war and its novel
requirements made necessary.
Mr William C. Scott, elder son of the founder of the firm of W. & C. Scott & Son, died at his home at Edgbaston on
Friday, 4th February, 1916, aged 81. During World War I the shotgun trade at home was virtually at a standstill and production
was switched to fulfil Government contracts for military weapons.
It was during 1915-1916 that the new factory in Weaman Street was built and occupied. [Plate 6] In the basement of the
factory a test range for rifle, gun, revolver and pistol was installed. To obtain maximum range it was built diagonally across the
building for a distance of 80 yards and capable of extending to 100 yards. The tunnel range was exposed to view during the
demolition of the building in 1960, a photograph is shown on Plate 7. The new tunnel replaced a previous 40 yard range on the
roof of the old factory. The position of the roof range can be seen in photographs on Plates 3 and 6. The large X metal support
for the 40 yards target and butt is on the top floor at the right of the main building.
In June, 1915, Mr Frank T. Murray relinquished his position as company secretary; his place was taken by Mr Alan
Greenup. Mr W. J. Whiting‘s son was appointed works manager in this year. The joint management of the company was
placed in the hands of Mr F. T. Murray and Mr W. J. Whiting. The wooden name plate lettered ‗The Webley & Scott Revolver
& Arms Company Limited, Registered Offices‘ [Plate 7], was discovered beneath a bronze nameplate lettered ‗Webley &
Scott Limited, Registered Offices‘, during demolition of the building in 1960. These signs were at the main entrance to the
offices in Weaman Street.
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1918
In Chapter VIII reference is made to the use of the Prideaux Instantaneous Loader in conjunction with the Mark VI ·455
revolver. These were privately purchased by officers up to the closing weeks of World War I when the Government found
favour with this type of magazine loader. On the 23rd September, 1918, a pattern loader was approved to govern supplies as
may be ordered. As a nation we move slowly but we do get there.

1919
Mr T. W. Horton, chairman at the annual meeting, stated that the company was concerned at the contract figure now
offered by the Government for Mark VI revolvers. Up to September, 1917, this was 61/- each. The Government then offered
the impossible figure of 44/- each, this was subsequently raised to 51/- each, which they were forced to accept.
Owing to a delay in the settlement of a national wage claim for engineers a long promised strike of machinists took place
at the factory. Conferences were held and a settlement was reached before a general strike developed.

1920
On the 30th October, Mr Henry Webley passed away in his 74th year after a life-long service to the gun trade. Born in
Weaman Street, Birmingham, where his parents then resided in premises which became part of the factory occupied by the
firm of Webley & Scott Limited, a firm which Henry and his brother Thomas William played no small part in developing.
In his younger days Henry Webley was an all round sportsman of considerable ability. Amongst his athletic recreations
were tennis, polo, boxing, and in his latter years, golf, whilst, on the range, he was an excellent shot.
For some years he was an officer in the Birmingham Volunteers. He lived in Birmingham until his retirement from the
firm but subsequently went to reside in the New Forest. During 1908, whilst driving in that district, he was thrown from a
horse drawn trap and the accident permanently impaired his health — paralysis preventing him from leading the active life to
which he had been accustomed.
In connection with the transition of the firm to the conditions of peace trade, he rendered a great deal of assistance before
resuming his retired life and at the last meeting of the board which he attended he took part in the appointment of Mr F. T.
Murray as sole managing director. Although his chief contributions in the way of invention were in connection with the
revolver, Mr Henry Webley took a large share in the general progress of the company.
He had great financial ability and took the leading part in the commercial side of the firm up to the time of his retirement
in 1897. In the interests of the firm he travelled extensively, especially in Russia, and from time to time visited not only the
principal cities of that Empire but also most of the capitals in Europe. [Plate 4]
Mr Henry Webley was twice married. His first wife was Miss Julia Harris, sister of Mr J. Harris of the well-known Dublin
gun trade firm of Trulock & Harris. Some time after his first wife‘s death he was married to Miss Flora Macdonald, daughter
of Colonel Macdonald, who saw service in the Crimean War. Of this marriage, which took place in 1895, there was one
daughter, Doria Diamond, who died in India in 1916. Mrs Webley was on her way to India and the Seychelle Islands when
news reached her that Henry Webley died on the 30th October, 1920. The funeral took place at Witton Cemetery, Birmingham,
on the 5th November, the body having been brought from London the same morning.
Mr W. J. Whiting resigned from Webley & Scott Limited in April this year.

1920-1928
The introduction of the Firearms Act in 1920 dealt British home and overseas markets a blow from which recovery has
been very difficult. It decimated home trade in rifled firearms and gave foreign competitors an unshakeable foothold abroad.
Sporting guns sold as well as ever and the years between the World Wars saw a considerable increase in the production of
these.
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This period also saw (to the sorrow of many) the passing of the ·455 calibre revolver which had reigned supreme as the
British military sidearm for nearly 40 years and its substitution by the new ·38/145/200 revolver — the answer to the demand
for a lighter arm. It was in 1922 that the War Office decided a lighter revolver than the Mark VI was required for the British
Army. The company was commissioned to prepare designs and carry out experiments. Models were produced and modified
until finality was reached and what is known as the Government Enfield ·38 calibre revolver was ultimately accepted and
produced in the Government factory at Enfield Lock, around 1928.
This weapon with the ·455 Mark VI of 1923 and the ·476 calibre Enfield‘s of 1880 and 1882 will be referred to in the
following detailed descriptions of revolvers.
The Bisley Imperial Meeting Revolver Gold Medal was won with Webley revolvers from 1919-1928 there being no
meetings during the war years. The competition consists of a deliberate shoot at 50 yards, six shots in one minute followed by
six shots in 15 seconds at 20 yards and six shots in 10 seconds at 10 yards. All at 2″ diameter bulls.

1929
From 1887 to 1928 the War Office and Webley‘s had worked in close co-operation and all modifications were
interchanged so that the Arm remained common in the event of an emergency. In 1929, however, the War Office decided
otherwise, and from that date Webley‘s departed slightly from the Government Enfield revolver and went into production with
the Mark IV ·38 and ·32 calibre C.F. Police and Military models and the ·22 S.S. Rim-fire Target Pistol.

1931
At the annual general meeting in 1931, Mr T. W. Horton resigned his chairmanship in favour of Mr A. C. Griffiths.

1938
The Bisley Imperial Meeting Gold Badge (aggregate) was won with Webley revolvers from 1910-1938. This consists of
the score made in the Revolvers Gold Medals added to the two best scores made for revolver prizes, which are a series of
shoots under the same conditions as for Revolver Gold Medal, running during the whole of the meeting.

1939-1945
To enable the firm to cope with contracts and orders received during World War II it was necessary to increase output and
as there was not room for expansion at the Weaman Street factory premises, additional accommodation had to be obtained.
Rather than occupy a single building, Webley & Scott Limited followed the Government‘s lead to disperse factories in an
attempt to reduce damage by bombing raids and several plants were leased as follows: —
Two small factories at Stourbridge, two at Selly Oak, Birmingham, and one at Great Barr, Birmingham. The offices were
located at Rednal, near Birmingham, for the duration of the war.
It is interesting to note that when supplies were required during World War II the War Office, through the Ministry of
Supply, placed contracts for Webley revolvers, even though the components differed from those of the Enfield weapon. The
Webley ·38 Mark IV revolver was officially approved on the 20th September, 1945.

1953
The Mander Cup. This police force revolver and pistol competition has been won by the Birmingham City Police, using
Webley pistols, ten times in the last 11 years.

1957
The first reliable military automatic pistol appeared on the market some 60 years ago and since then the armies of the
world have gradually exchanged the revolver for the pistol. In this year the British Army decided to adopt a semiautomatic
weapon and the No. 2 Mark I star ·38″ Enfield revolver, which was evolved from a ‗Webley‘ design, was replaced by a
Canadian made 9 m/m F. N. Browning Mark 2 pistol. Since the first successful revolver was introduced by Samuel Colt, more
than 120 years have elapsed and the passing of the ‗six-shooter‘ will bring back many memories to the older generation, who
will find it difficult to realise that the revolver has at last been supplanted. In this connection it is of interest to know that
Messrs Webley & Scott Limited submitted a model of a self-loading pistol to the War Office and were pleased to find how
near they had approached to Government requirements.
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Unfortunately, negotiations were cut short by a statement that the War Office had decided to adopt the 9 m/m F. N. Browning
pistol. The change from revolver to pistol had been under consideration for some time as records show that the Canadian
drawings for this weapon were sealed on the 7th February, 1944, it became a stores issue in February, 1961. Details of the
Webley prototype are given in Chapter XII.

1958-1959
During this period great changes took place in the firm, both as regards location and organisation. Dealing with the
former, the immense increase in road traffic in Birmingham, as in other cities, called for better road facilities and among other
old, narrow thoroughfares, Weaman Street was demolished. The street had a long association with the gun trade and now, alas,
Webley & Scott‘s factory, together with other gun shops, will make way for a new and spacious motor road in the Birmingham
Ring Road Scheme lined with modem factories. In the march of progress it is sad to see such old landmarks destroyed and
however efficient these new box-like structures may be one cannot help regretting having to part with the old streets and
buildings where so much history was made.
It can be recorded that in the near vicinity of Weaman Street much of the 19th century gun-making was carried out, and if
a circle having a radius of 750 yards be described with its centre at the junction of Steelhouse Lane and Weaman Street the
enclosed area would embrace the majority of the Birmingham firms of that period. Weaman Street and Weaman Row took
their names from the Mary Weaman estate which covered a large area in this district.
In addition to the many gun shops in Weaman Street, it was here that several Birmingham gunmakers sent their weapons
to be proved in the Proof House set up by Mr S. T. Galton, before Parliament granted Birmingham a charter for the erection of
its own Gun-barrel Proof House in 1813. Following the demolition of Webley & Scott‘s factory, their plant has been removed
to new premises in Park Lane, Handsworth, Plate 7, with London offices at 49 Upper Brook Street, W.1.

1958-1960
In the years since World War II, many industrial firms have been ‗taken over‘ or formed into groups and among these
Webley & Scott Limited has been concerned with the following groups.
In October, 1958, the company was taken over by R. H. Windsor Limited, Chessington, manufacturers of plastic injection
moulding machinery.
In March, 1959, Webley & Scott Limited took over R. H. Windsor Limited and their associate companies.
In October, 1959, the Windsor group, including of course, Webley & Scott Limited was taken over by Arusha Industries
Limited, of 76 Jermyn Street, London, S. W. 1, under the chairmanship of Mr Lindsay S. Carstairs.
Plate 8 illustrates the trade marks registered by the firm since the time the founder William Davis commenced making
bullet moulds.

1960
To bring this brief history of the House of Webley up to date a photograph is shown on Plate 6 taken during the
demolition of the Weaman Street factory. Number 84 was built on this site. Since that time the evolution of the firearm has
embraced the Flint-lock, Percussion-lock also the Pin, Rim and Central fire cartridge systems.
Many of the Webley products incorporating these principles are described and illustrated in the following chapters
including their latest products. At their new plant at Handsworth, Webley & Scott Limited continue in business as small arms
manufacturers and precision engineers, in addition they have embarked on the production of machinery used in the plastic
industry. A view of the office block of the new factory premises appears on Plate 7.
To-day, we are well established in the rocket era and already we have the electrically discharged hand-gun. What of tomorrow? Firearm design in the future should prove to be as interesting as it has been in the past.
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II - CAP AND BALL PISTOLS

(a, b) Holster and Pocket
In addition to the manufacture of such utility weapons as ships‘ muskets and ships‘ pistols, it is evident that Webley‘s
prior to 1852, also made, or had made for them, finer weapons, for in the writer‘s collection there is an elaborate cased set of
four muzzle loading percussion cap and ball single shot pistols. They are shown on Plate 9 and consist of a pair of holster
pistols and a pair of pocket pistols in Nos. 17 and 48 gauges respectively, with the name J. Webley engraved on barrels and
locks.
The weapons follow the design of the period 1840-1845 and the quality is typical of the excellent craftsmanship one
associates with the best English-made pistols of the percussion cap era. Figs. III and IV.
In the blue velvet-lined case there is a complete kit comprising two iron single cavity moulds for casting spherical lead
bullets in the afore-mentioned gauges. These moulds were made by William Davis and are stamped with his initials, W. D. A
copper and brass powder flask, cap box, turnscrews, cleaning rods, bullet compartments, a nipple wrench for the holster pistols
and a combination nipple wrench-barrel ring spanner for the screw barrel pocket pistols. Frontispiece.
The case is a true specimen of a cabinet maker‘s work, made of solid mahogany with dovetailed joints, inlet brass corners,
latches and ring carrying handle inlet into the centre of the hinged lid.
The range of pistols shown on Plate 10(a) are cheaper versions of the afore-mentioned 48 gauge pocket weapons.
Produced in gauges 48 to 52, they were referred to in contemporary catalogues as muzzle loading saddle pistols. Made with
round and octagonal barrels and little or no ornamentation, they were useful as defence weapons but had nothing else to
recommend them.

(c, d) Belt and Ships
An early Webley catalogue illustrates the heavy calibre pistols shown on Plate 10(b). This class of weapon was made for
Government service and known as a ships‘ pistol for use in King‘s ships as well as merchant ships. According to the makers‘
catalogue they were sold for ten shillings and were on the market around the year 1840.
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A weapon of this period in the writer‘s possession is stamped on the side plate TOWER and the crown monogram. The barrel
and breech plug are stamped J. W. (James Webley). The proof marks of the Guardians of the Birmingham Proof House also
appear on the barrel. The gauge size is 16, which is equal to a 1 oz. ball.
The double-barrelled over and under pistol appearing on Plate 10(c) was produced in the second quarter of the nineteenth
century and primarily intended for sea service. It is fitted with a typical box lock mechanism with front trigger and right
hammer firing the top barrel. Incorporated on the left side of the weapon is a belt hook and fixed to the barrels is a swivel
rammer. With a calibre suitable for a 28 gauge ball, this pistol would be a formidable arm in the hands of a sailor boarding a
vessel, as after expending the two bullets it could be used with good effect as a club. ‗P. Webley & Son, St James‘s, London‘ is
engraved in one line on top of the barrel; this pistol must be the type referred to in his advertisement of 1853 [Plate 2, Chapter
I]. An illustration of it also appears in his catalogue.

Fig. III. Back lock action of pistols on plate 9.

Fig. IV. Back lock action of screw barrelled pistols on Plate 9.
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III - CAP AND BALL REVOLVERS

(a) Pepperbox
Pepperbox weapons similar to the one shown on Plate 11 (a) may be found bearing Webley‘s name, although the one
illustrated is the work of Bentley. This self-cocking smooth bore model is suitable for a 90 gauge bullet and has a sixchambered barrel-cum-cylinder. A flat spring catch secured to the stripping and inspection plate by a simple screw takes the
place of the Bentley patent catch used on later revolvers of this make. At the top and on the inside of the spring catch a pin
0·125″ diameter and 0·25″ long projects through a hole in the frame and engages in a suitably machined slot in front of the
hammer. On giving the trigger a slight pressure, the pin on the spring catch is pressed, by hand, into position in front of the
hammer and prevents the hammer nose from coming into contact with the capped nipples; further pressure on the trigger
releases the pin and the catch and pin return to the normal position, due to the action of the spring. Forerunner of the pin and
rim-fire pepperbox revolvers, this little cap and ball weapon handles very well and the rake of the stock enables the user to
‗point‘ it rather than aim, although a vee backsight is provided. Compared with so many single action revolvers, the guard in
front of the trigger is big enough for the largest trigger finger. [Fig. V]

(b) Self-cocking Open Frame Transition
[Plate 11(c)]
A great deal has been written regarding the effect Samuel Colt‘s patents had on the design of English revolvers during the
period 1836-1850 and therefore it is not the writer‘s intention to make further reference to the private war between Colt and his
imitators.
During the transition period both Webley and Bentley were known to have made revolvers of the self-cocking type and
similar in design to the one shown on Plate 11(c). The weapon illustrated is stamped on the left side of the frame, under the
wooden stock, with the initials H. & S. (Hollis & Sheath), but it was most probably manufactured by J. Bentley for the aforementioned firm. Features not shown on the photograph consist of a butt trap; the rear sight formed by a central slot cut through
the neck of the long hammer. Cylinder rotation is anti-clockwise. Leaf patterns are engraved on the hammer, body and trigger
guard, the former with nine petals and the latter with twenty. The cylinder can be removed quite easily by removal of the
thumb screw, which then permits the barrel to be unscrewed from the cylinder axis pin. An adequate shield prevents sparks and
cap fragments from damaging the man firing this 100 gauge revolver, which is a nicely balanced weapon and has a well
designed stock enhanced by very fine checkered walnut side plates. [Fig. VII]
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Fig. V. Action of Joseph Bentley‘s 90 G. pepperbox. Plate 11(a).

Fig. VI. Action of 60 G. percussion revolver: early mode by Joseph
Bentley. Plate 11(d).

(c) Self-cocking, Open Frame
During the years 1839 to 1860 Joseph Bentley‘s name appears on a number of British patents dealing with ‗Improvements
in guns, pistols and other denominations of firearms‘. The single action open frame revolver illustrated, incorporates the
improvement covered by Patent No. 960, dated 4th December, 1852, taken out by this gunsmith. Philip Webley was associated
with Bentley, although the writer has not been able to verify, from search through the patent records, that their names appeared
jointly on any patent. [Plate 11(d)]
The features protected by Patent 960 were five in number, the first being the safety catch attached to the hammer which
withholds it from the nipples during the act of loading. The second refers to the self-cocking action whereby the revolver is
fired on squeezing the trigger, the top of the trigger being rounded, as will be seen from an examination of the diagrammatic
sketch of the action of the revolver shown on Fig. VI. The third item relates to locking the cylinder when the weapon is fired
and is achieved by a catch or projection on the end of the trigger spring which stops the cylinder when a nipple is in alignment
with the hammer, the said catch engaging each one of the flash shields or partitions during rotation of the cylinder. The fourth
and fifth features refer to materials — Gutta-percha or papier mache for making the side plates of the stock and a graduated
slide attached to the barrel.
The Bentley revolver, which embodies features 1 to 4, is a handsome weapon with a frame including butt straps and butt
made from solid nickel. The 60 gauge rifled barrel has an extension beneath it which is bored out and threaded to screw on to
the cylinder axis pin. To obtain alignment between barrel and cylinder, a lug has been machined and drilled to accept a round
headed bolt which is screwed into the front of the frame. The section between extension and lug on the left side is milled out to
permit loading powder and ball; also on the left side a screw has been let into the barrel on which pivots a detachable bullet
rammer. A bead foresight and a deep vee slot at the top of the nickel breech gives a nine-inch sight base. Plain, highly polished
walnut side plates are fitted with a diamond-shaped nickel cup and nut to take a transverse screw. The appearance of this
handsome weapon is improved by leaf engraving on both sides of the frame, trigger guard, top butt strap, and butt. The top and
back of the hammer, front of the cylinder, and muzzle are also lightly engraved. The cylinder has a clockwise rotation although
the engraved numbers 1-5 on the chambers do not fire in that order, but 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. The barrel and each chamber are stamped
with marks of the Birmingham Proof House.
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Fig. VII. Action details of transition revolver. Plate 11(c).

P. Webley and J. Webley Single Action Revolvers
The outcome of Patent No. 2127 dated 4th February, 1853, lodged by Philip Webley was the production of a fivechambered, single action revolver, examples of which are shown on Plates 11(b and e). Their numbers are 122 and 134
respectively and although there must be several of these weapons in collections the writer knows of only one other, which is
described and illustrated in Volume 11, No. 7, of The Journal of the Arms & Armour Society.
Although Philip Webley‘s revolver is covered by two separate improvements only one has been embodied in the weapons
under review. This is the one which relates to the method of rotating and locking the cylinder by employing a one-piece angleshaped component as illustrated in the diagrammatic sketch of the action for this weapon.
The idea behind the second improvement contained in Patent 2127 and not embodied in weapons 122 and 134 was to
remove a drawback common to all revolver construction — that is the loss of propellant gas pressure due to the gap between
the front of the cylinder and the entrance to the barrel. P. Webley‘s patent relates to a conical shape at the breech end of the
barrel, with a recess shaped to accept this cone at the front end of each chamber. At the moment of discharge hammer pressure
on the cap, nipple and cylinder, forces the cylinder forward to effect a gas seal; on re-cocking the hammer the pressure is
removed and the cylinder disengaged.
The writer has not seen a Webley revolver designed to incorporate this device and would welcome the opportunity to do
so. In this connection, a similar device may be seen on the Witton & Daw revolver. In 1898, a gas seal was embodied in the
Russian Nagant revolver, nearly half a century later than the idea put forward by Webley. Although it is the general belief that
there is a considerable loss of propellant gas due to the aforementioned gap between cylinder and barrel, it is to be noted from
experiments carried out between revolver and pistol at the Royal Small Arms Factory at Enfield in 1889, the subsequent loss in
muzzle velocity is not so great as had been supposed.
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Lancasters 4 barrelled Pistol. M. V. 736 f.s. Length of barrels 6·375″.
Webley‘s W.G. Revolver. M. V. 735 f.s. Length of barrel and cylinder 7·625″.
Eleys Mark III ·476. Cartridge was used in both weapons for this test.
Designed to fire 48 gauge spherical balls, the Philip Webley revolvers have graceful lines and are well balanced. The spur
on the trigger guard assists in obtaining a secure hold. This spur does not appear on the revolver from Mr Taylerson‘s
collection. Barrels are octagonal in shape and the bullet loading rod lies along the left side of the barrel; on weapon No. 134 the
rod handle is engraved ‗improved loading rod‘. Secured by springing into a clip brazed to the barrel, the rod is operated by an
upward movement. On weapon No. 122 the loading rod is a separate part and when required is hooked on to a pin screwed into
the frame.
Both weapons are engraved on the right side of the frame opposite the loading rod hinge screw ‗P. WEBLEY PATENTEE‘
followed by the weapon number. Fitted with a finely chequered walnut stock inlet with a rectangular silver escutcheon, the
stock terminates with a butt cap; in the case of weapon No. 134 a lanyard ring. Small areas of the frame, front of cylinder
muzzle, trigger guard and butt plate are engraved with scroll design.
Removal of the inspection plate from the left side of the frame indicates that the quality of the action compares
unfavourably with the James Webley ‗Longspur‘ models to be described later, although a close examination of the dimensions
of chamber diameters reveals that the maximum variation is 0·002″ — not a bad achievement when one considers that accurate
machines, as we know them to-day, were non-existent over 100 years ago.
Unlike the three deep rifling grooves adopted by James Webley for his 48 gauge ‗Longspur‘ revolver, the Philip Webley
weapons have nine grooves.
The flash partitions between nipples are approximately 0·3125″ thick and this thickness of metal is used for drilling a
0·1875″ diameter hole to accept the round hammer nose. It would appear that at this early stage in the firm‘s history Philip
Webley was in the export market, as weapon No. 134 bears the name of a retailer in Canada; the flat top of the barrel is
engraved ‗JOHN GRAINGER, 106 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO‘.
The method of securing barrel to frame is by cross-bolt through barrel lug and cylinder axis. A forward pull on the barrel
permits withdrawal. Fixed to the bottom of the lug is a 0·3125″ diameter register pin which engages in a sliding fit hole in the
frame. On weapon No. 134 the pin is 0·875″ long and disengages the hole before the barrel is clear of the cylinder axis, but on
weapon No. 122 the register pin is sufficiently long to enable it to be retained by a stop-screw whilst permitting the barrel to
clear the cylinder axis. This allows the barrel and lug to be turned on the pin through 180°, thereby clearing the cylinder for
removal.
The foresight consists of a small bead with its base inlet into a transverse slot across the barrel. The backsight is a wide
vee with large radius at the base. This is cut out of the standing breech, the top of which looks very frail in comparison with the
robust appearance of all other components. Cylinder rotation is clockwise, although according to the numbers stamped on each
chamber the firing order is 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.
Minor variations will be noted on comparing the diagrammatic sketches of these weapons. These are, however, only slight
and do not affect the design of the action. [Figs. VIII and IX]
A very fine specimen of J. Bentley‘s work is to be seen in weapon No. 29B illustrated on Plate 16(d). This is a fivechambered open frame revolver in 72G and is fitted with an underlever loading rod, having the handle secured to the underside
of the barrel by a spring clip. The barrel incorporates a heavy lug which forms a mount for the loading rod and cross-bolt. The
lower end of the lug is drilled to accept a single register pin in the frame which is used for alignment of the barrel. A portion of
the round cylinder axis has been reduced in diameter, no doubt to arrest any black powder fouling deposits. This feature forms
part of Patent No. 743 taken out by James Webley on 29th March, 1853, where it is stated the reduced portion of the axis may
be square or angular in section. As in other revolvers made by Bentley, the rifling is cut on the polygroove system (14
grooves).
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Although this weapon is of the best quality in appearance, with exceptionally fine scroll engraving on frame, barrel,
hammer, guard and back-strap and butt plate, it is noted that the variation in chamber diameters is in excess of that found on
measuring Philip and James Webley‘s revolvers. In this case there is a variation of 0·006″ between smallest and largest
diameters. This difference agrees with the error found on measuring a Belgian single action revolver of the same period. On
removing the detachable plate from the left side of the frame an interesting feature is to be seen relating to the method of
locking the cylinder at the moment the trigger is squeezed. The cylinder lock is formed from the upper part of the trigger and
takes the shape of a very short two-pronged fork. On working the trigger the fork advances through a slot in the frame with the
prongs engaging each slide of a flash partition. For this purpose the partitions are machined to a thin blade form. These appear
to be quite weak on comparing them with the partitions on Colt‘s, Webley‘s and other Bentley single action revolvers. The
hand or lifter with spring is attached to the hammer by a screw.
In keeping with Bentley‘s range of revolvers, the cup and nut for the stock screw is made of nickel. This feature always
gives a nice finishing touch to a weapon, although no doubt a non-ferrous metal was used to prevent rust forming between the
wooden stock and these two parts. In the writer‘s opinion nothing is more annoying than to find the nut turning in its recess
when endeavouring to remove the stock screw.
The weapon just described is, despite its age, in excellent condition, mainly due to having been kept in its green baizelined mahogany case. The case is complete with the usual accessories — 72G. spherical ball single cavity iron mould, a pearshaped powder flask with graduated nozzle by Bartram & Co., combined cleaning and loading rod, oil bottle by James Dixon
& Sons, Sheffield, cap tin, nipple tin, nipple key and turn-screw and a compartment for bullets.

Fig. VIII. Action of Philip Webley‘s single-action revolver 2nd
Model. Plate 11(e).

Fig. IX. Action of Philip Webley‘s single-action revolver 1st Model.
Plate 11(b).

The Model of 1853 or „Longspur‟
In describing the range of single action revolvers bearing James Webley‘s name one cannot do better than to keep to the
same classification as the one used by A. W. F. Taylerson in his excellent paper entitled ‗James Webley Single Action
Revolvers‘ published in Volume II, No. 7, of The Journal of the Arms & Armour Society. A number of the weapons referred to
in this paper are now in the writer‘s collection and these will be described in the following order: 1st Models, 2nd Models, and
3rd Models, in Holster, Belt and Pocket sizes and in 48, 60 and 120 gauges respectively. Philip Webley‘s advertisements refer
to his range of revolvers as ‗Large‘, ‗Middle‘ and ‗Small‘ bores. In general the weapon, now usually referred to as the
‗Longspur‘ but also known as the Model of 1853, has a single action and is capable of being cocked with ease by means of the
long spur on the hammer.
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Holster and Belt models are five-chambered whilst the Pocket size has six chambers. Barrels for the whole range are octagonal
in cross-section and the lengths are 7″ for the Holster size, 4·75″ to 5″ for the Belt, and 3·5″ to 4″ for the Pocket, although it is
quite possible, in view of the many variations to be found in this range, that barrel lengths other than those quoted may be
found.
Of the many specimens examined the rifling is the deep and wide three groove variety. There is, however, always the
exception and this is to be found in the 1st Model Holster and Pocket sizes which have 16 grooves — all models with a righthand twist.
All the weapons under review are constructed on the open frame system with cylinders mounted on a round axis pin or
arbor with a squared centre section cut with the intention of arresting black powder fouling deposits (Ref. Pat. No. 743, 29th
March, 1853). The pin is screwed into the stand-ins: breech and secured by a locking screw with the head on the right side.
Again there is the exception — on the 1st Model Pocket size this locking screw is screwed in at an angle from the rear of the
breech.
The part of the frame forming the butt has the back strap, butt plate and front strap in one piece: the butt plate is drilled to
take a lanyard swivel. The walnut stocks are chequered and secured by a transverse screw.
The action for James Webley‘s single action percussion revolver is covered by Patent No. 743, taken out by him on 29th
March, 1853. Simple and robust in construction, the action consists of six limbs, four springs and nine screws. On 1st and 2nd
Models Pocket sizes, no provision is made for a cylinder lock to function at the moment of discharge, thereby reducing the
number of limbs, springs and screws by one. A cylinder lock is provided on all Models in Holster and Belt sizes. Details of the
actions may be envisaged from examination of the sketches. Reference to the photographs of the range of weapons will show
that the inclusion of the cylinder lock necessitates milling a shallow groove on the face of each flash partition for engagement
of the bolt, which is attached to the hammer. The rotation of the cylinder is clockwise and chambers are numbered 1-6 for the
Pocket and 1-5 for Belt and Holster sizes; numbers read in this order on firing.
View and proof marks with Crown and crossed Sceptres of The Guardians of the Birmingham Proof House are stamped
on the cylinder between the chamber numbers and on the underside of the barrel. A 1st Model Holster size 48 gauge No. 294,
formerly in the W. W. Greener collection is stamped with the view and proof marks of the London Proof House, this model
together with a 3rd Model Pocket size 120 gauge are the only ones I have encountered which carry the London marks, or to
give the full title, the Proof Marks of the Worshipful Company of Gun-makers of London. The muzzle, front of cylinder,
frame, rammer, butt, cup, nut, stock, screw and trigger are engraved with a light design; the top of the hammer spur is serrated.
In speaking of the hammer, it is noticed on many of the revolvers examined that the small thin flange which partially
covers the percussion cap at the moment of discharge is broken off. This is not good design as the function of this flange is
twofold; (i) to prevent fragments of an exploding cap causing damage to the firer, (ii) the flange incorporates a vee-shaped slot
which forms the backsight and without this flange the backsight is non-existent. Of the weapons I have examined over 50% are
damaged in this manner. Another weakness is to be observed in regard to the flat spring which secures the rammer when not in
use — this is flimsy as there is insufficient metal left after drilling the holes for the two securing screws. On examination of a
number of 2nd Models many of the springs were found to be broken or missing. These are minor faults and it is a pity to
criticise an otherwise well-designed, robust and graceful revolver.
In addition to the engraved lettering on the back strap of all models except the first one — ‗By Her Majesty‘s Royal
Letters Patent‘, in one or two lines and the name of the retailer on the top of the barrel — there is a further reference to the
patent, which takes the form of an engraved inscription reading ‗James Webley Patentee‘ or ‗Webley‘s Patent‘, cut in a scroll
in either one or two lines on the frame on the opposite side to the rammer. In view of the fact that the ‗Longspur‘ models have
lanyard swivels and rings in the butt plate, it may be assumed the weapons were designed for military service and, although the
writer has no proof of this, it is believed that they were used in the Crimea and the Indian Mutiny.
This concludes the general description and it is now proposed to examine the variations which were introduced during the
evolution of the range of ‗Longspur‘ revolvers.
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Fig. X. 120 G. 1st Model ‗Longspur‘ revolver by James Webley.
Plate 12(a).

Fig. XI. Action of 120 G. converted 1st Model ‗Longspur‘ revolver
by James Webley. Plate 12(b).

Plate 12(a) 1st Model 120 E. No. 222
As previously stated, this particular weapon is the exception as it fails to conform to the general design in many respects.
[Fig. X]
1. Frame and Stock
The part in rear of the standing breech is extended to enclose the sides of the hammer in the down position (except the
spur). The chequered stock is formed from one piece of walnut instead of two wooden side-plates as on all other models. The
stock is secured by two wood screws to back and front metal tangs and has a separate butt plate which incorporates a hinged
trap. The butt plate is secured to the stock by a single wood screw inserted through the base of the metal trap.
2. Hinged Barrel and Rammer
The frame/barrel joint cheese head screw is inserted from the left side of the weapon. Both head and end of the screw are
flush with the frame. The jointed rammer is detachable and is hooked over a screwed pin let into the right side of the barrel one
inch in front of the cylinder.
3. Rotation of Cylinder
Contrary to all other models examined, this is anti-clockwise. Chambers are numbered 1-6 and read in this order on firing.
4. Lettering and Inspection Plate
‗James Webley Patentee‘ is engraved on the inspection plate on the left side of the weapon. The number ‗222‘ is engraved
on the upper stock, tang and stamped on barrel, lug, crossbolt, arbor, cylinder, hammer, trigger and guard.

Plate 12(b) Converted 1st Model. 120 Gauge. No. 199
In this weapon we find the basis of design for the remainder of the models in the series. It differs from its successors in
one minor detail only; that is the position of the loading rammer. This lies on the left side of the frame when not in use. On all
other weapons examined, with this pattern rammer, they are on the right side of the frame. In keeping with the remainder it
carries an inspection plate on the left side. ‗WEBLEY‘S PATENT‘ is engraved in a scroll beneath the hammer on the right side
and in addition ‗JAMES WEBLEY‘ is stamped on the inside of the inspection plate. This stamping has only been noticed on two
other weapons. [Fig. XI]
Plate 12(c), 120 G. No. 546; Plate 14(a), 60 G. No. 629; and Plates 14(c) and 15(a), 48 G. Nos. 426 and 813. All Second
Model
All the 2nd Model revolvers are as detailed under the general description, having hinged drop down barrels secured by a
cross-bolt which is inserted from the left side.
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There is a variant in regard to the method of securing the loading rammer to the right side of the barrel hinge on weapons 546
and 426. The flush cheese head hinge screw is inserted from the left side and the rammer secured by a round head slotted nut.
It is necessary to have a special two-prong turnscrew if one is to remove the nut without damage. No such tool has been noted
in fitted cases belonging to the revolvers in question.
On the remaining 2nd Models the hinge screw has a projecting cheese head for securing the rammer. The screwed end fits
flush with the left side of the frame. The chequered side stocks are secured by a diamond-shaped cup and nut. These are iron
except in the case of weapon 546 where white metal or nickel is used; also the shape differs — the sides of the diamond
instead of being straight are concave.
On the converted 1st Model, all 2nd Models and early 3rd Models, the top of the chequered stock terminates with the
frame in a smooth and highly polished bevel; on later 3rd Models the chequering is extended to all parts of the frame.
Although it has been stated that the 1st Model Pocket size has a one-piece wooden stock, the 1st Model Belt and Holster
sizes were fitted with side plates having bevelled tops. The writer has been unable to ascertain whether the two larger sizes
were ever made with a one-piece stock.

Plates 14(b) and 15(b). 3rd Model 60 and 48 G. Nos. 1025 and 1173
In the 3rd Model a change took place in the method of attaching the barrel to the frame and an alteration in the shape and
position of the rammer. Modified patterns and castings were required for the barrel and frame to bring about these changes,
which entailed a large barrel lug and an alteration in machining the front end of the frame. With this alteration the hinged
barrel was replaced by one which screwed on to the arbor and was secured by a butterfly nut or a round, cheese, or square-head
screw. The arbor was also machined slightly longer to suit the new barrel fixture. Although this new method gave a tighter fit
between barrel and frame it took considerably longer to ‗take down‘.
The loading rammer, which lies along the left side of the barrel, similar to the one covered by Kerr‘s Patent No. 1722,
28th July, 1855, is hinged on a screw fixed to extension of the barrel lug. When not in use it is secured by the end of the handle
engaging a small boss or pin let into the side of the barrel. The actual rammer differs slightly in design, as will be noted from
an examination of the photographs.
The revolver shown on Plate 14(b) incorporates a safety catch fixed to the inspection plate on the left side. This operates
by a tongue of metal engaging a small recess cut in the tail of the hammer. A thumb catch on being pressed forward places the
hammer at safety both in the cocked and uncocked positions. The only safety on other models operates when setting the
hammer at half-cock.
The 48G. weapon, No. 1173, on Plate 15(b) is noted to have the cylinder ratchet machined and filed up from the actual
cylinder block. To enable a worn ratchet to be replaced it is usual for this part of the cylinder to be separate and inserted as a
bush with a small screw to secure it. All other ‗Longspurs‘ examined have the ratchet fitted in this manner. Plate 15(c) also
shows a 3rd Model, Holster size No. 48 gauge, this is another instance of a model not conforming to the series to which it
belongs. Although the general design is in conformity with the 3rd Models, a comparison of the weight and dimensions given
in the schedule of Webley pistols and revolvers (Table No. XII) will show certain differences from weapon No. 1173 on this
plate. Furthermore, apart from Birmingham proof marks and ‗Webley‘s Patent‘ engraved in one line on the inspection plate,
the weapon is devoid of any numbers, lettering, or engraving.
The difference in weight of 3·25 ozs. is accounted for by a reduction of approximately 0·0625″ in the dimension across
the flats on the octagonal shaped barrel and 0·125″ less in width of frame, the bifurcated guard and the butt. The bore and
chamber diameters in both these 48 gauge revolvers are practically the same, in this regard the maximum variations in these
diameters found on checking six 48 gauge weapons are: bores, 0·010″, chambers, 0·005″.
Another difference is in the length of the hammer spur, this amounts to 0·5625″. Model 1173 being the longer, also the
shape of the spur in plan view varies. No. 1173 is spoon shaped whereas, on the un-numbered weapon the sides are parallel.
This ‗odd‘ revolver is from the collection of Mr G. Kenneth Gray, of Jeselton, North Borneo, who obtained it in Australia
where it had been used by a boy in games perpetuating ‗Ned Kelly and his bushrangers‘.
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Fig. XII. Action of Joseph Bentley‘s open-frame revolver. Plate 16 (a and c).

To complete the description of James Webley‘s revolvers a photograph [see Plate 13] to illustrate a cased set is included.
The cases usually met with are of mahogany with 90° opening hinges and brass shield or circular shaped name plates let into
the lid. Best quality cases are brass bound but all are exceptionally well made with tongue and groove mortise corner joints.
Baize linings may be met with in dark green, blue and red. The layout for revolver casing varies from case to case but the one
shown is a typical set and belongs to 2nd Model revolver No. 629 [Plate 14(a)] with a full complement of accessories including
a 60G. single cavity brass mould made by William Davis and stamped W.D. on one side of the handle and 60 on the other. The
cavity is shaped to cast an elongated bullet with one grease groove; the sprue cutter is made of iron. In his advertisement,
William Davis describes this type of mould as ‗Brass Mould, with cutter, double riveted‘. Other tools are turnscrew, nipple
key, nipple cleaner, cleaning rod, with worm, jag and bullet rammer, powder flask, pewter bullet box, cap box and a separate
compartment for tow or cleaning rag.
As will be seen from the photograph, the lid displays a trade label bearing the words ‗Webley‘s Patent‘ with cleaning and
loading directions together with illustrations of a 2nd Model Holster revolver and a rifle of the same design. Whether James
Webley ever produced such a rifle is not known to me; if they were, the opportunity to examine one would be greatly
appreciated.
For the information of muzzle loading enthusiasts, the directions given on this label are as follows: —
‗Directions for Cleaning: Care should be taken to use the finest Oil for cleaning and the softest Lead for Bullets; no wads
being used the Bullets should be well greased which Lubricates through the Barrel and prevents leading.‘
'Directions for Loading: Bring the Hammer to half Cock, Draw the bolt, press down the Rifle Barrel. Draw off the
Chambers, place the Copper Caps on the Nipples, charge with Powder and Bullets (Cone upwards), press the Bullets into the
Chambers with the Thumb until just below the surface. Replace the Chamber, Barrel and Bolt, bring each Chamber under the
Rammer and Ram the Bullets home; bring the Hammer to full Cock to fire.‘
To-day, all the ‗Longspur‘ models are rarities and take pride of place in Webley collections. It has been claimed by the
makers that this pattern revolver was as fast to shoot as the single-action Colt but faster to load, while equally accurate and
reliable. Each model was made by craftsmen and could not compete in price with the mass-produced American revolver, while
in addition, the comparatively short period of the life of this range was doubtless due to the advent of the cartridge revolver.
In addition to the single-action open frame weapons previously described, the year 1853 saw the introduction of a selfcocking revolver which embodied features patented by Philip Webley and Joseph Bentley. The contribution from Webley is
contained in Patent No. 305 dated 4th February, 1853, and covers an improvement to the action of the lock wherein the sear is
attached to the hammer by a hinge joint instead of being connected with the trigger. [Fig. XII]
The feature supplied by Bentley has already been referred to in the description of the weapon shown on Plate 11 (d) and
consists of the first of the five items — the safety catch on the hammer, contained in Patent 960 of 4th December, 1852.
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A five-chambered 52G. revolver with the foregoing improvements is illustrated on Plates 16 (a and c) and is similar in outline
to the range of James Webley‘s ‗Longspurs‘ but not of the same quality in regard to finish. It was, however, a sturdy, fast and
reliable weapon and was made in considerable numbers. On comparing the ‗Self-Cocker‘ with certain single-action
‗Longspurs‘, it will be noted that both weapons had common features in regard to hammer position, the thumb-nut method of
securing the barrel to the frames and the fitting of an inspection plate. As an alternative to Bentley‘s safety catch, Webley‘s
made a self-cocking revolver with a half-cock safety device. This took the form of a flat spring screwed to the side of the
frame; the free end of the spring terminated in a projection which engaged a notch in the hammer on pressure of the spring by
the thumb; disengagement was effected on squeezing the trigger. [Plate 16(b)]
Self-cocking revolvers of the type just described were made in several bore sizes, but the ones most frequently
encountered are Nos. 52, 54 and 80, with polygroove and three groove rifling.
Another example of a Bentley revolver is shown on Plate 17(a) although to appreciate its qualities to the full, the weapon
must be seen and handled. Designed to incorporate the features in Patent 960 of 4th December, 1852, previously described and
in Patent 768 of 4th April, 1854, this 54 gauge revolver with a cylinder chambered for five shots has a four inch bayonet or
stiletto secured and hinged on the right side of the octagonal barrel. In close fighting and with no time for reloading, the
triangular-shaped bayonet could, by operating a simple latch in front of the cylinder, be brought into position in an instant.
A feature peculiar to this weapon is the bullet rammer, which is covered by Patent 768. The rammer is built into an
extension of the substantial barrel lug; the lug housing the cross-bolt for securing the barrel to the frame and cylinder axis pin.
The rammer is spring loaded and the bullet is driven home by giving a lever a three-quarter turn towards the plunger which is
fitted with a long lead thread. The top of the barrel, muzzle, frame, hammer, top butt strap, butt plate, stock trap securing screw
and trigger guard are very finely engraved. All the engraving is delicately executed and this, together with the excellent
machining and handwork which has gone into the production of this specimen, reflects the very high degree of the gunsmiths‘
craft of this period. The barrel is rifled on the polygroove system, consisting of 14 grooves with a right hand twist of one turn
in 26 inches. Despite the weight of the bayonet on the 7″ barrel, the weapon is well balanced, fits very comfortably in the hand,
and extremely fine chequered side plates give a good grip.

(d) Double-action, Open Frame
William Tranter and Frederick Blacket Edward Beaumont were responsible for great improvements in the design of
revolver actions when they lodged their Patents in 1853 and 1855 respectively.
Tranter‘s Patent No. 212 dated 28th January, 1853, relates to a revolver having an action controlled by two triggers or a
double trigger — one to cock the hammer and the other to discharge the revolver.
This device was followed by Beaumont‘s Patent No. 374 on 20th February, 1855. He was an officer in the British Army
and the selective system, which bears his name, is still in force on many revolvers, and permits the weapon to be fired by
single or double action — either method being capable of rotating the cylinder. A revolver with the design of the action based
on Beaumont‘s selective system is shown on Plate 17(c). This is a typical open frame 75 gauge model with a five-chambered
cylinder and a Colt type under lever pattern bullet rammer fixed to the barrel lug.
The barrel and cylinder axis are secured by a cross-bolt and positioned by one register pin let into the frame. A safety
catch is fixed on the right side of the standing breech and takes the form of a pivoted lever and spring — on pressing a thumb
stud on the lower end of the lever the pointed top end moves forward and engages in a small hole drilled at the back of each
flash shield or partition on the cylinder. Although not stamped with Bentley‘s name it bears all the characteristics one
associates with this gunsmith‘s work. Rifling consists of three wide grooves giving a right hand twist. Rotation of cylinder is
clock-wise.
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For the purpose of comparing a contemporary Continental made weapon, a Belgian specimen of a double-action open
frame cap and ball revolver is illustrated on Plate 17(b).
The most noticeable difference between this weapon and a corresponding English one is the method of securing the barrel
to the frame; in place of the cross-bolt or thumb screw a hinged lever is used. This lever terminates in a cam which fully
engages a matching groove cut in the cylinder axis. To disengage the barrel from the frame a spring catch at the front end of
the lever is released and the lever turned down through 90°; this action clears the cam from the groove and the barrel is then
free to be pulled forward until it clears the cylinder axis. Alignment of barrel and cylinder chambers is by means of a single
locating pin let into the front end of the frame.
A conventional side lever rammer is fitted on the left side of the barrel, very similar to the English pattern; a backsight is
fixed on the barrel, although when using the double action this sight is gradually covered as the hammer rises until at full cock,
a sight is taken through a notch cut in the hammer nose.
As the photograph shows, the engraving on the frame appears to be more boldly cut than similar engraving on English
weapons; the frame and trigger guard, which latter it will be noted has a spur, are made of a ferrous metal but treated to give
the appearance of nickel or white metal. The octagonal-shaped 100 gauge barrel has six right hand twist rifling grooves. These
grooves are cut with a radius at the bottom of each groove unlike the flat groove on English revolvers. The flared solid wooden
butt, with butt trap, together with a well shaped trigger guard and spur, give a comfortable and firm grip, although the pull on
the trigger for double action is exceptionally heavy. In the action, the main spring is made of heavy section and composed of a
single limb. The let-off is extremely light and full cocking is made very easy by the use of a wide spoon-shaped hammer spur.
The nose of the hammer is flanged and wide enough to fill the space between flash partitions and thus prevent fragments of cap
flying off.
A word on the Continental method of casing handguns and accessories: in this particular weapon the case is of polished
walnut with inlet diamond-shaped brass plate and monogram. Inside, the revolver, flask, mould, nipple key, grease box, etc.,
are all in separate compartments, each made to the shape of the particular accessory, the whole lined with green velvet. This
method, in the opinion of the writer, gives a very pleasing appearance to the cased set and in addition the contents are less
liable to damage during handling and transit.

(e) Self-cocking and Double Action Wedge Frame
The year 1857 saw a further development in the construction of the revolver with the object of strengthening the frame
and making it more rigid. This phase lasted for two years and may be referred to as the intermediate stage between the open
and solid frames. Weapons made in this period are known as wedge frames — the name being taken from the method
employed in attaching the barrel to the top of the standing breech. Attached to the breech end of the barrel at the top is an
extension piece in the form of a flat strap which terminates in the form of a wedge which fits into a slot in the frame and is
secured in this position by a cross-bolt and one or more register pins inserted in the lower end of the frame in front of the
trigger guard.
Several specimen wedge frame models are illustrated. Plate 19(a, b, c, d and e) represents weapons in 54, 90, 100 and 120
gauges. They are to be found chambered for five or six shots; barrel lengths vary between 4·5″ and 6·25″. Bullet rammers are
fitted alongside or under the barrel according to taste and, as will be seen from the photographs, were made both as selfcocking and double action revolvers. They were made in large quantities and met with great success until superseded by the
solid frame model.
The five shot 54 gauge wedge frame shown on Plate 18(d) started out as a percussion cap and ball self-cocking revolver
but has been converted to fire a ·442 calibre central-fire cartridge with elongated bullet. The conversion has been carried out by
shortening the cylinder from the rear, thus removing the nipples and partitions. In their place a detachable breech block
containing five spring loaded strikers has been fitted and held in correct position by three locating pins. The heads of the
strikers project through the rear of the breech and are in the same relative position as the capped nipples were when the weapon
was first designed for cap and ball.
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It is interesting to note that the Government broad arrow is stamped on the inside of the wood stocks, which would
indicate that this weapon may have been submitted for trial purposes. It is entirely devoid of engraving or numbers but cylinder
frame and barrel are stamped with the marks of the Birmingham Proof House.
The conversion has been well thought out but in an emergency the revolver would be extremely slow to reload as the
operations are too many, viz: (i) knock out cross-bolt and remove barrel, (ii) remove cylinder, (iii) remove breech block, (iv)
insert five cartridges then reassemble in the reverse order.
Examination of the weapon, particularly the action, gives rise to the belief that it was made by J. Bentley, St Mary Square,
Birmingham. It will be noted that the hammer is fitted with Bentley‘s patent catch. The rifling is of the three groove variety
with right hand twist of one complete turn in 25 inches. [Fig. XIII]
Plate 18(b) illustrates a smaller version of the weapon shown on Plate 18(d) prior to its conversion, and again this can be
assumed to be one of Bentley‘ make. A feature to be noted on both these revolvers is the inclusion of a detachable plate on the
left side of the frame. The calibre of the smaller weapon is 120G. and the bore is cut with eight right handed rifling grooves.

(f) Self-cocking and Double Action Solid Frame
Following the short life of the wedge frame models a new development took place in 1859, which year saw the
introduction of a solid frame revolver. This step was a definite improvement and resulted in a one-piece frame, thus ensuring
perfect rigidity. The barrel is screwed into the forward part of the frame as a permanent fixture the cylinder being secured in
position by means of a removable axis pin — this pin is a sliding fit through holes at the front and rear of the frame. The front
end of the pin, on the models under review, terminates in a knob for easy insertion and removal. Different methods for holding
the axis pin in position were used, a thumb screw fixed in the frame, the end of which engages a hole in axis pin or a spring
latch with a small tooth also engaging a similar hole in the pin.
It should be appreciated that the introduction of Webley‘s solid frame occurred at a time when a great change was about
to take place in the method of discharging firearms — the development of the metallic cartridge. Very few of the solid frame
models were made and it may well be that the reason for this was the overlapping of this model with the introduction of
revolvers firing pin-fire and rim-fire metallic cartridges. Three typical solid frame percussion cap revolvers are illustrated on
Plates 18(c) and 20(a and b), having calibres of 60, 54 and 80 gauges respectively. Action details are shown on Fig. XIV. The
60 and 54 gauge weapons are heavy, robust and obviously made to stand up to hard wear. All three weapons have the lever
type bullet rammer fixed to the left side of the frame and with the handle alongside the barrel. The rammer is operated by
pushing the handle in an upward direction.
The 54 and 80 gauge weapons shown on Plate 20(a and b) respectively are both cased specimens. Each blue baize lined
mahogany case is very well appointed and in addition to the usual accessories, includes a tin filled with a mixture of beeswax
and tallow used for filling the bullet grooves. Also in the case containing the 80 gauge pocket revolver there is a lidded
compartment for cartridges and below is a description of the ones used with this particular five-shot weapon. In passing, it may
be said that the rifling employed is the polygroove system of 14 grooves with a right hand twist, unlike the 60 gauge and the 54
gauge weapons which are rifled with five and three grooves, also giving a right hand twist to the bullet. All three revolvers
have moulds designed for elongated conical-nosed bullets. At this period the brass moulds in many cased sets were made with
dual cavities. In some instances both cavities were for the conical-nosed bullet and in others one cavity was for this type of
bullet and the other for lead ball.
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A ‗skin‘ cartridge for the above-mentioned 80 gauge pocket revolver was constructed as follows: the bullet was conical
nosed or to give it the correct nomenclature, cylindro-ogival, weighed 112 grains and had one grease groove near its base. The
mouth of a small bag made from goldbeater‘s skin, containing 12 grains of black powder, was slipped over the base of the
bullet and secured by fine thread tied into the bullet‘s groove; the skin bag being protected from damage by a cylindrical paper
cover having one end pasted to the bullet and the other folded shut and sealed by a gummed blue paper disc, the latter bearing
the maker‘s name in block letters — ELEY, LONDON. Prior to loading, the paper cover was removed by pulling on the loose end
of a short tape which was threaded between cover and bullet. In this particular instance the powder charge was ignited by the
flash from an Eley No. 24 percussion cap. Similar skin cartridges were used in the 54 and 120 gauge solid-frame revolvers
shown on Plate 18(a).
In addition to the revolvers described with this type of frame, a pocket size weapon of the self-cocking variety also
appeared on the market, although it is regretted that no illustration of this model is available.

Fig. XIII. Action of ·442 central-fire wedge-frame revolver
converted from 54 G. percussion: Joseph Bentley. Plate 18(d).

Fig. XIV. Action of Philip Webley‘s solid frame revolver. Plate
18(c).
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IV - PIN-FIRE REVOLVERS

WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF THE METAL CASED self-igniting cartridge developed in France and which reached
perfection in the form of a pin-fire cartridge in 1847, the next stage in the evolution of the handgun can be seen in the weapons
shown on Plates 21 and 22.
To fix the exact date when pin-fire cartridge revolvers finally supplanted percussion cap and ball weapons is not possible
as there was considerable overlapping of ignition systems, but during the period 1860-1865 the pin-fire cartridge was
established, together with rim-fire and early central-fire metallic cartridges.
A glance at the illustrations of pin-fire revolvers shows that they were designed with open and solid frames, self-cocking
and double action and with trigger guards or folding triggers. Calibres and number of shots varied from 7 mm to 15 mm and 6
to 12 chambers. Right-hand twist rifling grooves ranged from 3 to 7. [Fig. XV]
One weapon worthy of special note is the 15 mm pin-fire solid frame revolver to be seen on Plate 22(b). This outsize in
handguns weighs, when loaded with seven 15 mm copper-cased cartridges with solid lead bullets, a little under 4 lbs. Attention
is to be drawn to the method of reloading. A metal rod beneath the barrel and fixed at right angles to the cylinder axis pin is
pulled towards the muzzle, thus freeing the cylinder; to prevent the cylinder from falling to the ground or on to one‘s toes a
length of ball and swivel chain connects to the front of the cylinder and the barrel. [Fig. XVI]
The massive grooved cylinder with seven tapered chambers is 2·375″ in diameter with each chamber measuring ·610″
diameter at breech end and tapering to ·585″ diameter at the front end. The barrel is bored to a diameter of ·575″ and has three
rifling grooves, each ·200″ wide by ·010″ deep. This type of revolver was also made in 7 mm, 9 mm and 12 mm calibres with
six chambered cylinders. Drawings of these various pin-fire revolvers appeared in an early copy of P. Webley & Son‘s
catalogue. [Plate 22(e)]
The 7 mm pin-fire revolver shown on Plate 22(a) is of particular interest. Formerly in the Eschwege collection, it was
classified as a Webley product and although this cannot be substantiated, it is nevertheless worth recording as the only breech
loading swing-out cylinder pin-fire weapon I have come across.
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In addition to this feature there is a solid steel block in the rear of the cylinder proper which is indicative of the fact that early
pin-fire cartridges were prone to bulge, thereby preventing cylinder rotation. This problem was to be found with the early
central-fire cartridges but the writer has not seen a rim-fire cartridge weapon fitted with this device. The central-fire weapon
having this feature is shown on Plate 29 (Chapter VI, C.F. Cartridge System).
To reload the pin-fire revolver the axis pin is withdrawn and the cylinder with steel block hinged to it is swung out to the
right. As soon as the cylinder and block are clear of the solid frame the hinged block flies back and exposes the six chambers.
The weapon was originally blued with the exception of hammer and folding trigger which were highly polished. There is no
maker‘s name but the proof marks of the Birmingham Proof House are on barrel and cylinder.
Plate 22(d): Here is another case where Webley‘s early catalogue illustrates a weapon but gives no indication as to
whether they were the actual makers or merely selling Continental weapons. It is known that they had close connections with
the Belgian gun trade and it is quite possible that copies of foreign weapons were made in Birmingham under licence or
probably assembled and finished over here. A replica of the hinged drop-down double barrelled pin-fire smooth bore pistol on
Plate 22(d) is in a first quality leather covered oak case with oil bottle and a drilled rack for shot cartridges. The weapon is
extremely well finished with finely chequered solid walnut stock and horn butt cap. The metal parts are browned with blued
hammer and trigger.
A captain in the Merchant Navy was the proud possessor of the weapon shown on Plate 21 (f), a six-shot revolver
chambered for Eley‘s 9 mm brass-cased pin-fire cartridge with a lead bullet weighing 110 grains. The barrel, which is round in
section, the cylinder, frame, guard and ejector rod, are made of brass; the only steel parts are the action components — springs,
pins, lanyard swivel and ring. All steel parts are blued and the brass is highly polished; frame and breech end of the barrel are
richly engraved.
As previously stated, the pin-fire revolvers described were shown in P. Webley & Son‘s early catalogues. Indeed, a
number of the plates illustrating these weapons are taken from the actual engraving blocks used for these catalogues, but in
view of the close resemblance to revolvers of Continental manufacture it may be that Webley‘s were the retailers and not the
manufacturers. On the other hand Webley‘s may, under arrangement, have copied models made on the Continent. A parallel
case is the Bulldog, copied from Webley by France, Belgium and other countries.

Fig. XV. Action of 9 mm solid frame double-action 12 chambered
revolver. Plate 22(c).

Fig. XVI. Action of 15 mm solid frame double-action 7 chambered
revolver. Plate 22(b).
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V - RIM-FIRE REVOLVERS AND PISTOLS

(a) Self-cocking Pepperbox
Over a hundred years is not a bad run for a cartridge to continue in use and still show no signs of being replaced. This is
the record of the well known rim-fire cartridge developed during the period 1835-1845 and invented by a Parisian named
Flobert.
In this chapter it is proposed to describe the earlier Webley revolvers and pistols designed to fire the rim-fire cartridge.
The modern single shot rim-fire Webley target pistols will be described in Chapter XI.
The general design of the self-cocking rim-fire pepperbox with spring loaded folding trigger on Plate 23(f) follows that of
the pin-fire model shown on Plate 21 (a), Chapter IV. Made to fire 5 mm and 7 mm rim-fire cartridges, the illustration depicts
a six-chambered weapon of 7 mm calibre and suitable for long and short cases. The sectional drawing of the breech end of the
cylinder shows eight chambers for 5 mm cartridges. Loading is through a hinged gate and empty cases are ejected singly by
means of a loose metal rod which is housed in the butt when not in use.
Alternative designs were adopted for removing the cylinder for cleaning purposes — one by means of a screw which
secures the cylinder axis pin to the frame and necessitates the use of a turnscrew, and the other employs a spring latch hinged
to the frame which, on folding back, clears the front of the cylinder and allows the latter to slide forward until freed from the
axis pin; the pin is a screwed fixture to the standing breech.

(b) Single-action: Solid Frame
In 1864 P. Webley & Son registered the design No. 4634 for a single-action solid frame rim-fire six-chambered ·44
calibre revolver of which a specimen is shown on Plate 23(a and b). Designed on the same robust lines as the 54G. and 60G.
solid frame percussion cap and ball revolvers, this rim-fire model has a top hinged gate for loading. This is fitted on the right
side together with the ejector rod, which is an unusual lever type. The lever is pivoted on a screw fixed to a long lug extending
from the front of the frame; the rod works horizontally through a bearing attached to the barrel and is operated when the handle
is lifted in an upward direction. The lever portion of the ejector is stamped ‗Registered May 3rd‘, but unfortunately the year is
omitted: probably the weapon was produced in 1865. A distinctive feature of the design is the shape and angle of the hammer
spur which makes holding and cocking with one hand a simple action, although the design of the ‗Longspur‘ hammer is the
better of the two.
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The shape of the barrel is octagonal in cross-section and it has a small foresight dovetailed laterally into it. The backsight
is merely a vee cut into the top of the frame immediately in front of the hammer; the barrel is screwed into the frame. An
inspection plate is fitted on the left side secured by a screw inserted in the fixed pivot for the hammer. Examination of the
action sketch will show that when the hammer is at full-cock the trigger engages the recess in the tail of the lock. Cylinder
locking grooves are at the fore-end of the cylinder and the lock is disengaged when the hammer is at half-cock. The stock is
made up of chequered walnut grips with securing screw. The hole for the lanyard ring forms part of the butt casting. [Fig.
XVII]
According to Webley‘s (Webley 1790-1853 Craig & Bewley) an almost identical ·45 calibre rim-fire revolver was
produced about 1865, a specimen of which is in Her Majesty‘s Armoury in the Students‘ Collection of The Tower of London.
The writer has not had the opportunity of examining this weapon but from the illustration the difference, externally, appears to
be in regard to case ejector design which is of the straight push-rod type. In both revolvers the cylinder axis pin is removable
and secured in position by a spring catch.
A single-action six-shot revolver chambered for a ·30 rim-fire cartridge and with a solid frame is shown on Plate 23(c). It
is evident that this weapon was made concurrently with the ·22 tip-up model on Plate 23(e), as the hammer, stud trigger,
cylinder design, cylinder stop device, the spur in rear of the inspection plate, and butt design are identical; the octagonalshaped barrel is screwed into the frame. The foresight is of steel in the form of a circular segment and the rear sight is a groove
cut in the top strap of the solid frame. ‗Webley‘s Patent‘ is stamped on the left side of the frame ahead of the front end of the
cylinder and the serial number is 77. An interesting feature which is seldom seen and which gives a clean look to the weapon
when examined from the left side is the absence of screws and pins. The only one to be seen on this side is the screw which
secures the cylinder axis pin spring latch. This clean look is achieved by not drilling the holes for hammer, trigger and cylinder
lock screws right through the frame — even the screw for the detachable inspection plate does not project through the plate.
[Fig. XVIII]

Fig. XVII. Action of Philip Webley‘s ·44 rim-fire revolver. Plate
23(a & b).

Fig. XVIII. Action of ·30 rim-fire revolver. Plate 23(c).

(c) Single-action: Tip-up Barrel
During 1865-1866 Webley‘s produced, under licence, a copy of Smith & Wesson‘s tip-up break action revolver, and to
represent this type three weapons have been selected and are shown on Plates 23(e and d) and 24(a), the dimensional details
being scheduled in Table XII.
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The ·22 model with seven chambers [Plate 23(e)] is devoid of all markings and engravings with the exception of the
marks of the Birmingham Proof House and the Serial No. 4 stamped on barrel and cylinder. The spur feature behind the
hammer does not appear on any of the other tip-up models examined but is identical in this respect with the solid frame rimfire revolver on Plate 23(c).
Another feature on the ·22 calibre weapon is a vee notch rearsight in place of the vee slot cut in the split spring cylinder
stop as on the S. & W. weapons and other Webley tip-up copies. The cylinder stop latch is positioned in the frame under the
cylinder and is brought into use by cocking the hammer; the cylinder is locked when the hammer is down or fully cocked, but
at half-cock the cylinder is free to revolve. With this type of latch or stop it will be noted that the notches are placed at the front
end of the cylinder — with the S. & W. design they are at the rear end. In its original state this sturdy little pocket revolver had
a plated frame and cylinder, a blued barrel, barrel catch, hammer, trigger and ejector rod. The chequered wooden side stocks
are held in position by a central screw through a separate cross plate fitted with projecting lugs engaging corresponding slots in
the ends of the stocks. An identical weapon — Serial No. 2 — has a gold plated frame on white metal while all other parts are
blued.
The other examples with tip-up barrels follow the S. & W. design very closely. The one shown on Plate 23(d), Fig. XIX,
uses the same method for securing the two chequered wooden stocks as employed on the ‗Sharps‘ four-barrelled pistols made
by Tipping & Lawden of Birmingham. This consists of a metal cross plate which has two locating pins for holding the stocks
in position, the whole is secured by one central screw to the bottom strap of the frame. This model and also the one on Plate
24(a) is fitted with an irregular shaped inspection plate on the left side of the frame. The weapon on the latter print is richly
engraved, gold plated and with ivory stocks which are secured by one transverse screw. Of the three weapons it will be noted
from the illustrations that two of the foresights are circular segments and are made of nickel, while the third one has a bead
foresight also of nickel.
Tip-up revolvers were made with barrels of varying lengths. The longest one examined, a ·32 calibre, has a six-inch
barrel. The ·22 previously described has a barrel length of just over three inches.

Fig. XIX. Action of ·30 rim-fire revolver. Plate 23(d).

Fig. XX. Action of ·22 rim-fire 9 chambered revolver. Plate 24(d).
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(d) Double-action: Solid Frame
Plate 24(e) shows a double-action six-chambered revolver in ·44 rim-fire calibre. The weapon is very strongly constructed
and intended for use as a military side-arm. Two special features are noticeable; the first one being the method used for
opening the loading gate. This is opened to the rear by pressure on a thumb catch at the top of the gate. It is kept securely
closed by a strong spring acting on a small boss near the gate hinge and a groove in the frame facilitates loading. The other
feature is the compound link motion ejector, the handle of which is screwed to the barrel; operation is by a downward
movement of this handle. Cylinder release is brought about by pressure on a spring-loaded stud let into the front of the frame.
When pressure is applied the cylinder axis pin may be withdrawn. The cylinder is then free to be taken out from the gate side
of the weapon.
The front of the frame is streamlined by the inclusion of generous radii which give the weapon a graceful look as well as
avoiding sharp corners and reducing weight. It is a feature Webley‘s adopted on other weapons to be described later. Tranter &
Hill also made revolvers of a very similar design. The photograph shows a high foresight which on military service would be
very prone to be bent or broken off. The cylinder lock is the ratchet type cut on the periphery of the cylinder and is operative
when the trigger is held back, i.e. in the firing position. A steady pin activated by a spring bears on the front portion of the
cylinder to prevent rotation when the hammer is at half-cock or down.
A very compact ·22 rim-fire revolver appears on Plate 24(d). The nine chambers are suitable for the ·22 rim-fire long and
short cartridges. It has a barrel length of five inches and although the stock is on the small side there is sufficient grip to give a
secure hold. Designed on the same lines as many of Webley‘s central-fire revolvers, there are no special features to record. The
rear face of the cylinder is recessed at the entrance to each chamber, but only deep enough to accommodate approximately half
the thickness of the cartridge flange. [Fig. XX]
The serial number of this weapon is 5 and, as there is nothing stamped on any part to indicate that it is of Webley‘s
manufacture, one may assume that it was specially made to fulfil a retailer‘s order. The name of the retailer is engraved on a
flat on top of the barrel — Henry Atkin (from Purdey‘s), 2 Jermyn Street, Haymarket, London.
Two specimens of rim-fire revolvers under this heading were also made to fire central-fire cartridges and will be
described in Chapter VI, relating to the central-fire system. The two rim-fire weapons in question are ‗The Pug‘, Fig. XXI and
‗The British Bulldog‘ which are shown on Plate 24(b and c) respectively.

(e) Single-action, Swing-out Webley-Derringer
Although this work is primarily concerned with revolvers, any reference to rim-fire weapons made by Webley‘s would be
incomplete without including details of their pocket Derringer pistols. Two of these dainty little pistols are shown on Plate 25(a
and b), which were produced about 1873. The one on the former photograph is similar in design to the American Colt
Derringer. This ·410 calibre rim-fire single shot pistol was supplied with a blued barrel and a brass nickel plated frame; hard
wood stocks are secured in the Tipping & Lawden manner described for the tip-up revolver on Plate 23(d). The WebleyDerringer does not have the American spring loaded type ejector, this being cammed out by a fixed stud in the frame working
in a curved groove in the ejector rod. This operation is carried out when the breech end of the barrel is turned to the right
through 90°. A spring stud beneath the frame secures the barrel in the firing position. Rifling consists of five wide grooves and
narrow lands which impart a right hand rotation to the ·410 lead bullet. This differs from the Colt Derringers examined by the
writer, which vary between six wide grooves with narrow lands or six grooves and lands of equal width, all with a left hand
twist. There is a difference of 2 oz. between the Webley and Colt pistols — the latter being the heavier. The Webley-Derringer
is a rarity nowadays as it seldom appears in the saleroom and one does not come across this interesting pistol in collections.
The serial number 20782 is misleading as it is noted from Webley records that the serial numbers of the different types of
weapons manufactured by them did not always start at No. 1. It is, therefore, likely that this ·410 Derringer was included with
other models, thus making up such a high number.
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A similar ·410 calibre rim-fire pistol is shown on Plate 25(b). This is a very elegant piece with blued barrel and a mild
steel silver-plated frame with the serial number 32. The main differences between these two pistols are the rifling, shape of the
barrel and frame and the method of securing the wooden side stocks. This second Derringer has 11 broad rifling grooves with
narrow lands and a right hand twist. It will be seen from the photograph that the stocks are held in position by one transverse
screw, and that streamlining has been effected by introducing generous radii on the barrel and frame.

Fig. XXI. Action of ·44 rim-fire revolver ‗The Pug‘. Plate 24(b).

Fig. XXII. Action of Tipping and Lawden pistols. Plate 25(c and d).

(f) Single-action, Tip-up Breech, Saloon or Target Pistols. Over and Under Pistol
Another type of rim-fire pistol to be described appears on Plate 26(c). Although produced by Webley‘s, these saloon or
target pistols followed the Continental design and were made in calibres suitable for No. 1 (6 mm), No. 2 (7 mm) and No. 3 (9
mm) rim-fire ‗Flobert‘ cartridges.
To load and eject, the breech end of the barrel is tipped up by operating a trigger-like lever situated in front of the guard.
This unlatches the barrel, which is secured to the frame by a bolt and hinge.
These pistols, weighing from 1·5 to 3 lbs., were very popular during the latter part of the 19th century when shooting
galleries were more popular than they are to-day. The cost of such a weapon during this period would vary from thirty shillings
for a cheap smooth bore of Continental make to five guineas for a best quality smooth bore or rifled pistol by Webley or
Tranter. With the short ranges available in shooting galleries or saloon, these weapons were ideal. They were easily loaded and
nicely balanced; also the light powder charge did not necessitate an enclosed breech and any chance of a blow-back was
avoided owing to the inertia of the robust hammer and heavy main spring. The actual hammer nose is formed by a projection
across the face in the shape of a horizontal bar. On some models this bar striker is detachable in order that it may be replaced
when worn. The shape also ensured that the pressure on the head of the rim-fire case was evenly distributed at the moment of
discharge.
All the afore-mentioned cartridges could be fired by two charges: fulminate only, or a single charge or a double charge of
black powder. The soft lead bullets were usually spherical, but conical bullets were used sometimes. It may be of interest to
give details of the head stampings on these cartridges, which take the form of trade marks and letters. A selection of those
examined is as follows:
1. ‗The Acorn‘ — Rhen, Westphalian Springstoff A. G., Germany.
2. ‗The Eagle‘ — Braum & Bloem, Germany.
3. ‗The Anchor‘ — Linden Zundn Fabrik, Germany.
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4. ‗U‘ — Remington Union Metallic Cartridge, U.S.A.
5. ‗A Diamond‘ — Western Cartridge Co., U.S.A.
6. ‗H‘ — Winchester R. A. Co., U.S.A.
7. ‗F — Peters, U.S.A.
8. ‗E‘ — Eley Brothers Ltd., Birmingham.
9. ‗K‘ — Kynoch Ltd., Birmingham.
10. ‗AWG‘ — A. W. Gamage Ltd., London.
In addition to the millimetre calibres previously quoted, saloon pistols were chambered to fire ·22 rim-fire and ·297/230
central-fire cartridges.
The over and under rim-fire pistol shown on Plate 26(b) is taken from a Webley catalogue published in the seventies and
from the cartridges accompanying the illustration it would seem that it was made in sizes to suit ·44, 9 mm, 7 mm and 6 mm
rim-fire cartridges. A later model chambered to take a central-fire cartridge was also made and will be discussed under that
heading. On comparing this rim-fire pistol with one of Woodward‘s make the differences are so slight that in all probability
they were made by Webley‘s under licence or copied on the expiration of Woodward‘s patent pistol which was registered on
the 4th February, 1863. The low numbers on Woodward and Webley copies of over and under pistols examined, would
indicate that comparatively small quantities were made. Of those examined, the manufacture appears to be on the same pattern
— nickel or silver-plated frames with highly polished blued barrels, hammers, triggers and safety catch. This latter component
operates by engaging a slot at the back of the hammer when this is set at half-cock. Loading is through a groove cut on the
right side of the frame and to effect this the barrels are turned through 90°, thus bringing the chamber of one barrel in line with
the groove. Barrels can only be turned in an anti-clockwise direction. They are locked in the firing position by the lug on a
spring catch engaging a small channel cut on the face of the breech end of the barrel. A central axis pin screwed to the frame
acts as a pivot on which the barrels rotate and a nut with a slotted head screws on to the end of the axis, fitting flush with the
muzzle of the barrels.
(g) Tipping & Lawden (Sharpes‟ Patent) Pistols
In the chapter on the history of Webley‘s, reference was made to the firm of Tipping & Lawden, which was taken over by
P. Webley & Son in 1877. Prior to the amalgamation Tipping & Lawden, made, under licence, the four barrelled pistol
invented by Sharps in 1859. Sharps marketed the American made pistol under the name of ‗The Protector‘ and both this and
the English version are basically alike.
Tipping & Lawden made these pistols in calibres ·22, 6 mm, ·30, 7 mm and 9 mm. Plate 25(c and d) show two specimens
— a ·22 calibre with blued and engraved barrels, silver plated brass frame completely covered with scroll engraving and with
ebony or lignum-vitae side stocks held in position by a cross-bolt in the flat butt. This is typical of Tipping & Lawden‘s work.
The grips are also covered with a deeply embossed leaf design.
The other specimen in calibre ·30 is made for utility as it is devoid of any engraving and robustly designed for hard wear.
The barrels are blued with heavy brass frame and hardwood side stocks.
In all these pistols the four barrels are machined from a solid block. Concave radii are formed on each side and top of the
block to reduce weight and excess metal. The underside of the block is dovetailed to engage grooves in the frame to permit the
barrels to slide forward for loading. No case extractor or ejector is incorporated in the design and it is therefore necessary to
provide a rod for this purpose.
The details of the barrel securing latch differ in the two models described, but generally this consists of a spring
influenced thumb lever with a catch for engaging a lug on the barrel.
The action consists of a single hammer with a sheath trigger. The hammer nose is fitted with a ratchet and each time the
weapon is cocked the ratchet turns through 90°, thereby firing each barrel in succession. [Fig. XXII]
Both weapons carry the Birmingham Proof House marks and are stamped ‗Tipping & Lawden Sharps‘ Patent‘ in a circle
round the hammer axis pin. This appears on the left side of the frame. The number of the weapon is stamped under the barrels
near the muzzle, with the last two figures of the number stamped on various components. The sights consist of a small bead
foresight with a vee notch cut in the top of the recoil breech. The barrels can only be drawn forward when the hammer is set at
half-cock.
A range of three of these pistols is shown on Plate 26(a). This illustration is taken from one of P. Webley & Son‘s early
catalogues, as it will be recalled that Tipping & Lawden retired in 1877 and the business was transferred to P. Webley & Son.
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VI - CENTRAL-FIRE, OPEN AND SOLID
FRAME REVOLVERS

(a) Double-action: Open and Solid Frame Revolvers
The period commencing with the year 1865 was one of great importance in the evolution of firearms as it marked the
introduction of yet another method for exploding gunpowder. Since the chemical arm was invented, many ignition principles
have been used, including the Matchlock, the Wheel-lock, the Flint-lock, the Percussion-lock, and finally the central-fire
system, a system which is still in use to-day. Thanks to the inventions of Pottet, Lancaster, Schneider and others, the cartridge
has gradually been developed into the precision-made article which is now employed in so many types of firearm the world
over. The earliest weapon marketed by Webley‘s to take a central-fire cartridge was a six-chambered open frame revolver. The
illustration on Plate 27(a) is taken from one of Webley‘s early catalogues and, as will be seen from the cartridges shown, it was
chambered for different sizes, including ·32 and ·422. It is to be noted that both sights are placed on the barrel. This type of
open frame revolver was also produced as a self-cocking weapon in various calibres. The ·38 central-fire model on Plate 27(b)
is not a Webley product, but is included to illustrate the cheap type of revolver produced in Birmingham for the retail trade.

(b) Double-action: Solid Frame. Dual System: Percussion Cap and Ball or Central-fire Cartridge
Webley‘s, among other revolver manufacturers, marketed a weapon having a dual role so designed as to fire either one
cylinder by the percussion cap and ball system or alternatively, on exchanging the cylinder, to fire by the central-fire cartridge
method then lately introduced.
On examination, this revolver, shown on Plate 27(d), appears to be a ‗lot of gun‘, as it is fitted on the left side of the barrel
with a bullet rammer for the cap and ball cylinder and on the right side with a rod for ejecting the spent central-fire cartridge
cases through the loading and ejecting gate. [For action details, see Fig. XXIII]
Under the octagonal-shaped barrel is the flat bolt head of the cylinder axis pin which is secured by a spring loaded catch
engaging a notch on the underside of the pin.
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The barrel with 11 right hand rifling grooves is screwed into the solid frame. The calibre is No. 54 gauge for ball or a ·442
central-fire cartridge — both with elongated bullets. In connection with this ammunition the Royal Coat of Arms appears on
the label of the bullet box in the case with this revolver, this warrant would be granted to the makers of the bullets as the writer
is not aware that P. Webley & Son were Royal Warrant holders. The label also states that these ‗Patent lubricating bullets are
expressly adapted for Webley‘s patent double and single-action revolvers‘. The case also contains a tin of lubricating paste
with instructions that ‗it is essential this paste should be used to all bullets before loading‘.
This dual system was not of long duration and was no doubt introduced to satisfy the customer who was not sure whether
the newfangled central-fire cartridge idea might not let him down — hence the alternative cap and ball cylinder. Apropos of
this, there are folk at the present time who consider ‗what was good enough for granddad is good enough for me‘. However,
progress was marching on and soon the central-fire cartridge system of ignition had come to stay.

(c) Double-action: Solid Frame
Plate 29 shows the first solid frame revolver made by Webley‘s for central-fire cartridges. This appeared circa 1866 in the
form of a four-inch barrel six-chambered weapon designed to fire a ·577 calibre cartridge, the case of which was one inch in
length and of the type now known as Boxer Construction.
There were numbers of people who laid claim to the introduction of the bullet in this cartridge, amongst whom was the
famous hunter and explorer, Sir Samuel White Baker, a man who was also responsible for the development of ‗Express‘ rifles
and one who, to use his own words, ‗was convinced that accuracy could be combined with power and that no power could be
obtained without a corresponding expenditure of powder‘.
Originally intended for muzzle loading rifles, Baker submitted a plan of a bullet to the authorities which enabled it to be
inserted easily into the barrel of a muzzle loading rifle, especially one badly fouled by firing, but which would engage the
rifling when the weapon was fired. The hollow cone-shaped base of the bullet was fitted with a corresponding cone-shaped
boxwood plug, so arranged to permit the cone to increase the diameter of the skirt of the bullet when the propellant gases
expanded at the time of explosion. Baker‘s bullet was sent to Woolwich Arsenal, after which it was modified and developed as
the ‗Boxer‘ bullet, and used in the ‗Boxer‘ cartridge. The work on this cartridge was carried out under the supervision of
Colonel Edward Mounier Boxer, an officer of the Royal Artillery and Superintendent of the Royal Laboratory, Woolwich
Arsenal, during the period 1854-1869, and in conjunction with the well-known ammunition manufacturers, Messrs Eley
Brothers Ltd., London. Patents in the name of Colonel Boxer covering the development of the ‗Boxer‘ cartridge are No. 137,
dated 15th January, 1866 and No. 2653, dated 13th October, 1866. A patent was also taken out by William Thomas for
improvements in the machinery employed in the manufacture of the ‗Boxer‘ and other central-fire cartridge cases under No.
2222, dated 29th August, 1886. The ·577 pistol cartridge certainly lived up to Baker‘s idea of ‗plenty of power‘ — it contained
a 295 grain soft lead bullet and 28 grains of black powder in a coiled brass case with iron base.
A fault with early ‗Boxer‘ cartridges for use with revolvers was a tendency for the primer and battery cup to bulge
outwards on firing, thereby jamming the cylinder and preventing it from rotating in the frame. To overcome this fault a
detachable steel plate was fitted between the rear of the cylinder and the standing breech, but the objection to this device was
the necessity to remove the cylinder and then the plate before reloading could take place.
Despite primer trouble the Webley ·577 calibre weapon was a truly formidable arm of infinitely greater stopping power
than any other revolver made before or since, except the latest weapons using the heavy magnum cartridges. This type of
handgun, together with one of ·500 calibre having a top fastening to break open and the double and four barrelled heavy calibre
pistols of other makes, were very popular in an age of small wars against fanatical savages.
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PLATE 9

Right and left views of one of the 17 gauge holster pistols.

The pair of 48 gauge pocket pistols shown in the cased set on the frontispiece, CHAP. II.
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PLATE 10 - CHAP. II.

(a) 48 to 52 gauge percussion pocket pistols. Taken
from an early P. Webley & Son catalogue.

(b) A photograph and an engraving of a 16 gauge ships‘ pistol by James Webley.

(c) An officers‘ 28 gauge over and under pistol by James Webley. This is the type mentioned in Webley‘s advertisement on Plate 2.
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PLATE 11 - CHAP. III.

Below: (b) 48 gauge, single action, open frame
revolver with detached rammer by P. Webley.

Above: (a) 90 gauge,
smoothbore, self cocking
pepperbox by J. Bentley.

(e) 48 gauge, single action, open frame revolver
with improved rammer by P. Webley.

(c) 100 gauge, self cocking, open frame transition revolver by Hollis & Sheath.

(d) 60 gauge, self cocking, open frame revolver by J. Bentley.
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PLATE 12 - 120 gauge ―longspur‖ revolvers by J. Webley. CHAP. III.

(a) 1st Pocket Model.

(b) Converted 1st Pocket Model.

(c) 2nd Pocket Model,
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PLATE 13

13. A cased set by James Webley containing a 60 gauge 2nd Model ―Longspur‖ and its accessories, CHAP. III.
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PLATE 14 - ―Longspur‖ revolvers by James Webley. CHAP. III.

(a) 60 gauge 2nd Belt Model.

(b) 60 gauge 3rd Belt Model.

(c) 48 gauge 2nd Holster Model,
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PLATE 15 - ―Longspur‖ revolvers by James Webley. From the collection of C. K. Gray, Jeselton, N. Borneo. CHAP. III.

(a) 48 gauge 2nd Model.

(b) 48 gauge 3rd Model.

(c) Another 48 gauge 3rd Model, a variant which was made towards the end of the series.
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PLATE 16 - CHAP. III.

(a & b) Types of open frame, self cocking revolvers by Joseph
Bentley, 52, 54 and 80 gauge.

(c) Joseph Bentley‘s 52 gauge, self cocking revolver
with the patent hammer catch.

(d) A 72 gauge, open frame, single action revolver
by Joseph Bentley.
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Fig. XXIII. Action of dual-system revolver. Plate 27(d).

Fig. XXIV. Action of ·577 revolver. Plate 29.

Although ·577 calibre cartridges with solid drawn brass cases were loaded with elongated bullets the early ‗Boxer‘ rounds
normally contained a spherical ball and it is this latter type for which the revolver illustrated on Plate 29 is chambered.
The solid drawn brass cases loaded with the elongated bullet developed from Baker‘s design were suitable for the over
and under two and four barrelled ·577 pistols made by Lancaster and Bland. The boxwood plug was later replaced by one of
baked clay soaked in beeswax. It has been asserted that this cartridge is the largest round used in a revolver; the 15 mm pin-fire
cartridge, however, is of a comparable size. [For the ·577 cal. revolver action, see Fig. XXIV]
Another most interesting ·577 calibre solid frame revolver worthy of detailed description is the one shown on Plate 27(c).
Fully loaded in its five chambers, this hand cannon weighs 51 ozs. and, although it never reached the production stage, there is
no doubt this was the prototype for the solid frame ‗Army Express‘ revolvers which were later produced in smaller calibres. In
support of the statement that this weapon was an experimental model, it does not carry any proof marks and has not been blued
but is ‗in the white‘, to use a gunsmith‘s term. This latter feature has given information on the method employed for
assembling the various parts: starting with the barrel, this is screwed into the solid frame and along the right side of the barrel a
sleeve is fixed to house the spring loaded ejector rod. This sleeve is secured at the front end by one screw and at the rear end is
attached to a small socket brazed on the side of the frame. The collector who is interested in engineering may benefit from an
examination of the manner in which this experimental ‗solid frame‘ is built up. It comprises four main parts, as shown on the
sectioned sketch [Fig. XXVII]; two dovetailed joints connect parts 3 and 4, the joints connecting parts 1, 2 and 3 are brazed,
extra strength being given to the joint between 1 and 3 by the addition of two screwed pins.
The butt is of the bird-head shape with two plain wooden side stocks secured by one transverse screw and positioned by
two pins. The mainspring is held in position by a hook shaped to suit the return radius of the spring and a stepped block to
support the end of the lower limb.
The double action, as will be seen from the diagrammatical sketch, Fig. XXVIII, follows the usual pattern of the period,
being held in position by the three pin system which is usually associated with Webley products. In cross-section the lower half
of the barrel is semi-circular, while the upper half curves towards a top flat 0·1875″ wide. Sighting is obtained through a vee
backsight cut along the full length of the top strap of the frame. The foresight is of flat nickel plate 0·0625″ wide and half
round in shape. The ancillary parts attached to the frame consist of (i) a brass trigger guard with one shaped slot for trigger and
sear; some steel guards have two separate slots for these two parts; a steel screw at either end holds the guard in position: (ii) a
shield in three parts comprising the rear of the frame, a loading gate on the right side and a segment of a circle screwed into the
left side of the frame.
Apart from the locking notches, the cylinder is quite plain, having the five chambers bored with a straight taper. The
cylinder revolves on an axis pin which has a flat faced head with a serrated edge and a spring loaded stud working through a
hole in the front of the frame secures the axis pin.
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Unlike the ·577 weapon on Plate 29, this experimental model has no removable breech plate to prevent the ‗Boxer‘
cartridge primer blowing back, from which one may assume that this weapon was chambered for a solid drawn brass cartridge
case in which the capping difficulty with iron based cartridge cases had been overcome.
A criticism which could be made in regard to this weapon is the short and rather small stock; one would have expected
this to be proportionate to the rest of the dimensions of such a heavy revolver. The polished hardwood side plates are not
chequered and, although this refinement may not have been included in the experimental stage, it would be quite difficult to
maintain a secure grip when firing this sub-artillery piece. The rifling has a right hand uniform twist of one complete turn in
24″. This consists of 13 grooves each 0·2188″ wide by ·005″ deep with lands each 0·03125″ wide.

Fig. XXV. Action of 1st Model R.I.C. Revolver. Plate 28(d).

Fig. XXVI. Action of R.I.C. Models. Plates 28(c), 31(b), and 34(e).

(d) Double-action: Solid Frame Royal Irish Constabulary Models
1867 was the year when P. Webley & Son made an important model, one which was still coming off the production line
up to the end of the 19th century. This was the famous revolver adopted by the Royal Irish Constabulary in January, 1868, the
year this force came into being. Known as the R.I.C. model, it was also adopted in Australia by the Queensland, New South
Wales and Victorian Governments and in South Africa by the Frontier Armed and Mounted Police (F.A.M.P.) which later
became the Gape Mounted Riflemen (Colonial).
Very many variations of the R.I.C. revolvers were manufactured and under this heading, it is proposed to describe those
used by the aforementioned forces, together with some others deserving special mention. These weapons were made in a wide
range of calibres — the first ·442 being followed by ·450, ·476/455, 455/450 and ·430. In addition to the British sizes, R.I.C.
revolvers were also chambered for the popular American ·44 Winchester and ·45 Colt cartridges. Many Continental countries
made cartridges for the R.I.C. in English and metric sizes; indeed, copies of the weapon were produced in Belgium and also in
France at the ‗Manufacture Francaise d‘Armes de Saint-Etienne‘. The original English model produced in 1867 is shown on
Plate 28(d) and is a six-shot weapon with a 4·5″ barrel screwed into the frame. This latter is a malleable-iron casting, having
one lower butt strap and butt plate to support a fully chequered, solid wooden stock which is secured by two screws through
the tang on the frame and the butt plate.
Most, if not all, of these frame-castings were made for Webley‘s by Messrs Samuel Russell & Company, Ironfounders, of
Walsall, a firm who specialised in making small malleable-iron castings for the Birmingham gun trade.
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Fig. XXVII. Sketch showing the frame construction of ·577
experimental revolver. Plate 27(c).

Fig. XXVIII. Action of ·577 experimental revolver. Plate 27(c).

Long after the production of the revolvers concerned had ceased, the white-metal patterns required for each type of
casting were still in store at Russell‘s foundry. It is believed that these white-metal patterns had themselves been cast by
Russells to wooden patterns made by Webley‘s finishers.
For this information I am indebted to Bernard Hinchley, B. A., who has been of great assistance to me in searching out
obscure details concerned with the production of Webley revolvers.
In cross-section the barrel is shaped as follows: below a horizontal line through the centre of the bore the barrel is a half
circle; above this line blending radii connect the lower half with a flat top 0·1875″ wide. From examination of a number of the
1867 models there is a slight taper on the barrel from breech to muzzle, the amount varying from ·018″ to ·030″. Right hand
rifling consists of five grooves each 0·197″ wide by 0·005″ deep with lands 0·0657″ wide, with a twist of one complete turn in
15 inches. The mean bore diameter is ·418″.
The plain cylinder has locking notches at its front end, an axis-pin hole 0·2813″ diameter, and a ratchet arranged for right
hand rotation, the cylinder, front centralising boss and ratchet all being formed from a solid block. The six chambers are bored
to a straight taper 0·4688″ diameter at the breech end to 0·4375″ at the front.
Loading and ejecting are carried out through a spring loaded gate fitted to the right side of the frame. The gate also forms
half of the shield — the other half on the left side is part of the frame casting. Spent cases are ejected by a hand-operated ram
swivelling on a clip which fits round the barrel immediately in front of the frame. When not in use the ram is housed in the
hollow cylinder axis pin and kept secure by a flat spring.
An oval-shaped trigger guard of ample proportions is fixed to the frame by two screws, the trigger and sear operating
through one slot cut in the guard.
Reference to the diagrammatic sketch [Fig. XXV] will make the operation of this weapon‘s simple action selfexplanatory. The parts are robustly made and accurately machined, both of which are good reasons for the popularity of the
R.I.C. and the long period it continued in production — a matter of some 33 years.
The ammunition specially developed for use in the 1867 R.I.C. revolver was of Boxer construction, loaded with 10 grains
of black powder and a 219 grain lead bullet lubricated with beeswax; later this round was given the official title of ‗Cartridge,
S.A. Ball, ·442 Mark I‘. Commercially, a solid drawn brass case was produced and used for this ammunition, when it was
sometimes loaded with a heavier bullet weighing 250 grains. A later variation of the 1867 model is illustrated on Plate 28(c).
Several features are noticeable on comparing the two photographs — the cylinder locks differ in that the one has indentations
in the cylinder to engage the lock, whereas the other design incorporates a projection for this purpose. The stud or lock in the
action of the weapon with the indented cylinder [Plate 28(d)] is part of a small lever operated by a spring and pivot on a
transverse screw in the frame.
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The lock on the weapon shown on Plate 28(c) is part of the trigger. This latter device reduces the number of parts in the action
by three. [Fig. XXVI] It will be seen that to obtain clearance for the projections on the cylinder [Plate 28(c)] necessitates the
introduction of a rather ugly-shaped hump on the top strap of the frame. The other variations refer to the shape of the butt and
the alternative side plates in place of a solid stock.
The two models described have very broad, almost square-shaped, hammer spurs, thereby making it very easy to cock the
hammer. Altogether, these R.I.C. revolvers are real workmanlike jobs and thoroughly deserve the long run they had in so many
forces throughout the British Empire of the nineteenth century. It is also on record that in September, 1869, Lord Berkeley, C.
S. Paget, presented a pair of R.I.C. 1867 revolvers to Brevet Major General George A. Custer, the Lieut. Colonel of the 7th
United States Cavalry Regt., celebrated for the ‗Last Stand‘ battle with the Indians in 1876.
Concurrently with the production of the early R.I.C. revolvers, P. Webley & Son turned their attention to a different
method for loading cartridges and extracting spent cases. The method to be described relates to a solid frame with a hinged
cylinder designed to swing out to the right.
For the prototype, the casting and roughed-out components of the first 1867 R.I.C. model were used, Plate 32(c) shows an
assembly of the experimental swing-out cylinder revolver. This is ‗in the white‘ and in a very unfinished state although quite
adequate for the purpose intended.
The modification to the frame consisted of machining a groove or slot on the front of, and at the right side of the frame to
form a seating for the forward end of the cylinder axis, this takes the place of the axis hole in normal solid frame weapons.
When the axis is in position it is held securely by a spring-loaded thumb latch which, on being pressed, permits cylinder and
axis to be swung out to the right.
To support the cylinder and axis a hinged crane is fixed to the right side of the frame. The hinge, secured by one long
screw, extends to almost the length of the cylinder, with an arm at the front end to carry cylinder and axis. This latter rod
terminates in a flattened knob used to assist in swinging out the cylinder and extractor. No spring return is fitted to the
extractor and therefore this has to be returned by hand. Provision has been made at the rear of the cylinder and frame for a
plunger activated by a spring to act as a rear bearing for the axis, although this component has not been completed.
Despite such arms manufacturers as Colt and Smith & Wesson eventually adopting swing-out cylinder models, Webley‘s
did not proceed with their experiments in this direction and finally decided to evolve a break-action simultaneous ejection
weapon. This commenced with the Webley-Pryse in 1876 and the Webley-Kaufmann in 1880 and, after going through many
changes, is still, in principle, the method used in their current production of hinged barrel top-break revolvers.
During the period 1867 to 1883, many revolvers based on the design of the R.I.C. model were introduced and are
illustrated on the following plates:
Plate 28(e): A civilian copy of the R.I.C. weapon sturdily built for a ·450 cartridge and designed on the lines of the police
model shown on Plate 28(c). Differences to note are in the shape of the butt — this has more curve than is usual, which gives a
comfortable grip, but is short for a large hand, and the method of attaching the ejector rod: this latter swivelling from a support
on the frame — a method which is extensively used on solid frame Webley‘s and other makes of revolvers. The swivelling
ejector rod housed in a hollow cylinder axis pin was the invention of John Adams and covered by Patent 2258, dated 29th July,
1872.
Plate 28(b): This is another ·450 calibre revolver made about 1872 for the retail trade. The foresight ramp is an interesting
feature seldom seen on a weapon of this period; usually one associates such ramps with revolvers of modem design. The
trigger guard has separate holes to accommodate the trigger and sear instead of one slot, as in the case of police models. It
would appear that about this time there was a change in the material used for cylinder blocks, as the cylinder for this model is
stamped ‗Steel‘. The shield and hinged gate are square-sectioned, approximately 0·1875″ thick, which seems to be excessively
strong compared with the lighter sections employed in models of much later design.
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Plate 28(a): For purposes of age identification of the R.I.C. design and variants it is assumed that weapons having
cylinders without grooves or what may be referred to as plain cylinders, were produced prior to those with grooves. The snub
nosed revolver shown on this plate with a 2·5″ barrel is, to use an American expression, ‗a belly gun‘, and was the forerunner
of many short-barrelled weapons produced by Webley‘s. Chambered to take six ·442 central-fire cartridges, this model has the
same type of cylinder release as the ·577 solid frame revolver described earlier in this chapter and, unlike any other solid frame
R.I.C. model examined by the writer, has the front of the frame streamlined by the introduction of generous radii, presumably
to remove sharp edges and possibly reduce weight; also to make it easier to holster.
The swivel type of ejector rod has been discontinued and apparently ejection of spent cases is carried out by using a
separate tool, still one at a time, through the hinged gate on the right side of the frame, or dismounting the cylinder and using
the axis pin as ejector. The upper and lower straps and butt plate contain the chequered hardwood grips which are secured by a
screw. The blade foresight is superseded by a barley corn, the rear sight being a notch on top of the frame.
Plate 31(a): The pocket revolver shown on this plate may be classed as a presentation model. Supplied to the retail trade
in a well made solid oak case with oil bottle, cleaning rod and turn-screw, this very elegant six-shot ·410 calibre central-fire
model is designed on R.I.C. lines. The frame is of brass throughout, finely engraved on both sides and on the butt plate. The
solid walnut stock is chequered and fitted with a silver escutcheon plate. Extra finish has been given to the blued cylinder
barrel and trigger guard. The hammer, trigger, ejector rod, tubular guide and cylinder axis pin and gate are highly polished
steel.
Plate 31(b) depicts the 1880 R.I.C. and Metropolitan and County Police model No. 1, ·450 calibre, chambered for six
shots and with a 2·5″ barrel. Large quantities of this revolver were made for the forces detailed earlier. Usually the weapons are
stamped with police numbers as well as the maker‘s number — this particular one bears the police number 225 and Webley‘s
number 34714. The action details [Fig. XXVI] are the same as in the ·442 revolver shown on Plate 28(c). The solid chequered
stock is big enough and of a length suitable for the largest hand. The butt plate is combined with a swivel ring for a lanyard. In
the eighties the policemen issued with such a dependable weapon must have gone out on patrol with a real feeling of security.
Plate 34(a): This model, made by Webley‘s for the London gunsmith William James Hill, is stamped with his trade mark,
which takes the shape of an hourglass flanked by a pair of spread wings. Above the glass and wings is a monogram composed
of the initials W. J. H. The particular weapon shown in the photograph is also stamped ‗R.I.C.‘ with a crown above. All the
aforementioned markings appear on both sides of the frame, into which the 2·5″ barrel is screwed. The calibre of this revolver
is ·430 and it is chambered to take Eley‘s black powder cartridge of this size, loaded with a 200 grain solid lead bullet. Apart
from slight dimensional variations due to the different calibres, the design of this model is basically the same as the weapon on
Plate 31(b).
Plate 34(c): The popularity of the Webley R.I.C. revolver induced other countries, particularly Belgium, to copy this
design and for purposes of comparison a weapon is shown on this plate which at first glance could be taken for a replica of the
one shown on Plate 31(b), but on closer examination it will be seen that the Continental model has an octagonal-shaped barrel
in section. As in the case of the English revolver, the barrel is screwed into the frame. The Belgians favoured five rifling
grooves to Webley‘s seven.
An interesting feature is to be noted in the lettering on the top strap. The words ‗Royal Irish Constabulary‘ are stamped in
full as compared with the initials ‗R.I.C.‘ on the left side of the body on Webley‘s weapons. The word ‗Irish‘, however,
commences with the letter ‗J‘ and whether this is a mistake or done deliberately to avoid copyright or a patent is not known. In
this connection, R.I.C. weapons made for the Continental trade were given special names. One in particular which was sold in
France was engraved on the top strap of the frame ‗Le Protecteur‘ and was fitted with mother-of-pearl stocks.
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Plate 34(e): In 1883, Webley‘s introduced an improved R.I.C. revolver under the name ‗Webley‘s R.I.C. No. 1, ·455
central-fire new model‘, the first R.I.C. to have a grooved cylinder. The new model followed the basic design of the revolvers
previously described in this group, apart from grooved cylinders and barrel lengths. A word regarding the ammunition used in
this model is interesting in so much as the cylinders were chambered to cope with such a wide range.
1. ·476 18 grains black powder 265 grains lead bullet
2. ·455 18 grains black powder 265 grains lead bullet
3. ·455 18 grains black powder 218 grains man-stopping bullet
4. ·450 13 grains black powder 225 grains lead bullet
5. ·450 13 grains black powder 218 grains man-stopping bullet
In addition to British ammunition the R.I.C. new model was made to take the American ·45 Colt and the ·44 Winchester
cartridges. With the introduction of the weapon shown on this plate, a similar six-shot revolver in calibre ·450 and made with a
2·5″ barrel was adopted by the Metropolitan (London) and other police forces in November, 1883. With this stubby weapon,
designed purely as a man-stopper, Henry Webley gave a demonstration of shooting that has probably never been surpassed
with a similar arm. The following is an extract from ‗The Birmingham Daily Mail‘ dated 21st May, 1884:
‘In demonstrating to his police pupils the manner in which the revolver ought to be used, Mr Webley fired five shots at nine yards at a
target having a bull’s-eye two inches in diameter. The result was that the bullets lodged in a space 2¼″ by 1¼″. Then the range was
increased to 15 yards and five shots were fired at a similar target — the bullets in this case being put into a space 2½″ by 1½″. The next
move was made to a distance of 25 yards from the target and at this range five shots were fired by Mr Webley. The same undeviating
accuracy was maintained — a surface of 2½″ by 3½″ being riddled. Having witnessed the expertness of their instructor, the police sergeants
had a little practice to themselves and soon satisfied Mr Webley of their ability to make good use of their weapons at long and short
ranges.’

The type of weapon used by Mr Henry Webley is shown on Plate 38(c). Although this particular weapon was issued for
use by the Australian New South Wales Police Force and carried their stamp (N.S.W.) and police number 1999, it also shows
Webley‘s serial number 98183. In addition to the N.S.W. Police markings, the frame is stamped with the Webley trade mark
depicting a pair of handcuffed hands. This trade mark was used on weapons issued to police forces.
Plates 33(b) and 36(d): Among the weapons manufactured by P. Webley & Son to special orders are the ones shown on
these plates. The first one, a six-shot ·476 calibre, has a detachable metal shoulder stock. This is of the skeleton type made of
tubing, with the butt plate and boss welded on. The boss terminates in a tang which is accurately machined to fit into a dovetailed groove in the revolver butt. This latter part is of metal and thickened up to give a firm support for the shoulder stock. The
tang is secured by a thumb screw. The barrel is six inches long compared with the standard four and a half.
The second ‗special‘ is a six-shot ·450 calibre revolver and one of a small quantity made to the order of a potentate for
arming his bodyguard. The ‗Balkan‘-shaped butt was accommodated by brazing a suitably shaped lower strap to the standard
R.I.C. new model frame; otherwise the weapon is identical with this model.
Plate 36(b): Designed for sea service, this five-shot ·450 calibre revolver has all the appearance of a standard R.I.C., but
on inspection it will be seen that there are many differences. The 2·625″ barrel is octagonal in section and screwed into an all
brass frame. The shield and loading gate are also of brass, as is the axis pin and ejector rod swivel. The actual ejector rod is
steel but the knob on the rod is brass. Intended for sea service, the cylinder, barrel, hammer and trigger are heavily blacked.
Many consider this type of revolver was taken on the Antarctic expedition of 1912 under the leadership of Captain Robert
Falcon Scott, R. N., although the writer has been unable to obtain confirmation of this.
Plate 34(d): Although the revolver shown on this plate is the No. 1 ·455 calibre R.I.C. new model first produced in 1883,
it has a special attachment in the form of a mechanical ejector for spent cases and also a safety-catch in the hammer.
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This device was marketed by S. W. Silver & Co., Gunsmiths, Cornhill, London, and is known as ‗Silver and Fletcher‘s
Patent‘.
From an examination of patent records it appears that the original idea for a cartridge ejector was provisionally protected
in the names of Thomas Sederl and his agent, Herbert John Haddon, on 8th January, 1880 (Patent No. 87). Prior to this, in
1878, Hugh Adam Silver and Walter Fletcher patented an extractor device for breech loading drop block guns. Later on, by
agreement of all concerned, the ejector and safety device were fitted to certain Webley revolvers and were stamped on the top
of the barrel ‗Silver and Fletcher‘s Patent ―The Expert‖ ‘. Webley‘s name and trade mark do not appear but their serial number
and also the patentee‘s number are stamped on the frame. Weapons with these devices did not sell in large numbers; of those
examined, the highest S. & F. number is 208. In my Webley collection I have the prototype weapon which was first tried out
by Silver & Fletcher in October, 1887. In returning the weapon to Webley‘s they advised: ‗We have to-day returned the pattern
revolver, which is very satisfactory in every way. We should have returned it before, but we wished to shoot it to-day. We have
only rounded off the sharp edges...‘ dated 13th October, 1887.
The weapon illustrating these patent devices is shown on Plate 34(d) and is a standard model, but its appearance has been
greatly enhanced by engine-turning the entire surface. The result is a really handsome specimen.
The mechanical device for ejecting spent cases required a modification to the cylinder which necessitated machining the
rear face to form a step ·045″ deep by ·125″ wide from the outside edge. This slight reduction permits a segment of the flange
on the cartridge head to be clear of the step by ·045″.
The next modification and addition to the rear of the solid frame at the top was to fit a spring loaded claw so designed for
the claw to enter the gap between the cartridge flange and the turned-down cylinder. To permit this, part of the upper half of
the loading gate was machined off. The other end of the claw is fitted across the frame in front of the face of the hammer. The
device functioned as follows:
1. Open the loading gate. This permits the vertically pivoted spring loaded claw to move forward on to the step on the rear
face of the cylinder.
2. Go through the motions of discharging the revolver, thus turning the cylinder one-sixth of a revolution and bringing the
first expended case under the claw. As the face of the hammer strikes the opposite end of the claw the latter is forced to the
rear and in doing so flips the case clear of the cylinder. A repetition of this motion will then empty each chamber in turn.
The second part of Silver & Fletcher‘s patent covers a safety-catch which withdraws the hammer nose to a position clear
of the cartridge primer. The device consists of four parts which are not standard to the No. 1 R.I.C. new model: (i) a hammer
with head, nose and spur re-designed; (ii) cocking knob and striker combined; (iii) striker spring and (iv) set screw for securing
the four parts.
The re-designed hammer has the nose removed and in place of the spur a hollow cylindrical boss is attached. Over this
boss, a sleeve comprising a striker, spring and knurled cocking knob with thumb lever is fitted and secured by the set screw.
To operate this device the thumb lever and knob are turned to the right through 45°, thus causing the striker to be
withdrawn for a distance of approximately 0·1875″. The spring is in compression all the time and this, in conjunction with the
turning motion, causes the striker to withdraw. In addition to the R.I.C. new model the Silver & Fletcher patent was applied to
the Webley ·450 Army Express revolver described in a later chapter. [Plate 35(d)]
To complete the many variants in the range of R.I.C. revolvers, Plate 31(d) shows another one of Webley‘s presentation
models. This is a ·450 calibre weapon and is highly finished in nickel plate; the design is typical of the R.I.C.‘s made between
1878 and 1880. No special features, apart from the engraving which is very nicely executed on the frame, barrel and butt plate,
are noted. These presentation models were usually sold in a handsome baize-lined oak case. (Webley‘s lining colour was
mainly blue, although green or red has been used.) A typical cased set containing a Pryse revolver is shown on Plate 37(a).
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(e) Double-action: Solid Frame The British Bulldog Models
The group of revolvers now under review was designed, produced and marketed by P. Webley & Son especially for
civilian use, although service records indicate that this weapon was also an official issue to the Cape Mounted Rifles (Colonial)
1878-1912. This force is not to be confused with the Cape Mounted Rifles (Imperial) 1827-1870. Despatches from the war in
Basutoland during 1880 give details of an interesting cavalry charge where Webley Royal Irish Constabulary and British
Bulldog revolvers were used. On the 21st September, 1880, when defending the village of Mafeteng, Captain Shervington and
twenty-five men of his troop were ordered to dislodge a strong force of Basuto who were in dead ground one to two hundred
yards away. There was no time to saddle up so they rode off bareback, revolver in hand. Shervington had his sword in his teeth
and they charged the enemy right out of their position, inflicting losses and only having some horses hit. Out in the open the
troop halted and the enemy came under heavy fire from the defences and retired.
These compact, short-barrelled five-chambered weapons were sold in very large numbers through the firm and also to
retailers all over Great Britain and in many parts of the world.
The period of production of ‗The British Bulldog‘, as this pocket revolver was called, was from 1878 to 1914 — surely an
adequate period of time to prove the dependability of the Bulldog, which was designed for rim-fire cartridges as well as
central-fire. As in the case of the R.I.C. models, competitors abroad were soon copying the Webley, particularly in Belgium
and the United States of America. Ammunition manufactures in America, such as Winchester & Peters, made a special round
for these Bulldog copies which was known as the ‗·44 Bulldog cartridge‘ with 168 grain solid lead bullet, a black powder
charge and a Boxer type primer. In the States these cartridges sold at $0.68 and $1.20 per box of 50 and 100 respectively and
the Bulldog revolver about $5. The descriptions of the original and subsequent models including Continental and American
weapons are given under their respective headings.
The first model to be produced in 1878 was the ·442 calibre central-fire weapon shown on Plate 30(a). This was followed
by the ·44 calibre rim-fire and the ·450 calibre central-fire revolvers on Plate 24(c), Chapter V, and Plate 30(e), Chapter VI,
respectively. These three models may be identified by the cylinders which are devoid of the weight reducing grooves milled
out between the chambers. All later models incorporated such grooves, the inclusion of which reduced the weight of a ·450
chambered cylinder by approximately half an ounce.
The rim-fire weapon is very nicely engraved on barrel, cylinder, trigger guard and frame; the whole silver plated.
The series of Bulldogs adopted the rounded shape of butt known as the ‗parrot beak‘ or ‗bird‘s head‘. Chequered wooden
side stocks are secured to the one-piece butt strap by one transverse screw. Rim-fire and central-fire models were made
concurrently and for identification during manufacture the frames of the former were stamped ‗Rim‘ on the upper strap inside
the stock and also on the left side of the frame in front of the cylinder.
The 1st and 2nd Models on Plate 30(a and b) have an interesting feature in regard to the shape of the barrel. Like the
R.I.C. revolvers the shape is ovate in section, but in longitudinal elevation the dimension is greater at the muzzle than at the
frame. Compared with the 3rd Model [Plate 34(a)], it will be seen that, although the section is the same the barrel is tapered in
the opposite direction. The difference in these tapers is most noticeable in the blade foresight; the 3rd Model is higher than the
1st and 2nd Models by approximately 0·09375″. Whether by accident or design the words on the top strap, ‗The British
Bulldog‘, can be read when holding the 1st Model with the muzzle to the right, whereas on the later models this wording is to
be read with the muzzle to the left.
The 3rd Model [Plate 34(b)], was produced around 1883 with the grooved type of cylinder, although the action remained
the same as the 1st and 2nd Models. The other difference between the models is in the shape of the head on the ejector rods. 1st
and 2nd Models have flat milled heads, whereas on the 3rd Model the head is acorn shaped and has a locking device; also the
latter weapon has a longer butt.
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Plate 24(b), Chapter V: Before describing foreign Bulldogs, another interesting Webley must be included in this group.
There is no record to indicate when this rim-fire model, known as ‗The Pug‘, came on the market, but from its appearance it is
likely to be an earlier model than the 1878 rim-fire Bulldog. Gate loaded, the cylinder lock is of the ratchet type, as on the ·442
first R.I.C. model. The calibre is ·410 with a barrel length of 2·375″, and the cylinder axis pin is solid, being held in position by
a small thumb-nut on the left side of the frame. Ejection is effected by a rod which is housed in the butt when not in use. A
spring catch on the left side of the frame holds the hammer at half-cock; the spring releases the hammer on squeezing the
trigger. ‗The Pug‘ has a more streamlined appearance than its big brother ‗The Bulldog‘. As will be seen, the front of the frame
is cut away and the shape from top strap to butt has a flowing curve compared with the wavy curves on the 1st and 2nd Model
Bulldogs. ‗The Pug‘ was also produced in ·450 calibre for central-fire cartridges. [Plate 32(b)]
Plate 36(c): Another variant of the Bulldog series is the ·450 calibre five-chambered revolver known as ‗The Tower
Bulldog‘. Apart from the shape of the frame, side stocks and method of securing them, this weapon is basically the same type
of solid frame as the rest of the series. The hardwood stocks are heavily chequered and secured to the frame by one screw and a
Tipping & Lawden type of clip in the base of the butt. As will be seen from the photograph, the frame behind the hammer is
extended to the rear to give an increased grip — a feature which does not appear on the British Bulldogs. The Tower model is
stamped on the left side of the frame with Webley‘s trade mark, ‗London Tower‘. This mark shows a view of the Tower above
the words ‗London Tower‘. The weapon in question bears the name of a well-known Birmingham gunmaker, Thomas Turner.
Whether or not many of these models were made is open to conjecture, but this is the first one the writer has seen in many
years of collecting Webley revolvers. In support of this the low number, 222, would lead one to assume that few were
produced. In 1880 they were retailed at two guineas each.
Plate 30(d) shows yet another model. This time over to Ireland for ‗The Ulster Bulldog‘ which is illustrated on the abovementioned plate. The calibre is ·450 and apart from the longer stock it is identical with the British Bulldog Model No. 2 shown
on Plate 30(e).
Doubtless ‗The Ulster Bulldog‘ No. 5039, under review, is one of a special batch made by Webley‘s against an order
calling for a revolver with a larger stock. This in my opinion is a definite improvement as the increased length (one inch) gives
the holder a much firmer grip.
To obtain the extra length, a replica of the butt on ‗The British Bulldog‘ was made and brazed on to an existing butt by
scarf joints on the front and back straps. The name of the retailer and some foliate engraving hide the brazed joint on the back
strap, and in keeping with the name of the weapon it was sold by Messrs J. Braddell & Son, Belfast.
Plate 30(c and f): As previously stated, these rugged and dependable weapons were copied in many countries including
France, Belgium, Germany, Spain and in America they were made by The Forehand & Wordsworth Company. The models of
Belgian manufacture are shown on these plates. The first one is a ·380 calibre with five chambers, stamped on the top strap
‗British Bulldog‘. This is a plated model with ivory stocks and almost a copy of its Webley counterpart. In addition to the
Belgian proof marks, this weapon bears the marks of the Birmingham Proof House, from which we may assume that it was
sold in competition with Webley‘s in this country.
The second Belgian weapon is a real man-size job with a calibre of ·500 and five chambers. Apart from the shape of the
butt, this revolver could be taken for a Webley. The workmanship is of a high standard and the weapon carries the same proof
marks as the Belgian ·380; otherwise there are no marks of identification.
‗The British Bulldog‘ revolver made by Forehand & Wordsworth of America was almost a replica of Webley‘s first ·442
‗British Bulldog‘ model shown on Plate 30(a).
One of the American weapons was used by Jules Guiteau to assassinate U.S.A. President James A. Garfield on the 2nd
July, 1881, and on comparing a photograph of this model with a Webley the following differences are noticeable:
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1. The prawl at the top of the grip is more pronounced than on the Forehand & Wordsworth model.
2. Without seeing the action of the Forehand & Wordsworth it is not possible to compare variations but from the
photographs it is noted that the trigger and sear designs are different.
3. The overall length of the butt on the Forehand & Wordsworth is shorter than the Webley and does not include a lanyard
swivel as in the case of the English weapon.
Plate 30(b): To conclude the description of the range of ‗Bulldogs‘ this plate shows the smallest one made. With a calibre
of ·320 it is a reduced model of the ·450 2nd Model illustrated on Plate 30(e).

Fig. XXIX. Action of ·320 pocket revolver. Plate 31(c).

(f) Double-action: Solid Frame Civilian Pocket and Holster Models
Plate 31(c): Before going on to the next important group of solid frame revolvers, the following descriptions are
representative of the number of pocket models produced for civilian use. The heavier calibre holster weapons were privately
owned by officers for military service, these were fitted with lanyard swivel rings. The revolver shown on this plate is a very
compact six-chambered weapon. [Fig. XXIX] It was sold in a fitted oak case with compartments for turn-screw, cartridges,
cleaning rod and material, and in this particular instance was marketed by E. M. Reilly & Co., Gun Manufacturers, 502 New
Oxford Street, London. The frame bears Webley‘s trade mark — the winged bullet — and is stamped ·320 central-fire. A large
edition of this model in calibre ·442 is illustrated on Plate 31(f). This is also in a case, this time of highly polished walnut, and
the retailer‘s name is John Blanch & Son, 29 Gracechurch Street, London, E. C. The two models have ratchet type teeth on the
cylinder to engage the cylinder steady pin and solid cylinder axis pins, held in position by a thumb screw on the left side of the
frame. For setting these revolvers at half-cock a flat spring is screwed to the left side of the frame. On squeezing the trigger, or
at full cock, a catch at the top of the spring is disengaged. A similar device was used on percussion cap and ball revolvers.
The spent case ejector rod is housed in the stock and secured by screwing into a threaded hole in the butt plate. The
octagonal barrels, frames, butt straps and butt plates appear to be formed in one piece. These models were popular during the
period of their manufacture — 1870- 1880. Although numbers on these models reach 27,000, it should not be assumed that this
quantity was made. Serial numbers did not necessarily start with No. 1 for every type of revolver.
Plate 36(a): This is an unusual pocket weapon as the frame, octagonal-shaped barrel, axis pin, guard and ejector cradle are
all made of brass, the cylinder is blued and the hammer, trigger and all pins finished bright. The revolver is six-chambered,
central-fire with a barrel long and for such a small weapon, only a little over 14 oz. in weight, it has a large, solid stock made
of walnut. A feature not often seen is the powder charge and bullet weight stamped on the left side of the frame; this
information is ‗Eley C. ·320 6-80.‘ Other markings are the stamps of the Birmingham Proof House on each chamber, barrel
and frame. The weapon number appears on the trigger guard and the name of the retailer — Charles Lancaster, London — is
engraved on the top strap of the solid frame.
In a green baize-lined oak case with all fittings, this is a delightful set and it is interesting to note from the trade label that
the aforementioned gunmaker removed from New Bond Street to larger and more convenient premises at 11 Panton Street in
the Haymarket, S.W.
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Plate 38(d, f and e): The three revolvers shown on this plate are named Webley‘s ·380 central-fire No. 5, ·360 central-fire
No. 5 and ·320 central-fire No. 2 respectively. The ·380 and ·360 are chambered for six shots and have deep fluted cylinders;
the ·320 is a five shot weapon with a plain cylinder. There is nothing special about this range except that the two larger calibres
have solid wood stocks, whereas the ·320 has wooden side stocks. The ·380 weapon was primarily intended to fire cartridges
loaded with a 140 grain ‗man-stopping‘ bullet, which was a scaled-down version of the ·455 ‗man-stopping bullet‘.
The ·360 calibre No. 5 model was also produced with a seven inch barrel and suitable for target practice. This weapon is
shown on Plate 35(a) but in all other respects it is identical with the revolver on Plate 38(f).
The ·320 calibre No. 2 was also produced in ·380 calibre and apart from the difference in calibre the design of the two
weapons is the same. The ·380 calibre model is shown on Plate 38(b) and as will be noted was classed as an R.I.C. Model.
The revolvers just described were introduced to meet the want of householders with a special view to lightness and
rapidity. They are capable of making a 2″ diagram at 12 yards.
Plate 38(a): A variant of the ·380 revolver previously referred to is shown on this plate. The grooves in the cylinder have
replaced the deep flutes, the hammer spur has been removed and instead of the orthodox trigger and guard a special bar type of
trigger release has been fitted and the trigger itself modified. Accordingly, the upper and lower straps and the butt have been
lengthened to accommodate the trigger extension. Investigations to date have not ascertained the need for this type of trigger
and the only explanation the writer can offer is that in very cold climates a revolver of this design can be discharged when the
user is wearing heavy gloves or mitts.
Plate 31(e): This ·360 calibre revolver with metal oil bottle, brass cleaning rod and turnscrew in a blue baize-lined oak
case is a first-class Webley production. The whole of this weapon is beautifully made and it has a very deep blue finish. The
frame is stamped ‗Webley‘s Patent‘ and it is unusual in having a barrel cylindrical in cross section. There is also a straight
taper of 0·09375″ in the screwed-in barrel from frame to muzzle. The solid wood stock is secured between two tang extensions
on the frame and held by two wood screws. A domed butt plate finishes off the stock to which it is secured.
For case ejection a rather complicated compound lever ejector is fixed on the right side of the frame. The ejector comes
into operation by turning the lever through 90° in a downward direction. The cylinder spins on a solid axis pin which is held in
position by a spring catch in front of the frame. A spring loaded gate opens to the rear as opposed to the gate that usually
swings to the right. There is also a ·320 calibre model similar to the ·360.
Retailed by Alexander Henry of Edinburgh and bearing his name on the flat top strap, this revolver is of the best
workmanship, with rammer, axis pin, hammer, trigger, loading gate and spring in polished steel.
To complete the trio, a ·44 calibre, six-chambered model was produced but made suitable for rim-fire cartridges and is
shown on Plate 24(e), Chapter V.

(g) Double-action: Solid Frame The Army Express Models
In this group of solid frame weapons two types will be portrayed, both of which were developed from the experimental
model illustrated on Plate 27(c) and described in paragraph (c) of this chapter.
The first model shown on Plate 32(a) apart from being a six-chambered ·450/·455 central-fire solid frame revolver has
several interesting features not embodied in any of the Webley models previously dealt with. The six-inch ovate-shaped barrel
is screwed into the frame and alongside it on the right is a spent case ejector rod and coil spring housed in a tube, the whole
secured to the front of the frame by two screws. A flat serrated knob is fixed to the fore-end of the rod for operating the latter.
A hinged gate with spring is fixed in the rear of the cylinder on the right side. The gate when open prevents the hammer from
being cocked and when it is cocked the gate will not open. This safety device is brought about by a small lug on the hinge of
the gate, engaging the hammer tail in such a manner as to prevent movement of the latter.
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FIG. XXX. Action of Army Express Revolver. Plate 32(a).

The hammer is caused to rebound clear of the front face of the breech by the pressure of the lower limb of the mainspring.
Reference to the sketch of the action of this revolver will be self-explanatory. [Fig. XXX] The axis pin has a knurled head
which, like the pin itself, is cylindrical and the pin can be inserted without having to find any special position, as is the case
with all other revolvers having this type of axis pin. An annular groove in the pin is engaged by a spring clip let into the left
side of the front of the frame. Thumb pressure on the base of the clip releases the axis pin.
Another feature introduced in this revolver is a definite cylinder stop which locks the cylinder securely at the moment of
discharge. The stop consists of an additional part and spring attached to the trigger and hinging on the transverse trigger screw.
The upper portion of the stop rises through a rectangular slot in the bottom of the frame when the trigger is squeezed, thereby
engaging in a slot in the cylinder. Six of these slots are milled in the cylinder, each one so aligned to serve its particular
chamber. A serviceable chequered one-piece hardwood grip with slightly domed butt plate and swivel lanyard ring make this
medium-length barrelled revolver a well balanced and robust weapon.
Contemporary with, or even in advance of the weapon just described, Webley‘s introduced another revolver, known as
‗The Express‘. Produced as a competitor for die 1878 Colt‘s double action revolver, ‗The Omnipotent‘, better known as the
Colt Army Model, ‗The Express‘, or, to give it the full title, ‗Webley‘s New Model Army Express‘, is a heavy, powerful
weapon designed and made to withstand the rigours of service in the field. Shown on Plate 35(b and c), it will be seen that this
revolver has a heavy barrel, octagonal in section, but with the two flats either side of the top rib milled out to a concave form.
A half-moon-shaped foresight and a notch cut in the groove on the frame top strap provide the sights, giving a sight base of
6·5″. The barrel is screwed into the frame with the latter terminating in the ‗bird‘s head‘ or ‗parrot beak‘ shaped butt which,
unlike the revolver on Plate 32(a), is fitted with side stocks chequered in the centre and highly polished at top and butt. The
swivel is of a shape suitable for a lanyard ending in a leather strap. ‗The Express‘ is chambered for ·450, ·455 and ·476 service
cartridges and the barrel is rifled with seven wide grooves and narrow lands.
Ejection is effected by the same type of rod, spring and tube as on the Colt weapon. The hinged gate is also of a similar
design with screwed-in opening knob, but there is no safety catch incorporated in the gate, nor is there a definite cylinder stop
fitted between trigger and cylinder. The latter is removed by drawing the axis pin forward, which has its own built-in spring
catch. On all ‗Express‘ weapons examined there is a floating bush between the front end of the cylinder and the axis pin on
which cylinder and bush revolve.
The weapon, weighing 38·375 ozs. and designed as a double action military weapon, was adopted by the Government of
the South African Republic circa 1885. Plate 35(d) illustrates one of the aforementioned weapons fitted with the Silver &
Fletcher patent case extractor and hammer safety described in paragraph (d) of this chapter. In addition to the foregoing, a
special double action weapon was made; this was basically the same revolver as the one illustrated on Plate 35(c), but with the
following variations: a detachable wooden shoulder stock is hooked into a slot in the back strap and secured by a screw with a
knurled and slotted head. The stock is all wood except for a steel boss terminating in the hook which connects the butt; the
boss has upper and lower tangs and these are secured to the stock by two screws.
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Fig. XXXI. Action of the double-action New Army Express
Revolver. Plate 35(c).

Fig. XXXII. Action of the single-action New Army Express
Revolver. Plate 35(e).

The barrel is the same shape as the New Model Army Express but is twelve inches in length. It is screwed into the frame
and carries both backsights and foresight. The latter is of brass, half-moon in shape, and let into the flat top rib. The three
rearsights are mounted on a flat base which is a push fit in a dovetailed groove on the top rib. The three sights are of the leaf
pattern and are sighted to 25, 50 and 75 yards; the 50 and 75 yard sights are hinged and fall flat on the mount when not in use.
The sight base is 10″.
This English ‗Buntline‘ type of revolver [shown on Plate 33(a)] is calibred for the ·44 Smith & Wesson Russian cartridge.
Webley‘s records for this round state that the black powder charge is 21 grains with a bullet weight of 246 grains, giving a
muzzle velocity and muzzle energy of 710 feet per second and 275 foot/pounds respectively. The dimensional details for the
six chambers average ·458 diameter at the case end and ·423 diameter at the front end of the cylinder.
The limiting diameters for the bore of a barrel suitable for a bullet from a ·44 Russian cartridge are ·417 accept and ·419
reject. The bore diameter of the revolver in question is on the minimum diameter of ·417.
It is regretted that no information is available to the writer in regard to the use of this weapon. It may have been intended
for shooting game, as there are no markings to indicate that it was designed for military needs.
The chambers, barrel and body of the revolver bear the proof marks of the Birmingham Proof House; the body is stamped
with the Webley winged bullet trade mark above the letters W. & S. and also the figures ·44. Subsequent to the despatch of the
weapon from Webley‘s factory, a foliate design has been engraved over the trade mark and number; this latter is 35059. The
engraving, however, is cut faintly and although the original marks are masked it is possible to identify them.
Plate 35(e) illustrates a revolver issued to the Cape Mounted Rifles (Colonial) in 1881. As far as the writer has been able
to ascertain, this is the only solid frame single action central-fire weapon made by Webley‘s. It is quite possible the force
favoured the single action as their predecessors, the Frontier Armed and Mounted Police, were armed with single action Colts
during the period 1855-1869.
Basically, this police issue is a Webley Army Express revolver, calibre ·476, having a composite design incorporating
modified components taken from the two double action Express weapons previously described and shown on Plate 32(a) and
Plate 35(c).
A comparison of Plates 32(a) and 35(c and e) will indicate the differences; also, an examination of the diagrammatic
sketches of the three actions will show how the double action weapon has been converted to single action. [Figs. XXX, XXXI
and XXXII]
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Only two of these single action Express weapons have come to my notice and as they have not been given a special serial
number it is not possible to ascertain how many were made. This problem of separate serial numbers has been experienced
with other Webley models — hence the lack of information in regard to quantities of weapons produced.
Examination of the trigger guard shows that by modifying the one used on the double action Express a smaller guard,
usually associated with single action weapons, has been produced. This has been achieved by cutting, re-forming and brazing
the original one.
Captain W. McClintock, Royal Artillery and Assistant Superintendent (1880-1886) at the Royal Small Arms Factory,
Enfield Lock, Middlesex, carried out a number of tests on four different Webley revolvers to ascertain muzzle velocity, muzzle
energy, penetration and recoil. The results of these tests are shown in Table XI.
Although there are many more variations of double action, solid frame central-fire revolvers, the examples described and
illustrated are fully representative of the Webley revolvers of this type.
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VII - CENTRAL-FIRE DOUBLE ACTION
HINGED FRAME REVOLVERS

(a) Webley-Woods‟ Model
Concurrently with the manufacture of solid frame revolvers another stage in the development of the handgun was the
introduction of the hinged or jointed frame, often referred to as a break-open or top-break model.
This was a radical change in design and the descriptions which follow will indicate how such a weapon which, on being
broken, automatically extracts the whole of the spent cases simultaneously, thereby appreciably reduces the time required for
extracting and re-loading; a time, which in an emergency, cannot be short enough.
Many, many different self-extracting methods were tried out in all countries making revolvers, but the purpose of this
chapter is to deal with the designs wherein the barrel is latched on top of the breech and is hinged at the frame in front of the
cylinder and a lug on the underside of the barrel. In keeping with other manufacturers, Webley‘s examined different methods
and those which reached the production line may be classified under four headings:
1st Edmund Woods‘ invention circa 1870
2nd Charles Pryse‘s Patent 1876
3rd Thornton de Mouncie‘s Patents of 1876 (3206) and 1878 (2161) and Michael Kaufmann‘s Patent of 1881 (3313)
4th Henry Webley‘s Patent of 1883 (542)
Illustrations of the weapons employing the foregoing methods are shown together with descriptions of the breech
fastenings, extracting devices and lock actions.
The ·450 calibre six-chambered central-fire revolver shown on Plate 37(c) is in many respects a hybrid in so much as the
entire action, part of the frame, trigger guard and stock are identical with the 1867 R.I.C. 1st Model. The barrel and cylinder
are of the same pattern but modified to suit the hinged frame and extracting device. Although the weapon is stamped
‗Webley‘s Patent‘ and bears the winged bullet trade mark, the writer has been unable to trace a patent in their name. One
conclusion is that this design was one of many considered and tried out. For identification this particular weapon has been
referred to as Edmund Woods‘ invention as the oak case in which it belongs has a label bearing this name and a statement that
Edmund Woods is the inventor.
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The breech fastening consists of a thumb lever attached to a latch which engages a tongue forming an extension of the top strap
of the barrel. Forward pressure on the lever by the right thumb disengages the latch from the tongue, thus permitting the
weapon to be ‗broken‘. A strong vee spring ensures that the latch is held securely when the weapon is in the closed position.
The thumb lever is on the left side of the frame and in a convenient position for operating when the revolver is held by the
stock in the normal manner. Lever, latch and spring are held in position by a single screw which is inserted from the left side.
Apart from the actual thumb stud on the lever the whole is enclosed in a very robust breech. When operating the latch, first
pressure sets the hammer at half-cock. The extractor is of the usual star design combined with the cylinder rotating ratchet and
mounted on a spring loaded spindle. In this weapon the spindle works within a sleeve which slides in the centre hole in the
cylinder. To prevent the extractor rotating independently the sleeve and cylinder are provided with a cotter pin and groove
respectively. The extractor does not automatically retract when the weapon is ‗broken‘ to its fullest extent but returns on
closing the breech. The extractor lever is placed between the joints of frame and barrel and works on the joint axis pin.
The weapon is plated all over, and generous radii remove sharp corners, thus preventing any danger from hanging up in
clothing or holster. A clean finish is given to the right side of the weapon by not drilling the holes for action screws right
through the frame. The hammer screw is the only one of four to protrude.

(b) Double-action: Hinged Frame Webley-Pryse Models
In 1877, P. Webley & Son made self-extracting revolvers which incorporated the method invented by Charles Pryse the
Younger and covered by his Patent No. 4421 lodged on 15th November, 1876. These central-fire weapons were produced in
calibres ·32, ·38, ·44, ·450, ·455 and ·577, all of the same basic design and with barrel lengths from 3″ to 5·5″.
Outwardly, the Webley-Pryse range of revolvers appear to be similar, but there are certain variations and these will be
mentioned in the descriptions of the models selected.
Owing to the lack of documentary proof, only those weapons bearing Webley‘s name and trade mark will be listed as
Webley-Pryse revolvers; although it is believed that the Pryse weapons sold by Pryse himself, Henry Wilkinson & Son, 27 Pall
Mall, London, and John Rigby & Co. of Dublin and 72 St James‘s Street, London, were made by Webley‘s, it is also known
that some were of Continental origin. A number of such examined by the writer are stamped inside with a crown above the
letters A. F., the mark of August Francotte & Cie., the firm of gunmakers in Liege since 1810. Plate 39(c) shows a weapon of
this make. [Fig. XXXV]
Plate 39(d) shows a very compact six-chambered ·320 calibre pocket revolver with folding trigger made by or for Pryse
and retailed by Watson & Hancock, 308 High Holborn, London. The weapon is nickel-plated all over and fitted with an ivory
stock but without the standard domed butt plate. It is unusual in regard to the markings stamped on barrel and frame. These
consist of ‗Pryse‘s Patent‘, ‗The Original (Regd.), and ‗Cartridge Brand‘, with engraving of a cartridge, all on the barrel and
lug, and on the frame is ‗No. 1‘.
The grooved cylinder is fitted with cylinder stops which are operative in both hammer down and cocked positions. The
extractor is fully retractable and is fitted with claws 0·1563″ thick and two long register pins. The trip for the extractor is
operated by a spring-activated link engaging a tooth on the extractor lever.
The Pryse Patent was also applied to revolvers made by Thomas Horsley & Son, York and Doncaster, and Christopher
George Bonehill, Belmont Fire Arms Works, Birmingham, from which it may be assumed that Webley‘s were not the only
licensees for this patent. After examining very many Pryse revolvers, it has been noted that there are two main features covered
by his patent, and these may be detailed under the following headings:
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1. The Rebounding Hammer It is claimed that with the Pryse Patent the double-action lock was the first English revolver
lock to be made upon the rebounding system, its hammer being automatically raised to the half-cock position upon the trigger
being released after firing. The action is so arranged to hold the hammer in that position, thereby rendering it impossible for the
weapon to be discharged by an accidental blow upon the hind part of the hammer. The method used to cause the hammer to
rebound sufficiently to engage in the half-cock position is by giving the mainspring a second function. As its name implies, the
main function is to cause the hammer to move forward and strike the cartridge primer. In the Pryse action, the open end of the
lower mainspring limb instead of bearing on the inside of the lower butt strap is so arranged to bear on a small extension on the
hammer immediately beneath the swivel; thus after firing, the remaining energy in the mainspring is sufficient to return or
rebound the hammer. A stop prevents the hammer being raised beyond the half-cock position. A similar device was invented
by Daniel Baird Wesson, whose Patent No. 4831 was lodged on 19th December, 1877.

Fig. XXXIII. Action of Pryse revolvers.

2. The Cylinder Lock The stop end of the locking arm on some of the Pryse models is near the front of the cylinder; on others
the stop is nearer the rear. The description which follows will indicate how the cylinder is locked on the ·450/·455 model,
known as ‗Pryse‘s British Army Revolver (Patented)‘. This wording is engraved in 0·1875″ tall letters on the top rib of the
barrel and occupies all the available space on this rib. The words ‗Pryse‘s Patent‘ are stamped on the left side of the frame and
also on the inside of the barrel lug. The cylinder is stamped ‗Steel‘ and the retailer‘s name, Junior Army & Navy Stores,
London, appears on the left side of the frame. The afore-mentioned stores, with the Army & Navy Stores (their counterpart for
senior officers), retailed very large quantities of arms and equipment to service officers.
The model under review, illustrated on Plate 40(b) has a plain cylinder with notches cut in a position to suit the stop end
of the locking arm operating in the forward position. The arm turns on the same pin as the trigger and the stud is held up to the
cylinder notch by the trigger return spring. Withdrawal is effected by a light spring in the body of the weapon. When the
trigger is in the normal position the cylinder is locked by the engagement of the stop in the notch, with a chamber in alignment
with the barrel. On squeezing the trigger the stud is disengaged and the pawl turns the cylinder a sixth of a revolution, a
secondary stop preventing the cylinder from turning beyond the chamber-barrel alignment. Further pressure on the trigger
causes the back of the finger part of the trigger to press on the tail of the sear, thus releasing the hammer and discharging the
revolver. The tail of the sear on different models has three variations; one finishes with a sharp point, another has a half-round
shape and a third is fitted with a small anti-friction roller to diminish friction between sear and trigger.
One of the afore-mentioned ‗British Army Revolvers‘ was submitted to ‗The Field‘ in 1878 and engravings were shown
in the closed and open positions together with a description of the weapon. The reviewer was of the opinion that the pins and
links would not stand up to service conditions but this was denied, in a subsequent issue of this paper, by John Rigby & Co.,
who stated that the weapon was strong enough. A copy of their advertisement introducing the Pryse revolver is given below:
‘John Rigby & Co. invite attention to this improved revolver which possesses advantages that render it superior to any hitherto
introduced; especially for use on horseback. It takes Government cartridges, is safe, accurate, does not throw high, is well made,
thoroughly tested and can be re-loaded almost instantaneously. Description, particulars on application.
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‘Also agents for Colt’s Army revolver; a most effective single action pistol, at moderate price. Royal Irish Constabulary, Bulldog and
other patterns of best quality only, all carefully regulated and shot.
‘John Rigby & Co. caution the public against purchasing revolvers of any quality which have not been thoroughly tested. The market is
flooded with Belgian and English pistols made to resemble externally all the best patterns, but internally of such inferior workmanship and
material as to prove quite worthless on service.

Evidently John Rigby was a perfectionist and would only market the best type of weapons.
Other features not covered in the 1876 patent, but which serve to identify Pryse revolvers are given hereunder.
(1) The Extractor This works on the same principle as the self-extracting revolver previously described. The extractor
registers, however, consist of two pins, one long and one short, instead of cotter pin and groove.
(2) The Cylinder Release This device consists of a single pin with a milled head held in position by a spring, in a transverse
manner through the lug beneath the barrel. The pin engages in slots at the front end of the cylinder axis pin. By turning the
milled head through 180° in an anti-clockwise direction the whole cylinder assembly, comprising cylinder, axis pin, extractor,
rod and spring, is released. Variation in size of the milled head may be noted even on weapons having the same calibre.
Arrows are stamped on frame and head to indicate whether the cylinder is locked or not. Both arrows must point in the same
direction to ensure that the cylinder is locked.
(3) The Barrel Catch The recognisable feature on all Pryse models is in the double breech bolt through the top of the frame,
operated by twin fingers positioned on either side of the breech. The two bolts engaged in holes on either side of a lug
extension on the top strap of the barrel, thereby securely fastening this strap to the top of the frame.
(4) The Hinge The hinge is formed by two lugs on the barrel and two lugs at the front of the body of the weapon. In between
the two lugs on the barrel and on the same centre the extractor lever is fitted. The hinges and lever are held securely by a
transverse pin which is screwed in from the left side. Not all models are retracting as where no auxiliary is fitted to the
extractor lever the extractor cannot retract automatically when the weapon is fully ‗broken‘.
With the exception of the Bonehill-Pryse, all Pryse models examined, whether they be Webley‘s, Wilkinson‘s, Horsley‘s
or foreign, are fitted with solid wood stocks fully chequered and secured to the tangs on the frame by two wood screws. Stocks
terminate in a domed metal butt plate with butt swivel and round split ring for lanyard. The barrels are all octagonal in section.
On some of Webley‘s own models the two sides adjacent to the top flat have a concave radius, whereas on others, including
Wilkinson models, all sides of the octagon are flat, the top one being raised to form a prominent rib, along which is usually
inscribed the name and address of the maker or retailer. Webley and Pryse were also associated with the Wolverhampton firm
of John Stanton & Co. As joint patentees their inventions related to a special mounting for main and sear springs. [Fig.
XXXIII]
Plate 39(a) is a photograph of the ·44 calibre central-fire six-shot Pryse revolver made by Horsley of York, which was the
personal property of Field-Marshal Earl Roberts of Khandahar, V. C., and carried by him in the British-Afghan War of 18791880. This photograph is reproduced by kind permission of the Keeper of the Queen‘s Armouries in the Tower of London
where this revolver is kept.
A similar weapon, but ·44 calibre rim-fire, was supplied to the Turkish Government.
Plate 39(b, e and f) illustrates weapons which are all variants of Earl Roberts‘ revolver. The details are given in the
schedule of revolvers and it will be noted from the plates that in all cases the tail of the sear is fitted with the anti-friction roller
previously mentioned.
Plate 40(d) shows a five-chambered revolver having a calibre of ·577 and although the overall dimensions are comparable
with some of the smaller calibre weapons its weight — 49 ozs. — makes it the heaviest hinged frame revolver reviewed in this
work (excluding those fitted with shoulder stocks or adaptor tubes).
Although it is not of Webley‘s manufacture, this heavy calibre revolver has been included to show that a hinged top break
weapon can be designed to withstand the explosion of a ·577 cartridge. I am indebted to J. R. Bradley of Wivenhoe for locating
this model and I am given to understand that the present owner has made considerable use of it without the weapon showing
any sign of weakness.
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‗T. Bland & Sons, 430 West Strand, London,‘ is stamped on the barrel, also shown on the left side near the cylinder is this
firm‘s ‗flying bee‘ trade mark. As the weapon carries Birmingham proof marks and incorporates Stanton‘s main and sear
spring mounting, it was no doubt made in Birmingham by the afore-mentioned firm.
Plate 37(a) and 40(a and e) are all stamped ‗Webley‘s No. 4‘ and the winged bullet trade mark on the left side of the
barrel and frame respectively and here again the variations in dimensions, weights, etc. are included in the schedule. These
three revolvers are not fitted with the sear anti-friction roller.
The weapon shown on Plate 40(a) incorporates a device which enables a fully loaded self-extracting revolver to be
‗broken‘ and examined without extracting the cartridges. The device consists of a spring loaded thumb catch fitted to the
underside of the hinge. Pressure on the catch prevents the extractor lever from bearing on the extractor rod, thus causing the
extractor to remain stationary in the cylinder. It will be noted that the weapons listed as Pryse models all have plain cylinders
with the cylinder stop at the front end of the cylinder, whereas the four Webley-Pryse models all have grooved cylinders with
the cylinder stop near the rear of the cylinder. Also on the latter Webley-Pryse models the rear lugs supporting the scissor-type
barrel latches follow the shape of the shield, whereas on all Pryse and other models the rear lug is considerably smaller.
Plate 40(c) shows a six-chambered ·320 calibre revolver, the smallest Pryse made, and in the main designed on the lines
of the weapon known as the ‗British Army Revolver‘. The minor differences in design are as follows:
The cylinder on the pocket weapon has small grooves and the cylinder stops are in the centre as opposed to the front on
the larger model. An auxiliary and spring incorporated in the extractor lever makes the extractor unit retract automatically.
This is not the case with the weapon shown on Plate 40(b). This latter weapon has a flat top strap along the barrel; on the top
strap of the little ·32 this is convex. The maker‘s name engraved on this strap reads ‗T. Horsley & Son, York and Doncaster‘.
Webley‘s order book must have read like a geography lesson judging by the names and addresses seen on the innumerable
models which they made and sold in all parts of this country and abroad, including such places as far apart as Toronto and
Bombay.
In the eighties the last Pryse model appeared, an example of which is illustrated on Plate 37(b). The difference between
this and other Pryse weapons is concerned with the action and, as will be seen from the sketch [Fig. XXXIV], the separate sear
has been dispensed with, together with the sear spring; thus the parts of the sear have been reduced by one limb, a spring and
two screws or pins; on sears fitted with a friction roller a further saving is effected. In addition to the sear forming part of the
trigger, the cylinder lock is also machined out of the trigger forging, thereby reducing another moving part and a screw.
Having dispensed with the afore-mentioned moving parts, the trigger with sear and cylinder lock is operated by a main
spring auxiliary which in turn is activated by the lower limb of the mainspring.
On comparing the total number of parts, springs and screws used in the action of the early Pryse model shown on Plate
39(b) it is noted they number twenty, whereas the number used in the later model, shown on Plate 37(b), has been reduced to
twelve. The serial number of the weapon just described is No. 5, the revolver was retailed by Kerr & Co., 118 Queen Victoria
Street, London. The general shape conforms to other Pryse models and includes the extractor cut-out refinement used in certain
weapons in this series. A generous chamfer machined at the muzzle end of the bore gives a real safeguard from accidental
blows to the rifling.
It is interesting to note that one of Auguste Francotte‘s revolvers is also designed on the lines of this weapon and is shown
on Plate 39(c) and Fig. XXXV.

Fig. XXXIV. Action of T. Horsley‘s ·450 Pryse revolver.
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FIG. XXXV. Action of A. Francotte‘s ·450/·455 Pryse revolver.

(c) Double-action Hinged Frame Webley-Wilkinson-Pryse Models
Contemporary with the Pryse models described earlier in this chapter, P. Webley & Son made hinged frame selfextracting revolvers for the famous sword makers, Henry Wilkinson & Son, 27 Pall Mall, London — later known as The
Wilkinson Sword Co. Ltd. It follows that when an officer was having his regimental sword made for him he would also require
a suitable side arm and holster to strap on his belt. In regard to the latter, it was during the Second Afghan War in 1879 that
Lieutenant-General Sir Sam Browne was in command of the Peshawar Valley Field Force and during this campaign he
popularised the belt which became the official sword and revolver belt for British Army officers and known as the ‗Sam
Browne‘. The main benefit to the wearer of a Sam Browne was the way in which the weight of equipment on the waist belt
was transferred to the shoulder straps; according to choice, one or two of these straps could be worn.
Three different Wilkinson models will be described, including notes on the refinements Henry Wilkinson required
Webley‘s to incorporate in the weapons made for him. There is no doubt that Wilkinson‘s order called for that little extra
which placed their weapons outside the usual production-line job. Although the same attention to detail and inspection was
given to all weapons produced by Webley‘s, the refinement was most noticeable in the finish of the weapon, whether it was
blued or plated. Also, more attention was given to ensure that all sharp corners were machined to a suitable radius.
The first Wilkinson to be described is shown on Plate 42(c) and is a Continental model. Comparing the details given in
the schedule, it will be seen that this weapon is dimensionally the same as Earl Roberts‘ ·44 calibre Pryse, although the
cylinder stop is in the rear position and the cylinder release spring differs slightly. The calibre is ·450 and the barrel has five
rifling grooves. A feature to be observed on Wilkinson models is that the marks of die proof house are in all cases London.
Other Pryse models listed are stamped with Birmingham marks. Plate 42(b) illustrates a presentation model well finished and
plated all over. This Wilkinson-Pryse is no doubt one of Webley‘s products, although it is not stamped as such. The cylinder is
grooved, with stop notches in the rear position. It is chambered for six ·455/476 calibre cartridges, and includes a retracting
device for the extractor and also a spring thumb catch which enables a loaded weapon to be examined without extracting the
cartridges. This device is similar to the one fitted to the weapon on Plate 40(a). Presented by fellow officers in November
1883, this handsome weapon was the property of Major B. B. Twyne, of the 1st Battalion The Somerset Light Infantry.
A third Wilkinson-Pryse is shown on Plate 42(a). This is definitely of Webley‘s manufacture as the writer has been
fortunate in obtaining the actual experimental pattern revolver from which this Wilkinson weapon was evolved and put on the
market around 1889 or 1890.
Plate 42(d and a) illustrates the prototype and the finished weapon respectively. It is always of interest to follow the
development of a firearm and see how the gunsmith adapted existing parts for the basis of the new weapon. In this case the
barrel has been modified from the six-inch 1889 W.G. model. These barrels were made with the foresight ramp continuing
along the top rib; the excess ramp could then be machined off to suit the barrel-length required. The cylinder is of the grooved
pattern with central rod extractor working in a sleeve. This sleeve is secured in the lug of the barrel by a transverse screw with
head slotted for a coin.
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The cylinder revolves freely on the sleeve and is secured by an anti-friction gland nut. The rod, with spring, is screwed into the
extractor; the latter being fitted with three register pins. A new feature for ensuring that powder fouling is prevented, insofar as
is practicable, from entering and fouling the central axis tube, cylinder bore, extractor rod and spring, consists of a 0·1875″
sleeve machined on the front of the cylinder to fit over a boss extending from the barrel lug. These two parts are a push fit and
with this neat arrangement there is but little danger of fouling or grit entering the moving parts of the cylinder assembly.

Fig. XXXVI. Action of Webley-Wilkinson-Pryse revolver.

The frame started off as one used for one of the Wilkinson-Pryse models and has been modified in regard to the bosses for
the hinged joint and for an improvement in the mainspring housing. To modify the existing frame it has been cut off
immediately behind the front screwed hole used for securing the trigger guard, thus removing the two frame hinges. A new
part has been dovetailed and pinned to the body and redesigned hinges have been machined. These form two large bosses,
0·8125″ diameter tapering to 0·6875″ diameter, each 0·09375″ in thickness. When the external sharp edges have been taken off,
the result gives an attractive appearance and the large diameters give the greatest possible bearing surfaces for the hinge
formed by the frame and barrel bosses.
The 0·25″ diameter hinge pin has one register cotter under the head; the latter is slightly domed and fits flush with the
outside face of the boss on the right side. The thickness of the frame beneath the cylinder is reduced at a point midway along
the cylinder. This reduction is to permit the hinge bosses to project beyond the thickness of the reduced portion of the frame.
The other modification to an existing frame is to provide a step for the lower limb of the mainspring to rest upon after it
has carried out the work of rebounding the hammer as far as the half-cock position. On the experimental weapon the step is a
separate part machined to thicken up the lower tang above the rear trigger guard screw. This part is inlet and dovetailed into
position and secured by a screw.
A change in the manner of releasing the cylinder assembly has been brought about by exchanging the Pryse cross pin with
milled head and spring for a cross screw with coin slot in the head. No change has been made with regard to the securing slots
at the front end of the cylinder axis pin.
Lastly, a safety device has been introduced which prevents opening or closing the revolver when the hammer is at full
cock. The device consists of a spring loaded pin fitted to the frame on the right side and beneath the right hand breech opening
thumb lever. When the hammer is cocked the lever cannot be moved as the pin forms a lock between the side of the hammer
and lever.
The experimental or prototype weapon just described is ‗in the white‘ and the walnut stock is only roughed out; also, no
attempt has been made to remove any sharp corners or to chequer and polish. The brass foresight is let into the foresight ramp
but is left unshaped and rough.
Apparently the weapon was passed and then patterns and forgings made for the production model shown on Plate 42(a).
This weapon is finished a deep blue with fully chequered stock and lanyard swivel. It is certainly a best quality revolver with
‗Wilkinson & Son, Pall Mall, London‘ engraved on the top rib and a monogram ‗H. W.‘ (Henry Wilkinson) in a six-pointed
star formed by two equilateral triangles stamped on the left side of the barrel near the cylinder. Wilkinson always stamped their
own serial number on the left side of the butt below chequering and/or on the underside of the trigger guard.
The solid walnut stock has the largest grip of any revolver I have handled — 5·25″ circumference at the centre — but
despite its size gives a comfortable and secure hold. In addition to the actual gunmakers there were many firms employed on
ancillary equipment and amongst those were the suppliers of wooden stocks and side plates.
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One firm the Birmingham gun trade relied upon for these important parts was Thomas Derrington & Sons, Reeds Buildings,
Shadwell Street, Birmingham, well known for their stocks of well-seasoned walnut. A vee notch sight is cut into the barrel
strap and a small triangular German silver centre mark is let into the frame below the notch. This inlay was one of the
refinements specified by Wilkinsons. Bernard Hinchley records that these inlays were made and fitted by Freddie Cox, who
with his father Samuel Cox, were well-known outworkers whose services were often called upon by Webley‘s and other
gunmakers.
The nickel blade foresight with flat top is serrated at the back to prevent light reflection.

(d) Double-action Hinged Frame Webley-Kaufmann and Improved Government Models
The series of hinged frame models to be reviewed is of great importance in the development of Webley revolvers for it
can be said that the ‗Kaufmann‘, as it is known, laid the foundation for the design of the weapon which obtained such
important Government contracts for the firm.
Between the years 1878 and 1881 a very able firearm inventor, named Michael Kaufmann, became associated with
Webley‘s — an association which resulted in the introduction of the first model of the Webley-Kaufmann group. This is shown
on Plate 41(b) and was the basic design for the Webley Improved Government Revolver. As in the case of the WebleyWilkinson-Pryse revolver and other experimental weapons, the actual experimental Kaufmann is in my collection and will be
used for the detailed description which follows.
This first model may be classed as a six-chambered, double action, central-fire, top break revolver. Of the many models
examined, all have a barrel length of 5·75″, grooved cylinder and ‗parrot beak‘ shaped butts with swivels for strap lanyards.
Stock plates are of highly polished walnut with finely chequered centres and secured by one transverse screw entering from the
left side.
In all Kaufmann weapons the trigger guard forms an integral part of the frame and for the first time with central-fire
revolvers an inspection and stripping plate was fitted to the left side of the frame and secured by two screws. The plate is
drilled to accept the hammer and trigger pins. Details of (1) the lock mechanism including the cylinder lock, (2) the barrel latch
or bolt and (3) the cylinder assembly including the cylinder release device will be described in this order.
1. The Lock Mechanism and Cylinder Lock
The action shown on Plate 41(b) and by means of which the cylinder is rotated, locked and weapon fired, consists of five
proper parts, namely: The hammer, A; the trigger, B; the pawl or lifter, C; the mainspring auxiliary or central lever, D; and the
mainspring, E.
Parts in earlier designed revolvers such as the sear and spring, hammer catch and spring and the pawl springs are
dispensed with. Therefore, when firing by means of the trigger action, the only resistances to be overcome are the tension of
the mainspring and the very slight friction of the cylinder and parts of the lock. This tends to give lighter and smoother trigger
action and it follows that more accurate shooting can be made with revolvers of the Kaufmann design.
As in the case of the Webley-Pryse models, the mainspring has been given extra work to do compared with springs in
solid frame and earlier weapons. In this model the ‗play‘ or upper limb of the spring actuates the hammer, and the ‗stand‘ or
lower limb carries out the important work usually assigned to the three springs which actuate the sear, trigger and pawl or
lifter. Further, the lower end of the pawl passes under the toe of the hammer to perform the office of the ordinary hammer
catch and, as this action is also due to the mainspring, no hammer catch is required.
For the purpose of rebounding the hammer, a step is formed on the lower limb which bears on the heel of the hammer
when the weapon is discharged and the trigger released, so rebounding the hammer to a position of safety and locking it there.
The motions of the lock parts when the trigger action is used are:
(i) The travel of the trigger raises the pawl and rotates the cylinder.
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(ii) The pawl raises the mainspring auxiliary and so compresses the lower limb of the mainspring, moving its safety
projection sufficiently away from the heel of the hammer to allow a clear fall on to the primer.
(iii) At the same time the lower end of the pawl, which is engaged with the toe of the hammer, performs the cocking action
and compresses the upper limb of the mainspring.
(iv) As the trigger approaches the point of discharge a tooth on its upper side, a little behind the axis engages with a notch at
the rear cylinder periphery and is so locked for firing.
At the point of discharge the lower end of the pawl disengages from the toe of the hammer.
When the cocking action is used the bent above the toe of the hammer engages with the sear nose on the trigger.
The cylinder locking bolt To ensure that the cylinder is locked during the return of the trigger and when the revolver is
carried, the first model Webley-Kaufmann is fitted with a simple spring loaded tooth on the upper side of the trigger, in front
of the axis. This tooth rises through a rectangular hole in the body of the weapon and engages in a slot in the cylinder slightly
in front of the normal trigger stop.
When the cylinder rotation is stopped in the usual way by trigger stop and pawl, this cylinder locking bolt is operated by
the fall of the hammer and remains engaged until the hammer is raised again. The result is that the cylinder is doubly locked at
the moment of discharge and singly locked when the trigger is at rest.
2. The Barrel Latch or Bolt The rear end of the barrel strap terminates in a tennon, of slightly reduced width which fits into
an open mortise on top of the standing breech and passing transversely through both members is a cylindrical hole in which a
three-part locking bolt operates.
The right lug of the standing breech mortise contains a spring operated bolt (actuated by a flat spring fixed to the right
hand side of the revolver frame), the tennon of the top strap contains a cylindrical bolt which just fills its entire width, and
another short bolt, this one having a serrated thumb stud at its outer end — is contained in the left lug of the standing breech. In
the closed position pressure of the flat spring causes all three sections of the locking bolt to move to the left so that the joints
between them lie within the solid metal of strap and breech, the left hand section of the bolt protruding by an amount equal to
the distance moved by the three components. Manual pressure on the protruding thumb stud returns the bolt sections so that the
three joints coincide with those of the breech and strap, thus allowing the weapon to be opened, the provision of suitably
inclined faces on the adjoining ends of the right and centre bolts enables a snap closing action to be obtained.
3. The Cylinder Assembly and Release The grooved cylinder is chambered for six cartridges of the type known as, to give
this round its full name, Cartridge, Small Arm Ball, Pistol, Webley, Mark I, calibre ·455. As stated in the paragraph on the lock
mechanism, the cylinder is provided with notches for the cylinder and trigger stops.
The rear face of the cylinder and extractor jaws are machined flush. The flange on \the cartridge head therefore rests on
this flush face. The extractor with coiled return spring is held in position in the axis pin or sleeve by a rod screwed into the
extractor. This latter part is correctly located by two register pins, which are riveted to it. The ratchet engaged by the pawl for
rotating the cylinder is part of the extractor. To avoid fouling, the hollow axis pin, while quite free to permit the cylinder to
rotate, is held in position by an anti-friction nut (with left hand thread). This prevents the axis pin from being pushed to the rear
while forward movement is prevented by a flange on the pin and a step inside the cylinder bore.
The extractor is operated by a lever of the tumbler type, having a ratchet tooth on which a small pawl catches, and,
holding the lever, causes the movement of the extractor as the revolver is opened. At the right moment a cam pushes the pawl
out of gear and the extractor is instantly returned into place.
Cylinder release The previous methods — pir. with milled head and spring and screwed pin with coin slot in head — have
been discarded for a lateral pin suitably machined to engage the slots at the front end of the hollow axis. The pin is fitted with a
thumb stud with serrated face as in the case of the barrel latch stud. Pressure on the stud fixed on the right side of the barrel lug
disengages the notches on the pin from the slots in the axis pin. This permits the cylinder assembly to be withdrawn from the
barrel lug.
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No refinements have been carried out on the experimental revolver; the barrel has been bored to a diameter of ·440 but has
not been rifled. The top rib and ramp have been rough machined, but the ramp has not been slotted for the foresight and no
rearsight groove has been provided. To enable the parts of the action to be observed, the inspection plate and the frame near the
hinge have been left quite sharp, giving die weapon an unfinished look, although for demonstration purposes this prototype is
adequate in all respects. Further improvements were put forward and soon the first Kaufmann was superseded by a second
model shown on Plate 41 (a, d and c).
The latter weapon is a real joy to handle and fire. An accurate weapon and very robust, it has been exceptionally well
nickel plated with a more than usually well polished and chequered ‗bird‘s head‘ stock. Made by Webley‘s in 1882, it was
retailed by John Rigby & Co., London, to a Lieutenant H. D. H. Barnett of the Scots Guards, who died during the Nile
Expedition of 1885.
On all the Webley-Kaufmann revolvers examined by the writer, Kaufmann‘s initials, ‗M. K.‘, within a triangle are
stamped on the right side of the frame together with a number used for royalty purposes. The weapon number is also stamped
on barrel, frame and many of the action parts. On many, but not all, ‗Webley Patents‘ and the ‗winged bullet above W. & S.‘ is
stamped on the left side of the frame. Retailers‘ names and addresses appear along the top barrel rib between the sights.
Plate 41 (a and d): The features incorporated in the second models relate to (a) the cylinder lock and (b) the barrel latch. In
regard to the former, the spring loaded tooth on the top side of the trigger has been dispensed with and in its place a lever is let
into the body between hammer and right side of frame. Hinged about the centre, the forward end terminates in a tooth similar
to the one on the first model. The rear end engages a small pin which projects from the right side of the hammer. In operation
the fall of the hammer causes the rear end of the lever to be pressed downward and the opposite end with tooth to be lifted.
This tooth with the normal trigger stop and pawl ensures that the cylinder is doubly locked at the moment of discharge.
The barrel latch or bolt has been modified by discarding the thumb stud and replacing this by a thumb lever which is
hinged on the left side of the breech and secured by a screw. This thumb lever has two cammed surfaces on the inner side at
the top. Pressure on the lever in a downward and forward direction causes these surfaces to engage, (1) a small pin operating
through the breech which forces the spring loaded right hand bolt clear of the barrel strap, and (2) the middle bolt clear of the
frame, thus permitting the barrel and cylinder to open by the hinge.
A safety device has been included in the second model to prevent the opening or closing of the breech with the hammer
cocked. The device, which consists of a wedge between the barrel latch thumb lever and the cylinder pawl; with the hammer
cocked the pawl is in its highest position and forcing the wedge against the lever in such a manner as to prevent its being
operated.
A minor alteration has been made in the construction of the cylinder of the second model in that a recess has been
machined in the rear face of the chambers for seating the cartridge flanges, thus making the rear face of the cylinder and
cartridge rims flush. This does not appear on all second models and may have been done for a special order. Also, it is noted
that the cylinder axis pin or sleeve is not secured by the anti-friction nut previously mentioned. Other second models have this
feature, so it would appear that such minor modifications were optional. On the weapon retailed by John Rigby & Co., it will
be noted that the rear of the cylinder is reinforced by a small annular buttress. [Plate 41(c)]
A number of patents were lodged relating to the Webley-Kaufmann revolvers, and details of these are given in the
following tabulated form. With the introduction of this series of revolver, it is interesting to note that the stamp used by
Webley‘s in regard to patented products ‗Webley‘s Patent‘ was changed to ‗Webley Patents‘. Elsewhere in the book are
sketches of different designs of Webley‘s trade marks. Examination of the current design of the winged bullet gives a much
better impression of a bullet in flight as compared with earlier designs, which appear to show a bullet at the end of its flight and
about to land.
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British Patents Relating to Webley-Kaufmann Models
1. MICHAEL KAUFMANN AND JULIEN WARNANT
Rebounding lock action, 9th December, 1878. Patent No. 5031. No. 5031 is an improvement on Baron Thornton de
Mouncie‘s Patent No. 3206, 14th August, 1806.
2. MICHAEL KAUFMANN
Locks for revolvers. 21st October, 1880. Patent No. 4302.
3. WILLIAM EDWARD GEDGE
A communication from Michael Kaufmann. Locking device for fastening the barrel of drop-down guns and revolvers to the
breech. 29th July, 1881. Patent No. 3313.
4. MICHAEL KAUFMANN
Means of locking the cylinders of revolvers and small arms. 9th September, 1881. Patent No. 3913.
5. THOMAS WILLIAM AND HENRY WEBLEY
Revolvers with cartridge extractor and cylinder release device. 24th November, 1881. Patent No. 5143.
6. HENRY WEBLEY
Method of controlling the opening and closing of revolvers, 1st February, 1883. Patent No. 542.

(e) Wilkinson-Webley Model, 1892
The first model of a Webley-Wilkinson with the type of barrel thumb catch used on so many Webley‘s from this date
onwards is shown on Plate 44(f). The general design and action are almost identical with the last Wilkinson-Pryse model. The
afore-mentioned barrel catch has taken the place of the Pryse twin latches and the method of releasing the cylinder assembly
has been changed from the transverse screwed pin with coin slot in the head for a design which is still in use to-day. This
release method consists of a cylinder cam and lever. The cam is attached to the joint axis pin and is on the right side of the
frame. On later weapons made by Webley‘s, two cam supports were fitted, one on each side of the frame. The release end of
the cam engages in an annular groove on the boss at the front of the cylinder. The cam lever is fitted with a knurled button
which, on being moved towards the muzzle, forces the cam in a downward direction, thus disengaging the annular groove. The
cylinder can then be withdrawn from the axis pin; this axis pin is a press fit in the barrel lug. The cylinder, extractor, extractor
nut and spring are the same as the Webley 1889 model to be described in the next chapter.
The foresight is of heavy triangular section with round head approximately 0·5″ long and inlet in the top rib. The rear
sight, mounted on the barrel catch, is a half round sight, giving a sight base of 7″.
The weapon illustrated is a six-shot, chambered for the ·476 cartridge, is nickel plated and has a large walnut stock, heavy
butt plate and lanyard swivel. The underside of the barrel is engraved with the name J. R. P. Hawksley, the well-known
revolver shot of the nineties.

(f) Wilkinson-Webley Model, 1905
This model is designed on the lines of the Webley Mark VI Government six-shot ·455 calibre revolver, only differing
from this in the refinements called for by Wilkinson, such as the thumb stud cylinder release, special sights and a fitment
between the trigger guard and the lower butt strap consisting of a small metal fillet screwed into position and utilising the rear
trigger guard screw for this purpose. The object of this fillet is to keep the grip slightly lower on the stock to prevent the back
of the middle finger from being bruised by the guard when the weapon recoils. The writer can confirm that this is a fault with
all Government Marks. A more comfortable hold would be obtained if there were a greater space between guard and frame.
The square-ended butt carries a strap lanyard swivel. The wooden side stocks are nicely chequered and on all Wilkinson topbreak revolvers a silver plated monogram oval is riveted near the top of the stock on the left side. Unlike the official issue
weapons, the Wilkinson models are not provided with holster guides. With regard to the general finish, much more attention is
given to this, such as the high polish to hammer, trigger and cylinder cam; also, prior to blueing all parts are given a very
smooth finish. Webley‘s name, trade mark and number are stamped on the right side of the frame. The top rib of the barrel is
engraved ‗Wilkinson, Gunmakers, Pall Mall, London, S. W.‘; the words ‗Wilkinson-Webley ‘05‘ are engraved on the left side
of the top strap of the barrel; ‗·450/·455‘ is stamped on the left of the frame. [Plate 43(a)]
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(g) Wilkinson-Webley Model, 1911
The 1911 model is virtually a replica of the ‘05 weapon. A difference is in the rifling — seven grooves in the earlier
model compared with six grooves in the weapon shown on Plate 43(b). Both maker and retailer stamped the revolvers with
their own numbers. In the case of the retailer, their number is engraved on the underside of the trigger guard. On the Pryse
models Wilkinson‘s own number appeared on the left side of the stock near the butt. From the numbers on the 1905 and 1911
models it would appear that Wilkinsons sold over 1,700 revolvers during this period.
In addition to the standard barrel length of six inches, the Wilkinson models made during the early part of this century
were also produced as target weapons, having barrels 7·5″ inches long. Target models have both the butt straps and trigger
heavily chequered to prevent slip. Special attention has been given to the action to ensure a smooth pull-off. The blade
foresight and half round rearsight with graduated lateral adjustment give a sight base of 8·25″. The target revolver is shown on
Plate 43(d). The same weapon on Plate 57(b) indicates how the revolver can be converted to a single shot ·22 rim-fire pistol
suitable for the ·22 long cartridge. Full details of calibre reducing adaptors are given in Chapter XI.

(h) Double-action, Hinged Frame W.G. Models
The very important group of revolvers to be reviewed under this heading consists of Target and Army weapons, the
introduction of which brought further prestige to the House of Webley.
For the purpose of identification it is convenient to separate the whole range of W.G. models into three groups, although it
will be appreciated that within the different groups a certain amount of over-lapping took place during their development.
Group I Early Models
Group II W.G. Target Models
Group III W.G. Army Models
The W.G. Target revolver with 7·5″ barrel was primarily designed for quick and accurate shooting at The British National
Rifle Association ranges at Wimbledon (the Bisley of former times) and it has been regarded as a perfect weapon for this
purpose.
The W.G. Army revolver with 6″ barrel was a favourite with British officers owing to its accuracy and dependability.

Group I, Early Models. Fluted Cylinders
Between 1882 and 1885 P. Webley & Son developed their own first model on the break-action, simultaneous ejection
system. This resulted in the weapon shown on Plate 44(a), which will be called the 1882 model; it was chambered for the ·476
calibre black powder cartridges and followed the basic design of the Webley-Kaufmann models. It will be observed that it
retains such characteristics as general shape of frame and built-in trigger guard. The Webley-Pryse cylinder release device was
used on this model and, although the thumb latch for barrel release was retained, the bolt system for securing the cylinder was
finally superseded by the type of cam-stirrup fastening which is still in use on modem Webley revolvers. The cylinder
embodies the 1880 ·476 Enfield revolver type of peripheral fluting known in the Birmingham gun trade as the ‗church steeple‘
cylinder. The heavy extractor claws — 0·125″ thick — are riveted to a 0·2188″ diameter central rod and positioned in the
cylinder by three register pins each 1″ long by 0·09375″ approximately diameter. A cheese head screw secures the extractor
spring; the free overall length of this spring is 2·8″ with 25 active coils and made from 20G. (0·036″) steel wire. These
extractor springs have squared and ground ends.
The axis tube on which the cylinder rotates also acts as the housing for the extractor, spring and screw; the tube is slotted
longitudinally to enable the nose of the extractor lever to operate.
To prevent powder fouling from getting between the axis tube and extractor spring and rod the same type of smoke ferrule
is used as on the Wilkinson-Webley model shown on Plate 42(a). The cylinder is perfectly free to revolve but securely held in
position by an anti-friction nut screwed between the rear of the cylinder recess and the extractor. This nut has a left hand
thread.
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The barrel/body hinges are connected by a joint axis pin with domed head and one small register. The head is on the right
side of the weapon and the pin is secured on the opposite side by a screw, also with a domed head. It will be noted that with the
development of the W.G. Model circular shaped frame hinges have been introduced.
The action consists of six main limbs, as shown on the accompanying sketch, and although there is no mainspring swivel,
the absence of this does not in any way affect the smoothness of the action. Examination of the sketch will indicate how the
action operates. [Fig. XXXVII] This, like the Kaufmann, double locks the cylinder at the moment of discharge.
Both foresight and backsight were of the fixed type, the former blade shaped and inlet into the foresight ramp, while the
backsight is machined out of the stirrup barrel latch. The shape of the sight is a wide vee with half circle at its base.
In cross section the shape of the barrel is flat sided, blending into a semi-circular lower section and into the upper section
with concave radii and a slightly convex top.
The weapon just described does not have any Webley markings stamped on it, only the word ‗Patents‘ engraved on the
top rib of the barrel. It was retailed by E. M. Reilly & Co., 16 New Oxford Street, London.

Fig. XXXVII. Action of Webley W.G. Model of 1885.

In 1885 the first W.G. was followed by the revolver shown on Plate 44(d); the only modifications to be made related to
(1) the cylinder release device, which changed from the Pryse nut with milled head to a screw with cheese head and a wide slot
which can be turned by a coin; this change necessitated a minor alteration in drilling barrel and cylinder axis; (2) the extractor
lever in the 1882 model has the auxiliary and spring fitted to the frame after the manner of the Kaufmann and certain Pryse
models; the screw securing this part can be seen between the barrel hinge pin and cylinder. [Plate 44(a)] The 1885 and
subsequent W.G. models are fitted with an extractor lever having the auxiliary and spring within the extractor. Details of this
extractor are shown on parts 17, 18 and 22 accompanying Fig. XLI, from which it will be noted that the extractor lever
introduced in 1885 was still used on Government revolvers issued during World War I.
The weapon used for illustrating the 1885 model is finished in highly polished nickel plate and was sold by The Army &
Navy Co-operative Society, Ltd., Victoria Street, London. The stamping on the top rib of the barrel is abbreviated to ‗Army &
Navy C.S.L. Webley Patents‘ and the winged bullet is stamped on the right side of the frame.
The next model to be reviewed is the first Webley to have the year of issue stamped on it. If only this could have been
done when the firm started, it would have enabled a more accurate story to be told insofar as dates of issue are concerned.
Plate 44(e) shows the 1889 model with the lettering and date ‗W.G.‘ Model 1889 stamped on the left side of the barrel
extension; in addition to the date this is the first time a model has been observed to show the letters ‗W.G.‘, stated by Webley‘s
to stand for Webley-Green. The change in the appearance of the weapon is concerned with the stock, which has been made into
a very comfortable flared grip in place of the ‗bird‘s head‘ shape of the two earlier models. This alteration necessitated altering
the existing frame by cutting through the backstrap high up near the frame and also at a point 0·5″ from the toe of the butt and
replacing this portion with a section designed to give the flared shape as shown on Plate 44(e). The two joints are brazed and
for additional strength the joint at the butt is pinned.
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Improved sights have been fitted; a very fine bead foresight with vertical adjustment and a U backsight with lateral
adjustment makes the weapon suitable for target work, and as a further refinement the trigger is serrated to give a firmer grip.
Reference to the accompanying extract from ‗The Field‘ will support the statement that Webley‘s W.G. is an ideal target
revolver. [Fig. XXXVIII] The photograph shows the 1889 model with a 6″ barrel but they were also made with 7·5″ barrels.
The name of the retailer, engraved on the barrel rib, is McLoughlin & Sons, Cheltenham.
The next model to be reviewed is the 1892 weapon with a calibre of ·450 and a 7·5″ barrel as shown on Plate 44(c); the
flared butt has been retained, as is the case with all subsequent W.G.‘s with 7·5″ barrels. The important change in design
relates to the method used for cylinder release, cartridge extraction and action details.
1. Developed during 1891 (Patent No. 3427, dated 25th February, 1891) a complete re-design for cylinder release was
incorporated in this target revolver, a design which has, with minor modifications, been retained to this day on Webley‘s selfaction revolvers.
The cylinder now revolves on a fixed hardened and tempered steel axis, machined to a drive fit in the lug extension
beneath the barrel and held in position on this axis by a single claw on the exterior cam engaging a ferrule on the front of the
cylinder. A hand operated cam lever is used for releasing the cylinder assembly when the weapon is in the fully open position;
on closing the weapon the cylinder assembly is automatically locked. The pivoted cam is secured to the left side of the barrel
by a screw; the cam lever is held in position by a screw inserted into the end of the barrel joint axis pin.
2. The principle for extracting cartridges from all the chambers simultaneously remains the same but slight modifications
have been introduced in the method of assembling the extractor spring and extractor nut.
The three long register pins for locating the extractor in its correct position in the cylinder have been replaced by one short
register; additional location is brought about by replacing the round extractor rod by a round one with two flats which engage
in a similarly shaped hole in the cylinder.
3. In W.G. models made up to and including the 1889 weapon die hammer was lifted into the firing position by a
component linked to the trigger. The former engaged in a catch on the breast of the hammer until further pressure on the trigger
caused it to override the catch, thus permitting the hammer to fall. In the cocked position the sear on the trigger engages the
bent on the tail of the hammer.
From 1892 onwards the shape of the pawl and spring was altered as shown on the sketch of the action.
To move the hammer by trigger action the same type of component was linked to the trigger, but instead of the hammer
being lifted up it is now pulled up.
The weapon illustrated is blued with ivory grips and is a very fine weapon. The foresight has reverted to the blade type,
the backsight and also the serrated trigger remain the same as the 1889 model. The name of the retailer stamped on the top rib
is ‗Manton & Co., London and Calcutta‘.
The year 1892 also saw the introduction of a W.G. model in ·476 calibre and with a 6″ barrel, which later became known
as the ‗W.G. Army Model‘. With the following exceptions the weapon shown on Plate 45(f) is of the same basic design as the
one on Plate 44(c). It has the original ‗bird‘s head‘ shape for the stock, smooth trigger grip, fixed sights and a shorter barrel.
Further details will be given when describing the ·455/·476 W.G. Army models.
The next change came in 1893, when an alternative type of hammer nose was brought out. The weapon having this feature
is shown on Plate 44(b). In place of the conventional hammer nose a spring loaded striker has been fitted to the standing breech
by drilling a hole through the frame and shield and inletting a bush containing striker spring and retaining nut. The existing
hammer has been given a flat face by machining off the hammer nose. The head of the striker projects to the rear when at rest
and on receiving a blow is forced forward, thus exploding the primer.
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EXTRACT FROM THE "FIELD" NEWSPAPER - 5th October, 1889.

"Some experiments with revolver cartridge bullets have been carried out by Messrs. Kynoch & Company at their works at
Witton, near Birmingham with the object of making one that should be absolutely reliable, and, after many alterations had been
made in shape and size, a bullet was at length decided upon which appears to attain the desired end.
"The accompanying illustration gives a life-size representation of a target made by

SIX SHOTS WITH KYNOCH'S ·450 BULLET
―Mr. C. Dixon in six successive rounds fired off-hand at 20 yards, with a Webley W.G. revolver (No. 2493) ·450 bore.
1889 Model‖
"The target from which the above diagram is copied is vouched for by four witnesses - Messrs. J. Burr, H. Gollickes, Jos.
Clark, and R. Dunhill, and certified by Mr. E. Cumberland, the Manager of the Kynoch Company."

Fig. XXXVIII
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In regard to the shield, it may be noted that on all W.G. Army and Target models the shield is part of the frame, unlike Marks
II to VI of the Government models where the shield is a separate part. This ·450/·455 calibre target weapon is also fitted with
adjustable bead foresight and U backsight. The backsight is a drive fit in dovetailed grooves and adjustment is obtained by
tapping in the direction required. The 1893 model is fitted with a flared stock, chequered hardwood grips or side plates and a
serrated trigger. The retailer‘s name on the revolver illustrated is in this case P. Webley & Son, Birmingham, stamped on the
top rib.
After 1893 the ‗church steeple‘ or fluted cylinder was superseded by a grooved one — the same type as used at the
present time.
This concludes the description of the early W.G. models in Group I.

Group II, W.G. Target Models. Grooved Cylinders
1896 is the earliest date I have been able to ascertain for the introduction of the first W.G. Target model with a grooved
cylinder. It is to be regretted that after 1893 the year of issue stamped on the left side of the barrel extension has been
discontinued, making it more difficult to place subsequent weapons in their chronological order. However, changes in design
from now on appear to be but minor ones and the first weapon to be reviewed is shown on Plate 45(c). Like the previous model
it has a 7·5″ barrel and the same adjustable bead foresight but with an improved backsight, which is tapped into dovetailed
joints from the right side.
The photograph will indicate the difference between the two styles of cylinder; the one on Plate 45(c) has six chambers
bored to suit ·455 or ·476 cartridges.
Unlike the 1893 model the hammer has reverted to the conventional nose. It may be that the 1893 model was made to
special order, as it is the only one of this type to come to my notice.
The majority of the W.G. weapons illustrated are from cased sets in either oak cases or leather covered oak cases. The
usual layout is a compartment for the weapon, a fitted tray for cartridges, cleaning rod and a place for jags, oil bottle and
cleaning material.
Further modifications which took place after 1896 are to be seen on the weapon illustrated on Plate 45(b). The first one is
in regard to the cylinder release cam; up to this period the cam was secured to the left side of the barrel and the claw which
held the cylinder in position engaged only one quarter of the annular groove or ferrule at the front of the cylinder. On this
model the engagement is extended to one half and this involves an additional screw fixture on the right side of the barrel. The
second modification consists of machining an angular groove (approximately 0·125″ deep and 0·3125″ wide at the top) running
along each side of the barrel and between it and the barrel lug. The only reason I can suggest for this additional machining is
one of appearance. It does not affect weight — if anything, a comparable weapon without this feature is slightly heavier. With
the change-over to the grooved cylinder a feature to prevent damage to it consists of a generous chamfer at the front end and on
the outside of each chamber. This may be noted on comparing the photographs of weapons with fluted and grooved cylinders.
The last weapon to be described under this heading is marked ‗W.G. Target Model‘, although it has a barrel length of only
4″. The length of barrel being the only difference between this and the previous model described, this 4″ weapon which is
nickel plated is shown on Plate 45(e).
With reference to barrel length, it has been reported to me that Webley‘s produced a W.G. Target Model with a 9·5″
barrel. This is quite possible, having regard to the innumerable sizes and shapes of weapons turned out by this firm.
The last two revolvers described in this group are stamped ‗P. Webley & Son, London and Birmingham‘, on the barrel top
rib. Although the W.G. revolvers classified as ‗Early Models‘ were not stamped ‗Target‘ and ‗Army‘ they were used on the
range and in the service. The following reference to range work will signify that before they were designated as above the
expert shots thought highly of the performance of these weapons.
During the 1889 meeting of the National Rifle Association at Wimbledon Camp, the celebrated American pistol and
revolver shot, Chevalier Ira Anson Paine, found that his own weapon was not eligible under N. R. A. conditions and he was
compelled to find another or forego shooting, so he selected one of Webley‘s W.G. self-extracting revolvers (Model 1889) and
with this weapon obtained three highest scores on the 13th July and two on the 18th July. Also see Chapter I (1889).
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The under-mentioned table of entries and prizes in the Revolver Competition at the 1889 Wimbledon meeting may be of
interest to present day revolver shots, when one considers that 70 years ago we had in this country the choice of at least four
different makes of target revolvers for competition shooting.
ENTRIES
MAKER OF REVOLVER
P. Webley & Son
Colt
Wilkinson
Smith & Wesson
Kynoch
E. C. Green
Names Omitted

NO.
296
501
56
155
2
5
39

%
28·08
47·53
5·31
14·70
0·19
0·48
3·70

PRIZES
NO.
27
16
2
1
1
0
1

%
56·25
33·33
4·16
2·08
2·08
0·00
2·08

Walter Winans in his book ‗The Art of Revolver Shooting‘ lists the three principal makes of revolvers used at Bisley
Camp around the turn of this century as: (1) Smith & Wesson (Winans‘ model); (2) Colt‘s Bisley Model; (3) Webley‘s W.G.
Target Model.
For the record, the 7·5″ W.G. Target revolver sold, at this time, for 180/- blued and an extra 8/- if nickel plated.
With regard to the types of sights, used for firing at bulls eye targets, which were fitted to W.G. Target models, the one
frequently met with is a bead foresight with a U shaped backsight, the former capable of being adjusted vertically and the latter
in a lateral direction. This type of sight is known as the Paine sight from the one developed by Chevalier Ira Anson Paine, the
American pistol shot.
Another popular target sight met with on W.G. and other target pistols is the blade foresight, which is square and with flat
top and an open back or rear sight with square notch large enough to clear the width of the foresight. This was originally used
by another well-known pistol shot in the 1880‘s, Mr E. E. Patridge.

Group III, W.G. Army Models. Grooved Cylinders
Contemporary with the production of the W.G. Target models with 7·5″ barrels, the W.G. Army model with 6″ barrel was
issued primarily for the use of officers, although it was never an official issue. Designed on the same lines as the longer
barrelled weapon with such common features as detachable plates on the left side for ease in examining, cleaning and stripping
and a trigger guard forming part of the frame, after the manner of the Webley-Kaufmann, Webley, Hammer and Hammerless,
and certain Webley-Fosbery revolvers.
On the whole range of W.G. Models allowance was made for erosion of the firing hole by screwing in a 0·375″ diameter
bush in which the firing hole is drilled, thereby simplifying repairs.
Neither W.G. Target nor W.G. Army models are fitted with holster guides.
The same variants which appeared throughout the range of W.G. Target models are evident in the W.G. Army models.
The calibres made were ·450, ·455 and ·476. In addition to commercial ·455 and ·476 cartridges the weapon would of course
fire the standard Enfield MKII and MKIII cartridges. In common with all Webley revolvers the helical rifling on W.G. Army
and Target revolvers was machined to impart a right handed twist to the bullet. In the case of all W.G. models there was one
complete uniform twist in 15″ of length or approximately 33 calibres. The seven rifling grooves, machined to Dr Metford‘s
system, which as a matter of interest were cut one at a time in 0·001″ stages until the required depth of 0·005″ was attained,
with a width of 0·150″, gave a width of 0·0506″ for the lands or projections formed by the machining of the grooves. Having
determined the bore diameter (across the lands) allowance has to be made for ‗interference‘ or the excess diameter of the bullet
over the bore diameter.
Checks taken over a wide range of Webley revolvers having different calibres indicate that the bullet diameters vary from
0·004″ to 0 002″ in excess of bore diameters.
Over and above this interference it should be noted that on discharge, the force of propellant gases will expand the base of
the bullet during its passage through the lead in to the barrel and before it engages in the actual diameter of the rifled bore.
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From this it will be seen that the bullet has every chance of being squeezed in to obtain full engagement of the rifling,
thereby ensuring sufficient spin is imparted to give maximum accuracy in flight with the minimum loss of propellant gases. On
29th July, 1891, when the Webley Mark I ·455″ revolver cartridge was introduced into the British service, the Mark III ·476″
Enfield cartridge entered a period of obsolescence and during this time many Webley revolvers were stamped ·455/476 on the
left side of the barrel to denote that such weapons were suitable for both these cartridges.
As the British Government troops were engaged in so many wars against fanatical natives they were very reluctant to
change to anything lighter than the ·455 calibre cartridge. Foes like the Zulu, Ghasi and the Sudanese had to be stopped in their
tracks, otherwise one had no further use for a revolver and what better cartridge than a ·577 or ·476 for this purpose?
These calibres and the ·450 and ·455 were used in the British service for some sixty years before the introduction in 1927
of the ·380 revolver cartridge.
Typical W.G. Army revolvers showing cylinder and butt variations are illustrated on Plate 45(f, d and a) representing
1892, 1894 and 1896 models respectively.
Apart from the Army, it is interesting to learn that industry equipped itself with the W.G. Army revolver. The Bank of
England and The Union Steamship Company Limited are two concerns who purchased these weapons for their staffs; the latter
also equipped their fleet with the Webley Mark I in February, 1894.

(j) W.S. Army and Bisley Target Revolvers
In 1904 another target revolver was introduced and known as the W.S. although, according to contemporary
advertisements, and catalogues, Webley‘s refer to it, and also the W.G. Target models, as ‗Bisley Target Revolvers‘. They
obtained this soubriquet from their great popularity among service and civilian marksmen in competitions on the revolver
ranges at Bisley Camp and elsewhere.
They may be identified by the initials W.S. (Webley & Scott) in embossed script at the top of each vulcanite stock; the
barrel extension is stamped ‗W.S. Army Model‘ or ‗W.S. Target Model‘.
In appearance they are very similar to the Mark VI Government models but made with the same parts as the Mark IV;
calibred for the ·455 cartridge and with a choice of barrel length of 4″, 6″ or 7·5″ they are excellent target weapons. Sights are
fixed blade foresight and laterally adjustable rear sight. Plate 46(a and b) shows this model with wooden and vulcanite stocks
respectively.

(k) Mark IV Target, Police and Civilian Pocket Models
The group to be described under this heading comprise those weapons made by Webley‘s after World War I to the present
time.
The introduction of the Government-made Enfield ·38 calibre revolver in 1927 ended the long association between the
War Office and Webley‘s and from that date the firm departed slightly from the Enfield and went into production of the Mark
IV ·38 shown on Plate 47(0 and e).
This model proved to be very successful and has been sold to police and armed forces in many parts of the world.
The same revolver but with a ·32 calibre [Plate 47(d)] is also marketed; both ·38 and ·32 are chambered for six shots and
made available in 4″ or 5″ barrels; the hammer is provided with a loose nose; the sights are fixed — blade foresight and square
notch rear sight, or alternatively an adjustable half round rear sight; standard stock material is vulcanite but a choice of wood in
standard size or oversize is supplied.
In addition to the ·38-200 (or Webley Special) cartridge, the ·38 revolver can also handle ·38 Smith & Wesson and ·38
Colt Police Positive cartridges, both of which give greater velocities but less stopping power.
Despite the fact that the components differed from those of the ·38 Enfield, the War Office through the Ministry of Supply
placed contracts for Webley Mark IV revolvers to fulfil urgent needs during World War II. Approved as a Government weapon
on 20th September, 1945. No doubt this was very welcome business and gratifying to the firm that they were not forgotten, but
it was not like being sole contractors in peace and war as had been the case during the period 1887-1928.
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PLATE 17 - CHAP. III.

(a) A 54 gauge, open frame, self cocking revolver with folding bayonet by Joseph Bentley.

(b) 100 gauge, double action revolver with side lever rammer of continental manufacture.

(c) 75 gauge, double action revolver with under lever rammer by Joseph Bentley.
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PLATE 18 - CHAP. III.

(a) Solid frame, double action revolver with engravings of 54 and
120 gauge cartridges for the Holster and Pocket Models. From a P.
Webley & Son catalogue.

(b) 120 gauge, double action, wedge frame Pocket Model by J.
Bentley.

(c) 60 gauge, double action, solid frame revolver by P. Webley & Son.

(d) 54 gauge, double action, wedge frame Holster Model converted to take ·442 central-fire cartridges.
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PLATE 19 - Wedge frame, double action revolvers by P. Webley & Son. CHAP. III.

(a) 100 gauge, under lever
rammer model.

(b) 120 gauge, side lever rammer model.

(c) 54 gauge, under lever
rammer model.

(d) 54 gauge, side lever rammer model.

(e) 90 gauge, under lever rammer model.
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PLATE 20 - CHAP. III.

Solid frame, double action revolvers and accessories by P. Webley & Son showing variations in casing, a and b are 54 and 80 gauge
respectively.
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PLATE 21 - Open frame, pin-fire revolvers. CHAP IV.

(d) 9 mm. pepperbox.

(e) 9 mm. self cocking revolver.
(a) A pepperbox shown with 7, 9 and 12 mm. cartridges.
(b) 7 mm. self cocking revolver.
(c) Folding trigger, double action model shown with 7, 9 and 12 mm. rounds.
The engravings are from a P. Webley & Son catalogue.

(f) 9 mm. double action with brass barrel and cylinder.
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PLATE 22 - 22. Pin-fire revolvers. CHAP IV.

(d) Double barrelled pistol and 7, 9 and 12 mm. cartridges.
(a) 7 mm. solid frame with swing out cylinder.

(b) 15 mm. revolver.

(c) 9 mm. twelve chambered revolver.

(e) Solid frame revolver and cartridges.
(f) Twelve chambered revolver and cartridges.
The engravings are from a P. Webley & Son
catalogue.
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PLATE 23 - Rim-fire revolvers.

(a) ·44 single action with patent rammer by P. Webley & Son: CHAP. Vb.

(d) ·30 six chambered, tip-up barrel revolver: CHAP. Vc.

(b) ·44 single action with patent rammer by P. Webley & Son: CHAP. Vb.

(e) ·22 seven chambered, tip-up barrel revolver: CHAP. Vc.

(c) ·30 revolver with sheathed trigger: CHAP. Vb.

(f) Eight chambered pepperbox. From a P. Webley & Son
catalogue: CHAP. Va.
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PLATE 24 - 24. Rim-fire revolvers.

(a) ·32, presentation tip-up barrel model, CHAP. Vc.

(b) ―The Pug‖, ·44, (also made for ·410 and ·450
central-fire cartridges): CHAP. Vd.

(d) Nine chambered, ·22, double action revolver: CHAP. Vd.

(c) ―The British Bulldog‖, ·44 No. 2 Model: CHAP.
Vd.

(e) ·44 revolver with compound lever ejector: CHAP. Vd.
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Models representing Webley‘s production since 1929 are shown on Plates 46(0 and d), 47 and 51(c) inclusive. These are
all variants of the Mark IV first produced in that year. The action is the same in all models, the differences being concerned
with barrel lengths, stocks, sights and minor alterations to component parts.
Plate 46(c) shows a Mark IV ·22 calibre Target revolver with a 6″ barrel and a new type of sight. The fixed blade foresight
presents a square view in the rear sight and is based on the design put forward by E. E. Patridge; it is screw adjustable both
vertically and laterally. This is the first time a Webley revolver rear sight is not part of the barrel extension. This reduces the
sight base by 0·5″ but is compensated for by having the availability of a sight with vertical adjustment. This is a favourite
target model; very well balanced and an accurate weapon chambered for the ·22 long rifle rim-fire cartridge, the hammer spur,
trigger and both straps are heavily serrated to prevent slip. The weapon is also suitable for the ·22 short and American high
velocity rim-fire cartridges.
As many police forces in this country are equipped with Webley‘s Mark IV ·38 revolver the ·22 model is an invaluable
practice weapon, since it has the same grip, mechanism and approximately the same weight, with a considerable saving in
ammunition costs. Plate 47(b) shows a similar Target revolver but in ·38 calibre and with a 4″ barrel. The sights on this
weapon are half round foresight in side elevation but presenting a square view through the rear sight, which has a square notch
and is only adjustable in a lateral direction. A small screw secures this sight when tapped into the correct position. The Mark
IV is now being made with a 6″ barrel and target sights. A word on the markings of Webley‘s modem revolvers — the name of
the firm ‗Webley & Scott Ltd., Birmingham‘ on the barrel top rib or barrel extension Mark IV followed by, in certain cases,
the calibre and cartridge details, i.e. ·38 145/200. Where patents are applicable the patent number appears on the left side of the
frame. Birmingham marks of Proof, View and Nitro Proof are also on the left side of barrel and frame as well as between each
chamber. On the right side ‗Made in England‘ on barrel extension, the winged bullet on barrel lug and the serial number on the
frame below the cylinder.
The word ‗Webley‘ is embossed in the vulcanite stocks on each grip near the top. The last three figures of the serial
number are repeated on certain of the component parts and occasionally the weight of the bullet in grains is given on the right
side of the blade foresight. All the aforementioned markings are stamped on the weapon. Gone, alas, are the days when one
saw names, numbers, etc., engraved on weapons. Admittedly it would not be economic nowadays to do this; nevertheless, it
looked better and one did not suffer from the man who varies the strength of his blow, which gives anything but a uniform
appearance to the finished work.

Civilian Pocket Models [Plates 46(d) and 47(a)]
The revolvers shown on these plates are typical of the ones sold to civilians for personal use and household protection. As
will be noted, the weapon on Plate 46(d) is fitted with special outsize hardwood side stocks whereas the one on Plate 47(a) is
shown with standard vulcanite stocks. Cylinders are chambered for 6 shots in ·38 or ·32 calibre. The ·32 cylinder is bored for
the ·32 Smith & Wesson revolver and ·32 Smith & Wesson long cartridges. Mark IV Pocket models are now made to fire the
·22 rim-fire cartridges.
The action is the same as for the Police model and it can be stated that this little weapon, as all other Webley selfextracting revolvers, is made to fine dimensions and on the interchangeable principle with the same strong barrel latch as used
on the Government Models Marks I-VI.
A safety device as shown on Plate 51(0 or e) can be fitted to all the Mark IV revolvers if required. [See Chapter VIII]
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(l) The Webley Pocket Revolvers
(a) Hammerless Model
In 1898 a breakdown hammerless pocket revolver appeared on the market and was claimed by Webley‘s as ‗the lightest
and most compact British made revolver that can be carried without discomfort for personal defence‘. The weapon [Plate
43(c)] is stamped ‗Webley Patents W. P. ·320″ and is a handy, well-balanced revolver chambered for six ·320 calibre centralfire cartridges. In addition to the afore-mentioned markings the letters ‗W. P.‘ in script appear at the top and on both sides of
the vulcanite grips; the continuous upper and lower straps are formed into a flat butt. A spring loaded hinged clip below the
axis pin is used for dismounting the cylinder assembly and the central ejector is retracted when the weapon is fully open.
On the top of the frame and above the enclosed hammer a sliding safety catch is fitted, which exposes the word ‗SAFE‘
when the safety is applied. A detachable side plate on the left side of the frame makes examination and stripping an easy
operation. The barrel latch is an inverted U shaped stirrup which hooks over the top of the barrel extension and adequately
secures this to the frame. The latch is operated by a downward pressure on a serrated thumb piece and is on the left side of the
breech. The top of the latch incorporates a Vee shaped backsight. [Fig. XXXIX]

(b) Hammer Model
In 1901 an identical ·320 calibre weapon [Fig. XL] made with an external hammer and 1 oz. lighter than the hammerless
model appeared on the market. The barrel catch on this model is operated by pressing back a hinged and serrated latch. The
thumb piece is optional on both models.
Although these two revolvers are described as Hammerless and Hammer, the former name is a misnomer as the weapon is
fitted with a concealed hammer. Perhaps Internal Hammer and External Hammer would describe these two weapons more
accurately. When issued, Webley‘s took the opportunity to start the serial number of each model at No. 1.

Fig. XXXIX. Action of ·320 hammerless revolver model of 1898.
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Fig. XL. ·320 W.P. (Webley Pocket) revolver, Hammer model of 1899.

Sales of both these revolvers continued until 1934. They can be regulated to suit the following cartridges:
TYPE
·320
·32 Long
·32 Short Colt
·32 Long Colt
·32 Smith & Wesson
·32 S. & W. Long

BULLET
GRAINS
80
80
82
90
85
98

POWDER
GRAINS
6
8
8
10
4·5
10
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VIII - BRITISH GOVERNMENT MODELS,
MARKS l-VI

(a) Mark I, ·442, ·476 and ·455 Government Models
During the development of the Government model Henry Webley turned his attention to the manufacture of revolvers on
the interchangeable principle and in 1886 produced the Mark I Webley, which combined every known up-to-date idea together
with several improvements of his own design.
This revolver was submitted to the Government and after exhaustive trials was accepted as the standard weapon for the
Armed Forces on the 18th July, 1887, when the Director for Army contracts on behalf of the British Government placed an
order for 10,000 Mark I revolvers. A replica of the Director‘s letter is reproduced on Plate 3, Chapter I, from which it may be
noted that the first order was worth £30,500 to P. Webley & Son. This was a very substantial figure for the supply of revolvers
in the late eighties and the contract which was concluded later in the year was the forerunner of many to be placed with
Webley‘s, including contracts for the Colonies, the Chinese Government, the Argentine Republic, Home and Colonial Police
Forces and several other foreign states. The pattern referred to in the afore-mentioned letter was sealed on the 8th November,
1887 and approved on the 24th February, 1892.
A word about sealed patterns may be of interest. This name is given to any weapon, store, uniform, equipment, etc.,
approved and accepted into the British services. In regard to revolvers, a label is attached bearing all relevant details including
the official date of acceptance of the particular weapon. The label is completed by affixing a large wax seal and the item is then
known as the ‗sealed pattern‘ and stored away for reference.
Since 1880 the British Government had adopted the Marks I and II Enfield self-extracting revolvers, but after giving this
weapon very extensive trials they finally decided that it was not the best one for the Armed Forces of the Crown and it was
agreed to carry out further trials on a wider range of weapons to prove which one was the most serviceable.
Of the different types tried out, two were placed on the short list for final consideration — the American Smith & Wesson
and the British Webley. Both of these hinged frame top break revolvers ejected by means of a central extractor rod working
through a hollow cylinder axis with cam lever in the knuckle barrel-frame joint. Following extensive trials, the choice was
made in favour of the Webley which, as previously stated, was adopted as the official revolver for the British Naval and Army
Services in 1887.
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Here it may be mentioned that although Smith & Wesson eventually discontinued their hinged frame top break model,
going over to the solid frame swing out cylinder invented by Colt, Webley‘s have retained the same basic action ever since.
That is to say, for the last seventy years the Armed Forces of Great Britain and the Commonwealth and Colonies have worn as
their official side-arm a simultaneous-ejection, top break action revolver, and the present day ·38 Enfield and Mark IV ·38
Webley revolvers are fundamentally the same as the ·442, ·476 and ·455 Government models officially adopted in 1887.
Prior to giving detailed descriptions of the series of Government revolvers Marks I to VI adopted for the use of the Navy,
Army and Dominions, the following features will indicate that these weapons are the outcome of a long course of experiments
directed to attaining the greatest possible power, efficiency, quickness and accuracy.
The principal features are:
a. The strong and absolutely safe breech fastening with the heaviest charges giving complete immunity from all risk of
blowing open.
b. The combination of a trigger action with a perfect cocking action.
c. A cylinder free when required to rotate and at all other times locked.
d. Exclusion of the fouling from the bearing of the cylinder.
Enlarging on these features, it will be appreciated that extracting revolvers have always been objects of anxiety and
suspicion as to their breech fastening, and for heavy charges solid framed weapons have alone commanded full confidence. In
Webley revolvers the great advantages of an extracting and ejecting model are combined with a type of breech fastening
capable of withstanding the heaviest charges so far as strength is concerned and by its construction absolutely free from any
possibility of blowing open by accident or inadvertence.
It will be seen that when the extension top strap or rib is closed on to and around the recoil block and the stirrup fastener
is home, the breech fastenings form practically a solid mass and no force short of one sufficient to tear the metal through the
solid could blow the pistol open.
Accidental blowing open by an attempt to fire the revolver before the breech is fastened is perfectly guarded against. If
not securely fastened at the breech the revolver cannot be fired because the projection on the forehead of the hammer will
come into contact with the stirrup fastener and so prevent the nose of the hammer from reaching the primer of the cartridge.
The action of the hammer in a case of this sort is either to drive the stirrup fastener home or to cause the rise of the
extension rib and the partial opening of the revolver, according to the position of the breech fastener at the fall of the hammer.
In neither instance can any injury to the revolver or danger to the user ensue. In the first instance the hammer may drive home
the stirrup fastener and strike the cartridge with sufficient force to cause ignition of the charge but, of course, the breech is then
securely fastened before the explosion can take place.
The lock mechanism consists of five limbs only, whereas nine to twelve limbs are required in a revolver of ordinary
construction.
The five limbs comprise: the hammer with its attachment, the trigger, the lifter, the mainspring auxiliary and the
mainspring. These limbs are numbered: 6, 9, 11, 12 and 13 on Fig. XLI, which gives a detailed view of a Webley revolver
Mark VI and its component parts.
It will be appreciated that the mainspring functions the whole of the lock action. The parts dispensed with are the sear and
sear spring, die trigger spring, the lifter or pawl spring and sear pin. The mainspring can be removed and replaced without the
assistance of any tool.
The free revolution of the cylinder is one of the all-important points in a revolver, as with a cylinder which offers any
perceptible resistance accurate shooting with the trigger action is out of the question.
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“Webley's Revolver Pistol”(MARK VI.)

Fig. XLI.
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Perfect freedom of the cylinder is secured in this series of revolvers by the way in which the cylinder is mounted on an almost
frictionless bearing on the hollow axis so that after continual firing, the cylinder so fitted remains as free on its axis as though
not a shot had been fired and die trigger action uniformly light and smooth, no matter how many rounds may be fired.
Any frictional drag on the cylinder bearings, especially if irregular, is a great annoyance to the user of a revolver and fatal
to accuracy. The conditions to be fulfilled are two in number: (i) the cylinder must revolve on its axis almost without friction
and certainly with absolute smoothness; (2) constant firing of the revolver must not set up friction or decrease this smoothness
of rotation.
From now on many references will be made to the word ‗Mark‘, and for the benefit of those unaccustomed to British
Service nomenclature it should be explained that this word is used when referring to the successive issues of a wide range of
Government stores. In this work the word and figures Mark I, II, etc. will refer to weapons and cartridges. In certain cases a
minor modification in design did not warrant changing the Mark number, in which case a small star is used as a suffix. An
example of this is illustrated in the ·380 calibre Enfield Revolvers Mark I and Mark I* [see Plate 56(a and d), Chapter X].
Modifications in this case were the removal of the hammer spur and mainspring pull reduced.
With the development of the Government series of revolvers another material replaced hardwood for the stock or side
plates. This took the form of vulcanised india-rubber, hardened gutta-percha and similar gums or horn. As far back as October,
1858, a patent was taken out by Charles Cowper for improving the manufacture of these articles. In his patent the gum was
mixed with sulphur and heated under pressure in a metal mould.
Now it can be said that the Webley revolver was fully recognised as an official weapon and this was reflected in a speech
made in the House of Commons on the 27th February, 1893, by the First Lord of the Admiralty when he stated:
‗The Fleet has been re-armed with the Webley revolver, which is recognised by both Services to be the most efficient
weapon of the kind.‘
The official specifications which governed the manufacture of Webley‘s revolvers Marks I to VI are stored in the archives
at Woolwich Arsenal and through the courtesy of the Inspectorate of Armaments, a replica of a standard specification
submitted to Messrs P. Webley & Son is appended.
Specifications for Webley‟s Revolvers
The component parts are to be made of material in accordance with the following list, and are to be interchangeable.
Stock To be made of vulcanite.
The following are to be made of mild steel: body, barrel, cylinder, guard, cylinder axis, barrel ferrule, and butt swivel with
ring.
The following are to be made of crucible steel: hammer, hammer catch, trigger, swivel, pawl extractor, mainspring
auxiliary, extractor lever, barrel catch, spindle; also the following screws: joint, guard, cylinder axis, barrel catch, stock pin,
lever, extractor, pin butt-swivel, cup side and cup side countersunk.
The following are to be made of double shear spring steel: mainspring, hammer catch spring, barrel catch spring and
extractor lever spring.
The extractor, extractor lever, spindle, pawl, hammer catch, mainspring trigger, barrel catch, mainspring auxiliary and all
screws and pins to be hardened and tempered.
The body, cylinder, barrel, guard and butt swivel to be blued.
The barrel to be bored to a diameter of 0·441″ and to be rifled with seven circular grooves 0·004″ deep concentric with the
bore. The pitch of the rifling to be one turn in 20 inches.

Coarse of View Barrel
1st View The barrel to be viewed in the finished bored stage, the bore to be a true cylinder and to receive a plug 0·441″
diameter and reject one of 0·443″ diameter. It will also be examined for position of sight and exterior of barrel. It will be
closely gauged for position of joint axis with bore of barrel.
The various milling operations in connection with the joint will be viewed in this stage. The projection on each side of the
barrel which forms the holster guide must be solid; that is, not secured by any means of brazing, screws or rivets.
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2nd View The barrel to be examined for rifling. The depth, form and pitch will be closely tested by gauge plugs and by an
instrument to test the pitch.
The rifling must be quite free from all roughness and be perfectly smooth throughout.
The lead into the rifling at the rear end of the barrel to be 0·460″; depth of rifling to be 0·004″.
Hammer The hammer will be viewed in the milled stage for position of bent rebound, distance of nose from face of hammer,
position of nose from axis hole, diameter of axis hole and general form.
The hammer will then be hardened and tempered and returned for view with catch assembled, when it will be viewed for
setting and position of catch.
Cylinder and Extractor Assembled The cylinder will be closely examined and gauged in the finished milled stage for length,
diameter, form, depth of extractor way, position of stops and guide pin holes. The chambers will be closely examined and
gauged and must be perfectly free from all roughness. The axes of the six chambers must be at equal distances from each other
and from the axis of the cylinder, 0·003″ toleration being allowed.
The chambers must conform to the following dimensions:
Diameter of the rear part 0·481″
Diameter of the front part 0·449″
The extractor in the cylinder will then be tested for position of guide pin holes, size of spindle hole and general form.
Body The body will be viewed in the finished milled stage. The joint, trigger, hammer and barrel catch and axis holes will be
tested with cylindrical plugs by placing the body on a standard plate to ensure their being strictly accurate. The screw threads
in the various axis holes will be viewed with screw plugs to ensure a satisfactory fit. The hammer, trigger and pawl will be
viewed with gauges to determine their proper positions and widths.
Trigger will be viewed for position and screw holes and figure of bow and general dimensions.
Mainspring will be viewed in hardened and tempered stage and will be held in a deflected position for 12 hours and must then
weigh not less than 3·75 lbs. or more than 4·25 lbs, at full cock, and general form of spring will be gauged.
Trigger will be viewed with gauges in the finished milled stage for size and figure after hardening and tempering.
Mainspring Auxiliary will be viewed in the finished hardened stage with gauges. The part which forms the axis pivots must
be milled out of the solid.
Butt Swivel will be viewed in the finished blue stage.
Extractor Lever will be viewed in the finished and hardened stage.
Swivel will be viewed in the hardened stage and for the diameter of hole.
Spindle will be viewed in the finished stage for length, size and thread.
Pawl, Cylinder Axis, Barrel Catch, Barrel Catch Spring will be viewed for length, figure and general dimensions.
Proof Verifying proof with the rules and regulations December, 1887, under the authority of Gun Barrel Proof Act, 1868.
If approved, the weapon will be marked with proof mark; the body will also be marked with Government stamp in this
stage. Finished assembled after blueing, weight 2 lbs. 2 oz. ± 1 oz.
Pull of Trigger To be 6-8 lbs.; weight to raise hammer to full cock 12-15 lbs. The revolver will then be shot with service
cartridges and finally marked.
In addition to the details given in regard to a standard Government specification, the writer has had the opportunity to
study official records relating to changes in design of weapons and stores. Such changes are recorded in ledgers entitled
‗Changes in War Materiel and of Patterns of Military Stores which have been approved and sealed‘.
A War Office notice which was published in ‗The Field‘ in November, 1892, read as follows:
‘New Army Pistols: It has been decided at the War Office that all pistols of the Enfield or Adams pattern now in possession of the Army
shall be exchanged for others of the Webley pattern. Officers commanding corps in possession of the former have been directed to send in
demands for new weapons and ammunition. Webley pistols are also to be issued for instructional purposes to Royal Artillery and Royal
Engineer drivers at the rate of 25% of the establishment of men’.
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Government models issued for use in the Royal Navy have the letter ‗N‘ stamped on the top of the frame behind the
hammer. Apropos of revolvers issued for use at sea, it is recorded that on the 15th March, 1894, The Union Steam Ship
Company Limited announced that they have adopted the Webley Mark I for all their fleet.
Several interesting features are detailed in the following description of the Mark I revolver, shown on Plate 48(e).
The weapon referred to in the House of Commons was officially designated ‗six-chambered, ·442 calibre, weighing
between 33 and 35 ounces and with a barrel length of 4″. The foresight is part of the top rib of the barrel with a fixed rear-sight
cut out of the top of the stirrup latch, giving a five inch sight base. The cylinder assembly is held in position by a transverse
screw with a slotted and milled head.
On the Mark I the shield on the standing breech is not a separate part but forms part of the frame; the introduction of a
separate steel shield was one of the reasons for adding a star after ‗Mark I‘. This shield, added to lessen erosion of the firing
hole, was held in horizontal dovetailed recesses cut in the breech and secured by one screw. With this model a change was
made from ‗church steeple‘ flutes to grooves on the cylinder; this type of groove has been maintained on Webley‘s and
Enfield‘s to the present date. On the Mark I each groove is 0·75″ long, 0·4375″ wide and 0·125″ deep at the bottom of the
radius; the groove terminates in radii at the rear end. The front end of the cylinder has been given a radius and this, together
with the introduction of holster guides, permits easy entry into holster or pocket
Stocks moulded in black vulcanite with diamond pattern chequering, give an excellent grip and are secured by a single
screw. The left stock has a countersunk cup for the head of the screw and the right stock is fitted with a screwed nut. These two
fittings are a press fit into the vulcanite stock. The edges of cup and nut are serrated to prevent turning. These stocks are
positioned by a pin which projects through the butt near the base.
The barrel, holster guides, extension rib, hinge joints and foresight are all machined from a single part. This also applies
to the body or frame of the weapon, including the shield.
As in the case of the early W.G. Models on Plate 44(d and e), the cylinder revolves on an axis secured at the front end by
a screw and at the rear by an anti-friction nut. Two points in regard to the extractor are worthy of record: first, the shape of the
rod. This is round on all models from the Webley-Pryse to the Government Mark II inclusive, with two or three long register
pins. The Marks III to VI inclusive and the W.G. Army and Target models were also made with a round rod having two flats,
thus forming its own register as it engages in an opening of the same shape; in addition, one short register pin was used. The
second point refers to the thickness of the extractor claws. On Marks I and II they are almost twice as great as on subsequent
models. Later, models of the Mark I were produced in ·476 and ·455 calibres. Otherwise they are identical with the models in
·442 calibre as shown on Plate 48(e).
The new Mark I Government weapon was referred to in the contemporary trade papers as the ‗Webley-Metford Service
Pistol‘ — having regard no doubt to the fact that the type of rifling adopted for this revolver was to the design perfected by Dr
Metford.
‗Arms and Explosives‘ was one of the journals in question when it referred to the Mark I as a ‗Webley-Metford‘ in an
article on a modification to the ‗Buckhorn‘ type of rear sight:
‘With a revolver it is not necessary for the weapon to be fitted with wind gauge sights. Experience has shown that the ‘blurr’ incident
in the use of all open sights is mitigated by the use of a circular instead of an angular notch. Accordingly, the Mark I Webley-Metford
service pistol has been fitted with a modification of the well-known buckhorn sight long used in America, so called because in its original
form it bears a rough resemblance to the horns of a buck.’

Arising from the publicity which announced the introduction of the Mark I Government model, the following
correspondence appeared in the issues of ‗The Field‘ dated 25th May and 29th June, 1889, from which it may be assumed that
there were, at the dates referred to, differences of opinion between P. Webley & Son, E. C. Green and others.
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Revolvers
Sir,
I only saw yesterday in your issue of May 4th your description of the Webley revolver as adopted by the British Government and I
shall feel indebted by your allowing me to say that the vital principle of that revolver, viz. the lever link or stirrup breech fastening of which
you say this revolver contains a mode of breech fastening capable of withstanding with safety the heaviest charges, was designed and
introduced by me in 1883 and that since then until now I have regularly made and supplied it to, among others, a considerable number of
military and naval officers.
I, however, improved upon even that plan which was up till that time the best form of breech fastening and have designed another
lever which entirely removes the objectionable feature of the strain being solely upon the lever pin and which for all practical purposes
makes this form of breech fastening equal to a solid frame, so that however heavy the charge the frame is securely locked, far more firmly
than on the plan you have illustrated.
(SIGNED) EDWINSON C. GREEN
Cheltenham, May 22nd, 1889.

Webley‟s W.G. and Mark I Revolvers
Sir,
Having been asked to explain the differences between our revolver reviewed in ‘The Field’ in 1882 and the one noticed in your issue
of May 4th last, we should be glad if you would afford us the opportunity of doing so. The revolver reviewed in 1882 is no more like the
1889 model than Puffing Billy is to the present modem development of the locomotive engine. A specimen of the revolver as originally
manufactured and the one as now produced can be had on application.
The present model differs from the original in the following particulars:
a. A large circular joint has been substituted for the old pattern.
b. An improved and stronger form of extractor lever is employed dispensing with several limbs.
c. An improved mode of fastening the cylinder axis to barrel, also dispensing with several limbs.
d. An extremely strong method of fastening the barrel to the breech block in combination with the safety arrangement which
prevents the revolver being fired unless the barrel is securely bolted to the body
Hence, blowing open with its inconvenient and often serious result to disabling, the revolver is finally removed from the position it
has hitherto held of being a possible risk with extracting revolvers, whether of English or American manufacture.
e. A smoke ferrule or gas check is fitted to the barrel, which effectually shuts off the fouling from getting between the cylinder axis
and the cylinder. (Patent No. 1886).
f. A safety lock formed upon the pawl of the lock action, the object of which is to prevent the discharge of the loaded revolver by the
hammer being accidently knocked down when in the rebounded position (covered by Patent No. 1888).
During the last few years we are getting quite accustomed to receive letters from different quarters laying unfounded claims to
various patented details of our revolvers and the last month we had a repetition of such — amongst which we must view the letter
published in your issue of the 25th May, signed E. C. Green.
(signed) P. Webley & SON
June, 1889.

A Mark I cased set by W. R. Pape, Newcastle-on-Tyne, supplied for the civilian market, is shown on Plate 50.

(b) Mark II ·455 Government Model
Since the date of acceptance of the Mark I revolver in 1887, sufficient modification took place to warrant the issue of
another Mark, and on the 1st October, 1894, the sealed pattern for the Mark II was lodged in the pattern room at the Royal
Small Arms factory at Enfield Lock. By this time production of the ·476 Enfield Mark II revolver had ceased and thus
Webley‘s last competitor had retired from the field.
The modifications consisted of an alteration in the shape of the frame by the removal of the ‗hump‘ at the top of the grip
and exchanging the Mark I hammer for one with a stronger nose and larger spur. The increase in the size of the hammer spur
was for the benefit of cavalrymen, who found it difficult to cock the smaller hammer with gloved hands. As adopted for the
Mark I*, the Mark II body incorporates a separate shield. One other modification was in respect of the barrel catch. The
chequered thumb portion of this has been increased in size, probably for the same reason as the increase in the size of the spur.
The model shown on Plate 48(c) is a typical Government issue revolver and as such it is liberally stamped with official
markings and inspection dates. This is emphasised by the fact that every single part is stamped by the ‗broad arrow‘ and/or the
initials W.D. (War Department). The arrow and initials were approved on August 30th, 1860. In addition to the foregoing, this
particular weapon is stamped on barrel, cylinder and body with both Government and Birmingham Proof Marks. The
stampings also state that the calibre is for the ·455 cartridge and the barrel will withstand a safe pressure of six tons per square
inch.
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It is interesting to note from the inspection marks that the weapon was in Government service during the period 18971900. From this it would seem that the different Marks overlapped and were not withdrawn when subsequent weapons were
issued. In this case the Mark III was issued in 1897 although from the afore-mentioned inspection dates, the Mark II continued
in service for a further four years.
Minor modifications to the Mark I and II ·455 Government models necessitated the addition of a ‗star‘ or ‗stars‘ after the
mark number; such modifications applied to conversion on repair to Marks IV and V and variations in barrel lengths and
alternative sights. Thus Mark I** and Mark I* from the Mark I. The Mark II was similarly treated.
The Webley revolver was by 1896 well-established in Government circles and it is noted that P. Webley & Son received a
contract in April 1896 for the Mark II Model which kept them going full time until November, 1897.

(c) Mark III Government Model
The Mark III was sealed on the 5th October, 1897, and accepted into the Army in the same year following further
modifications. This model is twice illustrated on Plate 48(a) and, like the previous Marks, is a six-shot weapon with a four-inch
barrel and with chambers accepting all service ·450, ·455 and ·476 calibre cartridges.
A complete change in the design for cylinder release and extractor mechanism was employed for this Mark, together with
an alteration to the action.
Instead of the hollow axis pin being part of the cylinder assembly, this is attached to the lug or lump under the barrel. The
hollow axis pin has been re-designed to give the least possible friction between it and the cylinder and an entirely new system
for securing and releasing the cylinder has been employed. This consists of a cylinder cam, lever and screw. The Mark III is
the first Government weapon to employ this patent device, a full description of which is given under the heading of ‗W.G.
Target and Army Revolvers‘. There are several variations of the device, one of which is peculiar to the Mark III and concerns
the joint axis pin. This is fitted with a flat nut instead of a screw; the nut has a small register pin on the side and both nut and
pin fit flush with the top face of the cylinder cam lever. The axis pin is secured by a screw fixed from the right side of the
frame joint. A feature used in early issues of the Mark III enabled the hammer to be set at half-cock, to achieve this the back of
the trigger carries a small spur and between this spur and the tail of the hammer a trip lever and spring is fitted. To set at halfcock the hammer is drawn back by hand cocking or by trigger until the trip lever engages a notch in the tail of the hammer.
The spring, which is let into the trigger guard, holds the lever up to the hammer and thus engages it at half-cock; the full cock
position can be attained by further hand cocking the hammer and further pressure on the trigger will complete the pull off.
As this device was discontinued in later productions of the Mark III and does not appear in subsequent Marks, it was
considered to be either unnecessary on service weapons or unsatisfactory; probably the former, as it appears to function very
well and all parts are of robust design.
The Mark III is the first model to have two flats machined on the extractor rod and one register pin riveted to the inside of
the extractor claws. The two flats serve as additional registers to prevent the extractor from turning and when carrying out their
reciprocating motion they slide through a nut screwed into the rear of the central hole in the cylinder. This nut is ·530″ in
diameter with a left hand thread and 36 threads per inch. For a very short time during August and September, 1899, some Mark
III models had a star added to their marks on being repaired with new Mark IV parts (hammer and/or cylinder). The number so
altered must have been very small since no reference is on record.

(d) Mark IV ·455 Government Model
This model, sealed on the 21st July, 1899 and approved on the 5th October, 1899, may be called the ‗Boer War‘ model as
it is the weapon supplied to the British Government for arming the troops sent to South Africa during the war with the Boers
between 1899 and 1902. The Mark IV was widely issued to officers and N. C. O. s of the cavalry and infantry and in certain
cases to drivers of the Royal Horse and Royal Field Artillery. The standard model is shown on Plate 48(b) and apparently was
a very serviceable and satisfactory weapon, as it was not found necessary to carry out any modifications for the next fourteen
years, when in 1913 the Mark V was introduced.
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Pistol Webley Mark III & IV Component Parts.

Fig XLII.
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Many small bore weapons were adapted from the Mark IV and these will be described in the chapter on this subject.
From a close examination of a number of Mark III and Mark IV revolvers, only minor alterations have been noted and
these are as follows:
The dimensions of the hammer spur have been reduced from those of the heavy cavalry style hammer on Marks II and III,
although the forehead, spur and nose are still more robust than those on the Mark I. The half-cock device has not been included
in any Mark IV models but an alteration has been made to the cylinder release system, an alteration which has been maintained
ever since and covers a period of more than fifty years. The flat nut on the joint axis pin on the Mark III has been replaced by a
screw with a head of ·4″ diameter; for the purpose of holding the cylinder cam lever in position the cylinder cam on the Mark
III is secured by one screw. On the Mark IV two screws are employed, one on either side of the barrel lug. [Component parts
of Marks III and IV are shown on Fig. XLII]
The barrel lengths which may be encountered in this Mark are the standard 4″, 6″, 5″ and 3″ with cylinders chambered for
six ·455 cartridges. All the Government ·455 calibre revolvers have seven wide right hand rifling grooves with a twist of one
turn in 20″. The mean bore diameter is ·442″ and the mean depth and width of the grooves are 0·005″ and 0·155″ respectively.
From the experience gained in the use of Marks I to III inclusive it was decided to harden the point of the lifting pawl and
cylinder ratchet to reduce wear.
About the middle of the production period of the Mark IV a patent was lodged wherein the standard two-limb mainspring
was replaced by one of helical design. The patent is in the name of W. J. Whiting, former director and works manager of
Webley & Scott Limited. The number of this patent is 10,072, dated 13th May, 1905.
As in the case of the standard spring, the new design when the coils are in compression operates as a combination
hammer, trigger and cylinder pawl spring and in addition effects the rebound of the hammer.
The writer has been unable to ascertain whether any Webley Mark IV revolvers were produced with the helical type of
spring, nor has he had the opportunity of seeing an experimental model. One of the Mark IV models with a six-inch barrel is
shown on Plate 48(d). Suitable for target work, the rear sight, which is fitted to the barrel catch, is capable of lateral
adjustment. Bernard Hinchley records that a special target version of this revolver was also supplied by Alex. Henry of
Edinburgh. In this modification, the original barrel was cut off immediately in front of the cylinder-pipe housing, the remaining
part being bored in two diameters; the rear — the smaller — being threaded whilst the forward one was finished to leave
simply an open semi-circular trough. A seven-groove Henry barrel, of length according to the customer‘s wishes, was then
screwed in; the section next to the threaded end, and the surface of the ‗trough‘, being previously borax-pasted. These
unthreaded surfaces were then brazed. The barrels were usually fitted with a soldered foresight-ramp. The blade foresight is
part of the barrel forging; that is, the same as the standard sight on Marks I to V inclusive. The hammer on the model
illustrated is of the heavy cavalry pattern. However, this may be a replacement, as the tail is machined for the half-cock device
used in certain Mark III models, although no other parts of this device are in evidence.
The trigger stop grooves in the cylinder on Marks I, II and III are ·062″ wide but increased to ·140″ on Marks IV, V and
VI. These points are useful to note for purposes of identification.
The Mark IV was still an issue weapon when the 1914-1918 World War started and very many of them were employed.
Many British officers and N. C. O. s who served in France during that war will recall that the Mark IV revolvers were the ones
they used during instruction courses, before proceeding to front line positions. Each officer was given an allowance for
purchasing his kit, including a revolver, and practically every type of Webley and other central-fire weapons, including selfloading autos, were used, particularly during the trench warfare in Flanders.
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In the ordinary combined single and double revolver actions the re-cocking of the hammer by hand entails a considerable
backward movement of the trigger and of the shooter‘s finger. With a view to reducing this travel, an application for a patent
was lodged by Webley & Scott Revolver & Arms Co. Ltd. through Mr W. J. Whiting (20,430, 1902). Briefly, the invention
consists of the combination with a hammer fulcrumed to a shifting link and having below its centre a rigid forward extension in
which a single action bent is formed and a yielding double action cocking piece located above the said extension or a shifting
or rocking sear provided on its underside with a double action and firing bent, a trigger provided with notches corresponding to
the sear bents and springs acting upon the hammer, the trigger and the sears. Whilst there is no doubt that this was an excellent
idea, although from the drawing of this device the mechanism appears very complicated, it was definitely not the mechanism
for a service revolver. Whether such a one was completed on these lines is not known to the writer, but it certainly did not
replace the standard action of the Government weapon.

(e) Mark V ·455 Government Model
The fifth revolver in this Government series was sealed on the 9th December, 1913 and when World War I started a
contract for 20,000 was placed with Webley & Scott Limited. Although a number of years had elapsed since the Mark IV was
produced there is little difference between the two Marks.
Weapons of each Mark in the writer‘s collection have been carefully examined and, apart from the diameter of the
cylinder, which has been increased 0·012″ for nitro powder, the Marks IV and V are identical. A photograph of the latter Mark
is shown on Plate 51(d). Although the standard barrel length is 4″, some models were produced with 6″ barrels.
The Mark V had a short life, as with the termination of the afore-mentioned contract it was superseded in 1915 by the
introduction of the Mark VI ·455 6″ model.

(f) Mark VI ·455 Government Model
According to the date on the sealed pattern at the Royal Small Arms Factory at Enfield Lock, this new weapon was taken
into the British Government service on the 5th May and approved on the 24th May, 1915. Two weeks before this the Germans
introduced a new weapon of a very different kind — poison gas — against which revolvers, even rifles and guns, were of little
avail, but that is another story. The official title up to the time it was replaced in 1928 by die ·380 calibre Enfield revolver was
‗Pistol Revolver Mark VI‘, a specimen of which is shown on Fig. XLI.
At the time of its introduction, the standard model with six chambers and a 6″ barrel was calibred for the Government
‗·455 ball cartridge‘ and during the period of its service life the various types of this cartridge from Mark I to Mark VI were
suitable for use in this, the last of the Webley & Scott Government models.
The same reliable action, rifling and general design follows that of the Marks IV and V, with the exception of that portion
of the grip at the top of the side stocks. This reverts to a shape similar to that used on Mark I. A separate blade foresight is
fitted in a slot in the foresight ramp and secured by a transverse screw.
Such was the shortage of hand firearms in the early part of World War I that an open contract was placed with Webley &
Scott for a weekly delivery of approximately 2,500 of the Mark VI model. Although the standard barrel length was 6″, models
were specially produced with 4″ barrels.
In addition to the ·455 calibre, the ·22 rim-fire service revolver shown on Plate 51(b) was built to afford practice on the
miniature range with a weapon closely resembling the weight and feel of the heavier calibre model. As will be observed, the
·22 weapon has a round barrel and a high foresight blade and no holster guides. The cylinder has been shortened to suit the ·22
long rifle cartridge and the breech end of the barrel lengthened to compensate for this.
It is a long cry from the 9th March, 1781, when John Waters took out Patent No. 1284 for a bayonet attachment for
pistols, to the sanguinary trench-warfare in Flanders during the middle of World War I. In this period of some hundred and
thirty-five years there appeared numerous types of handguns fitted with bayonets; an example of one is shown on Plate 17,
Chapter IIIe.
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A more modern version of this device was introduced in 1916-1917 by Captain Arthur Pritchard, formerly a Lieutenant in the
3rd Royal Berkshire Regiment, and covered by Patent Nos. 17,143/16 and 111,526/17. The bayonet was intended for attaching
to a Mark VI revolver and a photograph of the combined weapon is shown on Plate 52.
Developed and manufactured by the well-known firm of gun and rifle makers, W. W. Greener Ltd. of Birmingham, the
bayonet and scabbard are of excellent workmanship. In the prototype models the bayonet grip (it could also be used as a
dagger) was made of cast gun-metal; in the production models it was made in cast steel. The ‗T‘ shaped blade and scabbard
were made from the ends of French ‗Gras‘ bayonets. The blade has an overall length of 8·25″ with an effective length of 7″.
One side of the grip is machined to fit under the Mark VI revolver barrel and is secured by a spring-loaded ‗Pryse‘ type of
thumb lever and bolt let into the hand-guard or guard piece. Pressure on the thumb lever withdraws the cross-bolt which, on
being released, engages the rear of the foresight ramp and locks the bayonet in position. The rear end of the grip is so machined
as to give a rigid fit on the holster guides and front end of the cylinder cam. The bayonet when fixed does not in any way
interfere with the loading and reloading of the revolver and its attachment is so simple that it can be fixed in the dark. A leather
frog is fitted to the scabbard with a suitable loop for attaching it to a Sam Browne belt.
For trench warfare, particularly when participating in trench raids, the officer found this bayonet to be a valuable addition
to his armour. It was never an official issue but was an improvement on the ash-plant stick, loaded canes, pick handles, sword
sticks, etc., which were favourite weapons employed on such raids.
Standard cylinders for Webley Government revolvers are chambered for the rimmed cartridge. The rims do not fit in
recesses in the chambers but rest on the rear face of the cylinder; a maximum clearance of ·052″ is allowed between the rear
face of the cylinder and the front face of the shield. A plate gauge for checking this clearance is described and illustrated in the
chapter on gauges. Standard cylinders were modified for use with Smith & Wesson clips and ·45 A.C.P. cartridges. The
modification entailed shortening the overall length of the cylinder by the removal of 0·0625″ of metal from the rear face. To
the writer, this does not appear to be good engineering practice as the thickness of the extractor claws are reduced by 0·0625″
which makes them look rather fragile for a service weapon.
It should be appreciated that in World War I the warring nations were beginning to see the value of the machine pistol.
The German Empire was foremost in developing such a weapon — the Bergmann Musquete. Other countries including Great
Britain had not reached the stage of issuing a service machine pistol or machine carbine and made do with self-loading pistols
with detachable stocks. Light and heavy machine guns were used but not in the same quantities as employed by the German
Army. Indeed, it was not until the Machine Gun Corps was formed that the automatic arm was really developed. In this
transitional period a shoulder stock was made for attaching to the butt of the Webley ·455 calibre Mark VI revolver, a
specimen of which is shown on Plate 52. With a supply of Prideaux revolver cylinder loaders, also shown on this plate, a
useful rate of fire could be maintained — but not to be compared with the bursts from a machine pistol or carbine. It is
surprising to find how much the attachment of a shoulder stock adds to the sense of fire power; the stock with the aforementioned bayonet gives the user the impression of being really well armed.
This type of wooden shoulder stock was also fitted to the Webley Signal or Flare Pistol for use when discharging
parachute flares. From 1921 the Webley & Scott Mark VI revolver was made in the Royal Small Arms Factory at Enfield
Lock. These Government-made weapons, shown on Plate 51(a), are almost identical with the war-time weapons made by
Webley & Scott at Birmingham. They are stamped with Government code and proof marks and on the right side of the body
the monogram ‗Enfield‘ above ‗M. K. crown VI‘ and the year of production below the crown. The other noticeable difference
is the slender grip, about 0·25″ less from side to side than the Webley & Scott Mark VI standard model.
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PLATE 25

(a) ·410 rim-fire derringer by P. Webley & Son. CHAP. Ve.

(b) ·410 rim-fire derringer by P. Webley & Son. CHAP. Ve.

(c) Four barrelled rim-fire pistol by Tipping & Lawden Ltd.,
·22. CHAP Vg.

(d) Four barrelled rim-fire pistol by Tipping & Lawden Ltd., ·30. CHAP Vg.
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PLATE 26

(a) Four barrelled rim-fire pistols by Tipping & Lawden
Ltd. (Sharpe‘s Patent): CHAP. Vg.

(b) ·44 over and under rim-fire pistol: CHAP. Vg.

(c) Single action, tip-up breech saloon pistol, and a range of 6, 7 and 9 mm.
rounds: CHAP. Vf.
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PLATE 27. Central-fire revolvers.

(a) ·442 open frame revolver by P. Webley circa 1865: CHAP. VIa.

(b) ·380 open frame revolver with self cocking action: CHAP. VIa.

(c) ·577 experimental model, the prototype for Webley‘s ―Express‖ revolvers: CHAP. VIe.

(d) 54 gauge/·442 calibre, dual system, double action revolver: CHAP. VIb.
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PLATE 28 – CHAP. VIb.

(a) ·442, double action, solid frame revolver, the earliest short
barrelled model made by P. Webley & Son.

(c) ·442, double action R.I.C. revolver, 2nd Model.

(b) ·450, double action revolver, variant of the earlier ·442 Royal
Irish Constabulary models.

(c) ·442, double action R.I.C. revolver, 1st Model.

(b) ·450, double action revolver, variant of the earlier ·442 Royal Irish Constabulary models.
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PLATE 29 - CHAP. VIb.

·577, 1st Model, solid frame, double action revolver by P. Webley & Son.
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PLATE 30 - CHAP. VIe.

(a) ·442, five chambered revolver ―The British Bulldog‖, 1st Model,
by P. Webley & Son.

(b) ·320, five chambered revolver ―The British Bulldog‖, 2nd Model.

(c) ·380, five chambered revolver of Belgian manufacture marked
―British Bulldog‖.

(d) ·450, five chambered revolver ―The Ulster Bulldog‖, by P.
Webley & Son.

(e) ·450, five chambered revolver ―The British Bulldog‖ 2nd Model,
by P. Webley & Son.

(f) ·500, five chambered revolver of Belgian manufacture not marked
―British Bulldog‖.
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Plate 31

(a) ·410 presentation model R.I.C. Revolver: CHAP. VId.

(b) ·450 Royal Irish Constabulary, Metropolitan and County Police
Revolver, 1880 Model: CHAP. VId.

(c) ·320, six chambered, double action pocket revolver: CHAP. VIf.

(d) ·450 presentation model R.I.C. Revolver: CHAP. VId.

(e) ·360, double action revolver with compound lever ejector:
CHAP. VIf.

(f) ·442, six chambered, double action holster revolver: CHAP. VIf.
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PLATE 32

(a) ·450/·455 Army Express Revolver: CHAP. VIg.

(b) ―The Pug‖, ·450, five chambered revolver: CHAP. VIe.

(c) ·442 double action revolver, an experimental model with a swing-out cylinder: CHAP. VI.
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FIG. XLIII.

·38 Mark III civilian pocket revolver; gold engraved presentation model with pearl stock

The ·455 calibre cartridge extensively used in the early issues of the Mark VI revolver was officially designated as
‗Cartridge S.A. Ball revolver ·455 Mark II‘. As the main object in using a revolver is to stop the enemy in his tracks it is
essential that, within die range of the weapon, the bullet leaves the muzzle with sufficient velocity to maintain a minimum
striking energy of some 60 foot-pounds. In the Mark II ·455 calibre cartridge we have this condition. The lead bullet has a
weight of 265 grains and is composed of lead with tin in the proportion of 12:1, or 1% antimony. The propellant charge
consists of 5·5-6 grains of cordite Mark I ignited by a primer containing 0·4 grains of cap composition. Three grooves were
provided in the bullet; the top one for canneluring the case to the bullet, the two lower grooves being filled with beeswax.
According to the standard ballistics for this cartridge the muzzle velocity and muzzle energy for the manufacture of this
cartridge is as follows, when using a 265 grain lead bullet.
18 grains Black Powder 700 ft. per sec. 289 ft.-lbs.
6 grains Smokeless Powder 600 ft. per sec. 212 ft.-lbs.
The following Webley revolvers are regulated to fire these rounds: the Mark VI, the Webley-Scott Bisley Target
Revolver, the solid frame Express and the Webley-Fosbery Automatic Revolver.
During the years 1921-1926 the Government weapon was known as ‗Pistol, Revolver Mark VI‘. From 1927 to the
adoption of the ·38 Enfield in 1932 the official designation was changed to ‗Pistol, Revolver No. 1 Mark VI‘.
This concludes the description of the sixth and last of a famous series of revolvers aptly named by Americans ‗The
Peacemaker of the British Empire‘.
(g) Marks II and III — Police and Civilian Models
During 1896-1897 Webley‘s Mark II and Mark III ·38 pocket revolvers were introduced for police and civilian use. These
followed the same pattern as their big brothers in the Government range, as specimens shown on the following plates.
Mark II
Plate 49(a) Spring loaded striker
Plate 49(b) Fixed hammer nose
Mark III
Plate 49(d) Spring loaded striker
Plate 49(c) Fixed hammer nose
Fig. XLIII Presentation Model
The other differences are concerned with barrel lengths, shape of stock and the method of securing the cylinder cam lever.
Plate 49(a and b) show this to be the same as the Government Mark III shown on Plate 48(a); i.e., the axis pin has a flat bolt
head holding this lever instead of a screw. The table above will indicate the different methods for exploding the primer.
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The ·38 model shown on Plate 51(e) is a later version of the Mark III and, as will be seen, is fitted with an outsize stock;
in this connection the Mark III ·38 Police and Military models may be encountered with four different stock or butt shapes, as
Plate 49(b) in wood or bakelite; Butt No. 3 bakelite with concave thumb grip; Butt No. 4 in walnut, as Plate 51(e); Butt No. 5
as No. 3, but in walnut; also a thumb safety for locking the hammer in the down position is fixed to the right side of the frame.
Fig. XLIII illustrates Webley‘s Mark III presentation model; this is a handsome weapon — gold plated and richly
engraved, it is fitted with mother-of-pearl stocks and is supplied in a handsome oak case, baize lined, complete with cleaning
rod and rack for cartridges. A ·32 calibre Mark IV model circa 1955 on Plate 51(c) shows a modem version of a presentation
revolver, these weapons are beautifully finished and are very similar in design, although the earlier Mark III does not have
holster guides whereas the Mark IV has this feature incorporated in the cylinder release cam. It is supplied with a safety which
is fitted across the frame behind the hammer. Pressure from the left side operates the catch which locks the hammer in the
down position.
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IX - THE WEBLEY FOSBERY

AROUND THE TURN OF THE CENTURY A GREAT deal was written concerning the merits and demerits of the so-called
automatic pistols then coming on the market and there is no doubt even at that early stage in pistol development the revolver
was fighting a losing battle.
With a view to competing with this newcomer and also to improve on the design and performance of existing handguns.
Colonel G. Vincent Fosbery, V. C., invented the automatic weapon which was developed by The Webley & Scott Revolver &
Arms Co. Ltd. This weapon became known as ‗The Webley-Fosbery Automatic Revolver‘ and first appeared on the market in
1901, although it was introduced at the Bisley meeting in July, 1900. A more accurate name for it would be ‗recoil operated
revolver‘, although it is appreciated that once a name obtains a hold, however incorrect, it becomes correct by usage and like
that misused word ‗shrapnel‘ it is now too late for correction. The Webley-Fosbery revolver is unique in its design as no other
revolvers have been marketed which embody the recoil operated, self-cocking principle.
Patents were taken out by Paulsen in 1886 and by Landstad in 1899 for gas operated revolvers but such weapons were not
developed on the same commercial scale as the ·455 and ·38 Webley-Fosbery revolvers.
One of the most important points to be considered by a country when adopting a new arm is the calibre — will the new
weapon take the regulation ammunition? In the case of the Webley-Fosbery it did, as it was designed to take the ·455 British
Government Service cartridge. This was a great advantage, for at that time not one self-loading pistol was made to shoot this
ammunition.
The ·455 has a heavy bullet having great stopping power — no small advantage when engaged at the close quarters
associated with the use of the revolver or pistol.
As an accurate shooting weapon it can be cited that Walter Winans, the famous revolver shot, disapproved of doubleaction revolvers in competitions as he found it was almost impossible to make an accurate shooting with them. However, with
regard to the Webley-Fosbery, he preferred it to any of the automatic pistols, to fire shots at the rate of one a second with the
same accuracy as with any single-action revolver at the rate of one in two seconds.
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Two targets, Fig. XLIV, shot by Walter Winans are reproduced which will indicate that any Fosbery armed officer should be
capable of hitting an object as big as a man if the expert can place fifteen bullets out of eighteen in a two-inch circle. The
weapon was made on a production basis in two calibres — a ·455 six-shot specially designed for the Service ·455 cordite
cartridge and the rare ·38 eight-shot which fires the ·38 Colt automatic cartridge. Specimens to be described are shown on Plate
53 to 55. Sectioned drawings to illustrate half-cock and fully recoiled positions of the ·38 model, together with diagrams of 28
parts of the weapon, are shown on Figs. XLV and XLVIII.
For a recoil operated weapon the mechanism is simple, very robust, and there is no difficulty in loading as this operation
is carried out in exactly the same manner employed by all Webley self-extracting revolvers; alternatively, the patent clip loader
may be used, by means of which the weapon can be discharged and reloaded as rapidly as any contemporary automatic pistol.
Details of the clip loader are given in Chapter XIII on ‗Revolver Loaders and Magazines‘.
It has been stated earlier that the six-shot ·455 model was regulated for the British Government Service ammunition. This
cartridge consisted of a rimmed case filled with 6·5 grains of cordite and a 265 grain lead bullet. In an emergency either a ·455
cartridge with 18 grains of black powder and the same weight bullet or a ·450 cartridge with 13 grains of black powder and a
225 grain lead bullet could be used.
Many experimental models were given a trial mainly incorporating variations in hammer and trigger mechanisms,
cylinder rotating systems and the position for the stud in the recoiling frame which governs cylinder rotation. In one early
experimental model this stud was secured to the side of the frame, but in the final production models it was positioned in the
centre. A sketch of a cylinder zig-zag movement is shown on Fig. XLIX together with sketches of other revolver cylinders
adopting this method of rotation.
With the introduction of an entirely new type of weapon, such as the Fosbery revolver, it is difficult to draw a definite line
between experimental and production models and, although the model with die cylinder rotating stud on the left side of the
recoiling frame was an experimental model, some of these were marketed [see Plate 54(c)]. After a long period of
experimentation it must have been very gratifying to Colonel Fosbery and Webley‘s to see the production of the No. 1 weapon
completed. The following description is of this particular revolver and for ease in identifying the many parts of the Fosbery it
is proposed to describe them in the same order as shown on Fig. XLVIII which illustrates all the components of what may be
referred to as the standard weapon. From this it may be noted that a number of modifications were made before finality was
reached. As a basis for the design a number of parts of the Government ·455 calibre Mark IV with 6″ barrel were utilized and
modified and these will be referred to in numerical order, as follows:
1. Body, as Mark IV but modified to suit redesigned hammer safety device, butt, trigger, guard and recoiling frame.
2. Shield; 3, 4 and 4a, spring, stirrup fastener and screw — all as Mark IV.
5. Hammer; 5c, hammer screw — re-designed; 5a and 5b, hammer swivel and axis as Mark IV.
7. Main spring as Mark IV.
9. Barrel and cylinder axis as Mark IV but with modified foresight and with cylinder catch fitted to barrel top strap;
holster guides deleted.
11. Cylinder — completely re-designed to incorporate zig-zag movement and recoil action.
11a. Cylinder extractor; 12 extractor spring; 13, extractor nut — all as Mark IV.
14. Cylinder extractor lever; 14a, auxiliary; 14b, plunger and 14c, spring — as Mark IV.
15a. Joint axis screw — as Mark IV. Joint axis modified.
This completes the list of parts utilized from the Mark IV 6″ barrel revolver, with the exception of No. 24a stock screw.
All other parts were specially designed to meet the requirements of the recoiling frame mechanism for the No. 1 Revolver.
Plate 54(b), showing this weapon partially stripped will serve to illustrate the mechanism and also for comparison with the
later models when production had reached its final stage.
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WEBLEY-FOSBERY AUTOMATIC REVOLVER.
12 Shots at 12 paces in 20 Seconds,
SHOT BY

WALTER WINANS, Esq.

6 Shots at 12 paces in 7½ Seconds,
SHOT BY

WALTER WINANS, Esq.

Fig. XLIV. From ―The Sports of the World‖
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One interesting feature fitted to this weapon and which does not appear on any subsequent model is a small roller attached
to the tail of the hammer and bearing on the recoiling frame with the object of reducing friction between these two
components.
Another small feature which is absent from any other Webley revolver examined by the writer is knurling on the tang of
the cylinder cam lever to prevent finger slip in operation. As will be seen from the various plates, the zig-zag pattern on the
cylinder of No. 1 Revolver is different from any of the later models; also the rear portion of the cylinder is turned down to a
smaller diameter than the front portion. To prevent the cylinder rotating stud retracing its path in the recessed tracks there is a
small step at the end of each track and as the stud is spring loaded the engaging end of the stud is always in contact with the
bottom of the recess.
In cross section that portion of the recoiling frame containing the sliding grooves and the trigger guard is much thicker
than on subsequent models, although the reverse is found to be the case in the thickness of metal frame between the wooden
side stocks. The blade foresight is machined out of the barrel ramp in the same manner as the ·38 calibre weapon. These are the
only two to have sights made after this fashion as all other Fosberys have the foresight let into the ramp on the top rib.
The lettering on this rib makes interesting reading; instead of just the name of the firm the following lettering is engraved
in one line: first, in inverted commas and in upright block letters, ‗FOSBERY AUTO REVOLVER‘ followed by ‗MADE BY the
WEBLEY & SCOTT REVOLVER & ARMS GO. LTD.‘ in sloping block letters. One cannot help reflecting on the problem of whose
decision it was to say what lettering should appear on a new weapon. To-day there is no doubt it would be a job for a
committee meeting or meetings. Sixty years ago it is the writer‘s guess that the brothers Thomas and Henry Webley and
Colonel Fosbery met together with the engraver and came to a decision at the bench.
The other markings on this revolver consist of Webley‘s registered trade mark, the flying bullet over the letters W. & S.
(Webley & Son), which is stamped on the left side of the barrel lug; the proof marks of Birmingham on barrel, cylinder and
frame; and finally the serial number ‗1‘, stamped on the right side of the frame. The calibre and cartridge propellant lettering
‗·455 cordite only‘ does not appear on this model.
The general design for all future models was similar to that of the No. 1 Revolver but there are some interesting variations
in frame construction and component parts worthy of recording and for convenience in describing these differences the various
models will be grouped as follows.:
Models of 1901
·455 and ·38 calibres
Models of 1902 et seq
·455 and ·38 calibres

1901 ·455 Calibre Models
As previously mentioned, the first production model appeared in the summer of 1901, during the later stages of the war
with the Boers, when, no doubt, the development of weapons was being actively pursued, quite apart from the revolver versus
automatic pistol controversy which was at its height at this time. The ·455 1901 production models are shown on Plates 54 and
55 (b and d) and Figs. XLVI and XLVII and are basically the same in that the sides of the recoiling frame are an integral part
of that frame — unlike the 1902 and later models wherein the sides are separate plates which are secured to the recoiling frame
by pins and screws.
During the development of the 1901 ·455 models certain variants were introduced, the most noticeable ones being as
follows:
Safety Bolt: Fig. XLVII shows an ugly hook type bolt on the left side of the frame; it operates by using the right thumb to push
the bolt in an upward direction to engage a small stud let into the body, thus locking the body and the recoiling frame together.
This type of bolt was superseded by the design shown on all the other plates of the Webley-Fosbery revolver; like the hook
type bolt this also lies on the left side of the revolver and is applied in the same manner.
When in the ‗on‘ position it ensures perfect safety whether the hammer is half or full bent; it also operates by locking the
body to the recoiling frame in such a position that the hammer no longer rests on the half bent but is raised and held back b y
the cocking stud.
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Fig. XLV. Webley-Fosbery: the eight chambered, ·38 model of 1902.
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Fig. XLVI. ·38 Webley-Fosbery automatic revolver 1901 (Walter Winan‘s) model.

Sights: The earliest 1901 production model was fitted with the standard backsight as on the Webley Mark I Government
revolver but on the final 1901 model [Plate 55(b)] the standard backsight was modified to incorporate a leaf sight with half
round aperture which could be adjusted laterally and held in position in a dovetailed groove.
The foresight on all Webley-Fosbery ·455 production models is the fixed high blade type with the exception of the special
target model [Plate 53(c)] which is fitted with combined blade and bead sight.
Cylinder: The standard pawl used for rotating the cylinder on the normal type of revolver has been replaced by a cylinder
rotating stud which is centrally positioned in the recoiling frame immediately beneath the cylinder; the stud approximates a
diamond-shape and engages in the groove pattern on the periphery of the cylinder. On the earliest 1901 models the weight of
the cylinder was slightly reduced by the inclusion of six small recesses at the rear of the cylinder and deepening the six tracks
at the front of it, but it would appear that it was not worth the machining involved as such recesses were not repeated in any
subsequent 1901 models. [Plates 54(a and c), 55(d) and Fig. XLVII]

1901 ·38 Calibre Model
Earlier in this chapter it was stated that Walter Winans reported favourably on the shooting capabilities of the Fosbery and
the following details are in respect of a 1901 ·38 calibre weapon referred to in his book, ‗The Art of Revolver Shooting‘.
As the general design, i.e. barrel, frame and stock, is based on the 1901 ·455 models this description will be confined to
the cylinder and safety catch. It will be appreciated that although the Fosbery was marketed in 1901, modifications and
improvements took place subsequently and it was not until the following year that the design of the ·38 calibre model was
finalised.
Reverting to the 1901 revolver, which for purposes of identification may be called the Winans‘ model, it will be noted
from Fig. XLVI that the eight-shot cylinder differs from all other models of both calibres. Instead of keeping the sides parallel
the front portion is reduced in diameter in a similar manner to the cylinder used in Morris tube and other adapted revolvers.
There is also a variation in the design of the zig-zag cylinder rotating grooves. The shape of the safety catch is an intermediate
design between the first ugly hook-shaped catch [Fig. XLVII] and the final designs seen on all subsequent models.
It will be noted that the position of the safety catch on the Winans‘ model and the weapon shown on Fig. XLVII permits
the wooden stocks to be extended slightly higher and also thicker at the top, thereby giving a better grip. For choice I prefer the
earlier shape of stock.
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Fig. XLVII. ·455 Webley-Fosbery automatic revolver 1901 model.

This concludes the variations in design of the 1901 models, but before describing how the revolver functions the
following is a brief description of the differences between the two groups, i.e. Models of 1901 and Models of 1902 onwards.
Recoiling Frame In the group of Models of 1901 the backstrap of the stock is a separate part secured to the remaining portion
by a screw at the top and a hinged pin at the heel of the butt. Also, the right and left side plates are part of the frame — or,
more correctly described, the recoiling frame.
Trigger Assembly The trigger guard, trigger, trigger spring and cylinder actuating stud on all the 1901 models form a separate
trigger assembly which is held in position under the recoiling frame by one screw, whereas in the 1902 and later models the
trigger guard is part of the recoiling frame; in these models, the actuating stud is also part of the frame.
Recoiling Lever Spring The first spring to be used for returning the recoiling frame to the forward position was a coil spring
encircling a pin; this spring consists of 21 coils ·031″ wide, with ends ground and squared, 1·75″ long when free and 1″ long
when fully compressed. When the hinged butt was replaced by a one-piece butt the coil spring was superseded by a two-limb
vee spring, as No. 20 in the diagram. [Fig. XLVIII]
Cylinder Release Mechanism As will be seen, the weapons on Plates 54 and 55(b and d) and Figs. XLVI and XLVII are
fitted with Webley‘s standard cam lever device for the release of the cylinder, but all weapons made in 1902 and after that year
adopted a spring catch which was fixed in the top strap and formed part of the cylinder positioning stud; in the locked position
the spring catch engages a thumb nail shaped recess near the front of the cylinder and between the cylinder rotating grooves.
These small recesses were not required on models using the standard cam lever device as the cylinder was held in position by
the cam engaging an annular groove in the boss extension at the front of the cylinder.
The cylinder rotation on all models is clockwise when viewed from the rear of the weapon.
Stocks or Side Plates All 1901 models encountered by the writer have chequered hardwood side plates; 1902 models were
supplied in either wood or vulcanite.
Holster Guides These are incorporated on all models except the No. 1 Webley-Fosbery, shown on Plate 54(c).
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The target model shown on Plate 53(c) was without doubt built to a special order; all the metal parts appear to have
received a special polish prior to being blued, as it is the most handsome Webley-Fosbery I have seen. As the photograph
shows, the stocks, made of highly polished walnut, have been fashioned to the owner‘s grip; the 7·5″ barrel has a very fine
non-adjustable bead sight with a U adjustable backsight. Calibred for a ·455 cartridge, the action works very smoothly. There
are no special features incorporated in the mechanism.
After handling and examining this weapon it is difficult to understand why the Fosbery recoil operated revolver did not
continue to be made after World War I. In this regard, the models shown on Plates 53(a) and 55(c) are typical of the weapons
used by officers during that war. It was not an official issue like the Mark VI but as an alternative many were carried as a
personal side-arm.
The following description, read in conjunction with plates and diagrams [Figs. XLV and XLVIII], will outline the
principle upon which the mechanism of the Webley-Fosbery functions:
The rare 1902 eight chambered ·38 calibre Model has been selected for this description. [Plate 55(a)]
The body (1), hammer (5), with barrel (9), and cylinder (11) are mounted on slides in a recoiling frame (16) in such a
manner as to produce a reciprocating motion which permits the body to travel to the rear a distance of 0·875″ and return by the
same amount.
With all chambers loaded and the safety catch ‗off‘ the weapon is cocked and on the fall of the hammer parts (1), (5), (9)
and (11) slide to the rear due to pressure caused by expansion of the propellant gas in the charge; this motion re-cocks the
hammer (5), actuates the recoiling lever (19) and compresses spring (20). The energy contained in the compressed spring is
sufficient to slide the body assembly (1) forward again and on squeezing the trigger the process is repeated until all the
cartridges have been fired. The revolution of the cylinder is effected by the following train of events: a diamond-shaped
actuating stud is fixed in a central position on the platform of the recoiling frame; according to the number of chambers the
external surface of the cylinder is cut with six or eight zig-zag shaped grooves of suitable width and depth to accommodate the
stud.
To enable the cylinder to describe a sixth or an eighth of the complete revolution (according to the number of chambers)
the stud must engage each leg of the grooves. This it does; the first leg of the groove is driven over the stud by the recoil when
the propellant gases drive the body assembly to the rear. The second leg is completed by the action of the recoiling lever and
spring driving the body assembly forward again.
As the stud is a fixture and the cylinder free to turn, the revolution of the latter must be brought about, one twelfth by the
rearward travel and one twelfth by the return for a six-chambered weapon, or a sixteenth of a turn for eight chambers. These
motions are repeated for each cartridge fired. All models employ the Webley break-open barrel catch system for loading and
extracting, and to ensure correct alignment of the cylinder when the weapon is returned to the closed position the barrel strap
incorporates a cylinder catch, positioning stud, axis and spring (10-10b). In the break-open position the catch and stud in the
top strap engage the cylinder grooves but the stud is withdrawn when the breech is closed, thus allowing the cylinder to be
actuated by the fixed stud in the recoiling frame.
Although the same principle of grooving was adopted by Remington, Mauser, Fosbery and the United States Union Arms
Company, the actual tracks of the grooves differ — as will be seen from a comparison of the development sketches produced
on Fig. XLIX. When it is desired to rotate the cylinder for any reason, such as a miss-fire from a defective cartridge, it is
necessary to operate the recoil movement by hand; for this purpose, the stock being held by one hand, the hammer may be
pulled back, bringing with it the body assembly, and then released. Both sides of the hammer are flattened and serrated to give
a better grip when performing this operation.
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Fig. XLVIII. Webley-Fosbery: the eight chambered ·38 model of 1902.
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Webley-Fosbery weapons may be encountered with barrel lengths of 4″, 6″ and 7·5″ and also, in addition to the butt
shapes illustrated, the ‗bird head‘ design was made. The ·455 calibre weapon was also produced with the Webley-Pryse shape
of barrel with flat top rib and bead foresight; this model is illustrated on Plate 53(b). The radical departure from the accepted
revolver design created great interest when displayed at the World Fair at St. Louis, U.S.A., in 1904. Later it became a very
popular weapon with British officers in World War I. A special Webley-Fosbery chambered for the Colt ·45 Revolver cartridge
together with nearly a dozen American and Continental weapons was offered to the United States Ordnance Department for
tests during their Army trials of 1906-1907 which were held for the purpose of selecting a standard service side-arm of ·45
calibre. The Fosbery, and also the other weapons were put through a series of exacting tests but all were turned down and
eventually the Colt was accepted as the best weapon for military service.
Mention has been made of two sizes only, the ·455 and ·38, but it would appear that Webley‘s considered the production
of a smaller calibre weapon which would no doubt have been designed for a ·32 cartridge.
The following extract from company meetings held in 1902 refer to the sizes they proposed marketing, although at the
time of compiling this work the writer has not had the good fortune to unearth a Webley-Fosbery in ·32 calibre:
‘The Webley-Fosbery automatic revolver which had been long in incubation has now reached full utility and vitality. They had been
selling these revolvers as fast as they could make them. Another point worthy of note was that although great advantages were derived
from the use of the Service (·455) cartridge in the new revolver they had already in hand all the machinery necessary to make a weapon of
smaller calibre should a demand manifest itself for such an arm.’

At a later meeting reference was made to the effect that tools and fixtures for two smaller sizes were laid down. These
would be ·38 and ·32 calibre but as already stated no details or specimens of the ·32 weapon are available.
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Fig. XLIX Developments of revolver cylinders to illustrate different ‗zig-zag‘ rotating methods
1 1860 ·22 Rim-fire Remington derringer.
2 1878 Mauser revolver.
3 1901 ·455 Webley-Fosbery.
4 1901 ·38 Webley-Fosbery.
5 1902 ·455 Webley-Fosbery.
6 1904 ·32 Union Arms Co. U.S.A. revolver.
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X - GOVERNMENT ENFIELD REVOLVERS

A HISTORY OF WEBLEY REVOLVERS WOULD BE incomplete without making reference to the army weapons known as
the ‗Enfield‘ revolvers. A description of the models listed above will be given and are illustrated on Plate 56.

(a) Pistol Revolver B.L. Enfield, Mark I ·476 calibre
This British Government sponsored self-extracting ·476 calibre revolver was designed by an American named Owen
Jones who was employed at the Royal Small Arms Factory at Enfield Lock, Middlesex. Produced in this factory and covered
by patents 2777 and 624 taken out on 7th July, 1876 and 14th February, 1878 respectively, the Mark I shown on Plate 56(f)
was accepted as a service weapon on the 10th August, 1880.
Designed to replace the ·450 Adams revolver and to give greater stopping power, this formidable weapon may be
described as a six-chambered, double-action, gate loading, rebounding lock type, having a short hammer travel and a very
peculiar method of ejecting spent cartridge cases.
On operating a latch with the right thumb, by pressure to the rear, the 6″ barrel is released from the breech at the top strap,
but remains fixed to the frame by a hinge in front of the built-in trigger guard. This hinging motion draws the cylinder forward,
but the extractor, being secured to the breech, withdraws the spent cases which are then shaken clear of the weapon.
For stripping and cleaning purposes a detachable plate is fitted to the left side of the frame. The rear of the frame
terminates in an upper and lower tang which secure the solid walnut butt, which is well shaped and chequered and is also
provided with butt plate and lanyard swivel.
The rear sight is merely a shallow groove on top of the standing breech continuing along the barrel top strap. A high blade
foresight is slotted into a ramp brazed on to the top of the barrel.
Examination of the sketch [Fig. L] will indicate the general design of the action and, as will be seen from the photograph,
the cylinder has the deep ‗church steeple‘ fluting as used on later Webley W.G. hinged frame revolvers, also on solid frame
pocket weapons. Designed for a more powerful cartridge than that of the Adams revolver, the cylinder chambers measure ·481
at the rear and ·460 at the front; the reduction in diameters is brought about by a radiused step. The groove diameters of the
barrel at the breech and muzzle are ·465 and ·460 respectively, whilst the bore diameter is ·450.
The rear face of the cylinder is recessed at the chambers to a depth sufficient to accommodate the thickness of flange on
the head of the cartridge.
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(b) Pistol, Revolver, B.L. Enfield Mark II, ·476 calibre
An improved version, the Mark II, shown on Plate 56(c) was adopted on the 13th March, 1882, and embodied the
following modifications: the barrel top strap was streamlined and the foresight blade and ramp form one piece brazed to the
barrel.
A safety catch was introduced which functions when the loading gate is wide open, thereby locking the hammer in the
down position or, if the hammer is fully cocked, the loading gate cannot be opened. It was found that Enfield revolvers may be
fired by a blow or fall when the hammer was in the rebound position, therefore a safety attachment was added. Approved and
sealed on the 28th July, 1887, the safety consists of a pawl and spring catch attached to the outside of the lock plate. The catch
is kept free from the hammer when the latter is at the rebound position. The safety attachment was added to Marks I and II as
and when opportunities offered. The method of fixing butt and frame together was simplified; the upper and lower butt tangs
were shortened and a strong rod secures the frame, butt and butt plate — the lower end of the rod being used for the lanyard
fixture.
The Mark II stock is free of all chequering but nevertheless gives a firm grip.
On both Marks the barrel hinge lug carries holster guides which also act as a protection from accidental damage to the
front end of the cylinder.
The following notes relate to the treatment of the external parts of the Marks I and II.
August 1880 Top strap and screw, stock cap with eye and stock screw to be nickel plated.
February 1881 Plating discontinued and parts to be treated as follows: top strap browned; stock, cap, eye and screw case
hardened and tempered; cylinder, barleycorn of front sight and remainder of screws blued; barrel, body, plate and shield
browned.
The seven rifling grooves in these revolvers are on the Henry principle and the weapons are regulated to shoot true at 50
yards.
In addition to the afore-mentioned safety device, a locking arrangement has been added to the Mark II to prevent the
cylinder revolving accidentally when the pistol is in the holster. This lock is thrown out of gear when the loading gate is open.
The method adopted to lock the cylinder was to introduce a catch actuated by the gate. The catch engages in slots cut adjacent
to each chamber on the rear face of the cylinder. Use of the action also disconnects the catch.
For use in the field a combination tool was issued for the Mark I and II Enfield revolvers; these tools differed slightly for
each revolver and they combined the following articles: large and small screw-driver, a wrench, a cramp for the mainspring
and a small oil bottle. In outward appearance the tools have the appearance of a gunmaker‘s screw-driver, but the handle is
hollowed out to accommodate the implements. The official nomenclature given to this equipment had quite an impressive title,
viz. ‗Implement, Pistol Revolver, B.L. Enfield pattern; Marks I and II.‘
As is usual with Government weapons, both Marks are stamped with innumerable inspection marks — War Department
(W.D.) and broad arrow, and the Government proof mark. The Enfield Small Arms Factory stamp does not appear on the Mark
I but this is the case with the Mark II and takes the form of a monogram stamped as follows: Crown over ‗V.R.‘ (Victoria
Regina) over ‗Enfield‘ over ‗1882‘ over roman numeral ‗II‘. This stamping appears on the right side of the frame below the
hammer.
The Enfield was issued to the Royal Navy as well as the Army; the issue to the former was stamped with the capital letter
‗N‘ on the back of the butt at the top of the grip. Army issue Enfield‘s have been encountered by the writer having the initials
of the regiment or formation stamped on the wooden stock. In addition to the aforementioned services, issues were made to the
Royal Irish Mounted Constabulary and the Canadian North West Mounted Police Force.
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PLATE 33.

(a) ·44 Army Express Revolver with 12″ barrel and detachable shoulder stock: CHAP. VIg.

(b) ·476 Royal Irish Constabulary Revolver, an 1883 Model with detachable shoulder stock: CHAP. VId.
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PLATE 34.

(a) ·430 R.I.C. Revolver, 1880 Model: CHAP. VId.

(b) ·450, five chambered revolver, ―The British Bulldog‖, 3rd Model
with longer butt and grooved cylinder: CHAP. VIe.

(d) ·455 R.I.C. Revolver, 1883 Model with Silver & Fletcher‘s
patent case-ejector and safety device: CHAP. VId.

(c) A Belgian copy of the ·450 R.I.C. 1880 Model: CHAP. VId.

(e) ·455 R.I.C. Revolver, Webley‘s No. 1 New Model of 1883 with
grooved cylinders: CHAP. VId.
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PLATE 35.

(a) Webley‘s No. 5 six chambered revolver, Target Model with 7″ barrel: CHAP. VIf.

(b & c) ·450/·455 Webley‘s New Model Army Express Revolver showing the method of attaching the barrel to the frame: CHAP. VIg.

(d) Silver & Fletcher‘s ―The Expert‖, their patent extractor and
safety fitted to Webley‘s Army Express Model: CHAP. VIg.

(e) .476 Webley‘s single action Army Express Revolver: CHAP.
VIg.
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PLATE 36.

(b) ·450 R.I.C. Revolver with brass frame
for naval service: CHAP. VId.

(a) ·320 Pocket Revolver with brass frame and barrel:
CHAP. VIf.

(c) ·450 ―The Tower Bulldog‖ revolver; Thomas
Turner Model: CHAP. VIe.

(d) ·450 R.I.C. No. 1 New Model Revolver with special stock: CHAP. VI.
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PLATE 37.

(a) A typical cased set containing a ·450 Webley-Pryse hinged framed revolver and accessories; P. Webley & Son: CHAP. VIIc.

(b) ·450 Horsley-Pryse revolver with special
extractor release: CHAP. VIIb.

(c) E. Woods ·450 revolver, an early model with the
thumb latch barrel release: CHAP. VIIa.
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PLATE 38. - CHAP. VI.

(a) ·380 revolver with bar trigger: CHAP. VIc.

(b) ·380 five chambered Pocket Revolver.

(c) ·450 six chambered R.I.C. Revolver (Police Model).

(d) ·380 six chambered Pocket Revolver.

(e) ·320 five chambered Pocket Revolver.

(f) ·360 six chambered Pocket Revolver.
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PLATE 39. - CHAP. VIIb.

(a) ·442 Horsley-Pryse Revolver by Thomas Horsley, York &
Doncaster. This weapon was the property of Field-Marshal Earl
Roberts of Khandahar V. C. The photograph is reproduced by kind
permission of the Keeper of the Queen's Armouries in the Tower of
London.

(b) ·320 Horsley-Pryse with roller sear and 3·75″ barrel.

(c) ·450/·455 Francotte-Pryse Revolver made by Auguste Francotte,
Liege, Belgium.

(d) ·320 Charles Pryse Revolver. ―The Original‖, No. 1 Model.

(e & f) ·450 Pryse Revolvers with roller sears and barrel lengths of 4″ and 3″ respectively.
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PLATE 40. - CHAP. VIIb.

(a) ·455 Webley-Pryse Revolver with special extractor release.

(b) ·450/·455 Pryse‘s British Army Revolver.

(c) ·320 Horsley-Pryse Revolver.

(d) ·577 Bland-Pryse five chambered Revolver.

(e) ·455 Webley-Pryse Revolver.
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Fig. L.

Modifications to Government weapons which warrant the introduction of a higher Mark number cause the staff at
Ordnance Depots to develop severe headaches during the changeover period as it entails duplicating stocks of the parts
affected by the modification. This will be appreciated in the case of the Enfield Marks I and II when it was found necessary to
duplicate stocks of 13 components. The number of such components in each revolver amounted to 31 for the Mark I and 33 for
the Mark II.
Quite apart from having to stock parts which were not interchangeable, there was always the very real danger in war time
of issuing Mark I parts to units holding Mark II weapons and vice versa.
The Enfield remained in production until 1889, by which time it was superseded by the Government‘s acceptance of
Webley‘s Mark I revolver.
The inventor of this revolver, Owen Jones, was also known for other patents connected with the development of firearms.
In 1893 his address was 17 Keppell Street, Russell Square, London, W.C.
Although this is not a book in which to include the history of the Royal Small Arms Factory, it is felt that a few notes
concerning the plant will not be out of place owing to the association which existed between Enfield and Webley revolver
production.
The British Government, which had hitherto used the Tower of London and an establishment at Lewisham for
manufacturing and assembling small arms, decided to build another plant and a site some 14 miles to the north of London was
obtained at Enfield Lock. The ground purchased by the Board of Ordnance was 32 acres in extent and in 1804 the plant came
into being under the supervision of Major John By, Royal Engineers.
In the days before ‗laid on‘ gas and electricity were available the choice of a factory site depended on a good water supply
for the necessary power to drive water wheels and it may be that the close proximity of Smeaton‘s Lee Navigation to the site
was the main reason for selecting Enfield Lock.
Initially, the main work of the new factory was the assembly of ‗Brown Bess‘ muskets. In 1816, a time which saw the end
of the Napoleonic Wars, it was decided to close the Lewisham establishment and the work there was transferred to Enfield. At
this period a great deal of work was carried out for the Government by contract and it was not until the years 1855-1859 when
new buildings were completed and American machinery installed that it can be said we had a Government factory capable of
supplying the needs of the services. By the end of this period the plant potential was 130,000 muskets and bayonets per annum.
To meet the ever increasing demands of wars in which this country was involved the Enfield Lock plant was continually
being expanded. To cite one or two instances of the output of the factory, approximately half a million handguns and pistols
had been produced during 1858-1864. During World War I, ending in 1918, more than two million new rifles were produced,
together with a very large number of bayonets and scabbards. These figures exclude the considerable amount of repair work to
all classes of weapons. The following list of the many types of weapon made at this factory will give some indication of the
variety of work undertaken:
Smooth bore Musket M. L.
Brunswick Rifle M. L.
Minie Rifle M. L.
Long and Short Enfield Rifle M. L. Whitworth Rifle (Experimental)
Snider Rifle
Martini Henry Rifle; Marks I, II, III and IV
Enfield Martini Rifle
Owen Jones Rifle (Experimental)
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Martini Metford Rifle
Lee Metford Rifle
Lee Enfield Mark I
Short Magazine Lee Enfield (S. M. L. E.) Rifle; Marks I-IV.
In addition to the above a large number of carbines was made for artillery, cavalry and constabularies, together with many
experimental weapons. During and since World War II many additions have been made to the foregoing list. Pistols and
revolvers in calibres ranging from ·577 to ·38 have also been produced starting with the 1856 Pattern No. 1 Pistol 10" M. L.
·577 and concluding with the Pistol ·38 No. 2.

(c) Pistol, Revolver, ·38 No. 2 Mark I
The weapon now under review was the outcome of the War Office decision in 1922 to adopt a lighter and smaller calibre
revolver to replace the ‗Pistol, Revolver, ·455 No. 1 Mark IV‘. In addition to the reduction in weight and calibre the
requirements were for a bullet giving stopping power almost equal with that of the ·445.
The War Office commissioned Webley & Scott Limited to carry out experiments. Models were produced and modified
until finality was reached and what is now the Government Enfield ·38 revolver for use with the 200 grain bullet was
ultimately adopted and produced in the Government Small Arms Factory at Enfield Lock, Middlesex. This revolver, known as
‗Pistol, Revolver ·38 No. 2 Mark I‘ was a British Army issue from 1927 until 1957 (date officially adopted 2nd June, 1932),
when the War Office ordered its replacement in favour of a self-loading pistol, the 9 mm F. N. Browning No. 2, of Canadian
manufacture. During the process of evolution of the ·38 revolver, Webley patterned the weapon on their Mark III ·38 and
incorporated what were considered the best features of the Webley Mark VI ·455 with such refinements as removable side
plate and loose hammer nose or striking pin. At that time the new service cartridge, ·38 Webley Special, loaded with 3·5 grains
of smokeless powder and a 200 grain lead bullet, had greater muzzle energy (147 ft. -lb.) than any other cartridge of
comparable diameter, but after the Geneva Convention this cartridge was abandoned by the Army in favour of the 178 grain
nickel-jacketed bullet.
Plate 56(b and e) show cutaway photographs of the ·38 No. 2 Mark I as made at the Enfield Lock factory.

(d) Pistol, Revolver, 38 No. 2 Mark I*
The revolver, approved for manufacture on the 22nd June, 1938, is illustrated on Plate 56(d) and has retained all the
characteristics of the No. 2 Mark I although the reason for adding a star to this Mark was the deletion of the hammer spur, or
comb, and removal of the bent on the hammer, thereby making the weapon incapable of being cocked. The mechanical safety
stop has also been removed, and when this modification was adopted an additional star was added to the Mark. Date of
adoption 29th July, 1942.
All Mark I Enfield‘s seen by the writer have been fitted with chequered walnut side stocks and finished by being
impregnated with linseed oil, but on the contracted weapons the stocks are made of black bakelite, due, no doubt, to walnut
being in short supply in war time.
There are two shapes of side stocks to be met with; the first one brought out is shown on Plate 56(a) in walnut and the
second type in walnut or bakelite as on Plate 56(d and g) respectively. The later design has thumb recesses which give a good
grip and are suitable for both right and left hand firing. This design includes a brass marking disc used for regimental stamping
and is inlet into the right side stock. The cylinder cam and holster guides are made in one piece, similar to the post World War
I Webley ·38 calibre revolvers. For sights the Enfield‘s have a blade foresight slotted into the barrel foresight ramp and secured
by a screw. The rear sight is formed out of the top of the barrel latch and is non-adjustable.
The backstrap and the thumbpiece on the barrel latch are serrated for non-slip purposes. The official markings on Enfield
revolvers made at the Government factory consist of the Government proof mark, number of the weapon, factory mark and
crown, title, year, calibre, examiner‘s marks and the broad arrow. In certain cases regimental markings have been added after
issue to the unit. All Government-made Enfield revolvers have a small monogram ‗ED‘ entwined (for Enfield) and stamped on
the left side of the barrel strap at the junction of barrel and strap. This monogram also appears on other components.
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The Government Proof Mark is stamped on the top rib of the barrel, the rear face of the cylinder and on top of the frame
behind the hammer. The mark takes the form of a crown above the reigning monarch‘s insignia (G. R.) above crossed lances
with pennons, above capital letter ‗P‘.
The Number of the Weapon consists of a serial letter and number and is to be found on barrel and frame adjacent to the
hinged joint; also on the periphery of the cylinder the same serial letter but with a different number is stamped inside the frame
and removable plate.
The Factory Mark, Title and Year: This nomenclature is stamped on the right side of the frame below the hammer. The
whole appears in a group as follows: ‗Enfield‘ above a crown, above the year of manufacture, the title ‗No. 2‘ on the left of the
crown and ‗Mk. I‘ on the right.
The Calibre is stamped ‗Cal ·38‘ on the top of the barrel rib. The last two figures of the year of manufacture also appear on
this rib.
The Examiner‟s Marks are stamped on various components and appear as a figure or figures followed by a letter. Associated
with this code is the letter ‗E‘, being the initial letter for ‗Enfield‘.
The Broad Arrow: This Government stamp appears on every component where it is possible for it to be stamped.
Regimental Markings: Where used these are to be found on (1) the brass marking disc let into the stock, (2) the metal portion
of the butt and (3) on the wooden side stocks. An example of this stamping in position (2) is ‗4/7 D. G.‘ on a ·38 calibre
Enfield issued to the 4/7th Dragoon Guards.
It is noted that the Enfield follows the latest Webley models in designing the holster guide and cylinder cam in one
component.
The name given to this Government revolver during the period 1940-1954 was ‗Pistol, Revolver, ·38 No. 2 Mark I*‘ but
on the 7th October, 1954, it was re-named ‗Pistol Revolver No. 2‘.
During World War II the urgent need for revolvers brought about the placing of contracts with firms not normally
engaged on the production of arms.
It may be thought that it would have been more economical to have extended the Enfield factory to cope with the
increased requirement but in view of air raids and the possibility of munitions plants being destroyed, it was the Government‘s
policy to disperse production of weapons of war and other vital stores. Insofar as Enfield revolvers are concerned, two firms
may be cited in this respect — The Singer Sewing Machine Company Limited made components which were assembled at the
Enfield factory; Albion Motors Limited at their Scotstoun works in Glasgow were asked to undertake the manufacture of this
revolver in 1940. This necessitated starting from scratch, having a factory equipped for the purpose, and staffing with raw
labour — most of it completely inexperienced and female. Production began in 1941 and the first revolver was produced in
June of that year. By the end of the year some 684 had been made. In 1942 they manufactured 13,261 and up to the 22nd
March, 1943, they made 7,477. At this date the factory, which was managed on behalf of the Ministry of Supply, was handed
over to the Coventry Gauge and Tool Company. They continued to manufacture the revolver for a short period, but the
contracts were coming to a close at that time and the factory was turned over to other war stores.
The plant at Scotstoun was completely self-contained and all metal parts were made there. The tooling and methods
generally followed those being used at Enfield. However, many changes had to be made due to the class of machines available
and the labour with which the job had to be done. Probably one of the most noteworthy changes was the decision to broach the
rifling instead of carrying out this operation in the orthodox rifling machine.
This set quite a number of problems, owing to the size of the broach which it was possible to use and its weakness. In
practice, however, it was found that after initial difficulties had been overcome the results were most satisfactory and the speed
for carrying out the operation was far and away greater than that of the old method.
One of the other problems which had to be overcome was the fact that on many of the drawings, particularly those
concerned with the mechanisms, there were no tolerances given.
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By experience the factory at Enfield knew which way the necessary manufacturing tolerances could be taken and in fact used
very little tolerance at all. Also the men who did the assembly were extremely expert in making the necessary adjustments to
the mechanism. As mentioned previously, most of the labour employed in the plant was raw and female, therefore a method
had to be arrived at of tolerancing the parts so that it was possible to manufacture them and enable the girls to assemble the
revolvers with the minimum amount of hard work. As will be appreciated, this caused a certain amount of difficulty but it was
eventually overcome and after production was going properly it was found that these girls could make a very good showing
indeed in assembly.
For purposes of identification contractors were permitted to mark their production on the right hand side of the revolver
beneath the hammer. Thus, the contractor‘s initials, recognised trade mark and year of manufacture were stamped in this
position. In the case of Albion Motors Limited their trade mark, ‗Albion‘ the title of the weapon, ‗No. 2 Mark I*,‘ and the year,
‗1942,‘ appear on the weapon shown on Plate 56(g). In addition to these markings a number of the components are stamped
with the firm‘s monogram, A and M entwined; also the broad arrow is very much in evidence.

(e) Enfield, Pistol, Revolver, ·455 Mark VI
As this weapon is practically a replica of the Webley Mark VI it has been referred to in Chapter VIII (f); the two models
shown on Plate 51(a) were manufactured during 1923 and 1925. To facilitate manufacture during World War II revolver
barrels were provided with two rifling grooves in place of the standard seven.
This wartime expedient lasted for the period 24th November, 1941, to nth July, 1945, for the ·38 Enfield Pistol Revolver,
No. 2, Marks I and I*, and was also applicable to the ·455 Enfield Pistol Revolver, No. 1 from 23rd April, 1941, to 13th April,
1942.
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XI - CALIBRE REDUCING ADAPTORS,
TARGET PISTOLS, ETC.

EIGHTY YEARS AGO RICHARD MORRIS DESIGNED and patented an apparatus for controlling the accuracy of
sighting and aim in rifle drill and practice. At first his apparatus was marketed in the name of The Morris Tube Company
Limited, 11 Haymarket, London, W. From 1888 the trade papers refer to the name as The Morris Tube, Ammunition and
Safety Range Company Limited, at 7 and 9 St Bride Street, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.
In addition to their rifle, revolver and pistol ranges being used for target practice, they were available for carrying out
demonstration shoots on new revolvers and pistols. Facilities were also to be had at a range near Ilford, but this was given up
when the firm opened a new factory at Dagenham.
In 1908 their advertisements quote yet another title for the firm; this time The Morris Tube & Rifle Clubs Accessories
Company Limited. In this year a bulls eye was registered as a trade mark.
The chief patents taken out were No. 1773, 25th April, 1881; 2161, 28th April, 1883 and 4846, 11th October, 1883 — the
first two relating to rifles, revolvers and pistols and the third one to ordnance and machine guns.
In addition to these principle patents Richard Morris lodged many more relating to the improvement in design of adapting
tubes during the period 1881-1891. This prolific inventor also patented devices relating to rifle magazines, rifle breech blocks
and sighting appliances covering, in all, some 20 patents. Morris tubes for revolvers and pistols were regulated for the long and
short Morris ·297/·230 bottle-necked rimmed central-fire cartridges, the ·297/·250 cartridge and also for the long and short ·22
rim-fire cartridges.
A selection of weapons fitted with adapting tubes and special cylinders are illustrated and described as follows:
(a) Plate 58(a) shows a ·455/·476 Webley revolver with the Pryse cylinder release and fitted with a 9″ long Morris Tube single
shot adaptor chambered for the long Morris ·297/·230 cartridge. The tube is held in position by the Pryse cylinder catch which
hooks on to the Pryse standard cylinder axis. The expended case is extracted in the same manner as with revolvers. How
accurately this particular tube shoots is not known, but it does not seem as if the short sight base of 7″ on a 9″ barrel would
give the best results and it may well be that the tube was made for a revolver with a 9″ barrel, although the tube, chamber and
extractor are a perfect fit in the revolver as shown.
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(b) Fig. LI. All W.G. Target revolvers could be adapted to single shot weapons by the use of a No. 5 Morris Tube. This adaptor
consists of a barrel with 8 rifling grooves, chamber, extractor, securing nut, washers and a special rear sight. A catch is secured
to the shield to prevent the pawl or lifter being operated. As will be seen from the detail on Fig. LI it is not necessary with the
No. 5 tube to remove the large bore cylinder; also the existing extractor claws can be used for extracting the expended
·297/·230 case. In actual fact the extractor claws operate on a sliding breech; the case is then tipped out when the breech is in
the open position.
The next Morris Tube adaptation, the No. 2, is shown on Plate 58(c) and is a first class job. In this case there is the tube
with nut and washers and in addition a special cylinder. Thus the 6 shot large bore revolver, a ·455/·476 calibre weapon, is
capable of being converted or adapted to a 6 shot small bore weapon taking the long ·297/·230 Morris cartridge. Again
extraction is carried out by a standard type of retracting extractor.
Before leaving W.G. Target revolvers it appears that in June, 1905, Webley‘s also made and marketed their own single
cartridge tube adaptors for these models and the 1911 Wilkinson-Webley target revolver. Specimens are shown on Plates 57(b)
and 58(b) in which the tube chamber and extractor are held in position by the standard cylinder cam. Compared with the
chamber in the Pryse adaptor on Plate 58(a) the Webley version does not incorporate a groove as on revolver cylinders but
takes the long ·22 calibre long rifle rim-fire cartridge. Immediate conversion can be achieved as all parts of the adaptor are
made in one assembly.
(c) Plate 58(d and e) shows two Government variations of Morris adaptors used in Webley Mark IV revolvers. The first one
[Plate 58(d)] is of a Morris ·297/·230 cylinder, but in place of the calibre reducing tube the 4″ barrel is bored and rifled to take
this cartridge. The one shown on Plate 58(e) is a Mark IV but with a 6″ barrel. In this case the cylinder and bore is suitable for
a ·22 rim-fire cartridge. The 6″ Mark IV has a rear sight mounted on the barrel catch and capable of lateral adjustment.
Plates 57(c and d) and 60(d). Following World War I, Captain W. E. Robinson of the 4th Battalion, The Border Regiment,
suggested to Messrs A. G. Parker & Company Limited, Birmingham, now Messrs Parker Hale Limited, that they should
experiment to find a way to adapt the revolver to shoot ·22 long rifle rim-fire cartridges.
An adaptor was evolved and specimens are shown on the afore-mentioned plates for use with the Webley ·455 Marks IV
and VI and the Enfield ·38 Government weapons. The apparatus consists of a ·22 calibre auxiliary barrel, a cylinder with
screwed sleeve and chambered for six ·22 calibre rim-fire cartridges, breech locking collar and special rear sight. The chambers
were bored on a slope so that rim-fire cartridges could be fired by a central fire cartridge hammer.
While economy in the expenditure of heavy calibre cartridges was the reason for marketing revolver adaptors, they also
gave the user the opportunity of becoming accustomed to handling service weapons.
Earlier, it was stated that the Morris Patent No. 4846 dated 11th October, 1883, referred to the use of tubes in conjunction
with heavy ordnance and it may be of interest to record that way back before World War I the first service weapon fired by the
writer was a 4·7 calibre Q. F. long range gun (of Boer War fame) fitted with a Morris tube for firing a ·22 calibre rim-fire
cartridge. This type of tube adaptor officially adopted on 25th October, 1886, was used for training gunlayers in the Royal
Garrison Artillery and it will be appreciated that by its use a very considerable saving was effected in the expenditure of
ammunition — quite apart from the fact that firing practice could take place in the drill hall or barrack ranges.
In addition to the Morris Tubes and Parker Hale adaptors, other similar devices were brought out by (1) The Wilkinson
Sword Company. This took the form of a cylinder and barrel suitably chambered and rifled for ·22 calibre rim-fire cartridges.
Made to fit Webley‘s Mark I and Mark II Government models, Wilkinson‘s apparatus was advertised as a ‗Revolver
Transformer‘. Despite continual searching for a specimen of this adaptor it has not been forthcoming at the time of going to
press.
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(2) On the 15th February, 1900, Staff Sergeant Mullineux invented a device known as the ‗Kynoch-Mullineux Adaptor‘
for rifles and revolvers. These used adaptors machined to suit ·303 and ·455 chambers, the tubes in turn being chambered for
·22 rim-fire cartridges. Like the Wilkinson transformer, no specimen is available for illustration. Henry Pieper took out English
Patent No. 2043, 21st April, 1883, for a similar device.
Descriptions of the Morris Tube short and long ·297/·230 calibre cartridges are given in Chapter XV on Ammunition. The
gauges used for checking cylinder or breech chamber sizes are also given under their appropriate heading.
In 1902 at Bisley in ‗The Breech Adaptor‘ competition, prizes were won by revolvers fitted with Kynoch-Mullineux and
Morris adaptors. The fate of the Morris and other types of tubes for Service use was decided when, in June, 1907, the War
Office sanctioned the alteration of rifles and revolvers of Government property fitted with tubes, by making the weapons with
barrels suitably bored and rifled for the ·22 rim-fire or the ·297/·230 central-fire cartridges. Some years elapsed, however,
before the last tube adaptor was discarded.

Fig. LI. ·297/·230 No. 5 Morris Tube single shot adaptor fitted to a ·476 W.G. revolver.

(d) Webley‟s S.S. (single shot) ·22 Rim-fire Target Pistol
Since its introduction in 1909 when this pistol was designed to meet the requirements of expert shots, it has been further
modified to meet the modern conditions, which are more exacting with regard to targets and range than ever.
Judging from the championships, aggregates, and principal prizes won at Bisley this pistol certainly lives up to the
statement from a Continental pistol shot that he ‗considers it to be the foremost and best single shot target pistol on the world
market‘!
The pistols shown on Plate 57(a), Fig. LV and Plate 60(a, c and b) illustrate respectively, the modifications made during
its evolution between 1909 and the present day. Unfortunately, I have not been successful in obtaining a specimen of the
original pistol patented in 1909, although the difference between this and the next model to be issued was in the shape of the
stock — at first this did not include a thumb spur but subsequently this feature was incorporated on all standard models.
Sights. On the earlier model the sights were of the fixed type; subsequently a screw adjustable rear sight was designed and
fitted as standard.
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This sight is capable of fine adjustment in vertical and lateral directions. The foresight has passed through bead and blade
design and has now reached the shape as shown on Plate 60(b). It is secured by a screw and is a square sight, having a flat top
with an adjustable square notched rear sight.
Stock. The first pistols to be made had solid hard wood stocks secured by two screws to the frame tangs and with a heavy solid
metal butt for acting as a counterweight to give a perfect balance. Following this a similar stock was used but a thumb-rest was
introduced which could be fitted to suit a right or left-handed shooter. Later versions of this thumb-rest type of stock were
changed from a solid walnut stock to walnut side plates secured by a screw with inlet cup and nut, with counterweight inserted
for balance.
The latest model, shown on Plate 60(b), was improved and streamlined to incorporate a special stock made of plastic side
plates, formed to suit the grip and with a very generously shaped thumb-rest. The plastic stock covers a metal butt. This latter
part replaces the front and back straps or tangs of the earlier models. Apart from a slot which houses the mainspring and a 1″
diameter hole, the butt is a solid metal block 0·5″ thick. The weight of this butt compensates for the solid butt plate previously
used for balancing the pistol although, if required, the 1″ diameter hole can be used for adding lead to adjust weight to suit
individual requirements.
Action. [Fig. LII] A sketch of the action will show that simplicity of design, a minimum number of components (3 parts, 2
springs, 2 pins) and a smooth let-off, combine to make this a dependable and accurate target weapon. Every effort has been
made to improve the precision and firing capabilities of the pistol, the body being now flame cut from a steel blank to provide
more strength. The barrel is tapered and finished in matt black to give better sighting conditions and an improved barrel joint
axis has been incorporated.
This single shot target pistol is also made to special order in ·32 and ·38 calibre for C.F. cartridges.

Fig. LII. Action of ·22 rim-fire single shot target pistol Plate 60(b)

(e) ·410 Central-fire Single shot Game and Vermin Pistol
In addition to the well-known single shot ·22 rim-fire target models, Webley‘s made a weapon of identical design but
chambered for the ·410 central-fire cartridge for use as a sporting weapon on small birds and vermin. An engraving of this
pistol is shown on Fig. LIII, although it is a copy of the 1910 ·22 weapon illustrated on Plate 57(a). Both these pistols could be
supplied with a wooden shoulder stock which was secured in the same manner as the metal stock for the Royal Irish
Constabulary revolver shown on Plate 33, Chapter VI(d).
The title for this weapon is ‗Webley‘s new ·410 Pistol for 2″ cartridge‘. With this cartridge loaded with No. 7 shot the
weapon gives a good pattern.

(f) Fuze Pistols
The official nomenclature for this interesting type of hand gun is ‗Pistol, Safety Fuse‘. There are three models — Marks I,
II and III — all made for the Royal Engineers and designed to ignite fuse for exploding land mines, blasting and the type of
demolition work carried out by Army sappers.
Plate 59(c). The Mark I, approved 16th October, 1877, constructed for firing by the percussion cap system has a single
action contained in an all brass body, brass barrel and trigger guard. The barrel is detachable, being screwed to the body. This
is to enable the fuse to be fed into the breech and to ensure that the exposed end of the fuse is in close contact with the vent
leading to the nipple and cap. The trigger guard is part of the brass body; the latter has a spring steel belt hook screwed on the
right side. A walnut stock devoid of chequering terminates in a swivel and butt-ring for a lanyard. The nipple takes a musket
size percussion cap.
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Fig. LII. ·410 central-fire single shot game and vermin pistol.

Plate 59(a). When the percussion cap method of firing was superseded by the central-fire system, a fuse pistol was
evolved for exploding a central-fire cartridge. This ‗weapon‘ was known as ‗Pistol, Safety Fuze, Mark II‘, approved 30th
November, 1880.
Basically the same design, the differences between the two pistols are occasioned by the introduction of a hinged breech.
This brass component is elaborate and incorporates a steel extractor which operates on a cam stud working in a groove. The
cartridge is wholly contained in the breech and is slowly extracted as the breech is opened. The special cartridge is described in
the chapter on ammunition. In the Mark II pistol the spring steel belt hook is on the left side of the body. Deep knurling has
been introduced in this model to facilitate removal of the barrel. A split tube fixed to the body fits inside the barrel to form a
collet for gripping the fuse. This collet is tightened as the barrel is screwed on to the body.
Unlike the Mark I this later model has a fully chequered stock which is also fitted with swivel and ring. Both Marks have
detachable plates on the left side of the body for inspection and ease in assembling the action. Mark III was approved 8th
November, 1881, the only change was to alter the position of the belt hook to the right side. All Marks were also issued to the
Royal Navy.
After 1st February, 1883, it was found necessary to make the hammer with a stronger and blunter nose and also lighten
the mainspring. The final official nomenclature for the cartridge fuze pistol was ‗Pistol B.L. Gun-metal, instantaneous fuze
Marks II and III‘.
In the British Army ‗Bickford‘ Fuse has been well known for very many years. Records show that as far back as 1831
British Patents were taken out by William and John Soloman protecting fuses of the type marketed by Bickford. (Patent No.
6159, 1831; Patent No. 10928, 1845). In 1861 we find that the firm of Bickford, Smith & Company Limited of Tuckingmill,
Cornwall, and St Helen‘s Junction, Lancashire, had at this period eight factories in Europe and America dealing with powders,
fuses, etc.
According to official records ‗Bickford‘s Instantaneous Fuse‘ was first accepted for use in the British Service on the 4th
April, 1877, when it superseded Orde‘s mining fuse. The composition of Bickford‘s fuse consisted of two or more strands of
quick match enclosed in several layers of varnished tape and gutta-percha so as to withstand several days‘ immersion in water.
The rate of burning was 25-35 yards a second or practically instantaneous, and the marking of the fuse was an open snaking of
orange coloured worsted. In 1880 a slower burning fuse made by Bickford became known as ‗Safety Fuse‘. This was
composed of a train of fine grain black powder enclosed in yarn contained in a tube of gutta-percha. Later ‗Safety Fuse‘ was
replaced by ‗Tangye‘s Fuse Mark I‘. In this the powder was in lead piping covered by yarn and bound with cotton. ‗Safety
Fuse‘ burned at the rate of 60 seconds a yard and ‗Tangye‘s Mark I‘ at 70-80 seconds a yard.
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To conclude the description of fuse pistols and fuses the writer has not been able to ascertain where the pistols were made
— most probably in a Government Small Arms factory — but, if not, the next choice would be Webley‘s. Whatever the origin
they have been included in this work on account of their unusual application and also the fact that I have not seen descriptions
and photographs in other books on firearms.

(g) Central Fire Over and Under Pistol
Plate 59(d) is a photograph of a later version of the rim-fire over and under pistol shown on Plate 26(b), Chapter V(g) but
chambered, bored and rifled to take a ·450 long cartridge.
Like the rim-fire weapon it follows Woodward‘s design but with a calibre of ·450 it is a bigger and heavier pistol than any
Woodward encountered by the writer. The barrels and the centre block are formed from one lump which rotates on a central
axis screwed to the frame with a nut at the muzzle end to secure the barrels. No sights are provided on this model, although it
will be noted they are on the rim-fire pistol. The barrels rotate in an anti-clockwise direction and are registered by a spring
influenced stud which engages a slot in the barrel axis.
A safety operated by a thumb catch is fixed to the top strap and operates at half-cock.
Highly polished and chequered hardwood side stocks are fitted to a ‗bird‘s head‘ shaped frame and loading is effected
through a groove milled out of the right side of the frame.
A sketch of the action of this pistol with sheath trigger is shown on Fig. LIV.

FIG. LIV. Action

of ·450 over and under pistol, Plate 59(d)

(h) The Webley Calibre ·32 Humane Killer
Plate 59(b) shows the instrument which superseded the calibre ·32 Auto Humane Killer illustrated on Plate 61(c), Chapter
XII. With varying grades of cartridge the ·32 single shot weapon is suitable for the destruction of all domestic animals. As will
be seen from the photograph it is an adapted S.S. Target pistol and is carried by veterinary surgeons and inspectors of the
R.S.P.C.A. for the above purpose and in cases of emergency such as severe and hopeless accidental injuries. As in the case of
the earlier weapon the muzzle is serrated to prevent slipping.

(j) The Webley 310 and ·455 Horse Killer Pistol
During the Boer War of 1899-1901 General Maitland developed a single-shot pistol produced by Webley‘s, for the
purpose of destroying wounded or injured horses and mules. Although full details of the ‗Drivers Pistol‘, as it was known are
not available to the writer, the weapon was designed for a ·455 calibre rimmed cartridge.
Insofar as the artillery were concerned the pistol would be issued to a driver or drivers of gun and ammunition teams.
In the British service the cattle killer cartridge was also ·455 calibre used in a Webley service revolver. In addition a
smaller ‗humane killer‘ pistol was used having a calibre of ·310.
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FIG. LV.

·22 rim-fire S.S. target pistol: 1950.
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XII - AUTOMATIC PISTOLS

TO INTRODUCE THE WEBLEY & SCOTT AUTOMATIC pistols, reference is made to the remarks contained in the
Webley brochure of 1953, Bewley & Craig, wherein it states:
‘An article in the “Daily Chronicle” dated 2nd February, 1899, drew attention to several automatic pistols which were being marketed.
They were the Mauser, Borchardt and Pieper. The article went on to say that it looked as though the revolver was going to be replaced by
the automatic and that Birmingham was doing nothing to replace the business it was about to lose. It accused the British manufacturer of
being too conservative and too slow.
‘Countering this report, Mr T. W. Webley gave an interview to the reporter of the “Birmingham Daily Post”, 4th February, 1899, and
disclosed the fact that in May, 1898, a design in a crude form for what was to be known as the ‘Mars’ auto pistol was submitted to
Webley’s. The pistol was the idea of an Englishman named Gabbett-Fairfax. Mr T. W. Webley formed so high an opinion of this weapon
that the company undertook to work out the details at their own expense and take sole licence for manufacture when completed.
‘It was a very heavy pistol and took a large charge of cordite or nitro powder. Several models were made but the pistol was not
produced in quantities. ’

From the foregoing it would appear that the ‗Mars‘ pistol, short-lived though it was, started Webley‘s and their design
staff, under Mr William John Whiting, seriously to think and in 1903 the first experimental model was introduced.
In this connection, Mr J. W. Whiting — or Bill Whiting as he was known — had specialised in the revolver department,
having been brought up under the guidance of Mr Henry Webley from his early youth. As time went on he was considered to
be the most experienced designer in the revolver and automatic pistol field the English gun trade possessed.
In the following pages the range of pistols to be described and illustrated consists of the ·455 and ·38 High Velocity, both
of the fully locked type, and the blow-back models in calibres ·38 9 mm, ·32 and ·25 External Hammer and Hammerless, and
the ·22 single shot.

·455 calibre Automatic Pistol, External Hammer, 1903 Experimental Model, Patent No. 19032, 4th September, 1903
This pistol was designed for the ·455 calibre regulation rimmed cartridge and incorporated a locked breech with a single
coil spring centrally positioned beneath the recoiling barrel, although the latter was virtually of the fixed type as the very short
length of travel used for disengaging the breech was 0·125″. [Fig. LVI]
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The device for locking breech block and barrel consists of twin catch arms with lugs at the forward end to engage on
corresponding projections on the barrel. The arms are pivoted about axis pins beneath which are two cams positioned on either
side of a hump on the frame or body of the pistol. Following the discharge, the rearward travel of the breech block causes the
front cam to lift the catch arm, thus disengaging barrel and breech. On the return stroke, activated by the compressed recoil
spring, the rear cam lowers the catch arm on to the barrel projections, thus locking it to the breech block.
The hammer mainspring is a single leaf spring attached to the hammer by a short toggle and positioned vertically behind
the rear of the magazine and the inside of the back strap. The hammer release is brought about by a bar connected to the trigger
at one end, with the opposite end acting on the pivoted sear, which in turn disengages from the hammer bent.
To withdraw the rimmed cartridge case from the chamber a spring steel ejector is fixed on the top of the breech block and
these on their rearward travel take the case along until the lower edge of the rim strikes a projection, thereby causing the case
to be flipped clear of the gap between open breech and barrel. The detachable box magazine is similar to the metal types in use
to-day with steel wire spring and rising platform, but the base is made of wood after the style of the Borchardt or Luger.
A small quantity of the 1903 model were made for experimental purposes. They were, however, found to be
unsatisfactory, but apparently this setback spurred Bill Whiting on and in 1904 another ·455 calibre model was designed; this
time the weapon reached the production stage, although only a few were actually marketed.
These two early models were the forerunners of a number of pistols which sold in large quantities. Altogether over 25
patents were lodged to cover the Webley range of auto pistols.

Fig. LVI. Experimental ·455 automatic pistol, 1903 model.

The 1904 Experimental Model Patents Nos. 3820, 16th February, 1904; 17856, 17th August, 1904; and 25028, 17th
November, 1904
The outline shown on Fig. LVI I is the earliest of three 1904 designs, all of which were protected by the afore-mentioned
patents. In outward appearance the three designs are similar, modifications being concerned with the recoil system, trigger and
sear mechanism, type of cartridge head, magazine and foresight.
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Comprising three assemblies, frame or body, combined breech block and carriage and a barrel, this large and weighty
pistol, firing a ·455 calibre central-fire rimmed cartridge, is, like all Webley self-loading weapons, a first-class engineering job
although taking into consideration the cost involved in time and materials, profits must have been small when competing with
Continental pistols.
The three assemblies are milled and machined from solid steel blocks and are arranged as follows: The frame or body is
carried above the hollow grip in which is housed the rectangular magazine; this latter part is of a similar design to the one used
in the 1903 model but secured by a thumb latch at the base instead of a latch at the rear of the trigger guard. The body proper is
machined to a deep channel section and open at both ends to permit the combined breech block and carriage to traverse to and
fro within it.
The barrel is locked to the breech block and carriage in the closed position, being released by a vertically sliding bolt.
With seven narrow right-handed rifling grooves the round barrel develops into a square block with sides milled to suit the sides
of the body. The rear position of the squared block is fitted with a rocking latch having cam-pieces at the ends.
The heavy square sectioned breech block comprises breech with firing pin, spring steel extractor limb, and back sight. The
carriage is a front extension of the breech block which houses the vertically sliding locking bolt and horizontal pin used in
connection with the recoil buffer device.
For returning the breech block assembly and barrel to the closed and locked position subsequent to discharge, a lever
activated by a two-limbed vee spring is attached to the right side of the butt beneath the wooden side plate. The upper end of
the lever engages a recess in the right side of the breech block carriage. This spring recoil system was the forerunner used in
the standard designs for Webley automatic pistols. A fixed high blade foresight is banded on to the muzzle and a vee back sight
is fitted in a dovetail groove on top of the breech block which may be adjusted laterally by tapping.
A combination safety fitted to the left side of the body is operated by a thumb slide moving in a vertical direction. The
safety is so arranged to lock the breech block in the closed or open position and also to lock the hammer in the cocked position.
The trigger guard is an integral part of the body, at the top of which is fitted a large screw head connected to a stop. This
stop can be raised or lowered by turning the screw in the appropriate direction thereby locking or unlocking the breech block
and barrel from the body. When unlocked, breech and barrel are free to be drawn off in a forward direction.

Fig. LVII. Experimental ·455 automatic pistol, 1904 model.
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The hammer release is brought about in the same manner as adopted for the 1903 model. The hook-shaped appearance of
the hammer on the first model has given way to one of rounded shape which was maintained throughout the whole range of
weapons designed with external hammers.
The following reciprocating action takes place on discharging the pistol — by utilising the recoil energy set up on the
release of propellant gases and the lever activated by the compressed mainspring.
The locked barrel and breech recoil until the barrel is halted by the buffer stop and released by the fall of the locking bolt.
The cammed rocking latch comes into operation and locks the barrel at the end of its backward travel. The breech block with
carriage and locking bolt continue to recoil to the rear and in their travel force the hammer back, thus cocking the lock; at the
same time the spring steel extractor limb flips out the expended case. The compressed mainspring now takes charge by forcing
the upper part of the lever against the breech block and carriage. These on their forward travel operate the rocking latch, thus
releasing the barrel when all parts are returned to their normal closed and locked positions. During this operation the active
magazine spring and rising platform feed another cartridge into the path of the forward moving breech, which in turn
shepherds the cartridge into the chamber. This completes the cycle of operations.

Patent 17856, 17th August, 1904
The first modification to the 1904 model consists of a device to ensure the breech remains in the open position after the
last cartridge has been fired. This was brought about by cutting a notch on the rounded hammer head to engage on a shoulder
on the underside of the breech block. In the rearward travel, notch and shoulder slide over each other, but on the return travel
of the breech the spring loaded hammer pressing upwards causes notch and shoulder to engage, thereby preventing the breech
from closing. Further, to ensure that the sear is taken out of bent when the breech is open the tail of the magazine platform is
provided with a tooth which projects through the slotted back plate of the magazine. As the cartridges are expended the
platform, with toothed tail, rises and in passing the front of a projection on the sear causes the sear nose to be withdrawn from
the bent of the hammer.

Patent 25,028, 17th November, 1904
The second modifications to the 1904 model are in effect a development of the original invention covered by Patent No.
3,820 previously described. The claims made in respect of the third patent are concerned with (a) locking the breech in the
open position, (b) a safety bolt, (c) a takedown device which functions without disturbing lever and mainspring, and (d) a
mechanism for preventing double shots.
(a and b) Breech locked in the open position with magazine empty
The locking system described in connection with the first modification has been superseded by the arrangement described
hereunder. A stud on the tail of the magazine platform which projects through the back of the magazine by means of a vertical
slot is utilized for retaining the breech slide return lever in its rear position. This is effected by the introduction of a limb
hinged at its forward end to the right side of the magazine frame and beneath the breech slide lever. The limb is connected at
its rear end to the safety bolt by a pin.
As the last cartridge is fired the platform rises, taking with it the safety bolt and the rear end of the hinged limb, which
latter is so arranged as to engage the breech slide return lever to the rear and, as the upper end of the lever is in engagement
with the breech slide, this also remains in the rear or open position, giving visual proof that the weapon is empty. Downward
pressure on the thumb latch of the safety bolt disengages the limb from the lever and this, acted on by the compressed main
spring, closes the breech.
(c) The barrel with breech block and carriage may be drawn forward and clear of the body by turning a rotatable pin with
screw head attached to the right side of the frame. This turning motion disengages the barrel latch, thus releasing the
aforementioned parts. On replacing breech and barrel the screw is turned in the reverse direction in order to lock same into
their normal position.
(d) Mechanism to prevent „double-shot‟
The trigger is jointed to a cranked bar which connects at its rear an extension of the sear; the front end of the bar is
provided with a small cam; pressure on the trigger causes the bar to withdraw the sear from the bent.
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If pressure is maintained on the trigger after the hammer is released the small cam connects a lump on the frame which causes
the jointed bar to tilt downwards and clear of the sear extension, thus preventing an involuntary discharge.
During the period when the 1904 model was being developed the head of the cartridge case was changed from the
regulation rimmed type to a modified rimmed head with narrow groove immediately in front of the rim and finally to the semirimless head as used in the Navy Pistol, self-loading, ·455, Mark I.

Fig. LVIII. ·455 automatic pistol, 1906 model.

1906 Model Patent No. 13,570, 13th June, 1906
The pistol shown in Fig. LVIII brings the ·455 calibre model a stage nearer the final design adopted by the Royal Navy in
1912.
The alterations embodied in this design aimed at improving and simplifying the weapon which is still a recoil-operated
fully-locked type, with an inverted channel-shaped barrel slide traversing on a similar channel-shaped body. The rear portion
of the round barrel is a heavy square-sectioned block with three ribs on each side inclined towards the front at an angle of 45°.
These ribs fit in corresponding grooves machined on the inside of the body channel. The foresight, this time half round in
shape, is still fixed by a band round the barrel. The vee backsight is dovetailed into the slide and capable of lateral adjustment.
A man-size stock with wooden side plates covers the magazine frame; the 7-shot magazine is the normal box type secured by a
latch operated from the base of the stock.
The positive lock controlled by a very strong vee type spring and lever comes into operation when the face of the breech
impinges on the rear of the barrel, causing the latter to be raised slightly in the inclined grooves in the body, a rectangular slot
in the top of the breech slide fits a corresponding rectangle on the top of the rear portion of the breech. Thus, when these parts
come to rest the lock is secured. A reversal of the foregoing takes place when the pistol is discharged.
For dismounting barrel and breech-slide, two push studs are employed. The lower stud shown on the outline sketch is for
releasing pressure on the breech-slide which is applied through the spring-actuated recoil lever. On easing back the slide for a
short distance the stud can be pressed inwards, thereby picking up the end of the lever and disengaging it from the slide.
The upper stud shown on the sketch can then be removed from the breech-slide; this permits the slide to be pulled towards
the rear and clear of the barrel. In doing so the square portion of the barrel is exposed and is free to be lifted out of the inclined
grooves.
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The barrel slide may then be withdrawn to the front and clear of the body. These operations can be undertaken without
removing the mainspring and recoil lever or interfering in any way with the trigger and hammer assemblies. The upper stud is
utilized for holding the breech-slide in the open position when required; it also functions automatically in this regard when the
magazine is empty.
The safety device is attached to the hammer and is the same design as used on the ·32 or ·38 1905 Models, also the
trigger, hammer and firing pin mechanisms are similar to the ones used in these smaller calibre weapons.

1912: Pistol, self-loading, ·455, Mark I
No separate patent was taken out for the model shown on Plate 62(b) as it embodied the improvements adopted on
Webley & Scott automatic pistols of other calibres — the main one being the grip safety incorporated in the 1909, 9 mm
weapon. Approved for Government service on the 19th May, 1913 and adopted by the Royal Navy as their official hand
weapon for Royal Naval units and Royal Marines, it was extensively used in actions on land and sea in World War I. It has
been said that the mechanism was easily put out of action by sand or dirt, but despite this the weapon was an official issue for
very many years and it is therefore difficult to believe that the fault could have been very serious. The differences between this
weapon and the 1906 model previously described are as follows:
a. The introduction of the grip safety (details of which are given in the description of the 1909 9 mm model); this safety
supersedes the one on the hammer.
b. The removable push button stud for locking the breech-slide and barrel has been replaced by a 0·2813″ diameter pin,
1·125″ long (known as the recoil lever bar and breech stop) fitting the full width of the breech-slide; for dismounting the pistol,
the pin may be withdrawn to its full extent to the right, but it cannot be completely withdrawn without removing a set-screw.
c. The second role of the push button stud, that of holding the breech-slide open, has been superseded by a breech
releasing piece screwed to the left side of the weapon above the stock.
d. A push button stud and latch at the heel of the butt replaces the earlier type of magazine latch.
e. The six 45° inclined barrel ribs and body grooves have been reduced to four — no doubt to cut down machining and
fitting time — and, for functional reasons, the four ribs and grooves have been made wider to maintain the same working area
as the six.
f. The half round foresight with band round the barrel has been replaced by an almost square shaped sight, which has been
brazed to the barrel or forms part of the barrel.
g. A lanyard swivel and butt ring has been fitted to the heel of the butt.
Accompanying the pistol on Plate 62(b) is a view of the regulation pouch for cartridges and magazines. Made of leather,
the pouch is fitted with metal clips for securing loaded magazines and beneath these is space for a further supply of cartridges.
Loops are provided for wearing the pouch on a waist-belt.

1915: Pistol, self-loading, ·455, Mark I, No. 2
Plate 62(a) illustrates a model approved on the 26th April, 1915, for issue to the Royal Flying Corps and, as will be noted,
it is fitted with a shoulder stock made from a flat piece of wood 0·75″ thick; a grooved slide is machined on the left side of the
butt into which a metal rod is secured by a spring latch; the rear end of the rod is fixed to the stock by two screws. The latch is
the same type as used for securing the magazine. This peculiar attachment is shaped to fit snugly high up under the arm and for
a right hand shot the pistol is held in the normal manner, with the left hand over the stock and as near as possible to the pistol
butt. Alternatively, the pistol can be held in the right hand using the stock as a steady by gripping it securely under the arm.
In the early months of World War I the pilots of the Royal Flying Corps, in their B.E.Z.‘s, Bleriot XI‘s and Farman
Shorthorns, had not the advantage of push button fire from a number of machine guns as used by the Royal Air Force to-day
and had to make do with revolvers, pistols and even shotguns for their defence.
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The Mark I, No. 2 pistol differs from the Mark I in the type of backsight employed and in the provision of an additional
safety. The backsight was the subject of Patent No. 201, 3rd January, 1912, and a view of the sight is shown on Plate 64(a). It
ranges from 50-200 yards in graduations of 50 yards.
The sight is designed on the principle of those used on artillery weapons, automatically correcting ‗drift‘ or lateral
deviation of the bullet and at the same time making adjustment for elevation. Its construction consists of a sight bar which
rotates and slides laterally in an eccentric mounting, the mounting forming part of the breech-slide. The sight bar is secured by
a single screw, the head of which is a knurled spring-loaded button which, on being pressed, disengages a locating tooth from
one of a series of elevation notches — enabling the sight to be adjusted, by rotary action, to the correct setting. Releasing the
pressure on the button automatically locks the sight bar.
Plate 64(a) also shows the type of safety fitted to the left side of the hammer on this model. The purpose of the safety is to
lock the action when the hammer is at full cock; this is achieved by pushing the thumb latch in an upward direction until a
small plunger, activated by a coil spring, engages a recess on the side of the hammer. In this position the latch exposes the
word ‗Safe‘. The front end of the latch bears hard against the rear of the pistol body, thus preventing the weapon from being
discharged.
The photographs selected for illustrating the final Webley. & Scott ·455 models will indicate that the weapon was made to
withstand all the rigours of a service existence and, like all Webley auto-pistols, they are accurately made and well finished.
One special feature of design was the introduction of a second notch in the back wall of the magazine immediately above the
normal position for engaging the securing latch. This enabled single cartridge loading to take place while having a full 7-shot
magazine readily available. This latter component is very strongly made out of 20 gauge (0·035″) steel plate and consequently
the mouth of the magazine is not easily damaged. It is claimed by the makers that this is the only automatic pistol capable of
being used as a single shot weapon with a full magazine in reserve.
To conclude the descriptions of the various ·455 calibre models evolved over a period of some 12 years, details are given
of the component parts of the standard production model on Platt. 66(b), together with the company‘s directions for use,
dismounting and re-assembling the pistol, with accompanying illustrations. [Plate 66(c)]
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
TO LOAD: Place hammer at full cock, withdraw magazine, and load up with seven cartridges, insert magazine
in butt, pull back breech slide and release bolt sharply, this will load the first cartridge from the magazine into
the barrel — the pistol is then ready for use. On pulling the trigger the cartridge in the barrel is fired the empty
case ejected and a fresh cartridge loaded automatically from the magazine into the barrel.
N. B. — To prevent accidents. Before dismounting pistol, care should be taken to see that no cartridge is
left in barrel.
To unload the pistol withdraw magazine and pull back breech slide, this latter operation will withdraw the
cartridge from the chamber, which will fall down the magazine opening.
DIRECTIONS FOR DISMOUNTING: Place hammer at full cock, pull breech slide back about ·200″, press
down lever stop as shewn in sketch No. 1, retain pressure on lever stop, push breech slide forward as shewn in
sketch No. 2, withdraw recoil lever bar and breech stop from side of breech slide as far as possible, then give
quarter turn to rear of pistol, as shown in sketch No. 3, pull breech slide back to stop, then withdraw barrel from
body as shewn in sketch No. 4, draw breech slide forward, holding down breech, releasing lever at the same time
when breech slide can be withdrawn from body as shewn in sketch No. 5. This is as far as it is necessary to take
the pistol asunder for the purpose of cleaning. to re-assemble: Place breech slide back over body as shewn in
sketch No. 4, place barrel back in body, bring breech slide forward over barrel as shewn in sketch No. 3, give
recoil lever bar and breech stop quarter turn towards forepart of pistol, push in recoil lever bar and breech stop as
far as possible, care being taken to see that end of stop is flush with left side of breech bolt. Pull back breech
slide about ·200″ and release. Pistol is then ready for use.
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9 mm calibre with External Hammer
1909 Model: Patents Nos. 19,177, 12th September, 1908; 1,664, 23rd January, 1909 and 2,569 (1909), also dated 12th
September, 1908. Plate 64(b)
The pistol now under review was the first one to incorporate a supplementary frame for housing the grip safety, the
hammer and sear — a system which was adopted on the final production models for the 9 mm, the ·455 and the ·38, although
like most first efforts minor improvements were introduced before finality was reached. To return to the 9 mm pistol: it has the
general appearance of the ·455 1906 model but with a semi-circular top on the breech block or breech slide. The 5″ barrel is
locked to the body by a lug at the front open end of the spring steel trigger guard. A half round blade foresight of generous
dimensions and vee backsight, capable of being laterally adjusted by a screw attached to the right side of the breech slide,
comprise the sighting for this pistol. The box type magazine designed to hold eight 9 mm Browning Long cartridges is held in
position in the magazine frame by a spring-loaded push button catch. This device, like the grip safety, is the type of latch
adopted as standard on the final production models for all Webley & Scott automatic pistols.
The latch, covered by the above patent numbers, is fitted inside the heel of the butt. The push button on being pressed in
an upward direction withdraws the latch from a notch cut in the back wall of the magazine casing; a small lip at the front end
of the magazine floor assists removal. In some of the first 1909 models the press button terminated in a lanyard swivel; the
model illustrated has a lanyard attachment (non swivel) screwed to the left side of the butt.
When designing this pistol the inventor had in mind a new device for improving the mechanism which held the breech
slide open after the discharge of the last cartridge. On previous models this was effected by a spring-actuated locking device
connected to the magazine and an external catch for releasing the breech slide.
The device applied to the 9 mm pistol consisted of a 0·3125″ diameter by 0·625″ long breech releasing piece let into the
top of the breech. This piece, or stud, has a slight vertical movement which permits it to engage a pivoted lever pinned in the
top centre of the hammer assembly. As long as there are cartridges in the magazine the lever is inoperative and only when the
last cartridge has been fired will the release piece engage a bent in the breech, thus holding the breech slide in the open
position. Downward thumb pressure on the stud pivots the lever and permits the breech slide to move forward into the closed
position under the influence of the vee recoil spring action on the recoil lever.
An elongated groove milled in the stem of the striker engages the underside of the transverse backsight, holding the
striker and spring in the breech but permitting sufficient horizontal motion for it to strike the cartridge primer.
The grip safety consists of a separate housing for the hammer assembly; also the pivoted lever used for latching the
breech slide in the open position.
The whole of this supplementary frame is hinged about a transverse pin through the main body of the pistol and
positioned in such a way as to hold the sear away from the trigger bar. On gripping the pistol by the stock in the normal
manner the sear is advanced to a position where it can make contact with the trigger bar, then, on squeezing the trigger, the
weapon will be discharged. A coil spring between the grip safety lever and the back of the stock returns the weapon to ‗Safe‘
when the hold on the stock is released.
Prior to the introduction of the 9 mm pistol Webley & Scott in competition with American and Continental manufacturers,
submitted specimens of their products to two European Governments and with the exception of the calibre they met with
approval. The particular calibre required was 9 mm and it was decided to proceed with a weapon to meet this requirement. The
outcome is shown on Plate 64(b). Twenty hand-made models were made for trials prior to laying down the necessary
equipment for mass production, which continued during the period 1909-1930. In 1920 it was adopted by the South African
Police Force as their official automatic pistol.
Full details of the component parts are shown on Plate 66(a). The barrel and slide for the 9 mm model can be dismounted
in the same manner as the ·32 and ·25 models; i.e. those pistols designed with spring steel trigger guard for locking barrel and
slide to the body.
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Fig. LIX. Hammerless ·38 H.V. automatic pistol, 1910 model.

·38 calibre High Velocity, Hammerless Models, 1910 and 1913
Two models were designed under this heading as military' weapons for use in this country and overseas but they were
never produced in any great quantity despite the fact that they conformed to the requirement of being chambered for a
powerful cartridge of less weight than the regulation ·455 calibre.
(a) The 1910 Model shown on Fig. LIX is a smaller modified version of the 1912 ‗Pistol, Self-Loading, ·455 Mark I‘ Navy
model. The chief difference is in the hammer assembly — the 191 o ·38 high-velocity weapon having an internal hammer as
opposed to an external hammer on the 1912 Navy model.
With a magazine capacity of 8 shots and a barrel length of 5″, this ·38 calibre high-velocity weapon has a muzzle velocity
of 1,100 foot/seconds, the highest muzzle velocity of any of Webley‘s auto pistols, the next highest being the 1909 9 mm
model with external hammer shown on Plate 64(b) with a muzzle velocity of 1,000 foot/seconds. The weapon was designed to
fire the ·38 Colt A.C.P. auto cartridge — the same one as used in the 38 calibre Webley-Fosbery revolver.
Apart from the hammer assembly, a description of the working of the mechanism and its component parts would be to
repeat the detail describing the ·455 Navy model. Wooden or bakelite side plates were supplied and in place of the swivel and
lanyard ring a rectangular-shaped loop was screwed to the butt on the left side for a leather strap lanyard. Other features
common to both ·38 calibre models will be referred to in the description of the 1913 weapon.
(b) The 1913 Model [Plate 64(d)]: As will be seen from the photograph of the later version of the ·38 calibre high-velocity
pistol the safety device has been exchanged for the pattern used on most of the ·38, ·32 and ·25 auto weapons, although on the
pistol now being reviewed the thumb latch on the safety has a threefold duty which will be given under the appropriate
headings. The writer considers the 1913 model to be a rarity among Webley‘s automatics and for this reason a detailed
description is worthy of record.
Design: The square section for the rear portion of the barrel, the barrel slide, and the body are similar to the section used for
the 1910 ·38 and the 1913 ·455 models. This also applies to the assemblies for trigger and breech slide actions, sights, striker
and magazine. The latter component is designed to hold eight 9 mm Browning Long cartridges. The rear portion of the
magazine lips are cut away in such a manner as to engage the holding open lever to enable the breech slide to remain in the
open position when the magazine is empty. The locked recoil, extraction and ejection systems are identical with those of the
1913 ·455 model.
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Safety, Dismounting and Closing Device: An inch long serrated thumb latch mounted on the left side of the body and in the
rear of the trigger is used for operating these three functions: (i) when the thumb latch is in a horizontal position the pistol is at
Safe; (ii) movement in a downward direction releases the pressure exerted by the recoil lever and spring on the recoil lever bar
and breech stop, thus enabling this component to be withdrawn and the barrel and breech slide to be dismounted; (iii) to close
the breech slide, movement of the thumb latch in an upward direction acts on the breech releasing bar which in turn raises the
holding open lever, whereupon the breech slide is slammed shut by the action of the compressed recoil spring and lever.
Fig. LX shows a diagrammatic sketch of the main components of the action of this pistol and the chain of events which
takes place on discharge is as follows: The propellant gases force back the breech slide and in doing so extract and eject the
expended cartridge case and overcome the pressure exerted by the recoil spring and lever (11), the sloping underside of the
firing-pin housing recocks the internal hammer (5), thereby engaging the sear (6) in the hammer bent. Assuming that the
magazine is still charged, the top cartridge exerts upward pressure against the holding open lever (7) thus permitting the breech
slide, activated by the compressed recoil spring to move forward to the closed position and in doing so insert a fresh cartridge
into the breech. Pressure on the trigger (8) causes the trigger auxiliary lever (9) to operate the sear (6) and disengage it from the
bent of the cocked hammer, which, on striking the rear of the firing pin, discharges the weapon. A graduated wind gauge back
sight of square section capable of lateral adjustment is secured by a set screw fixed on top of the breech slide.
Wooden grips of generous proportions make this well balanced pistol easy to handle and aim. For comparison the
numbers on the diagrammatic sketch correspond to the ones listed on the table of component parts for the 1912 ·455 calibre
Navy model. As stated earlier the thumb latch operates the safety, dismounting the breech slide closing device (16); the latch
which has been omitted from the sketch is screwed to the squared spindle; at ‗safe‘ a cam at the left end of the spindle acts on
the trigger auxiliary lever (9), throwing it out of engagement with the sear (6); for dismounting, the upward or anti-clockwise
movement of the latch causes the toe of the same cam to lift the holding open lever (7) and permit the removal of the breech
slide. The third and last task carried out by the latch is a downward, or clockwise, movement causing a cam on the right side of
the spindle to release the pressure from the recoil spring and lever (11) from the breech stop (11b).

Fig. LX. Action of ·38 H.V. automatic pistol 1913 model.

·32 or 7·65 mm, and 38 Calibres with External Hammer
The 1905 Model: Patent No. 15,982, 4th August, 1905
Plate 64(c and f) illustrates a ·32 calibre autopistol which appeared on the market in 1906 and was last sold by Webley‘s
circa 1940. The design went through certain changes during this period, details of which are given hereunder:
This model was the first one to be designed by W. J. Whiting with a truly fixed, or non-sliding barrel. This is secured to
the forward part of the body and partially covered by the breech slide assembly.
A novel method for securing the barrel to the body is by utilizing the open ends of the trigger guard; the guard is made
from spring steel with specially shaped lugs at each end to suit squared slots machined in the floor of the body.
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By pulling the trigger guard in a forward direction the rear end springs clear of the lug, thus releasing the barrel and permitting
it and the breech slide to be withdrawn from the body in a forward direction. The breech slide return lever and mainspring,
trigger action, lock mechanism and firing pin are very similar to those used in the earlier models but fresh ideas have been
applied to the safety device and the method for securing the release of the magazine.
The vertically sliding safety attached to the body has been replaced by a catch fixed by a pin to the left side of the
hammer, and so arranged to make the hammer safe at half cock by depressing the thumb piece on the catch. The 1905 model
was the first of a series of straight blow back pistols and was finally adopted in 1911 as a police model by the City of London
and Metropolitan forces, and also by the principal police forces in the United Kingdom, taking the place of the Webley
revolver which, prior to the automatic pistol, was the standard weapon for all those forces.
Readers may be interested to learn that the ·32 calibre Webley & Scott pistol was adopted by the Metropolitan police as a
sequel to the outrage in Sidney Street, London, E., between the 16th December, 1910 and the 3rd January, 1911, when a band
of criminals, named Peter the Painter (the ringleader), Gardstein, Svaars, and Joseph, were reported to be occupying premises
in Exchange Buildings. When attempting to enter No. 11, two police sergeants were shot dead, Gardstein was wounded by one
of the band and found dead the next day. On the 2nd January, 1911, the siege moved to No. 100 Sidney Street, when further
shooting took place during which an inspector was mortally wounded. A detachment of Scots Guards was then brought up and
an exchange of shots ended in the house catching fire. The charred bodies of Svaars and Joseph were found in the ruins but
Peter the Painter escaped. During the fire three firemen were injured. The Home Secretary, who superintended the operation,
was Mr Winston S. Churchill. It is believed that the criminals were armed with the Mauser automatic pistol.
Although all ·32 Webley pistols I have examined are designed for the rimless cartridge, it is noted that the patent drawings
for the 1905 invention show the pistol with cartridges having a rimmed case.
Plate 64(e) shows the 1906 pistol which is virtually the same weapon as the one shown on Plate 64(c and f), but with the
safety catch removed from the hammer to the left side of the weapon and centrally positioned above the top of the grip. A
thumb latch moved in a vertically upward direction throws the trigger bar out of engagement with the sear, thus preventing a
fall of the hammer on applying pressure to the trigger; the safety also provides for locking the breech slide in the closed
position. This device is covered by Patent No. 24,382, 1st November, 1906.

Patent No. 2,468, 30th January, 1913. Plate 61(f)
During the period 1906-1913 a number of patents were taken out on behalf of Webley & Scott Limited in the names of W.
J. Whiting, works manager and later director, F. T. Murray, director, and J. Carter, departmental foreman. They related to
modifications affecting trigger guard safety devices, breech slide, and magazine release. These improvements were finally
embodied in the weapon covered by the above-mentioned patent. The photograph [Plate 61(f)] showing the side elevation of a
·32, or 7·65 mm pistol, is detailed on Plate 65(b), which gives views of the component parts. Plate 65(c) illustrates the method
for removing the barrel and breech slide. This is also applicable to the ·25 calibre pistol with external hammer.
Plate 61(c) shows a standard ·32 Police model with the barrel modified for converting the pistol into a humane killer for
all kinds of cattle, dogs and cats. The strength of the powder charge in the ·32 cartridge is varied to suit the animal to be
destroyed.
With a standard barrel, this is the ·32 model specifically made for police use. It will be noted from the photograph that the
barrel slide incorporates a backsight; civilian models were without this feature, relying on a vee and a groove cut on top of the
slide for this purpose. All models were fitted with a half round blade foresight brazed to the barrel.
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·25, or 6·35 mm calibre, with External Hammer.
The 1906 Model: Patent No. 29,221, 22nd December, 1906
The pistol shown on Plate 61(d) was one of the designs patented by Mr John Garter, foreman in Webley & Scott‘s
revolver and pistol department, during the period the works manager, Mr W. J. Whiting, was in America exploiting the patent
rights for automatic pistols. Although this weapon, which has an external hammer, is not at all like the final design, it is
interesting to note the modifications which took place during the evolution period. There was plenty of competition in this
particular calibre as there were literally hundreds of different types of vest-pocket automatic pistols produced in a number of
countries. They became popular as personal defence weapons and, as they were made with straight blow back actions, were of
simple design. At first Webley‘s ·25 pistol was designed to use a single coil spring for returning the breech slide to the closed
position, but in the final design their external hammer models adopted the strong vee spring as used in most of their models.
The hammerless ·25 models were designed to use twin springs for this purpose, and these will be described under the
appropriate heading. The main components — body, breech slide, barrel and magazine — conform to those previously
described in basic design but the reaction system, safety, trigger and hammer action together with the method used for
dismounting are worth recording.
Recoil and Reaction System: As the pistol is designed for a straight blow back action there are no links, bolts or locks to
contend with and when the breech slide is at maximum recoil the single coil spring, which is housed in the breech slide and
surrounds the striker, is fully compressed in readiness to return the breech slide to the closed position.
The 14-coil reaction spring has a dual role; the main one is to close the breech slide, and the other one is connected with
the extractor, thereby saving an additional spring. The rear end of the spring is fitted with a collar or plunger bearing on a lug
at the rear of the body, the front end thrusts against the forward part of the breech slide and the extractor. Following the
withdrawal of the expended case it is ejected through the breech slide opening by being tilted against a projection at the top of
the 6-shot magazine.
Hammer and Trigger Action with Grip Safety: The sear and trigger bar form one part, pivoted on a transverse pin secured
to the body. Pressure on the trigger lowers the forward end of the sear, thus raising the rear end and lifting it out of the hammer
bent. The mainspring, a suitably formed piece of flat spring steel, acts on the hammer and this, previously cocked by the
recoiling breech slide, is thrown forward on the striker.
The grip safety is positioned beneath the trigger guard and so arranged to become operative when the fingers grip the
stock. The top end of the grip blocks the sear, thus preventing the trigger from engaging it; but when pressure is applied to the
grip it is pivoted away from the sear, thereby allowing the trigger to function.
Dismounting: Push buttons and latches have been replaced by a fastening screw which enters the body from the front and
above the trigger guard. This latter is part of the body; the front end of the fastener screws into the body while the rear is
shaped with notches to engage corresponding notches on the underside of the breech end of the barrel. On unscrewing the
fastener the barrel may be withdrawn to the front. This releases the breech slide, which may then be withdrawn complete with
reaction spring and striker.

The Final ·25 External Hammer Model [Plate 61(b)]
It will be evident from an examination of the pistol shown on this photograph that it was decided not to develop the 1906
design [Plate 61(b)] but to follow the range of ·32 and ·38 models. This resulted in what was virtually a scaled-down model of
the larger calibres. There are very minor differences but the fact that one list of component parts covers all these models is
indicative of the uniformity of the three sizes.
Magazine capacity for the range is 6, 8 and 7 shots for the ·25, ·32 and ·38 respectively. Details of the chain of events
taking place on discharging the ·25 hammer model would be a repetition of the description for the other calibres, and it will
suffice if a list of component parts is given, together with the method for dismounting. These are shown on Plate 65(b and c).
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The 1909 ·25 Hammerless Model [Plate 61(e)]
Patents Nos. 23,564, 15th October, 1909; and 20,367, 1st September, 1910
We now come to the smallest and lightest automatic pistol produced by Webley & Scott and at the same time made with
increased strength of mechanism and greater simplicity of construction.
This pistol consists of four main parts — body, barrel, breech slide and magazine. The straight blow-back principle is the
same as for the range of hammer models but the strong vee reaction spring has been replaced by twin spiral or coil springs
housed in the breech slide and either side of the striker or firing pin.
Patent No. 20,367 covers the pistol as illustrated on Plate 61(e) although, like certain other patent drawings, the pistol is
shown to take a rimmed cartridge case.
The construction is as follows:
The Body is suitable for a 6-shot magazine which is enclosed by vulcanite side plates each secured by two screws. The reason
for two screws to each plate is on account of the changeover from vee return spring and lever to twin spiral springs; in
consequence the centre support across the frame housing the axis boss for the lever and the side plate screws is dispensed with.
It was therefore necessary to find alternative positions for these screws.
The latch mechanism for securing the magazine is the one adopted as standard for all final production auto-pistol models.
It consists of a spring-loaded push button acting on a latch at right angles to it which engages a notch cut in the back plate of
the magazine.
The Barrel, with six right hand twist rifling grooves, has two guide ribs machined on the underside to correspond with
channels in the body. It is locked in position by a lug in the front end of the spring steel trigger guard engaging a wedge-shaped
recess on the barrel. From 1909 onwards the front end of the trigger guard was secured to the body by a pin.
The Breech-Slide: The introduction of twin spiral springs for taking up the recoil and returning the slide to the closed position
was the main subject in Patent 20,367 of 1909. The springs were given a dual role together with the claims that construction
was simplified; the pistol was more compact and springs could be more easily replaced.
The first role was to operate the recoil system and the second one to expel the spent case during the recoil of the breech
slide.
To carry out the secondary role the twin springs were fitted with plungers, or ejector rods, whose front ends project
through holes in the forward end of the breech slide when it is at maximum recoil; the spent case on being drawn back by the
extractor impinges on the ejector rods and is thrown out through the opening on top of the slide. The trigger and hammer
system with safety catch is the same as the standard hammer model, but the hammer in this case is internal or concealed in the
body. In view of this it is a puzzle why the pistol was ever called ‗hammerless‘. On this ·25 model both foresight and backsight
are mounted on the breech slide.
Illustrations of the component parts and dismounting details are shown on Plate 65(a).

Fig. LXI. Action of ·25/6·35 mm Harrington & Richardson automatic pistol, 1909 model.

·25 Hammerless Model, Harrington & Richardson Arms Co., Worcester, Mass., U.S.A. [Plate 61(a)]
Accompanying the Webley & Scott ·25″ or 6·35 mm hammerless pistol shown on Plate 61(e) is an illustration of its
American counterpart made by the above mentioned firm. This handy little weapon was produced by agreement with Webley‘s
and covered by American patents in August, 1907 and April, 1909.
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Both hammerless pistols use twin spiral springs for the breech slide operation [Plate 65(a) and Fig. LXI], and in many ways
they are very similar in design, such as the magazine and latch and the use of a spring trigger guard for securing the barrel and
breech slide to the body.
The butt and magazine housing are similar to the Webley ·25 Hammer model, having a crossmember centrally positioned,
thereby permitting the use of one screw on each side to secure the vulcanite grips. All external parts on the H. & R.
Hammerless model have been machined with generous radii, giving a very comfortable hold and obviating the danger of
catching in the pocket should the pistol be required in a hurry.

The 1911 ·22 Single shot Target Semi-automatic Pistol
Plate 63(a and b) shows models of this weapon with barrel lengths 4·5″ and 9″ respectively. The parts for the ·32 calibre
auto-pistol body and breech slide have been utilized with a special barrel There is no recoil system, which necessitates closing
the breech by hand after re-loading; extraction of the expended case is also carried out manually. The pistols are designed on
the blow back system, but at the moment of discharge the breech slide is momentarily checked by a vee shaped spring latch on
the underside of the slide engaging a similarly shaped groove cut on the top of the left hand slide on the body. Half round
tapped in backsights and blade foresights are fitted to the pistols.
The trigger and hammer actions, safety, trigger guards and grips are all standard ·32 automatic pistol components. The
rifling in both weapons consists of 7 right hand grooves.
The model with the 4·5″ barrel was an official issue to the Metropolitan and other police forces for practice and to
accustom police officers in the use of their ·32 automatic pistols whilst also effecting an economy in ammunition expenditure.
The weight of the ·22 single shot pistol has been arranged to approximate that of a ·32 automatic pistol with a full magazine.
The butt plate on both short and long barrelled pistols is machined to accommodate a wooden shoulder stock. Two
methods for attaching the stock have been used: on the pistol shown on Plate 63(a) it is attached by a spring clip on the stock,
the other method [Plate 63(b)] a groove and slide attachment with spring plunger is used.
To conclude the description of the range of automatic weapons made by Webley‘s, it will be recalled that in the opening
chapter of this work reference is made to a self-loading pistol which the firm submitted to the British Government at the time
the Army decided to replace the revolver in favour of an automatic pistol and no doubt there were excellent reasons why the 9
mm Browning pistol was selected. In the writer‘s opinion, the reason for not accepting Webley‘s offer could have had nothing
to do with the workmanship or suitability for service as it must be agreed by anyone who has handled any of the firm‘s
automatic pistols that they are not lacking in this respect.
For the purpose of submitting their design to the Ministry of Supply a prototype was made up without any terms of
reference and many features were incorporated which would not be required in service. In fact, they were put in merely to
allow the Ministry to indicate which features they would like in and which omitted. The pistol was double action and embodied
in the features detailed in the following notes.

Webley 9 mm Calibre High Powered Cartridge Automatic Pistol, Experimental Model
1. The pistol 9·5″ in overall length by 5·5″ in depth with a single row butt magazine for eight 9 mm parabellum or sten
cartridges was designed on the locked short recoil system, and so arranged to avoid having any screws in the assembly of the
weapon.
2. Locking: The barrel is locked by moving upwards and entering the grooves in the slide which is connected with the
cradle permanently by two links which allow it to move parallel. The cradle is locked to the receiver by a turning pin on the
left side of the pistol. This pin can be operated only when the pistol is open.
3. Barrel and Breech are retained by a locking piece (which is placed on the left side of the receiver) which is turned
anti-clockwise. To remove barrel, pull the slide back until it stops, then turn the locking piece clockwise, hold the slide while
depressing the slide stop. The barrel only can be removed by pulling it forward, allowing the slide to be retained by the slide
catch.
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4. Safety: The safe is on the left side of the slide turning downwards about 90°. When turned down it locks the striker and
at the last moment operates the hammer which falls on the locked striker, locking at the same time the slide and the body.
5. Indicator: The indicator at the back protrudes when there is a cartridge in the barrel.
6. The Backsight is retained by a cover which can be removed only by lifting up and pulling forward. The backsight is
also pressed upwards by two springs which are in two plungers; one is the plunger retaining striker and the other a plunger
which locks the striker during operation. This plunger is lifted up free of the firing pin when the pressure on the trigger is
applied.
7. Slide Stop: After firing the last round the slide remains in the back position. This is released by depressing the rear
lever.
8. Double Action: The hammer can be operated by pulling the trigger, similar to the revolver.
9. The Magazine is retained by a catch placed on the bottom of the grip. To release the magazine press the catch
backwards and the magazine falls out.
10. The Platform of the magazine operates a slide catch after firing the last round by pressing it upwards.
11. The Stock Sides are fixed to the pistol by a crossbar which enters the grooves in the receiver. The bar turns
approximately 90° to enter the grooves.
12. The Mainspring of the hammer is placed in the hammer itself to leave space for better handgrip of the pistol. The
spring is operated with a plunger provided by a roller which rolls over the curved ramp.
13. Extractor: This is an easily removable component being retained by a spring loaded plunger.
14. Ejector: This is retained by a pin which also retains the sear.
Table III gives main dimensional data, weight, rifling, etc. relating to the automatic pistols described in this chapter.
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XIII - REVOLVER LOADERS OR MAGAZINES

IN THE MANY WORKS WHICH HAVE BEEN WRITTEN on the respective merits of the revolver and the self-loading
pistol, those in favour of the latter assert that the usefulness of the revolver is ended when the cylinder has been emptied as
time does not permit reloading round by round during a close action and compared with the time required to exchange a clip or
butt magazine in a pistol the statement is quite true.
To the writer‘s knowledge, six, and probably more, devices were designed and marketed with a view to reducing the time
taken for reloading a revolver cylinder by the use of a gadget which loaded all the chambers simultaneously. By carrying two
or three of these loaders the man with a revolver felt he was on equal terms with the one equipped with a self-loading pistol.
a. Rollin White and Albert Henry Wheeler took out a British Patent No. 1561 on the 18th April, 1878, for a magazine
suitable for a hinged barrel Smith & Wesson revolver. This was capable of holding a large number of cartridges, had
contrivances by means of which all the chambers of a revolver could be charged in any weather, and was intended for mounted
troops.
b. In 1889 Colt patented a reloader which was designed for use with the Colt ·38 calibre swing-out cylinder revolver. The
device consisted of a hexagonal ring drilled to take six ·38 cartridges, with a larger centre hole for a wooden plug used for
tightening up the six rounds.
c. Circa 1896 a device was patented by a Major Watson, marketed by P. Webley & Son, and primarily designed for ·450,
·455 and ·476 calibre cartridges in W.G. Army Revolvers. The patentee claimed that his ‗Quick Loader‘ was intended to be
carried on the sword belt in a leather case — the latter so constructed as to carry two or more loaders — thereby enabling the
user to have a practically instant reserve at his disposal. [Plate 74(a)]
d. Mr W. J. Whiting, Webley‘s works manager, introduced a cartridge loader in 1902 with the intention of reducing the
reloading time required for the eight chambers of the ·38 calibre Webley-Fosbery revolver.
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As will be seen from a study of this loader, shown on Fig. XLV in Chapter IX, it consists of a disc, made of brass and
shaped like an eight-limbed starfish with a central hole to accommodate the rear end of the extractor pin. Suitable for the ·38
Colt Automatic cartridge, this device was covered by Patent No. 18294 1901 in the names of The Webley & Scott Revolver &
Arms Company Limited and Mr W. J. Whiting.
e. Patent No. 22653 of 1914 lodged by Mr Prideaux is probably the best known loader — or, to give it the inventor‘s title,
‗Prideaux‘s Patent Instantaneous Revolver Magazine‘. [Plate 74(b)] It was designed for ·476, ·455, ·450 and ·38 calibre
cartridges and a claim was made that ‗it gives the revolver a new lease of life, for it is quite possible to take the clip out of the
pouch and reload with six cartridges instantaneously without even glancing at the revolver‘. Like the Watson loader, two or
more pouches were worn on the belt, and the magazine was attached to the pouch by a light chain to prevent loss after
reloading. Plate 52 illustrating Mark VI Revolvers includes specimens of the Prideaux magazine.
f. The sixth loader to be described was the invention of Mr V. Kuprianov of Estonia and patented on the 7th October,
1931 — No. 27881; this device was known as a Revolver Charger. Briefly, it may be described as a container in which the
cartridges are held down against springs by a locking device released by pressure against the breech end of the revolver
cylinder.
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XIV - AMMUNITION

IT IS NOT THE PURPOSE OF THIS CHAPTER TO GIVE physical details of the various cartridges used in all the handguns
described in this book, but rather is it intended to provide a background against which the preceding weapons may be more
fully appreciated. Firearms and ammunition developments were so closely related, and so interdependent, that neither can
show to full advantage when considered entirely on its own.
In order to achieve its object the chapter is presented in the form of an outline history of small-arms ammunition
generally, and detailed description kept to a minimum.
Between the first use of gunpowder in handheld weapons and the introduction of the centre-fire solid-drawn cartridge case
a period of about 520 years elapsed, while a further period of approximately 10 years had to pass before smokeless powder
came into use.

The Powder
Gunpowder composed of 29·4% sulphur, 29·4% carbon, and 41·2% saltpetre was described, although its propellant
properties were not realised, by an English Franciscan monk named Roger Bacon in 1249. It was just over 100 years later
however before it was first used in guns, such use being usually attributed to a German Franciscan monk named Berthold
Schwartz about the year 1350. In spite of the considerable use made of black powder in early firearms, almost a further 200
years went by before detailed formulae for powders of varying strength were published by an Italian scientist named Nicola
Tartaglia in 1540.
Black powder was a mechanical mixture of sulphur, charcoal and saltpetre, the latter ingredient supplying the oxygen
necessary for combustion in a closed space. After the ingredients were initially mixed by hand the dry mass was further mixed
and ground in a stamp mill (this process was so dangerous that it was finally banned in England in 1772) and then used without
any further treatment. The final product — a mealed powder often referred to as ‗Serpentine‘ — was in the form of dust, which
packed together in a charge and thus prevented penetration by the priming flash. It also tended to form varying-sized lumps,
which affected the type of explosion obtained and resulted in very erratic performances. It was from the fact that it was a true
powder, used in guns, that the name gunpowder was derived. By 1500 a typical sample of black powder may be said to have
consisted of 17% sulphur, 33% carbon, and 50% saltpetre.
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Although referred to in 1429, it was not until about 1520 that ‗corning‘ came into general use. This entailed, during the
mixing stage, moistening the ingredients with water and working the whole mass together in a wheel mill, after which the
resultant cake of powder was broken up by hand and then ground over screens of different sized mesh. The table shows the
number of meshes per lineal inch of the screens used for the more common types of British Government and commercial
powders; all accepted powder having to pass through the first sized screen and be retained on the second.
TABLE I BRITISH GOVERNMENT AND COMMERCIAL POWDERS
British Government Powder
Curtis‘s & Harvey Ltd.*
Type
Screens
Type
F.G. (Fine Grain)
16 & 36
T.S. No. 6 (Treble Strong)
R.F.G. (Rifled Fine Grain)
12 & 20
T.S. No. 4
R.F.G.2 (Rifled Fine Grain No. 2)
12 & 20
T.S. No. 2
Adams Pistol
18 & 44
F
Pistol
44 & 72
FF
Rifled Pistol
20 & 36
FFF

Screens
14 & 20
20 & 28
28 & 40
16 & 24
24 & 28
28 & 60

* By courtesy of Messrs. Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd.
Note: R.F.G. Powder had a density of 1·58 to 1·62 while that of R.F.G.2 was from 1·72 to 1·75

Such a method of production resulted in irregular-shaped but more definite sized grains which were almost completely
free from dust, and which did not pack together in a charge but left spaces for the passage of the igniting flame, thus ensuring
more certain and uniform combustion. The screened dust was carried in small flasks and used for priming purposes, while the
coarser grains were carried in larger flasks and used for the main charge. By about 1600 the practice of carrying two types of
powder had become general.
The quality of powder varied greatly, due to the impurity of the ingredients and the varying formulae used in production.
An early method of estimating powder strength was by tasting, a sharp taste implying a high saltpetre content and therefore a
strong powder. To be accepted into the King‘s Magazine powder had to pass inspection by The Board of Ordnance, one of
whose tests was to ignite a small quantity spread on a sheet of fine writing paper. If the powder inflamed very quickly the
smoke would rise vertically, and if the paper was neither burnt nor spotted the powder was judged to be good. A mechanical
form of powder tester was described in 1578 but it was not until the mid 1600‘s that a portable form, fired by means of a slowmatch, was developed. This consisted of a short barrel, with a normal type of touch-hole, attached to a wooden handle. Under
the barrel was pivoted a large-diameter disc, graduated — often from 0 to 30 — on its outer edge, and having fixed to it a
baffle plate which was used to cover the open end of the barrel. Screwed to the underside of the barrel was a strong flat spring,
the free end of which rested on the periphery of the disc and controlled its rotation. When the loaded barrel was fired the baffle
was blown forward, thus rotating the graduated disc, and the degree of rotation gave a relative indication of the powder
strength. Powder testers, or eprouvettes, used during the flint-lock and percussion-lock eras made use of the same basic
principle, and differed only in their methods of igniting the powder and in being fitted with pistol-type handles. The percussion
lock variety sometimes operated through a large vee spring; to one leg of the spring the muzzle baffle was fixed by means of a
quadrant arm, the other leg of the spring being fixed to the rear end of the barrel [Plate 74(c)].
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PLATE 41. - CHAP. VIId. Webley-Kaufmann Revolvers.

(a) ·455/·476, No. 2 Model with inspection plate
and left-side stock plate removed.

(b) ·450, No. 1 Model with thumb stud
barrel latch, cutaway for
demonstration purposes.

(c) ·455/·476, No. 2 Model with reinforced buttress
at rear of cylinder.

(d) ·455/·476, No. 2 Model with thumb lever barrel
latch.
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PLATE 42 - Wilkinson-Pryse Revolvers.

(a) ·455/·476, No. 3 Model by P.
Webley & Son.

(b) ·455/·476, No. 2 Model by P. Webley & Son.

(c) ·450, No. 1 Model made in Belgium.

(d) Prototype for ·455/·476, No. 3 Model by P.
Webley & Son.
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PLATE 43. - CHAP. VIIg.

(a) ·450/·455 Wilkinson-Webley Revolver, 1905
Model: CHAP. VIIf.

(b) ·450/·455 Wilkinson-Webley, 1911 Model:
CHAP. VIIg.

(c) ·320 W. P. (Webley Pocket) revolver, the
hammerless model of 1898: CHAP. VIIl.

(d) ·450/·455 WilkinsonWebley Target revolver,
1911 Model.
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PLATE 44 - CHAP. VII.

(a) ·455/·476 W.G. revolver, 1882 Model with Pryse cylinder
release.

(b) ·450/·455 W.G. Target Revolver, 1893 Model with spring-loaded
striker and flat hammer.

(c) ·450 W.G. Target Revolver, 1892 Model with redesigned
cylinder release.

(d) ·455/·476 W.G. Revolver, 1885 Model with screw cylinder
release.

(e) ·455/·476 W.G. Revolver, 1889 Model with flared butt.

(f) ·455/·476 Wilkinson-Webley 1892 Model.
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PLATE 45 - Webley-Green Revolvers. CHAP. VIIh.

(a) ·455/·476 Army Revolver, 1896 Model with 6″ barrel.

(b) ·450/·455 Target Revolver, final model with 7·5″ barrel.

(c) ·455/·476 Target Revolver, 1896 Model with 7·5″ barrel.

(d) ·455/·476 Army Revolver, 1894 Model with 6″ barrel.

(e) ·455/·476 Army Revolver, 1897 Model with 4″ barrel.

(f) ·476 Army Revolver, 1892 Model with 6″ barrel.
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PLATE 46 - CHAP. VIIk.

(a & b) ·455 Webley & Scott Target Revolvers,
Army Models, also known as Bisley Target
Revolvers.

(c) ·22 rim-fire Target Revolver Mark
IV by Webley & Scott.

(d) ·38 (145/200) Pocket Revolver Mark IV with large size walnut stock No. 4.
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PLATE 47 - CHAP. VIIk.

(a) ·32 Mark IV Civilian Revolver, pocket model with 3″ barrel and fixed sights.

(b) ·38 (145/200) Mark IV Revolver, Target Model with 4″ barrel
and adjustable sight.

(c) ·38 (145/200) Mark IV Police and Military Revolver with 5″
barrel and fixed sights.

(d) ·32 Police and Military Revolver with 4″ barrel and fixed sights.

(e) ·38 Mark IV Police and Military Revolver with 4″ barrel and
fixed sights.
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PLATE 48 - Webley & Scott British Government Revolvers.

(a) ·455 Mark III 1897: CHAP. VIIIc.

(b) ·455 Mark IV 1899, Boer War Model: CHAP. VIIId.

(c) ·455 Mark II 1894, with cavalry hammer: CHAP. VIIIb.

(d) ·455 Mark IV 1899 with 6″ barrel: CHAP. VIIId.

(e) ·442 Mark I 1887: CHAP. VIIIa.
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When the charge was fired the baffle quadrant, working through a slot in the fixed leg of the vee spring, pulled on the free leg
of the spring and caused it to compress. The tail of the moving vee spring pushed a sliding indicator along a curved scale
which was usually graduated from 0 to 30. After the firing of the charge the vee spring returned to its original state of rest
whilst the indicator remained at the point of greatest deflection. When the mortar eprouvette came into use (it was suggested by
an English master gunner named Nathaniel Nye in 1647, and adopted in France about 1680) the Board of Ordnance were able
to define powder strength in a practical manner, ultimately stipulating that a half ounce charge, when fired in a standard mortar
of approximately 6″ bore, must be capable of throwing a solid iron ball of 24 pounds weight a distance of not less than 80
yards.
Gunpowder barrels used by the British Government were made in whole, half and quarter sizes; a whole barrel holding
100 pounds of powder. Hand-made barrels were fitted with four copper hoops, one near each chine (or end) and one on each
side of the bilge for central bulge, the greatest diameter of which was known as the ‗pitch‘). An ash hoop was placed on the
end side of each copper chine hoop and on the pitch side of each copper bilge hoop, the space between each pair of copper
hoops being filled by additional ash hoops (4, 3 and 2 hoops being used, respectively, on the three sizes of barrel). This gave a
total of 4 copper and 12 ash hoops on a whole barrel, and with the hoops arranged in this manner a barrel was said to be ‗full
bound‘. In 1866 machine-made whole barrels, full-bound as for the hand-made type, were approved; the number of ash hoops
was reduced to 4 in 1869, increased to 6 in 1873 (barrels with these numbers of hoops being termed ‗quarter-bound‘), and
finally returned to 12 in 1878. The contents of a barrel were identified by printing on the barrel head, and for best quality or
‗Service‘ powder the printing was arranged in seven lines: the word ‗Powder‘; the net weight of powder in the barrel; place of
manufacture: grain-size letters (e. g. L.G. for Large Grain, F.G. for Fine Grain, etc.); date of stoving; Lot number; tare weight
of the barrel (for second and third class powders, known as ‗Blank‘ and ‗Shell‘ respectively, the printing was in six lines; the
word ‗Powder‘; the net weight of powder; grain-size letters; the word ‗Blank‘ or ‗Shell‘ as applicable; date of reduction of the
powder to the stated class; tare weight of barrel). All printing was in black except for the grain-size letters of ‗Service‘ powder
which were in red. Powder barrels containing granulated powder made, or re-packed at Purfleet, from 1885 onwards had their
contents protected from damp by enclosure in waterproof bags.
A gradual improvement took place in the purity of the ingredients used in powder making and a system was developed for
subjecting the caked powder to pressure, an act which increased its density and so made it burn more slowly. The denser
powder also took up less space for a given charge, although it still produced the same amount of power as a more bulky charge
of the less dense powder. It was not until the 1850‘s that Captain (later General) Thomas Jefferson Rodman, of the American
Army, produced a really advanced form of black powder in which the grains were hexagonal in shape and perforated with a
number of parallel round holes. With this type of powder combustion took place outwards from the holes as well as inwards
from the exterior of the grains, and so evolved gas at a high rate and for a relatively long time, which resulted in a long steady
push as distinct from the previous short hard blow. Although this form of powder was developed for use in cannon, and each
grain had a volume in excess of one cubic inch, the principle it established formed the basis for efficient cartridge loading as it
is known to-day. At this stage in history the composition of black powder had become standardised as 10% sulphur, 15%
carbon, and 75% saltpetre, which was very close to the theoretically ideal composition — based on atomic weights — of
11·85%, 13·51%, and 74·64%. When compared with Bacon‘s formula it will be realised just how low the efficiency of early
black powder must have been. However, it was the 21st February, 1866, before the British Government required Service
gunpowder to be made in accordance with a sealed specification.
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The rate of burning of black powder, the temperature of combustion of which is about 2230°C, varies according to the
external surface area of the grains, and therefore with the size of the grains; large grains burning more slowly than small grains
in a charge of given weight. The rate of burning is also directly dependent on the chamber pressure; if the pressure is halved
then the rate of gas evolution is also halved. In other words the efficiency of a given charge of powder is largely controlled by
the volume of the space in which combustion takes place; normally the cartridge case. Over half the products of combustion,
on firing, are in the form of volatile solids — produced by the potassium nitrate — and it is this solid matter which causes the
smoke. Freedom from smoke can only be obtained by a propellant which, on combustion, gives off products which are gases at
atmospheric temperature and non-volatile solids at the temperature of combustion.
The earliest attempt at producing a smokeless powder was based on finding an alternative for potassium nitrate (saltpetre)
while still using the basic black powder mixture. Barium nitrate was tried, because its products of combustion were nonvolatile, but the resulting powder was not very sensitive. It also left a large quantity of hard residue in the barrel after firing and
this, barium carbonate, tended to cause erosion. The residue was, however, alkaline in nature and therefore helped to prevent
corrosion. Although not successful this was the first step in the right direction. In passing it is of interest to note that
ammonium nitrate is the only nitrate which, on combustion, results in the formation of entirely gaseous products, but it could
not be used in practice owing to its great attraction for water; being so hygroscopic that it would completely ruin powder by
absorbing an excessive amount of moisture from the atmosphere.
In 1861 Captain Johann Friedrich Eduard Schultze, of the Prussian Army, developed a slightly porous form of smokeless
powder — based on guncotton, which had been discovered by a Swiss chemist named Christian Frederick Schonbein in 1854
— but it was too quick burning to be suitable for use in rifled weapons. It was, however, used in shotguns.
In 1870 an Austrian chemist named Frederick Volkmann discovered that nitrocellulose could be partly gelatinised by
treating it with a mixture of alcohol and ether, a discovery which may be said to have laid the foundation for modem
gelatinised powder production.
In 1884 a French chemist named Paul Vieille finally produced a satisfactory form of non-porous, slower-burning
nitrocellulose powder which was used by the French Government, in 1886, when the Lebel rifle was introduced. Such use by a
military power immediately resulted in intensive research by other governments, and so provided the necessary stimulus for
smokeless powder development.
The main type of smokeless powder used by the British Armed Forces — known as ‗cordite‘ because of the cord-like
form in which it was manufactured — was first produced in 1888, and patented in 1889 (English Patent No. 5,614) by Sir
Frederick Abel and Sir James Dewer on behalf of the British Government. The first ammunition to be loaded with it was the
‗Cartridge, small-arm, ball, ·303 inch, cordite (Mark I)‘, which was officially approved on the 3rd November, 1891, although
such cartridges were not actually issued to the British Army until April, 1892. Cordite itself was not formally approved as a
Service propellant until 9th May, 1893, and it was nth May, 1905, before four different types — Cordite Mark I, Cordite M.D.
(Modified Cordite), Cordite T. (Mark I Tubular), and Cordite M.D.T. (Modified Tubular) — were officially approved; Mark I
cordite merely being a re-designation of the original propellant, necessary to distinguish between it and the modified type. A
system of size references was also laid down at this later date; the size of solid cordite stick to be represented by a number
indicating, in hundredths of an inch, the diameter of the die through which it was extruded; the size of tubular cordite to be
represented by two numbers indicating, again in hundredths of an inch, the external and internal diameters of the tube on
leaving the die. All cordite (other than the more recent solventless type) shrinks during stove drying, and therefore the final
diameter is always less than that of the die in which it was formed. Mark I cordite is produced by gelatinisation of 37%
guncotton (nitrocellulose containing about 13% nitrogen) in 58% nitro-glycerine, with 5% mineral jelly added to improve
stability under varying climatic conditions; the gelatinisation being greatly assisted by the use of acetone, a liquid capable of
dissolving both basic explosives, which is later evaporated off during the drying process.
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The finished product is a soft and pliable substance, ranging in colour from a light yellowish brown to a medium brown, which
is unaffected by moisture but produces an excessively hot explosion having a temperature of combustion of about 3100°C.
This heat causes severe barrel erosion and was responsible for the development, in 1901, of a modified form of the same
propellant — having a temperature of combustion of about 2700°C — termed cordite M.D. This modified cordite has
proportions fin the order already mentioned) of 65%, 30% and 5%, is harder and more brittle than Mark I, and therefore slower
burning, so that a smaller size — and consequently a larger charge — must be used in a given cartridge to obtain the same
ballistics as with the earlier type of propellant; M.D. cordite was adopted for Service use on the 26th October, 1901.
The alternative form of smokeless small-arms powder used by the British Services is known as ‗N.C.(Z).‘ — N.C. being
derived from nitrocellulose while Z is the arbitrary letter used to indicate this particular type of propellant — and is based on a
powder originally made by the Du Pont Company of America and marketed under the name of ‗I.M.R. No. 16‘ (the prefix
letters being an abbreviation of ‗Improved Military Rifle‘). N.C.(Z). consists essentially of 92·4% soluble nitrocellulose
(containing about 12·2% nitrogen) gelatinised by an alcohol-ether solvent, with 0·5% graphite and 0·6% diphenylamine added
— the former to prevent electrification, by static charges, and sticking together of the final grains; the latter to act as a
stabilizer and prevent decomposition — and the resultant mass subjected to pressure. After being extruded into tubular form it
is then cut into grains, each ·03″ in diameter and ·085″ long, which are rolled together with 6·5% of dinitrotoluene; this latter
material becoming absorbed in the surface layers of the grains and controlling the rate at which moisture is absorbed while also
acting as a retarding agent. The temperature of combustion of this propellant is about 2470°C.
Because cordite is composed of two basic types of explosive — nitro-glycerine and nitrocellulose — it is classed as a
double-base powder, whereas N.C.(Z). — containing only nitrocellulose — is termed a single-base powder. Since both cordite
and N.C.Z. are gelatinised during production they are non-porous, which means that they cannot be penetrated by the hot gases
of combustion and therefore burn only on the surface. The rate of combustion of such powders is controlled by adjusting the
total surface area available for burning. In tubular form the inside as well as the outside surfaces bum; as the inside diameter
increases so does the outside diameter decrease, and hence gas is produced at a constant rate. From this it will be apparent that
it is the diameter of the tube which is important, rather than its length. In strip form the outside surfaces both burn, and
although the thickness gets less the area of combustion remains essentially the same. As the thickness of the strip is such a
small proportion of its width the progressive reduction in thickness can be ignored, and this form of propellant considered as
also producing gas at a constant rate.
On being ignited a powder charge burns and during the process the solid ingredients of the powder combine chemically,
producing gases; those of a typical smokeless powder being mainly carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen and nitrogen,
with the addition of some water in the form of vapour. If all the powder was converted into gas by the time the bullet had just
left the cartridge case the pressure would be very high and the bullet would receive an extremely violent blow. However, since
all the powder would be already converted into gas there would be no more available to produce the extra gas necessary to
maintain the pressure and continue the thrust. As a result the pressure would actually fall off as the bullet approached the
muzzle. If the powder burnt more slowly gas would be given off for a longer period of time and would therefore be able to
sustain the pressure until the bullet left the muzzle. This would not only produce a higher initial velocity but also a lower
chamber pressure, although the period of maximum pressure would be more prolonged. As a bullet moves along a barrel so
does the volume of the bore behind the bullet increase. To maintain a constant pressure on the base of the moving bullet it is
necessary that the rate of burning of the powder — and hence the rate of gas evolution — should also steadily increase until it
is at its maximum just before the bullet leaves the muzzle. This would give a comparatively low initial pressure which would
be maintained by the steadily increasing liberation of gas. A powder fulfilling this requirement would be called ‗progressive‘.
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One method of obtaining truly progressive powder is by combining two different types of powder into one unit. This is
done by coating a quick-burning powder with a skin of slow-burning powder: the outer skin burning slowly and then, when
completely burnt up, the inner core burning quickly; the degree of progressiveness depending upon the relative thicknesses of
skin and core. Another method is to treat grains of powder with a retarding agent, the depth of penetration of which governs
the degree of moderation obtained. This is the method usually employed commercially, in which case the grains of powder are
said to be surface moderated.

Methods of Firing the Charge
Until the advent of the pin-fire metallic cartridge the method of igniting a powder charge — by the application of fire or
sparks — was very closely related to improvements made in the design of firearm lock mechanisms. It will be simpler,
therefore, to consider the basic types of locks and to observe how, with them, the means of ignition became progressively more
convenient and reliable.
The Cannon-lock This was the type used on early cannon, and would appear to have been first applied to hand weapons about
1360. It consisted of a short tube or barrel with a closed end, attached to a handle in the form of a straight iron rod or piece of
wood which was passed between the body and arm of the firer. A small hole was drilled through the top rear end of the barrel
wall and provided with a recess, or countersink, to hold the priming powder. The barrel bore was of larger diameter than the
powder chamber, the latter being approximately one third of the former, and the charge was loaded from the muzzle. The
powder was exploded by applying a piece of red-hot wire, iron, or any other convenient source of fire, to the priming powder
in the touch-hole; an action which required the use of two hands.
The Match-lock This was developed about 1400 and was the first attempt to make the use of a hand gun a one-handed
operation. It still consisted of a simple barrel having a closed end, but it was attached to a wooden handle which began to take
the shape later associated with the term ‗pistol‘, although true match-lock pistols were products of a considerably later period.
The touch-hole was at first drilled on the top of the barrel as for the cannon-lock, but was later — at some time around 1470 —
moved to the right-hand side of the barrel and a small shallow cup fitted to hold the priming powder. A curved hook or
‗serpentine‘ was pivoted on the outside of the lock-plate and held a slow-match, which was simply a short length of hemp or
cotton soaked in saltpetre and dried. When ignited the slow-match smouldered for quite some time before having to be
replaced. The main charge, loaded into the barrel from the muzzle, was exploded by pushing forward the serpentine — holding
the smouldering slow-match — until the priming powder ignited. At a later date the serpentine was extended downwards to
form a simple trigger. This was quite an advance on the cannon-lock as it allowed rough aim to be taken, but it was still not a
very practicable weapon as it was too dependent on weather conditions.
The Wheel-lock Although a drawing showing wheel-lock mechanisms was made by an Italian scholar named Leonardo da
Vinci during the 1480‘s, the gun-lock of this form was apparently developed by a German gunsmith named Johann Kiefus
between 1515 and 1520. The barrel was loaded from the muzzle as before, but the priming powder was placed in a small pan
which communicated with the touch-hole; the pan being fitted with a sliding cover automatically opened by a lever, activated
by a cam on the wheel spindle, on firing. Just in front of the flash-pan, and pivoted on the outside of the lock-plate, was a
serpentine which faced towards the breech of the gun and held a piece of iron pyrites in a small vice-like clamp, pointing it
vertically downwards into the top of the flash-pan. The serpentine was kept in position, either in contact with the wheel or
completely clear of the flash-pan as required, by the action of a vee or feather spring. At the rear of the flash-pan was pivoted a
wheel having a roughened edge, very often 0·25″ or more in thickness, which projected through the floor of the flash-pan.
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The wheel was firmly fixed to its pivot or axle, the outer end of which was fitted with a detachable key or spanner. On the
inside of the lock-plate a short chain was attached to the wheel axle at one end and to the long arm of a strong vee spring at the
other. When the wheel was given about a three-quarter turn with the key, an operation known as spanning, the chain was
wound round the wheel axle and so pulled the spring into tension. A lever on the lock-plate engaged with a notch in the wheel
and so served as a sear. The trigger acted on this sear and, when pulled, freed the wheel which was rotated under the action of
the vee spring. The rough edge of the wheel frictioned on the pyrites and so produced a strong shower of sparks, for a
relatively long period of time, in actual contact with the priming powder in the flash-pan. The chain unwound from the wheel
axle as the spring lost its tension, and therefore it was necessary to wind the action up again before another shot could be fired.
This was a great step forward in firearms development, for not only did it allow the production of a weapon which could be
readily aimed and fired with one hand only, it also enabled firearms to be used for hunting and in far more variable weather
conditions than was previously possible.
The Flint-lock Although the action of striking a flint on steel to produce fire was known as early as 1400. the origin of the
application of this system to firearms is lost in antiquity. It is safe to say, however. that the principle was in general use by
1600. It is usually agreed that the development of the flintlock can be classified into three broad stages:
(1) The Snaphaunce Believed to have been introduced about 1550 this action had the operating mechanism and the main
spring fitted on the inside of the lock-plate, the hammer (which faced towards the muzzle of the gun) being provided with a
screw-operated clamp to hold the flint. The flash-pan, formed as part of the lock-plate and arranged to line up with the touchhole, was fitted with a cover which was pushed back mechanically, by a link with the tumbler, as the weapon fired. The steel
arm or frizzen, which was struck by the falling flint, worked on a pivot and so received a slanting blow. It produced fewer
sparks, and for a shorter time, than the wheel-lock but the sparks were thrown into the flash-pan with considerable force.
(2) The Miquelet-lock Believed to have been developed about 1560 (according to one source, by a Spanish gunsmith named
Simon Maquarte the second) this type of lock was mainly used in Spain and is, in fact, often referred to as the Spanish-lock. In
this action the main spring was on the outside of the lock-plate, while the steel frizzen and pan-cover were made in one piece
and, when struck by the falling flint, moved backwards to expose the flash-pan.
(3) The True Flint-lock This appears to have been introduced around 1640 (although its development has been credited, by
some, to a Frenchman named Martin le Bourgeoys about the year 1615), and was essentially the same as the Snaphaunce
although it employed the one-piece type of frizzen and pan-cover of the Miquelet-lock. In this case, however, the cover was
spring-loaded and the hammer was fitted with a half-cock or safety notch, which was a development of an earlier feature
known as the Dog-lock. About 1650 a ‗bridle‘ or action-supporting plate was fitted inside the lock to give the action pivotscrews a second bearing and so prevent the mechanism from tilting due to bending of the screws.
The true flint-lock was a very efficient type of mechanism, as well as being economical to produce. The flint was fitted
with its flat surface to the top, and a good yellow flint could be expected to fire 20 shots while a good black one would fire 30
or more before requiring renewal; the English flint knappers of Brandon, in Suffolk, being world famous for the quality of their
products. By 1780, with the development of the waterproof flash-pan, the good quality flint-lock became almost an all-weather
weapon, for it could be used in all reasonable showers as well as in winds of up to 30 or so miles per hour. Likewise a good
lock would fire its charge when held in the upside-down position.
The Percussion-lock Metallic fulminates, as such, were known in the 1580‘s; Nicholas Lemery reported on fulminating
mixtures as early as 1712, and the explosive properties of fulminate of mercury were described by Dr Bayen in 1774 (he
actually carried out his investigations in 1766, but was unable to publish his findings until relieved of his official duties as
Chief Physician of the French Army).
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However, it was not until 1805 that the percussion system — the production of flame by the detonation of a chemical mixture
— was successfully applied to firearms by a Scottish clergyman, the Reverend Alexander John Forsyth. After further
experimental work he obtained English Patent No. 3,032 of 1807 for a lock mechanism embodying a manually-operated semirotating magazine, which was designed to carry sufficient loose detonating powder to provide the priming for 25 shots.
During subsequent development of the percussion system various methods were employed in order to present the
detonating mixture in a convenient and efficient manner. In 1808 a Swiss engineer named Jean Samuel Pauly made a
fulminating paste from which he formed small flattened pellets about 0·125″ in diameter and half that dimension in thickness;
single pellets were also sealed between two circular pieces of paper so as to form disc-like caps. In 1812 he used detonating
powder to prime the base-pieces of the first breech-loading centre-fire cartridges — his rifle and shotgun types having paper
cases while his pistol cartridges were wholly metallic, brass being usually employed although iron examples are known. Joseph
Manton, an English gunmaker, packed fulminate into short lengths of small-diameter copper tube (a typical example being
·088″ in diameter and ·650″ in length), and for his tube-lock method of ignition obtained English Patent No. 4,285 of 1818.
The metallic percussion cap — that thimble like little copper cap which is now automatically associated with the term
‗percussion‘ — certainly existed in 1818 (as is witnessed by Prelat‘s French Patent No. 900 of that year) although who actually
developed it is a mystery, the honour having been claimed — in some cases with considerable justification — by many; the
first person to patent such a device in England was Samuel Smith, who obtained Patent No. 5,978 of 1830. However, credit for
inventing the cap is usually given to Joshua Shaw, an English painter who later settled in America; in 1814 he experimented
with a re-loadable iron cap shaped like a top-hat, in 1815 he made an expendable cap of pewter, and in 1816 produced the
well-known type of copper cap for which he apparently obtained an American patent in 1822 (although no record of it is now
available, due to a fire at the U. S. Patent Office on the 15th December, 1836). In later versions of this device the fulminate
mixture was held in place by a tinfoil disc, and the whole made waterproof by a drop of shellac. The cap was placed over a
nipple, screwed into a tapped hole in a gun barrel, and detonated by the crushing impact of a falling hammer. Percussion caps
appear to have been first marketed in England in 1818 when they created a minor revolution in the firearms world, for at long
last they made possible the use of guns in any weather; however, the percussion system was not adopted by the British Armed
Forces until the 31st March, 1842.
The various sizes of percussion caps were recognised by means of reference numbers, but unfortunately the origin of the
method — or rather methods — used for numbering the caps is no longer known, and details of the early history of the caps
themselves are lacking. It is clear, however, that there was no standardisation of sizes between the different makers. The three
largest manufacturers — Eley Bros. Ltd. of London; Kynoch & Co. Ltd. of Birmingham; and F. Joyce & Co. Ltd. of London
— each adopted a different numbering system. In addition there were at least three other cap makers in Birmingham during the
1860‘s (of whom Thomas Starkey — who obtained English Patent No. 9,188 of 1841 for a cap rendered waterproof by means
of a tinfoil disc — was possibly the best known) and probably several more in London, each with a different system of
numbers.
As far as present-day manufacture is concerned the sizes and numbering system used by Joyce are retained, although
naturally only the more popular sizes are still made; viz: F.4 sizes 12, 25, 26 and F.3 size 16. S. The prefix letter and number
relate to the copper cap-shell itself, and not to its size. Originally this was termed the quality of the cap, and appeared in three
forms:
F.3 Mouth of cap-shell trimmed.
F.4 Mouth of cap-shell not trimmed.
F.5 Cap-shell shorter than normal.
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TABLE II JOYCE-TYPE PERCUSSION CAPS

Type of Cap
F.4 No. 18

40

No. of Reeds

A
·160″

B
·478″

F.4 No. 25

40

·160″

·478″

F.4 No. 12

40

·180″

·515″

F.4 No. 26

40

·180″

·515″

F.3 No. 16.S

48

·225″

·600″

C
·008″
·007″
·008″
·007″
·011″
·010″
·011″
·010″
·012″
·011″

D
·212″
·207″
·212″
·207″
·234″
·230″
·234″
·230″
·257″
·252″

E
·175″

F
·165″

Charge
·25 grain

·170″

·160″

·25 grain

·180″

·170″

·30 grain

·185″

·175″

·30 grain

·225″

·215″

·35 grain

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAP SIZE AND NIPPLE DIAMETER

Cap Size
F.4 No. 24
F.4 No. 15
F.4 No. 25
F.4 No. 18
F.4 No. 21
F.4 No. 12
F.4 No. 26
F.4 No. 22

Nipple Diameter
·152″ — ·165″
·158″ — ·170″
·160″ — ·172″
·162″ — ·1765″
·163″ — ·176″
·167″ — ·181″
·174″ — ·185″
·176″ — ·188″

Copper caps were, and still are, stamped out of sheet metal in such a way as to produce butt joints running along the
completed cap body, in addition to which reeds (flutes or grooves) were usually formed parallel with the joints but of a depth
equal to half the thickness of the metal. These precautions were necessary in order to prevent the cap from shattering on firing,
with the attendant danger of small pieces of metal entering the eyes of the shooter; instead of disintegrating, the cap metal
merely opened up along the prepared lines of weakness.
In the two tables concerning Joyce-type percussion caps the information was kindly supplied by Messrs Imperial
Chemical Industries Ltd.
Since percussion caps were not made to common standards it is not really possible to relate the various makes and sizes.
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However for all practical purposes the list shown above may be considered as indicating, in its vertical columns, the
‗equivalent‘ sizes of the three major original manufacturers. It will be appreciated that it is approximate only, since the actual
sizes of the different makes were not the same.
TABLE III PERCUSSION CAP SIZES
Maker
Joyce
Eley
Kynoch

42
5
43

—
6
44

29
7
46

23
8
48

—
9
49

24
24
50

15
10
51 & 52

Size Numbers
25
18
11
18
53 & 54
55 & 56

21
12
57

12
—
—

26
13
58

22
14
59

16.S
26
60

Caps in the Kynoch range having reference numbers 52, 54 and 56 were of the same diameters as those numbered 51, 53
and 55 respectively, but were made with shorter cap-shells.
Although not now applicable to handguns, one size of ‗top-hat‘ cap is also still made; this is the E.B. (Eley Bros.) Military
Cap, size No. 26, having an inside mouth diameter of ·228″, a flange diameter of ·375″, and an overall length of ·245″.
Many different detonating compositions have been developed since the introduction of percussion ignition, although for
the present purpose only a selected few of them can be referred to. Forsyth‘s locks first used a mixture known as ‗Muriatic
powder‘, but this proved to be so corrosive that it was soon replaced by ‗Fulminating powder‘: a representative sample of the
former contained 100 parts chlorate of potash, 12 parts sulphur, and 10 parts charcoal or sulphuret of antimony; typical of the
latter was a mixture of 5 parts fulminating mercury and 3 parts gunpowder or saltpetre. The general development of cap
compositions is indicated by the table opposite, which shows such compositions officially adopted by the British Government
over a period of 100 years: the increased detonating power of the 1861 composition was intended to produce flashes more
certain of penetrating the various paper cartridges used with breech-loading percussion arms, but in practice it was much too
strong and caused the copper cap shells to fly to pieces — a reaction which soon resulted in the mixture being replaced by the
more moderate composition of 1864 (caps primed with this latter being distinguished, as from the 8th February, 1865, by the
letter ‗A‘ printed on the labels of cylinders and barrels in which they were packed).
Some indication of the degree in which priming compositions varied is best gained by comparing those tabulated opposite
with typical ones used commercially, about 1900, by Messrs Eley and Kynoch: the Eley mixture consisted of 42 parts
fulminate of mercury, 28 parts chlorate of potash, 11 parts sulphide of antimony, and 19 parts powdered glass; the Kynoch
composition contained 39 parts fulminate of mercury, 34 parts chlorate of potash, and 27 parts sulphide of antimony, but no
powdered glass.
Much research has been carried out on cap compositions with the result that a number of complex chemical salts are now
employed in their commercial production. This research has been primarily directed towards obtaining mixtures which, after
firing, do not affect the crystalline structure of brass cartridge cases nor cause corrosion of barrel bores; cracking of brass cases
having been proved to be caused by mercury freed from its fulminate, and barrel corrosion traced to the breaking down of
potassium chlorate into its chloride salt which attracts water and so causes rust. One answer to the first requirement was
provided in 1898, when the American Ordnance Department loaded their Krag rifle cartridges with caps having a non-mercuric
priming in which fulminate of mercury was replaced by sulphur; a type of composition much needed in a country where almost
all fired cases were reloaded quite a number of times.
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The second requirement was complied with in 1901, when the German firm of Rheinisch-Westphalische Sprengstoff A.G.
substituted barium nitrate and a little picric acid for potassium chlorate. All early non-rusting cap compositions contained
fulminate of mercury and tended to become insensitive after only a short period of storage under warm and humid conditions,
so that such compositions were completely unsuitable for military purposes. It was this deterioration in storage which finally
brought about the general use of salts, found to be suitable for the purpose during the 1920‘s, employed by the Remington
Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Company of America in a completely satisfactory non-mercuric and non-rusting cap
composition which they marketed in 1930. Although in the past lead and copper sulphocyanides have been used to replace
fulminate of mercury, modem compositions are usually based on a mixture of tetrazine (guanyl nitrosoaminoguanyltetrazine),
styphnate (lead trinitroresorcinol), barium nitrate, and calcium silicide.
TABLE IV BRITISH GOVERNMENT CAP COMPOSITIONS
Date of Approval
Fulminate of mercury
Chlorate of potash
Sulphide of antimony
Sulphur
Mealed gunpowder
Powdered glass

31st Mar. 1842
(Parts)
4
6
—
—
—
2

17th May 1861
(Parts)
80
20
—
—
—
—

10th Aug. 1864
(Parts)
6
6
4
—
—
—

20th Feb. 1889
(Parts)
6
14
18
1
1
—

1st Dec. 1896
(Parts)
8
14
18
1
1
—

27th Mar. 1942
(%)
19 ± 1
33·4 ± 1·8
42·8 ± 2·2
2·4 ± 0·3
2·4 ± 0·3
—

A form of gun nipple existed before metallic percussion caps came into being. Referred to as a ‗peg‘ it formed a short
thick anvil for the detonation of paper caps attached to the nose (often removable) of a falling hammer. The earliest type was
formed integral with the gun breech and is believed to have originated in England about 1810 (certainly between 1807 and
1818). Later, at some date between 1815 and 1818, the nipple was made as a separate unit — although still intended for paper
cap ignition — so that it could be removed or replaced when required; the base of the nipple being threaded for the purpose.
Nipples intended for use with metallic percussion caps were made with a number of different forms of flash-hole. The
cheapest, and therefore the most often used on poor quality weapons, had a slightly dished crown and a plain drilled flash-hole.
Another common type was similar except that the lower portion of the flash-hole was counterbored to a larger diameter. More
expensive nipples had the surface of the flash-hole highly polished, and the hole itself flared out at one end or the other so as to
deliver either a small concentrated flash or a widely dispersed one; an example of the former method being found in English
Patent No. 812, obtained by William Terry in 1855. Best quality nipples were later lined with other metals, such as platinum;
representative of this practice being Joseph Rock Cooper‘s English Patent No. 7,610 of 1838. The various types of nipples
made by William Davis are shown on Plate 75(a) which is a reproduction from an original block made during the mid 1850‘s.

The Bullet
In the earliest days of handguns, which are only classed as such because their barrels were usually less than 9″ in length,
the bore was generally between 1·5″ and 2″ in diameter. Suitable small stones were used as projectiles which, in their more
refined form, were reasonably spherical in shape.
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It was from this feature that the name bullet was derived; it being a corruption of the French word ‗boulette‘ meaning little ball.
The first use of lead for such a purpose would appear to have been by the Duke of Brunswick‘s forces in 1340. After the
cannon-lock era, when handguns really became one-handed weapons, the bore size was considerably reduced and became
more in keeping with that of shoulder arms. By the time the flint-lock pistol came into use the spherical balls were generally
between ·6″ and ·7″ in diameter, and were made of soft lead cast in metal moulds. This tendency towards smaller bore sizes
was recently illustrated by the measuring of 25 muzzle-loading pistols — of various dates and types taken at random — when
the average bore sizes, in relation to given periods, were found to be: 1600 to 1700, ·625″; 1700 to 1800, ·570″; 1800 to 1850,
·525″. In England the size of spherical balls was given as ‗so-many-to-the-pound‘ until after about 1540 when the same size
became known as the ‗bore number‘, a term which continued to be used right to the end of the muzzle-loading period. With the
advent of the metallic cartridge and elongated bullets the diameter came to be expressed in hundredths-of-an-inch, and the
word ‗calibre‘ (derived from the Latin ‗qua libra‘, meaning ‗of what weight‘) replaced the older term ‗bore number‘. A table
showing bore number and calibre equivalents will be found in the Appendix (Table No. XIV, and from this it will be seen that
the bore number system resulted in quite an even progression of bore sizes. In commercial production lead bullets are no
longer cast in moulds but are swaged from solid wire, considerable pressure being used to force a short length of the extruded
wire into a steel die; a process which thoroughly compresses the lead and so results in far greater uniformity of weight. In
England this system was originated by David Napier, and for it he obtained Patent No. 8,385 of 1840.
Rifling, the principle of which appears to have been known as early as 1475, was apparently first applied by a German
gunsmith named Augustin Kutter in 1520, but was not introduced into England until the 1580‘s; the earliest English patent not
being taken out until 1635 when Arnold Rotsipen obtained Patent No. 71 of that year. Although believed to have been first
used as storage space for powder fouling — some early examples consisting of straight grooves without any twist — it was
soon realised that spiral grooves improved the accuracy, and hence the effective range, of a weapon. An English mathematician
named Benjamin Robins was years ahead of his time in this field and his book ‗New Principles of Gunnery‘, published in
1742, was a truly remarkable work. He even designed an egg-shaped bullet to be fired blunt-end forward, a feature which
predated modern streamlined bullets by over 150 years. The type of rifling varied considerably during the evolution of the
spiral-grooved barrel and included the star shape of Kutter, the twisted oval bore of Charles William Lancaster (1850), the
ratchet form of John Rigby (1854), the hexagonal bore of Joseph Whitworth (1854), the tangential flats and re-entrant angles of
Alexander Henry (1860), the shallow segmental type of W. E. Metford (1865), and the shallow square-edged concentric type
of grooving (known as Enfield form because of its final development at Enfield in 1895) almost universally used to-day. The
number of grooves also differed widely and ranged from 2 deep grooves at one end of the scale to the other extreme of ‗hair
rifling‘ which had up to about 40 relatively shallow grooves. The rate of twist varied from time to time, the earliest usually
having one complete turn in about 80″. This served quite well until target shooting became popular in the early 1800‘s, when it
was found that quicker twists resulted in greater accuracy and spirals as fast as one turn in 30″ became popular. This system
had serious faults however, the most important of which was undoubtedly the fact that it caused bullets to jump the rifling by
tearing away their outer thickness of lead. No-one seemed to realise that this was due to the rifling and so powder charges were
reduced until the bullets no longer stripped. This had further repercussions as it automatically lowered velocities which in turn
seriously affected trajectories and stopping power. Bullets were hardened with tin and antimony and projecting lugs were cast
on them to engage the rifling in vain attempts to regain velocity and so overcome the other difficulties, but it was not until the
1850‘s that the real cause of the trouble was understood and the rate of twist made slower. However, when jacketed bullets
were introduced in 1833, rapid-twist rifling finally became possible, the tougher jacket material being able to withstand the
great stresses imposed by heavy charges.
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In order to facilitate the charging of a muzzle-loading weapon it was customary to use a ball of smaller diameter than the
bore, which resulted in a certain amount of space between the ball and the bore — known as windage — via which it was
possible for the powder gases to escape. In order to prevent this loss of gas a greased wad or patch was placed between the
powder and ball; the use of such greased patches being referred to by Senor Alonso Martinez de Espinar as early as 1644. This
practice was also employed on the continent of Europe and it is therefore worth noting that the backwoodsmen of young
America did not originate the system of the patched ball although they did give it a new lease of life. For some obscure reason
the use of the patch was superseded shortly before 1700 by the so-called improved method of using an over-sized ball forced
down the barrel by an iron ramrod; a method of loading referred to by Monsieur Saint Remy in 1702.
All early efforts to produce an improved form of bullet were directed towards increasing the efficiency of the shoulder
arm rather than the handgun. Relatively deep rifling grooves were necessary to spin soft lead bullets, and many difficulties
were encountered in getting them to take the rifling on firing while still being small enough to load from the muzzle without
the expenditure of undue effort. The first reasonably successful attempt to secure a good fit in the rifling, combined with ease
of loading, was made in 1826 by Captain Henri Gustave Delvigne of the French Army. He reverted to a powder chamber of
smaller diameter than the bore and deformed the ball, after loading onto the shouldered front edge of the chamber, by striking
sharp blows with an iron ramrod. This certainly upset the ball and caused it to fill the rifling, but the resultant deformation had
a decidedly adverse effect on accuracy. By fixing a hardwood ‗sabot‘, in length equal to half the diameter of the bore and with
its base covered by a greased patch, to the rear of the bullet a considerable increase in accuracy was obtained by Lieut. Colonel
Poncharra — also of the French Army — in 1833.
The first departure from the truly spherical ball, a patched ball being useless with fast-twist rifling, was when a driving
band or belt was cast round the largest diameter of the projectile. The spherical portion was still made an easy fit in the bore of
the barrel but the belt was made large enough to fit the 2-groove rifling with which it was used. Although this principle was not
new (e. g. John Wilkinson obtained English Patent No. 1,694 for such a system in 1789) it was developed by Captain Berner,
of the Brunswick Regiment, and used by the British Army in the Brunswick rifle of 1836. Such a ball was not accurate
however, as the belt caused it to tilt after leaving the muzzle and made it extremely susceptible to the effects of wind. At a later
date, during the period 1846 to 1852, the 2-groove system was used in pistols made by Westley Richards in conjunction with
the then-popular cylindro-conoidal flat-based bullet having two lugs cast on the cylindrical portion. In 1846 Colonel (later
General) John Jacob, of the British Indian Army, improved somewhat on the original belted ball by a design having two belts
cast at right angles to each other and fired in a barrel having four grooves.
During the search for a more perfect form of projectile, bullets appeared in a vast number of different shapes and sizes.
The spherical ball was soon abandoned, except for very short range work, due to the far greater efficiency of the elongated
bullet. Not only had the elongated form greater weight for a given diameter, which helped to retain its initial velocity better,
but it was also more stable in flight; both factors contributing towards smaller-sized groups on a target. A direct measure of the
efficiency of each type of bullet may be obtained by considering their ballistic coefficients; the numerical value ascribed to a
projectile of a given diameter, weight and shape, in order to indicate its ability to overcome air resistance. Taking as examples
the two types of ball normally used in a ·44 calibre muzzle-loading revolver; the 146 grain spherical ball had a coefficient of
·054 while that for a typical 212 grain conical ball was ·165, from which figures it will be seen that for a given diameter a
conical or elongated bullet was three times as efficient as a spherical ball.
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Captain John Norton of the British 34th Regiment is credited with producing, in 1823, the first elongated bullet having
cast-on lugs to engage the rifling of a 3-grooved barrel. This type of bullet was further investigated by General J. Jacob, and in
1855 — after extensive experimenting — he finally developed a cylindro-ogival bullet having four cast-on lugs. It is
interesting to note that he also produced the first example of a hollow-point bullet; a projectile which, designed as a rifle shell,
was a larger edition of his rifle bullet and had a nose cavity intended to accept an explosive charge contained in a tapered
copper cylinder. Although the principle of the so-called ‗copper bottle‘ rifle shell — a hollow metal vessel placed in a mould
and lead cast round it — was patented by Edward O‘Callaghan in 1855 (English Patent No. 780), the most far-reaching rifle
shell development was that of Lieut. James Forsyth, also of the British Indian Army. In 1856 he produced a hollow lead
projectile, similar in shape to that of General Jacob‘s, having a bursting charge in its internal cavity; the cavity being sealed,
after insertion of the charge, by having a separate base swaged to its rear end. Solely as the result of an accident it was found
that this type of projectile was almost as effective without its bursting charge as with it, a finding which originated the idea of
the capped expanding bullet so extensively used in hunting rifles to-day.
In 1857, after just over two years of experiments carried out on behalf of the British War Office, an English engineer
named Joseph Whitworth (one of the pioneers of accurate measurements) produced his hexagonal-bored rifle having a twist of
one complete turn in 20 inches. A rather intriguing sidelight on this development is the fact that a polygonal rifle bore having
from 6 to 8 sides had actually been patented by Whitworth in 1854 (English Patent No. 2,525), while projectiles specially
adapted to such a bore were provisionally patented by him on the 23rd April, 1855. The standard Whitworth rifle bullet was of
·450 calibre and weighed 530 grains, its cylindrical body being made with six flats which were given a twist corresponding to
that of the rifling; this made the projectile appear hexagonal in cross section, although a small radius was left between
adjoining flats so that the diameter across comers was the same as that of the rear portion of the conoidal nose. The hexagonal
length was usually wrapped in a thin paper sheath, or patch, which was retained at the base by a circular disc of paper glued in
position. Although it is not generally appreciated, the rifle was capable of shooting cylindrical bullets as well as the special
hexagonal ones; round bullets weighing 480 grains being used in the British Government cartridges of 1864 (the manufacture,
at Enfield, of 8,000 Whitworth rifles having bores measuring ·4495″ across sides and ·4895″ across angles was approved on the
18th December, 1863). In this connection it may be as well to refer to the Westley Richards octagonal-bored carbine (English
Patent No. 633 of 1858; 2,000 carbines of this type being approved on the 29th April, 1861, a further 20,000 on the 7th March,
1866, and all being declared obsolete on the 18th March, 1881), the paper cartridges for which were loaded with none other
than 400 grain bullets of standard cylindrical pattern. William Westley Richards having been Whitworth‘s assistant during his
series of experiments no doubt accounted for the octagonal bore. In October, 1858, Whitworth obtained English Patent No.
2,329 covering the use of wax discs or cakes as lubricating wads; in August, 1859, he was granted English Patent No. 1,959 for
a muzzle-loading cartridge, the contents of which were intended to be pushed out of their container and down the gun barrel;
and in December of the same year he obtained English Patent No. 2,990 for a streamlined bullet. He also developed a type of
bullet — as used in early Snider rifle cartridges — having wooden plugs in both base and nose cavities (English Patent No. 261
of 1864). The Whitworth might well be classed as the last example of the mechanically-fitting bullet era, for it was soon found
that such fitting — with its attendant difficulties of production — was not necessary.
In 1823 Captain Norton introduced a hollow-based elongated bullet which relied upon the pressure exerted by powder
gases to expand its rear end in order to seal the bore; however the merits of this design do not seem to have been recognised for
it was rejected by the British Army. In 1835 an English gunsmith named William Wellington Greener developed an oval form
of expanding bullet with a flat base containing a deep cavity, in which was partly fitted a lead-zinc-tin alloy plug having a
mushroom-shaped head of the same diameter as the base of the bullet, but it also was rejected by the British Army.
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In 1841 Captain Delvigne advanced a bullet (for which he obtained French Patent No. 10,754 of 1841) similar in principle to
that of Norton, only to achieve a no greater measure of success than his predecessors; however an English gunsmith named
Robert Taylor Pritchett had his 1853 version of the same bullet type adopted by the British Army.

Fig. LXII.

Fig. LXIII.

Between 1846 and 1849 Captain Tamisier, of the French Army, originated the idea of forming sharp-edged grooves round
the rear portion of a cylindrical bullet, a feature of construction which has since been used to carry a supply of lubricant.
A cylindro-ogival form of bullet, much on the lines of that designed by Delvigne in 1841 but employing Tamisier‘s
grooves and with a tapered hollow base containing a semi-spherical iron cup, was developed by Captain Charles Claude
Etienne Minie of the French Army in 1849. This achieved considerable success in many parts of the world, although a
modified form of it met with only limited success in England where it was found that the iron cup was often driven right
through the skirt of the bullet, so cutting it off. It was later found that solid plugs of wood or clay were just as effective as, and
without the disadvantages of, the iron cup. A somewhat similar type of bullet, heavily lubricated and fitted with a wood (later
with a baked clay) plug, was advanced by Pritchett in 1859 and adopted by the British Army; wooden plugs being officially
approved on the 23rd February, 1861, and baked clay ones on the 15th December, 1863.
In 1863 an English civil engineer named William Ellis Metford introduced a cylindro-conoidal bullet in the base of which
was a shallow depression, as distinct from a deep cavity. It was made of lead hardened with antimony and the cylindrical
portion was wrapped in a sheath, or patch, of paper. Used with Metford‘s segmental rifling this bullet was most satisfactory
and gave excellent results.
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The use of a mixture of lead and tin as a bullet metal was patented in England as early as 1834 (Patent No. 6,675) by the
same Henry Shrapnel who invented the ‗Shrapnel‘ shell in 1784 (this — as ‗spherical case shot‘ — -was formally submitted in
1792, tested in 1803, and first used in action on the 17th August, 1808; the name was changed to ‗Shrapnel shell‘, in honour of
its inventor, by a British Government order dated the nth June, 1852); such an alloy, in the proportions of 12 and 1, being
adopted by the British Government about 1870 as the standard metal for the majority of its small arms projectiles. The metallic
coating of lead bullets (often applied to the range of ·22 calibre rim-fire cartridges, especially during the early 1930‘s)
originated much earlier than is generally believed; Charles Victor de Sauty used electro-deposited copper for the purpose in
1856 (English Patent No. 324), while Joseph Whitworth applied the hard metal coating by a method similar to that used in the
making of lead pipes (English Patent No. 2,329 of 1858).
In 1883 Major Eduard Rubin, of the Swiss Army, produced his compound bullet having a copper envelope over a core of
soft lead; The Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft, presumably on Rubin‘s behalf, having obtained English Patent No. 6,026
for such a design in 1882. With this form of bullet the deformation due to rifling was reduced to a practical minimum, and such
grooves could therefore be given almost any desired degree of twist while at the same time being made shallower. This
principle of design was first applied to handguns in 1886, when the French 8 mm Modele D‘Ordonnance revolver cartridge
(usually referred to as the model of 1892) employed a flat-pointed conoidal lead bullet enclosed in a copper jacket. In England
bullet envelopes were long made of cupro-nickel (80% copper, 20% nickel) although in America the favoured material was,
and still is, gilding metal (90% to 95% copper, 10% to 5% zinc). When, in 1922, from 1% to 2% of tin was added to the latter
alloy the product was known as Lubaloy (a term derived from the words ‗lubricating alloy‘) because of the lubricating action
of the tin. On the continent of Europe steel envelopes were very popular, even though they had to be coated with a softer metal
in order to prevent rusting. Since the early 1900‘s steel, and to a considerable extent cupro-nickel, has been slowly replaced by
gilding metal as the main material for bullet envelopes, although during World War II the universal shortage of non-ferrous
metals brought about a general re-introduction of coated-steel envelopes.
During the 1890‘s, after smokeless powder came into general use, a type of bullet was developed in England for use with
light charges of the new powder in old black powder Express rifles; these latter being high-velocity weapons of the period,
generally used for big-game shooting, of a type which originated in 1856. Known as metal-based this bullet had its rear end
protected from the very hot smokeless powder gases by a cupronickel cap, the top edge of which was well turned into the
cylindrical body of the bullet. There does not seem to be much doubt that this metal-based bullet provided the original idea
behind the modern gas-check type of bullet so popular in America to-day. In its present form the gas-check simply consists of
a shallow copper cup which is pressed on to the reduced heel of a plain lead bullet.
In 1904 the pointed, or spitzer, type of bullet was adopted by the German Army and 1915 saw experiments being carried
out with streamlined, or boat-tailed, bullets in several countries simultaneously. Neither of these features were new — the
earlier French ‗Balle D‘ rifle bullet, for instance, employed them both — but the dates referred to may be taken as indicating
when the value of such contours came to be generally recognised. Streamlined bullets are not suitable for use in handguns,
since the velocities obtained with such weapons are far too low to utilise the real advantages of this bullet form. This latter
remark also applies to the use of hollow-point bullets at velocities less than about 1,000 feet per second, although considerable
success was achieved by Thomas William Webley‘s ‗Man-stopping‘ bullet of this type (English Patent No. 14,754 of 1897).
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Lead bullets must be lubricated during their passage through a barrel in order to prevent the lead from being partly melted
by the heat generated by friction; a purpose which was served by the greased patch of muzzle-loading days. After 1850 it
became customary to place lubricant in annular grooves round the rear portion of elongated bullets, a mixture of tallow and
beeswax often being used. Plate 74(d) shows a box of lubricating bullets intended for use in Webley muzzle-loading revolvers,
and it will be noted that the word ‗Patent‘ occurs in the descriptive matter on the label; no record of such a patent, in Webley‘s
name, can be found and it must therefore be assumed that such bullets were produced under William Tranter‘s English Patent
No. 2,921 of 1853. On the introduction of the metallic cartridge case it became the practice, in order to make bullets still fit
existing barrels while not altering the diameter of revolver chambers (so as to simplify conversion to breech-loading), to
provide a reduced diameter heel on the bullet which fitted inside the metallic case. This left the grease grooves projecting
outside the case and so caused this type of cartridge to be known as ‗outside-lubricated‘, a form of construction which is still
used in the popular ·22 calibre rim-fire cartridge. Commencing about 1890 the diameter of most outside-lubricated bullets was
reduced to that of the former heel and the grease grooves — or cannelures as they were termed — were positioned further back
and loaded inside the cartridge case. This type of loading, known as ‗inside-lubricated‘ to differentiate it from the previous
type, is the only form now used with centre-fire cartridges since it is more efficient in that the lubricant cannot be rubbed off or
pick up foreign matter. The provision of grease in a cannelure round a metal-jacketed bullet is primarily to render the case
waterproof.
As may have been gathered from the foregoing. the factual history of bullet design, like many other aspects of firearms
history, is somewhat complicated by the fact that similar developments took place in different countries at or about the same
time. Further confusion arises from the fact that certain developments were too far advanced in relation to the weapons in
which they were intended to be used; as a consequence such developments fell by the wayside simply because they could not
be applied in practice rather than because their basic principles were at fault.
Before leaving this subject it may be as well to explain that the apparent short-sightedness of the British War Office in
rejecting both the Norton and Greener bullets, was due to the fact that Army boards of the period — who tested and reported
on all new proposals — were mainly composed of, and always presided over by, artillery officers. These gentlemen had great
professional jealousy and so invariably condemned anything which might have lessened the importance of their own branch of
the service. This policy even extended to rifle bullets, since they might have increased the common foot-soldiers‘ effective
shooting range and therefore rendered such troops less dependent on the Gunners.

The Cartridge
The name ‗cartridge‘ originated as a corruption of the French word cartouche which in turn was derived from the Latin
word carta meaning paper; this latter being a direct reference to the material used in making the early forms of cartridge.
The earliest powder containers, known as powder primers, consisted of animal horns — the antlers of the red deer at the
junction of three tines being especially popular — hollowed out and fitted with iron end caps and a pouring spout; surviving
examples, usually elaborately carved, date from the early 1500‘s. In passing it is worth noting that the top caps of some of
these early primers were fitted with spring-operated horizontally-acting metal cut-offs, a device usually associated with powder
flasks of almost two hundred years later. The English Patent Office records show that in October, 1592, one Reynold Hoxton
had a ‗prevyledg graunted‘, for a period of fifteen years, for the making of powder and shot flasks. At a later date — probably
about 1600 — the flasks, as they had come to be called, were made from other materials although the fittings were only
slightly improved. This type of construction appears to have persisted until about 1675 when cast brass fittings, including
pivoted spring-loaded cut-offs and simple measuring chambers, were introduced. These cast fittings were in general use from
approximately 1700 to 1750, after which date the top and bottom caps were fabricated from thin sheet brass jointed together by
means of solder. During the 1780‘s the stamped-metal flask was introduced, having its body made from two separate pieces of
thin metal (at first copper, later brass and zinc) — which were often embossed with a pattern — soldered together; the top cap
being usually marked with the maker‘s name.
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Quite some time later the adjustable measuring chamber was developed, Thomas Sykes obtaining English Patent No. 3,828 for
such a device in 1814. In spite of all these later improvements the natural-horn type of powder container — which was
apparently introduced during the 1600‘s, usually made from the horn of domestic cattle and fitted with a simple plug stopper
— remained in use until the very end of the muzzle-loading era; a fact due not only to its cheapness and ease of acquisition but
also to the extremely fine condition in which it kept powder. With the powder horn a correct charge was largely a matter of
experience, and such rough-and-ready rules as: enough powder to cover the ball when laid in the palm of a slightly-cupped
hand; a ‗boom‘ means too small a powder charge; the ‗correct‘ load shoots the cleanest (meaning that it left the least amount of
fouling), were the only help available to the user of a strange weapon. Because of this uncertainty and in order to obtain more
uniform charges, it had become customary by 1750 to carry a small measuring cup either in the form of a hollow stopper for
the powder horn or attached to it by a thong.
By 1580 the bandolier had been introduced and consisted of a shoulder strap, usually 2″ wide, to which was attached a
number (usually 12) of wooden, and later metal, tubular containers each of which held a measured powder charge. This device
continued to be used, although far from exclusively, until the 1640‘s after which there was a general return to the more easilyused powder flask.
In spite of the various devices which were developed to carry gunpowder, there seems to have been no similar refinements
for carrying the equally-important bullets. These always seem to have been carried in a pouch, bag, or pocket, although a flat
piece of wood known as a loading block — usually drilled with three holes, each of which would hold a ready-patched ball —
was sometimes carried as a means of speeding-up the reloading of single-barrel weapons. Powder flasks were sometimes made
with special compartments to hold a supply of balls, although this feature seems to have been most in evidence with cased sets
of pistols of both the flint and percussion-lock periods.
When percussion caps came into use they were originally carried in the soft leather bags in which they were sold. By
about 1825 the cap flask had been introduced, made very much on the lines of early powder horns but with a nozzle just large
enough to pass one cap at a time and kept closed by a spring-operated lever. Shortly afterwards the straight-bar type of springoperated cap dispenser came into use; but it was not until 1839 that the peak of achievement was reached, when the pearshaped type of cap magazine was developed by Samuel Colt (American Patent No. 1,304 of that year). This, which might be
classed as the prototype of the modern rotary drum magazine, held its supply of caps — usually either 25 or 50 — in a spiral
groove along which they were fed by the action of a clock-type spring. It presented the caps, one at a time, in such a manner
that they could be placed upon a gun nipple without being first removed from the magazine.
The operation of charging an early muzzle-loading shoulder arm consisted of pouring an estimated charge of powder
down the barrel, compressing it to some extent by a wad of tow, inserting a loose-fitting ball, and then ramming down a second
wad in order to prevent the ball from rolling out of the barrel. After rifling came into use a piece of patch material — paper,
cloth, or buckskin etc. — was placed over the muzzle, the ball centred in the bore and pushed down just far enough for its top
surface to be level with the muzzle and the excess patch material cut off flush with the end of the barrel. Later, especially when
greased patches were used, pieces of suitable material were usually carried ready cut to size and shape; the most common
shape being circular, although square and even cross-shaped patches were occasionally used.
Because of the time consumed by loading operations, the need to carry the components of a charge as one unit was
appreciated very early in the history of firearms. This is clearly illustrated by the existence of breech-loading match-lock
weapons having the rear ends of their barrels counterbored to larger diameters than the bores proper and fitted with removable
iron chambers complete with their own flash-pans; extra insert chambers being carried ready loaded for immediate use. These
removable chambers may well be classed as the earliest form of the metallic cartridge.
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PLATE 49 - Civilian Pocket Models. CHAP. VIIIg.

(a) ·38 Mark II with flat faced hammer and
striker.

(b) ·38 Mark II with the standard hammer.

(c) ·38 Mark III with standard hammer.

(d) ·38 Mark III with flat faced hammer
and striker.
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PLATE 50.

·455 Webley & Scott Government Revolver Mark I, a cased set as was supplied to the civilian market. CHAP. VIIIa.
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PLATE 51.

(a) Two ·455 Webley & Scott, Mark VI, British Government Model 1915‘s made at the Royal Small Arms Factory, Enfield Lock,
Middlesex, in 1923 and 1925: CHAP. VIIIf.

(b) ·22 rim-fire Webley & Scott Mark VI Revolver, special model
for target practice by Service personnel. Note the cylindrical barrel:
CHAP. VIIIf.

(c) ·32 Webley & Scott Mark IV Presentation Model, 1955: CHAP.
VIIIg.

(d) ·455 Webley & Scott Mark V British Government Model 1913:
CHAP. VIIIe.

(e) ·38 Webley & Scott Mark III, 1932 Model with large stock and
safety catch: CHAP. VIIIg.
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PLATE 52 - British Government ―Pistol, Revolver, Mark VI‖s by Webley & Scott Ltd. CHAP. VIIIf.

(a) 1916 Model with detachable shoulder stock as used on parachute flare pistol.

(b) A Mark VI with a detachable Pritchard-Greener 7″ bayonet.
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PLATE 53 - ·455 Webley-Fosbery automatic Revolvers. CHAP. IX.

(a) 1914 Target Model.

(b) 1902 Model with Pryse barrel.

(c) 1902 Target Model.
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PLATE 54 - CHAP. IX.

(a) ·455 Webley-Fosbery automatic Revolver,
modified 1901 Model.

(c) ·455 Fosbery automatic revolver No. 1, 1901
Model.

(b) ·455 Fosbery automatic revolver No. 1, 1901 Model.
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PLATE 55 - Webley-Fosbery automatic Revolvers, Models 1901 and 1902. The 1901 Models have one piece recoiling frames and hinged
butts, whilst the 1902 Models, and subsequent Models, have detachable side plates on the recoiling frames and one piece butts. CHAP. IX.

(a) ·38 1902 Model.

(b) ·455 1901 Target Model.

(c) ·455 1902 Model.

(d) ·455 1901 Model.
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PLATE 56 - Enfield Revolvers.

(a) ·38 No. 2 Mark I 1932 Model: CHAP. Xc.

(b & e) Two views of a cutaway ·38, No. 2 Mark I 1927 Model: CHAP. Xc.

(c) ·476 Mark II 1882 Model (Owen Jones): CHAP. Xb.

(d) ·38 No. 2 Mark I* 1932 Model: CHAP. Xd.

(f) ·476 Mark I Model of 1880 (Owen Jones): CHAP. Xa.

(g) ·38 No. 2 Mark I* 1942 Model, made by Albion Motors, Ltd.
CHAP. Xd.
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The Paper Cartridge
The loading together of powder and ball wrapped in paper, appears to have been known as early as 1550 although it was
first referred to in 1590 by Sir John Smythe. King Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden was one of the first military commanders to
make use of this system of loading, for in 1625 his troops used primitive cartridges consisting of small paper bags of powder
attached to bullets by means of thread.
The paper cartridge may be said to have been in general use by the middle 1600‘s and while at first its form of
construction was somewhat variable it soon settled down to three basic types. In the English type one edge of the paper was cut
back at an angle of approximately 75° and arranged to form a diagonal or spiral joint on the outside of the completed cartridge;
the top end, above the ball, was tied with strong thread, while the bottom end, below the powder charge, was twisted shut. The
French type started with a rectangular piece of paper and produced a straight longitudinal joint which was pasted down; the top
end of the tube was folded, turned over, and also pasted down, while the bottom end was bent at right-angles, folded
longitudinally several times to form a narrow tape, bent back on itself and then bent again so as to lie along the body of the
cartridge. A combination of both these systems was used in America, where a typical cartridge had the English-style spiral
wrapping and above-ball tie, but the French style of bottom closure. When spherical balls were used an additional tie was made
below the ball, presumably to prevent its loss and make it easier to handle when loading; however this second tie was omitted
when the later elongated bullets were used. In use the bottom end of the cartridge was torn off, usually with the teeth, and the
powder poured down the barrel — with flint-lock weapons some of the powder was first placed in the flash-pan, although very
often this end could be achieved by striking the stock of the weapon a sharp blow after loading the barrel — and the bullet,
with all that remained of the paper cartridge, was then rammed home.
In attempts to speed-up the loading of percussion rifles a percussion cap was sometimes attached to the paper cartridge;
John de Burgh placed the cap in a recess at the front of the cartridge (English Patent No. 6,139 of 1831), while Jean Baptiste
Jourdan glued the cap to the rear end of the paper container (French Patent No. 4,642 of 1838). In each case, of course, the cap
was detached before the cartridge was loaded into a gun barrel.
As the cartridge case was made of paper it naturally burnt when the charge was fired. However very often smouldering
pieces of paper remained in the barrel, and when the next cartridge was rammed down it was not unknown for a premature
explosion to take place. This hazard led to the introduction of the combustible paper cartridge — John Mollet‘s English Patent
No. 11,657 of 1847 — the paper of which was treated with nitric and sulphuric acids in order to render it really self-consuming
in use.
The English Minie rifle of 1851 used untreated paper cartridges of tubular form (a distinctive type first used with the sea
service rifle musket of 1842) in which a hollow-based elongated bullet had its point towards the centre of the tube, the powder
charge being above the nose of the bullet. The tube had an inner stiffening wrapper extending the length of the powder charge
and this formed a weak ring round the bullet nose so that the cartridge tube would break off easily at this point. The bullet end
of the tube was tightly twisted shut and the excess paper cut off close to the base of the bullet, about 0·75 of this end of the tube
being dipped in a lubricating mixture consisting of 5 parts of tallow and 1 part of beeswax. The other end of the tube was
closed by twisting the thin paper together like the touch-paper of a firework. In use the ‗touch-paper‘ was torn off, the powder
poured down the gun barrel, the excess tube above the bullet was discarded and the bullet complete with its greased paper
wrapping, or patch, rammed home. Pattern 1853 Enfield rifle cartridges of this type were still being occasionally issued to the
Colonial Service as late as 1887, by which time no facilities for manufacturing them existed at Woolwich Arsenal and they had
to be purchased commercially; muzzle-loading Enfield cartridges of this pattern were officially declared obsolete on the 30th
July, 1887. Such ammunition was sold commercially in paper packets each containing ten cartridges arranged in two rows of
five.
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The use of these cartridges, especially by troops, necessitated the provision of waterproof containers in which to carry
them. It is in connection with such devices that the first reference to cartridges appears in the records of the British Patent
Office, when William Rawle patented several cartridge boxes and pouches, having numerous divisions, in 1777 (Patent No.
1,173). The more usual type of cartridge carrier consisted of a leather pouch which contained either a wooden block having
two rows of nine holes, or one row of twenty-four tin tubes, each of which accepted a single paper cartridge. At a later date
sheet metal boxes with hinged lids were sometimes used, in which case they were more cubical in shape. The Whitworth rifle
could be supplied with a leather loading bag containing two dozen stoppered glass tubes, arranged in three rows of eight, each
of which held a measured powder charge; in this case the hexagonal bullets were packed in paper packets each holding a single
row of ten projectiles.

The Skin Cartridge
In England this term, over the years, seems to have been applied indiscriminately to the various types of revolver cartridge
having a powder container attached to the rear end of an elongated bullet. In all cases the bullet itself was exposed, and in all
except the earliest form of the cartridge the powder container was concealed within a protective paper tube. When referring to
other than the form having the powder container made of animal intestine it is presumed that the name was used because of the
fact that the protective tube — or ‗skin‘ — had to be removed before the cartridge could be used.
The earliest form of this type of cartridge appears to have been produced in 1852, although it was not until 1854 that such
a design was patented by William Thomas Eley of the well-known firm of ammunition makers (English Patent No. 2,487). In
this cartridge the bullet had a hemi-spherical front end and a tang, or projection, in the centre of its flat base; this latter being a
feature of the Robert Adams revolver cartridge of 1852 (English Patent No. 1). On the tang was placed a cleaning wad and the
closed end of a varnished-paper cylinder, both of which were provided with a suitable central hole for the purpose, when the
end of the tang was riveted over so as to join the several components.
This form of ammunition was further developed in 1855 (English Patent No. 1,324) by the joint efforts of Samuel Colt (of
revolver fame) and the same W. T. Eley, who produced a waterproof cartridge having the powder container made of tinfoil and
with its lap joints sealed with waterproof cement. The top end of the container was crimped into an annular groove round the
base of a pointed bullet, of conical form, and a layer of grease then run round the joint. A detachable outer case was provided
to protect the cartridge and had to be removed — by pulling on an attached tape or string — before the cartridge could be used.
Although the tinfoil container was waterproof the cartridge left an undesirable residue when fired, a disadvantage which in
practice seems to have far outweighed its other advantages. This patent, however, was the one which set the general pattern for
all subsequent cartridges of this type.
The idea behind the genuine skin cartridge was patented by John Montague Hayes in 1856 (English Patent No. 2,059).
This form of construction called for the powder charge to be contained in a length of seamless membrane — pig gut being
usually employed — attached to the bullet and supported by wrappings of thread. It was not until 1861 that William
Montgomery Storm patented the idea of treating the membrane with gutta percha varnish (American Patent No. 33,611) so as
to render it waterproof and also brittle in order that it would crush to a powder under the strains of loading. A similar patent, in
which the membrane was treated with chemicals, being obtained by Henry Gladstone in 1863 (English Patent No. 2,840). Due
to it leaving virtually no residue on firing this type of cartridge became very popular for use in revolvers, for which purpose it
was usually sold commercially in 5 or 6-round paper packets and 50-round boxes.
It was customary for cartridges of English make to have the powder container protected by a paper tube having a closed
end. The open end of this tube was made a tight fit round the base of the bullet, where it was lightly pasted, and the whole tube
was pulled off — generally by means of a projecting tape — before the cartridge was loaded into a weapon.
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On the closed end of the protective tube was pasted a disc of paper which was usually coloured and bore the maker‘s name and
address. In some American makes the cartridges — which were not provided with protective covers — were fitted into shaped
recesses in a wooden block and the whole contained in a waterproof wrapper in such a way that breaking the sealing strip
allowed the package to open like a book.
During the later years of the muzzle-loading era the genuine form of skin cartridge does not seem to have been made in
England; production apparently being concentrated on a cartridge of the same basic design but with the powder container made
of nitrated paper and attached to the bullet by means of thread.
These cartridges may be said to have gone out of use in the 1890‘s; for the British Government declared them obsolete for
the Deane revolver in 1882 and for the Colt revolver in 1887, while Eley Bros. Ltd. last listed them in their catalogue of 1889.

Transition Cartridges
The change from muzzle loading to breech loading, like all other drastic alterations of basic principles, did not occur overnight. It is impossible to ascribe definite dates to the duration of such a change-over, but for the purpose of discussion the
transition period may be said to have covered the years between 1845 and 1865. Even so it should be borne in mind that breech
loading was in use in the 16th century and muzzle loading in the 20th century, although in each case only on a very-limited
scale.

The Pauly Cartridge
The earliest example of a fully self-contained cartridge, and one which was loaded directly into the breech of the weapon
in which it was used, was that produced by Jean Samuel Pauly — a Swiss engineer working in St Etienne — as early as 1808.
An improved form of this cartridge was included in Pauly's French Patent No. 843 of 1812 (also in his English Patent No.
3,833 of 1814), and had a paper body rolled round the front portion of a rimmed base-piece made of brass (or of ‗wood, metal,
or other fit material‘ according to the 1814 patent) in the rear face of which was a central recess to contain about one grain of
detonating powder. This latter was protected from damp and retained in position by a small piece of paper gummed over the
recess; the interior of the base-piece was cone-shaped and its apex communicated with the priming charge which was
detonated by the penetration of a short needle-like striker. Accuracy of fit was relied upon to provide obturation; the rear of the
cartridge, together with the face of the breech and the end of the barrel, being formed as a segment of a sphere in order to more
fully achieve this condition. Pauly‘s pistol cartridge had its case made wholly of metal, usually brass, and relied on friction to
retain its spherical projectile in position. A point of some interest is that Pauly, in his 1812 patent, claimed that with this
cartridge his new pistol could be charged six times faster than the type then in use.
The cartridge was further developed in Pauly‘s English Patent No. 4,026 of 1818, by making the base-piece of soft metal
in order to overcome the difficulty of obtaining a perfect closure between barrel and breech — ‗lead, copper, or other such
ductile materials as will give way to the explosive force of the charge‘ being specifically referred to in the patent specification.
The base-piece was still made with a rim although its rear face was now flattened and only the extremity of a projecting central
area, containing the detonating recess, was formed as part of a sphere; the outer wall of the latter being sloped inwards to
provide purchase for the legs of a separate fork-type extractor.
A later modification of the metallic base-piece for rifle and shotgun cartridges is believed to have been developed by
Henri Roux, Pauly‘s successor, about 1820. This differed from Pauly‘s original design only in having a tapering externallythreaded central tube (in place of the parallel length used for securing the paper case) which was screwed into a perforated wad
closing the lower end of the cartridge body.
Pauly‘s cartridge and gun were tested in 1813 on the orders of Napoleon I but were not adopted for service use;
presumably because this famous soldier failed to realise the military value of such a combination, or more probably due to the
relatively high cost of both the weapon and its special cartridge base-pieces.
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Although the system did not achieve the success which it really deserved and was only applied to weapons of Pauly‘s design,
the majority of which were produced by his successors in the business, it did establish a principle which subsequently proved
to be extremely efficient.
In 1814 Pauly came to England and one of his workmen, a Prussian named Johann Nikolaus Dreyse, returned to his native
Sommerda. This was the same Dreyse who later invented the turning-bolt breech action and adapted Pauly‘s method of
ignition to the needle-gun cartridge of 1832.

The Needle-Gun Cartridge
In its original muzzle-loading form this cartridge, made with either a paper or linen envelope, was patented in England by
Abraham Adolph Moser — presumably an agent for Dreyse — in 1831 (Patent No. 6,196). In its later form it was entirely of
paper construction, had a flat base, and was tied shut above a bullet which was seated in a papier mache cup or sabot. The main
feature was the provision of a relatively small recess in the base of the sabot which contained fulminate placed in the form of
paste. Ignition was effected by the use of a long spring-operated needle, hence the term needle-gun, which traversed the full
length of the powder charge before reaching the fulminate. Although this form of cartridge — like its predecessors — allowed
a considerable amount of gas to escape through the breech of the weapon when fired, its use by Prussian troops clearly
demonstrated the advantages of such a form of ignition. Dreyse produced his first breech-loading needle-gun in 1836, the first
delivery of which was made to the Prussian Army in 1842. Its use by such a military power focussed the attention of the
remainder of the world on the new cartridge and rifle, and the overwhelming superiority of firepower shown during the war
against Austria in 1866 finally sealed the fate of the muzzle-loading system and separate ignition.
In 1840 a breech-loading needle-gun and a suitable cartridge having a stiff case, in the base of which was a metallic
percussion cap, were patented in England — ‗in consequence of a communication from a foreigner residing abroad‘ — by
William Bush (Patent No. 8,513). In 1852 an English gunsmith named Joseph Needham patented the use of a thin metal cup as
an obturator (English Patent No. 184). In 1855 John Harcourt Brown obtained a patent covering the use of lubricant in an
annular groove round the base of a bullet, and also for a cartridge case terminating above the groove (English Patent No.
1,887).
The final form of needle-gun cartridge, as manufactured in England, appears to have combined the above patents; the
tube-like case being made of pasteboard and having one end closed with a disc of similar material. Inside the base disc was a
shallow cup of metal foil, and within this a flanged percussion cap with its open end facing the base of the cartridge; the cap
being held in position by various means. A small hole was made through the centre of the base disc and metal cup, so that the
cap could be detonated by the penetration of a short firing-needle; a disc of thin coloured paper (Eley‘s used either flamecoloured or blue), usually bearing the maker‘s name and the words ‗needle-gun cartridge‘, being stuck on the base of the
cartridge so as to protect the needle-hole from foreign matter. This paper also served the secondary purpose of simplifying the
separation of miss-fired from live rounds. Only the lubricant-filled base groove of the pointed bullet was seated within the
pasteboard tube, and a felt wad was placed between the base of the bullet and the powder charge. This type of cartridge was
also used in pistols, a needle-lock revolver being patented by George L. L. Kufahl in 1852 (English Patent No. 13,994).

Loaded-Ball Ammunition
Although not a cartridge within the accepted meaning of the word, reference must be made to hollow bullets containing
their own powder charge.
The idea was first patented in 1840 (English Patent No. 8,347) by Joseph Rock Cooper, who employed a very short
cylindro-spherical bullet having a charge of detonating powder in a cavity in its rear end; the principle being applied to a
somewhat longer type of bullet by William Golden and John Hanson in 1841 (English Patent No. 9,129).
In 1847 Stephen Taylor, on behalf of an American named Walter Hunt, obtained English Patent No. 11,994 for a conicalshaped bullet which had a charge of gunpowder in a base cavity closed by a centrally-perforated metal cap.
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Fig. LXIV.
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A tubular magazine system, to be attached to a gun barrel, was also described in this patent. In 1848 Hunt himself obtained
American Patent No. 5,701 for his loaded bullet, which was used in the Hunt rifle of 1849 and a lengthened form of it in the
Jennings rifle of 1850; in both of which ignition was obtained from an external percussion source. In practice the rear end of
the bullet was closed by a cork plug having a central aperture, rather than by a metal cap as described in the patent
specification, while after the end of 1850 cannelures were provided round the rear end of the bullet and filled with tallow to
afford barrel lubrication. Fitted with a priming system by Horace Smith and Daniel Baird Wesson — an improvement which
was not patented until 1856 (American Patent No. 14,147) — the bullet was then used in the Volcanic series of rifles and
pistols of the 1855 period. However since no obturating device was provided, the bullet lacked power (a typical bullet having a
powder charge of only about one fifteenth of its own weight), and miss-fires were frequent, the system very soon fell into
disuse.

The LePage Cartridge
Patented in 1832 (French Patent No. 5,468), by a Paris gunsmith named Bastin LePage, this cartridge — like Pauly‘s —
was formed of paper rolled round the front portion of a metal base piece, although in this case the latter was only about one
quarter of the length of that used in the Pauly cartridge; its rear end was completely flat and its large solid rim had a rounded
front edge. Projecting radially within the thickness of the rim, and communicating with the interior of the base piece, was a
short tube upon which an ordinary percussion cap was placed; detonation of the priming charge being brought about by the
crushing action of an external hammer.
It would appear that difficulty was encountered with the removal of the metal base piece after firing, as the cartridge was
only made for small-bore weapons and pistols. However in spite of its practical limitations it did help to prove the soundness
of Pauly‘s earlier development, and in its own right might well be considered as the first stage in the development of the pinfire cartridge.

The Pin-fire Cartridge
In 1840 Joshua Shaw obtained English Patent No. 8,704 for a means of ignition in which a percussion cap on the end of a
small rod was passed through a cylindrical touch-hole in a gun barrel, the cap being driven against the opposite side of the
powder chamber in order to fire the charge. In the form of a self-contained cartridge, however, pin-fire ignition originated with
a French gunsmith named B. Houllier who obtained French Patent No. 1,936 in 1846. This patent was a rather remarkable
document, for in addition to three versions of the pin-fire system it also clearly showed both rim-fire and a form of centre-fire
ignition.
The pin-fire was the first real step forward in the development of the metallic cartridge, for with its introduction breech
loading finally became a practical possibility. The thin metal case, momentarily expanding when the charge was fired,
completely sealed the chamber and so proved to be the efficient obturator so long sought after.
Mainly due to contemporary writings the credit for inventing this type of cartridge was long given to another French
gunsmith, Eugene Gabriel Lefaucheux, and its date of introduction sometimes even quoted as 1837 (although — in one of his
French patents — Lefaucheux himself claimed that it was his father who invented the cartridge in 1846). No official record has
been found to substantiate this claim although an addition to a patent was granted to Lefaucheux in 1850 as part of French
Patent No. 4,839 (which refers especially to a copper tube having a thickened closed end into which is screwed a thick copper
base containing the striker-pin and percussion cap). The patent addition consisted of joining the base cup and paper tube by
means of an internal reinforce or ring, and is in keeping with some known examples of early pin-fire cartridges. Lefaucheux
did, however, popularise this type of cartridge in his dropdown barrel guns; he also exhibited a pepper-box type of pin-fire
revolver at the London Exhibition of 1851.
The first form of cartridge had a tubular paste-board body fitted into a thin copper cup-like base, much on the lines of a
modern shotgun cartridge. The base cup was provided with a hollow rim (a feature which was retained in the pin-fire shotgun
cartridge), and projecting radially from it was a striker-pin having its lower end just clear of the priming composition in an
ordinary percussion cap seated in a recess in a pressed-paper plug which reinforced the breech end of the cartridge.
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By the early 1850‘S the whole of the cartridge case was made of copper and produced as a one-piece stamping, the rim
being dispensed with due to difficulty of production, and it is in this later form that the pin-fire cartridge is no doubt familiar to
most readers. After brass came into general use during the 1870‘s it replaced copper as the case material.
Pin-fire cartridges were made in a number of different sizes between 2 mm and 15 mm in diameter, and on the continent
of Europe manufacture continued until the late 1930‘s. The biggest disadvantage of this system of ignition was that a cartridge
could be loaded in one position only, because the striker-pin had to fit into a notch cut in the end of the chamber wall to receive
it, in order that it could receive the blow from the hammer.
The projecting pin of a pin-fire cartridge provided a ready means of extracting the fired case and this system was copied
in a number of early centre-fire cartridges, although in the latter case the pin was somewhat larger in diameter and considerably
greater in length; representative of this practice was Thomas William Webley‘s English Patent No. 2,030 of 1865. A further
use for the dummy pin is revealed by the texts of certain old patents which provide for a projecting pin to indicate when a gun
is loaded, and therefore dangerous — even to its user; English Patent No. 518, obtained by Charles William Lancaster in 1865,
being typical of this approach to a problem more imaginary' than real.

The Rim-fire Cartridge
The idea of a cartridge having a hollow rim to contain a detonating mixture originated with the French gunsmith Houllier,
who showed such an arrangement in his patent (No. 1,936) of 1846. In many respects the early history of this type of cartridge
was similar to that of the pin-fire variety, for although it was Houllier who patented the basic idea it was developed and
popularised by a third party. In this case the initial development was done by Louis Nicolas Auguste Flobert, another French
gunsmith, who long received sole credit for the original idea; it being he who exhibited the new cartridge at the Great
Exhibition held at London in 1851.
As originally produced, the short copper case of the cartridge had no powder charge, the fulminate mixture in the hollow
rim serving as both igniter and propellant. Used in ‗saloon‘ pistols this cartridge became extremely popular for indoor practice,
and remained so over the years to such an extent that it is still manufactured under the name of B.B., or bulleted-breech, cap.
In America the firm of Smith & Wesson modified Flobert‘s design by lengthening the case so that it would hold a charge
of black powder, for which alteration they obtained American Patent No. 11,496 in 1854. This patent, clearly indicating centre
ignition, shows a metal disc anvil retained at rim level — on the lines of Lancaster‘s centre-fire cartridge of 1852 — while
another metal disc contains a supply of tallow next to a spherical projectile. This was the cartridge intended, but never used, for
the original Volcanic pistol. The design was further improved by the same firm and a new patent taken out in 1860 (American
Patent No. 27,933). In this version the fulminate was in the rim, surrounding a perforated base wad, and the mouth of the
copper case was crimped into the lowest of three annular grooves round the rear end of an elongated bullet. The writer has not
encountered an actual cartridge conforming to either of these specifications, although in 1857 a form of cartridge was in
production having features of both patents. Marketed under the name of Smith & Wesson‘s No. 1 or 22-100 Pistol Cartridge it
had a somewhat pointed form of bullet (almost cylindro-ogival, in fact) with its exposed cannelures filled with tallow, was
without either metal discs or perforated base wad, and had a disc of thin paper between the priming composition and powder
charge. This cartridge proved to be so efficient that it survived the test of time and is still manufactured, with but minor
alterations, as the ·22 Short cartridge.
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The rim-fire system soon became very popular, especially in America where it could well be said to have been the first
form of ‗fixed‘ ammunition (needle-gun and pin-fire systems never having ‗taken on‘ as they did on the Continent and in
England); it could be loaded into a weapon much more quickly than the pin-fire type and was also safer to carry. Furthermore,
and this was possibly the rim-fire‘s biggest advantage, it made practical the construction of weapons having a supply of
cartridges in a magazine. This latter idea was developed by an American named Benjamin Tyler Henry in 1858, when he
designed the large-size rim-fire cartridge which was later used in the ·44 calibre Henry rifle of 1861.
Rim-fire cartridges were made as large as one inch in diameter, although those intended for pistols were restricted to the
more modest 2 mm to 15 mm range. At first the only weakness of this type of ignition lay in the fact that it was impossible to
fully guarantee that all the rim hollow received a supply of priming mixture; however this trouble was almost completely
overcome by dropping wet mixture into the empty case and whirling the case round, so that centrifugal force threw the priming
composition into the hollow rim. Later, when greater power and range were called for, it was found that the thin copper of the
case could not withstand the higher pressures involved; this was a weakness which could not be overcome, and was the main
cause of the system‘s decline in popularity.
Interesting variants of the rim-fire system are to be found amongst American cartridges produced in attempts to avoid
infringement of the Rollin White patent (No. 12,608) of 1855, which gave the firm of Smith & Wesson (who obtained sole
manufacturing rights) a monopoly over the American production of revolver cylinders with chambers bored completely
through so as to be loaded from the rear end. Examples were: the Plant Cup-fire cartridge of 1859, having (instead of a radially
projecting rim) a cup-like depression in the base of its parallel-sided case and the priming mixture contained in the recess
formed at the junction of the sides and base; the Allen Lip-fire cartridge of 1860, with its hollow rim extending for only one
eighth to one sixth (depending on calibre) of the case circumference; the Moore Teat-fire cartridge of 1864, with the centre of
its base extended backwards in the form of a small-diameter nipple or teat; and the Crispin cartridge of 1865, in which the
fulminate was placed in a projecting hollow rib surrounding the case body at a point about one third of the distance from its
base.

The Centre-fire Cartridge
The evolution of this type of cartridge was a complicated process, consisting as it did of a long series of small
improvements made by people of several nationalities, which it is impossible to reduce to its essentials without omitting
reference to some feature of development which the reader may consider of importance. Although such cartridges were long
known as ‗central-fire‘, the more modern term ‗centre-fire‘ will be used here so as not to cause confusion.
The earliest examples of this type of cartridge were undoubtedly those produced by Pauly about 1808, and the later
needle-gun variants already discussed, although they do not seem to be generally thought of as such within the accepted
meaning of the term. In the Dreyse cartridge of 1832 the fulminate was so placed as to ignite the front end of the powder
charge first, and while theoretically this was an improvement it was soon found to have no real advantage in practice. In the
Bush cartridge of 1840 the means of ignition was returned to the base of the charge, a position which it has occupied (except
for a few experimental variations) ever since.
The metal-based paper cartridge, which originated with pin-fire ignition, was -brought to quite a high standard of
efficiency by the English gunsmith Charles William Lancaster, who produced — but curiously enough does not seem to have
patented — a centre-fire shot-gun cartridge in 1852. In this cartridge the fulminate of mercury was placed in a shallow recess
on the underside of a stiff copper plate, which acted as an anvil, and was contained by a thin copper cup forming the lower part
of the cartridge. Detonation was obtained by the crushing action of a fiat-ended firing-pin, the resultant flash reaching the
powder charge via four holes through the centre portion of the copper plate. This type of cartridge became very popular for use
in walking-stick guns, and the basic feature of its system of ignition was later patented by Roussel (French Patent No. 10,446)
in 1854 and by George Woodward Morse (American Patent No. 15,996) in 1856.
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A French gunsmith named Clement Pottet — whose patent of 1829 (French Patent No. 3,930) was for a cartridge very
much on the lines of some used with Pauly-type weapons about 1820, in that the metal base-piece had an integral hollow screw
projecting from its centre by which the base was attached to the centrally-perforated lower end of the paper cartridge body —
produced the first centre-fire cartridge to have an ordinary percussion cap with a separate anvil recessed into its metallic base.
This paper-cased cartridge was intended for sporting purposes, had its metallic base retained in position by the expansion of an
internal base plug (brought about by the action of an externally-threaded cap chamber), and was patented in 1855 (French
Patent No. 12,746).
A simplified form of case construction was patented by Francois Eugene Schneider, another French gunsmith, in 1858
(French Patent No. 20,308). In this design, with which a longitudinally-fluted anvil having four ribs was used, the lower end of
the tubular paper case was flared out on the inside of a rimmed and centrally-perforated thin metallic base cup. The separate
cap chamber was also of relatively thin metal and the whole assembly was locked together by an internal paper base wad
positioned under pressure. Schneider obtained a further French Patent (No. 26,901) in 1860 for a modified form of the above
design, and also covered it in England in 1861 (English Patent No. 2,203). This latter patent, apparently because of a
technicality, was not maintainable in law and was successfully challenged by Messrs Eley Brothers Limited. As a result its
subject matter became common property, and ultimately was used as the general pattern on which subsequent shotgun
cartridge design was based. The fluted anvil, however, was not a success and was soon abandoned. An English gunsmith
named George Henry Daw, who introduced Schneider‘s cartridge into this country, employed the basic features of the 1861
design in a cartridge which he patented in America in 1869 (Patent No. 89,563). Daw‘s cartridge, however, had its case made
of sheet metal rolled up and soldered at the edges, and was a forerunner of the later all-metal shotgun cartridge.
Although paper-cased cartridges were quite satisfactory for use in low-powered weapons, it was soon found that they
could not withstand the higher pressures which were necessary in order to produce suitable ballistics in sporting and military
rifles. This inability of early cartridges to withstand high pressures led to the development of what might, at first thought, be
considered as a retrograde type of cartridge. This was a metallic case containing powder charge and bullet but relying on the
external cap of a modified percussion-lock to provide the ignition. The principle was not new, having been employed by
Lefaucheux in the early 1840‘s, but it received its greatest use in America where a number of variants were patented. The most
important of these were those of Ambrose Everett Burnside (Patent No. 14,491 of 1856) and Edward Maynard (Patent No.
15,141 of 1856), both of which received a considerable amount of use — the Burnside primarily in a military role and the
Maynard for sporting purposes.
The Burnside cartridge, which was actually first patented in England in 1855 (Patent No. 2,581), had a reverse-tapered
case intended for front loading into the lifting rear section of a carbine barrel. A grease chamber was added, to contain a supply
of lubricant round the bullet, and patented by George P. Foster in 1860 (American Patent No. 27,791) and it is in this later form
that the cartridge is usually encountered to-day.
The first Maynard cartridge — made under the 1856 patent — had a parallel brass case without a rim, and was loaded
with a lubricated bullet. It was supplied with a removable shallow cover, over its rear end, to protect the small flash-hole from
foreign matter and physical damage. In 1859 the inventor obtained a further American Patent (No. 22,565) covering the
provision of a large-diameter steel disc, also perforated in its centre, soldered to the base of the original type of brass case so as
to form a rim. Although no doubt steel was used during the early days of production the disc was very soon made of brass, and
it was this type of reloadable cartridge case which was finally used in the Maynard sporting rifles of 1863 and 1865.
The principle of the metallic cartridge case was not new, for (as referred to on page 213) it may be said to have originated
with the replacement iron chamber. Such a device, used to speed up re-loading, is still to be seen on a match-lock rifle dated
1537 which was once the property of King Henry VIII of England, and there is not much doubt but that the basic idea was the
same as that behind the early Maynard-type cartridge — the use of a metal container of powder and ball which relied upon an
external source of fire to bring about ignition. In a similar manner the later type of replacement chamber, fitted with its own
flint-lock, may well be considered as the ancestor of the modern contained-ignition metallic cartridge.
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The earliest record of a more-or-less orthodox type of centre-fire metallic cartridge appears to be that of Pierre Francois
Desnyau, who obtained French Patent No. 7,172 of 1840. This was for a cartridge ignited by an ordinary percussion cap on a
centrally-placed nipple which projected backwards from the base of an iron case. It is interesting to reflect upon the fact that 26
years later David Williamson patented this same idea in America (Patent No. 58,525) and used the device in his transition type
derringer, which would fire either cap-and-ball or metallic cartridges as required. By placing the nipple wholly within a central
recess in the rear end of the case, which was also provided with a rim, Desnyau‘s cartridge was improved and made safer to
use by De Bourcier in 1847 (French Patent No. 3,321). Without too great a stretch of the imagination this arrangement might
well be considered as the origin of the single-hole ‗Berdan‘ type of primer pocket, which was later used by some Continental
ammunition makers. The same basic feature of construction kept recurring in various patents, notably in America, until the
early 1870‘s.
As already referred to, when discussing the rim-fire cartridge, the thin metallic cartridge case was introduced about 1847
but it was not until almost 1860 that its use was extended to the larger calibres. This time lapse was not due to man‘s inability
to visualise such large cartridges, but rather to the fact that case production was directly dependent upon progress in the
engineering field where the art of cupping and drawing metal was still in the experimental stage. It was this fact which was
mainly responsible for the introduction of the built-up metal case; the earliest example apparently being that of Beringer, who
in 1848 obtained French Patent No. 4,909 for a lap-jointed tube of thin metal which in turn was similarly jointed to its metal
base.
In 1858 an important event occurred in the history of cartridges, when an American engineer named George Woodward
Morse obtained his country‘s Patent No. 20,727. This was for a flat-rimmed brass case having a tapered body with a brazed
longitudinal joint. A wire anvil, bent in the general shape of a vee, had its open ends soldered to the inside of the case and its
closed end positioned just below the level of the case rim. A large percussion cap, of ‗top-hat‘ type, was placed over the rear
end of the anvil and the surrounding opening closed by a centrally-perforated rubber disc. The case was later made parallel, the
rim being formed by flaring the rear end of the case outwards and then rolling the edge over until it turned back on itself. With
this type of case the percussion cap, although large, was of normal shape and the anvil was bent up from sheet metal. As so
often happened in the course of history, however, this cartridge and the repeating rifle in which it was used were too far
advanced for their time and so did not receive the recognition which they undoubtedly deserved.
The built-up metal case was further developed — although theoretically not in such an efficient manner as that adopted by
Morse — when English gunsmiths John Rigby and Joseph Needham obtained their country‘s patent, No. 3,140 of 1860, for a
cartridge with a metal lining having a lapped joint and a paper cover; a form of construction which was carried a stage further
by an American colonel named Silas Crispin, who obtained English Patent No. 1,881 of 1863. This referred to a case made of
thin wrapped sheet metal formed with an overlapping joint, the inside of the case being lined with paper and a metal disc
attached to the base — by solder or other means — so as to form a flange. No doubt because of the American Civil War this
patent (together with Rodman and Crispin‘s related American one, No. 40,988, of later the same year) does not appear to have
been translated into practical form, although a simplified version of it was produced for use in percussion carbines. It was not
until 1867 that the American Government produced an experimental lot of cartridges based on the patent specification —
rolling sheet brass ·002″ thick in combination with a sheet of paper so that the finished case consisted of two thicknesses of
brass and three of paper, the parallel body being retained in a rimmed brass cup by the friction of a pressed-paper base wad —
but the method of construction was not satisfactory due to the liability of the base cup to separate from the case body.
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Between September, 1864, and August, 1865, when the Snider rifle was being tested by the British Government, it was
found that cartridges of the Pottet-Schneider type were not satisfactory for military purposes due to their inability to withstand
the pressures involved, their non-waterproof soft paper cases, and the fact that they could not stand up to rough handling. The
problem of producing a suitable cartridge was passed to Colonel Edward Mounier Boxer, Superintendent of the Royal
Laboratory at Woolwich (the main British Government arsenal), whose efforts — culminating in October, 1865 — resulted in
him obtaining English Patent No. 137 of 1866. This was for a cartridge having a body made of two full turns and ·2″ overlap of
sheet brass ·003″ thick, to the outside of which a thin white paper wrapper was attached by shellac and india-rubber cement, its
lower end being flared out into a shallow brass cup — the upper portion of which was necked down so as to form a hollow rim
around the closed base — which in conjunction with a compressed coil of brown paper, surrounding the cap chamber, formed
the case head. This early Boxer cartridge case may well be considered as a combination of the Pottet, Schneider and Crispin
patents of 1855, 1858 and 1863, but it was not too successful as its body was liable to rupture — along the front edge of the
base cup — on firing; as a consequence only the first pattern (the term ‗Mark‘ was not approved until the 30th November,
1867, whereas marking with a Roman numeral to indicate the pattern of a store was approved on the 27th August, 1865) of
Snider cartridge, approved 20th August, 1866, was of this form of construction. Later in 1866 Boxer obtained English Patent
No. 2,653 for the type of case with which his name is normally associated. In this improved design — the Pattern II, approved
8th December, 1866 — the single base cup of the Pattern I cartridge was replaced by a solid brass disc, a shallow brass cup,
and an extra coil of well-annealed thin sheet brass (having its lower end turned over at right angles) which projected above the
top of the shallow cup so as to break the joint and so prevent cutting of the case wall on firing; the whole assembly, including
the turned-over end of the wall proper and the compressed coil of brown paper, being firmly jointed together by a hollow brass
rivet which also served as the cap chamber. The closed head of the rivet was perforated by a single flash-hole, and the copper
percussion cap contained — in addition to ·2 grain of composition, varnished over — a flat brass anvil provided with side
projections (formally approved on the 17th October, 1867) intended to prevent it being accidentally driven into the cap and so
causing a premature explosion. By the end of 1871 no less than nine different patterns of Snider ball cartridge had been
produced (Mark IX, approved 16th August of that year, being distinguished by a single red band printed around its body), a
fact which clearly indicates the pace at which cartridge development was then taking place. In passing it may be of interest to
mention a few odd points in connection with early Boxer case development: the familiar blackened iron base disc was first
used with the Pattern IV Snider cartridge (approved 8th July, 1867); the use of brown paper — rather than white — as a case
covering was first applied to the Pattern V cartridge (also approved 8th July, 1867), so also was the second or inner base cup
— as distinct from a base coil — although early production rounds had the coil reinforcement; the tissue paper case lining,
shellacked in place, was first used with the Mark VIII cartridge (approved 3rd September, 1869); the only other notable
constructional variation — apart from necking of the case, covered by W. T. Eley‘s English Patent No. 166 of 1869 — was the
introduction of an inner brass coil (the case wall being provided with a small sight hole so that the presence of this additional
reinforcement could be seen at a glance) in the Mark III Martini-Henry cartridge (approved 16th August, 1873). Having
referred to most of the Snider ball cartridges it may be as well, for the sake of completeness, to cite the official dates of
approval for the remaining ·577 Snider rounds; these were as follows: Ball cartridges — Pattern III (the 480 grains bullet was
approved on the 31st January, 1867, and saw-shaped cannelures on the 4th May, 1867), Mark VI and Mark VII, on the 4th
May, 1867, 8th October, 1868, and 1st March. 1869: Blank cartridges — Pattern I, Pattern II, Mark III and Mark IV, on the
20th August, 1866, 4th April, 1867, 14th December, 1867, and 3rd August, 1872; Buckshot cartridges — Mark I and Mark II,
on the 16th January, 1868, and 18th November, 1873, respectively; Shot cartridge, Mark I, on the 8th July, 1898.
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Blank cartridges were packed in purple paper wrappers until the 25th April, 1867, when brown paper was substituted;
however, on the 13th January, 1871, purple paper was reintroduced for this purpose. Ball cartridges for Snider rifles were at
first packed ‗heads to tails‘, an arrangement which caused the soft lead bullets to be damaged by adjoining base discs, but on
the 6th September, 1869, it was ordered that such cartridges should be packed with all bullets pointing in one direction.
Lacquering of bullets was approved on the 3rd September, 1869 and discontinued on the 30th March, 1871. The length of case
required to form a pistol cartridge was only small, and therefore such rounds of Boxer pattern did not have the typical base
cups of rifle cartridges. Instead a single cup was extended in length so as to form the case proper; it being first punched into
cup form and then having the central base hole of the cap-chamber-rivet stamped out as a separate operation. An exception to
this procedure was the ·577 calibre pistol cartridge, which had a compound case of typical rifle design. The Boxer type of
construction continued to be used for British Government cartridges until between 1880 and 1890, during which period the
change-over to solid-drawn brass cases took place. Commercially, however, the design survived until as late as 1939 for the
production of cheap low-power sporting cartridges of the old military ·577 and ·577/·450 calibres, which were primarily
intended for sale to natives in places where high powered weapons were neither necessary nor desirable.
The earliest record of a drawn-metal centre-fire cartridge case seems to be Smith & Wesson‘s American Patent No.
11,496 of 1854 [referred to on page 219] even though that cartridge apparently never materialised in practice. Early cases were
made of copper and to the same general pattern as the rim-fire cartridge, but they were usually fitted with separate primed
anvils of disc, bar, or cup form placed inside the case heads. Such types of inside-primed cartridges may be recognised by the
location of the anvil-retaining indentations or cannelures: a disc anvil had a full circular shallow cannelure (in some instances
nothing more than an obvious ‗tightness‘ of the case metal) immediately in front of the rim; a bar anvil had two short
indentations diametrically opposite each other and approximately ·1″ in front of the rim; while a cup anvil had either a full or
two-part circular cannelure between ·15″ and ·25″ (depending on calibre) above the case head, although again this was not
invariably so. The earliest example of the disc anvil — in this type of cartridge — was that of Jackson and Pusey, who
obtained American Patent No. 50,592 in 1865; the bar anvil was devised by Edward H. Martin in 1866 but does not seem to
have been patented, even in America; while the cup anvil originated with John Webster Cochran, who obtained English Patent
No. 2,431 of 1867.
Late in 1865 an American colonel named Hiram Berdan produced a cartridge case having its rim pressed closely together,
and with a separate metal pocket riveted into the centre of its base in order to contain a shallow percussion cap. The bottom of
the pocket had a projection stamped up on one side so as to form an anvil, while on the opposite side a flash-hole was pierced.
This closed type of rim construction came to be referred to as a folded-head and the separate cap-pocket as the battery-cup. For
this outside-primed cartridge, having its cap sunk below the level of the case head, Berdan obtained American Patent No.
53,388 in 1866.
Early in the same year (1866) another American colonel, named S. V. Benet — of Frankford Arsenal, the main American
Government ordnance factory — produced an experimental cartridge having its cap-pocket formed in one continuous piece
with the case itself and fitted with a separate anvil and cap of Boxer type.
Early thin metal cartridge cases tended to burst at the rim — where the tight fold was made — on firing, so that it became
necessary to provide reinforcement at that point. In 1867 Colonel James G. Benton (also of the American Frankford Arsenal)
provided a tight-fitting internal metal cup for the purpose and used it in conjunction with a bar anvil. This solved the problem
of burst cases, or at any rate greatly improved matters, but introduced a new complication in the form of erratic ignition due to
springiness in the double thickness of metal.
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The cup idea was carried a stage further by the introduction of the cup-anvil, which consisted of a reinforcing cup having a
dished area and two flash-holes in the centre of its base so that it could combine the functions of reinforcement and primer; an
arrangement which permitted the priming composition to be retained in the cup recess by the head of the case and thus
presented only one thickness of metal at the point of striker impact. Although J. W. Cochran patented this device in 1867 its
most noted use was in S. V. Benet‘s cup-primed cartridge of March, 1868. This latter was apparently the most practical form of
inside-primed cartridge of the period, for it continued to be manufactured until as late as 1881. The cup was made of tinned
iron until it was found that oxidation set up a reaction, with the fulminate of the priming composition, which caused miss-fires
and resulted in all cups made after August, 1870, being of copper.
The foregoing were not the only methods used in attempts to strengthen the folded-head type of case, and H. Berdan‘s
English Patent No. 317 of January, 1868, will serve to indicate other approaches to the problem. This particular patent covered
the use of an internal metal cup which fitted tightly round the central cap-pocket but loosely inside the case body, and so
obviated the need for a retaining crimp; the provision of a raised boss in the centre of the cartridge head, on its outer face, to
prevent binding of the weak rim between breech face and rear end of barrel which would impose additional strain and so
increase the possibility of a rupture (such a profile being more usually associated with the solid-head Mauser cartridge of
1871); and the reinforcing of the cartridge head by means of solder, both on its inner face and in the hollow of the folded rim.
The drawing accompanying this patent illustrates a cartridge having its base and cap-pocket made in one piece with the case
itself, although the text does not lay claim to this feature. Such a method of construction was, however, specifically referred to
in Berdan‘s American Patent No. 82,587 of September, 1868, and his almost identical English Patent No. 1,530 of May, 1869.
The most outstanding feature of these later patents was the provision of a centrally-placed integral cone-shaped anvil and
multiple flash-holes; the one-piece case and reinforcing cup losing much of their importance because of Berdan‘s visit to
Frankford Arsenal, presumably during the second half of 1867, where he was shown S. V. Benet‘s development of 1866 and
no doubt also J. G. Benton‘s internal cup of 1867. Millions of bottle-necked Berdan cartridges were supplied to Russia, for use
in that country‘s 1869 model Berdan rifles, where they proved to be extremely efficient and also capable of being re-loaded.
A cartridge having a solid head was developed by George Kynoch — of the well-known ammunition firm — and William
Whitehill, who jointly obtained English Patent No. 1,107 in April, 1868. This provided for a thickening at the base of a
cartridge cup to be spread outwards by pressure in order to form a rim, much on the lines still employed. A hole was pierced in
the centre of the base to receive a cap-pocket, which was a separate unit, and the interior of the case head was strengthened by
means of a thick paper washer. The application of pressure on the top face of the washer caused it to expand, and the base of
the cartridge case wall was allowed to stretch slightly so as to form an enlarged chamber which held the washer firmly in
position. In practice this method of construction gave way to the form in which the paper washer was retained by means of a
Boxer-type hollow rivet cap-pocket, so that no expansion of the case was necessary; a product now referred to as a solid-drawn
case with a battery-pocket primer.
Improvements were made by an American named Benjamin Berkley Hotchkiss, who in July, 1869, obtained English
Patent No. 2,257 covering a solid-head cartridge case having an integral cap-pocket and with the interior metal between head,
wall, and cap-pocket, formed as a. semi-circular groove in order to eliminate all sharp comers and so add strength at the point
where it was most needed. The base of the cap-pocket projected up into the interior of the case, forming what is now known as
a hollow-bar head, and was provided with either one central flash-hole of Boxer type or with Berdan‘s multiple flash-holes and
integral anvil. However, presumably because of challenging action by Kynoch and Whitehill, all reference to solid-head
construction was disclaimed in the amended version of this patent published in 1871 so that only details of the cap-pocket
remained.
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In spite of this set-back Hotchkiss retained protection for his ideas in America where he obtained Patent No. 94,210 in August,
1869, leading to the production of a case form which has served extremely well for many years and is still used in the majority
of revolver and a number of low-powered rifle cartridges. Because of its method of construction this type of case is also
referred to as having a hollow-bar head, since the end of the mandrel (or bar) which supports the interior of a brass cup while it
is being formed into a cartridge case is hollowed out so as to produce the necessary internal contours on the base of the
finished case. The shallow groove formed round the cap-pocket serves to reduce weight and save metal, the latter resulting in
slightly more economical production.
In February, 1874, a Prussian named Adolph Nitzke obtained English Patent No. 654, the special feature of which was the
placing of the bottom of the powder space in a cartridge in advance of the deepest point of the cap-pocket, and from the
wording of Nitzke‘s patent specification it is quite clear that it applies to the solid-bar cartridge case now used for highpowered loads. In such a case the bottom of the powder space is flat, without any form of recess round the cap-pocket, and
joins the case wall in a small radius curve; a case of this type being introduced in 1887 when the ·50 calibre Bullard cartridge,
loaded with 115 grains of black powder, made its appearance on the American market. A further claim to fame of this
particular cartridge was the fact that its case was semi-rimmed, in an attempt to retain the reliability of the conventional rim
whilst reducing the difficulties of mechanical handling in magazine systems.
The modern ‗rimless‘ case — which has a groove turned round its rear end for the purpose of extraction, rather than
having a projecting rim of greater diameter than the case body — is not such a recent invention as is so often thought. Cases of
this form were used by an American named Sylvester Hayward Roper as early as 1866, in 4-shot revolving-magazine rifles and
shotguns of his design, but he apparently never claimed protection for them even though in April of that year he did obtain
American Patent No. 53,881 for the guns. Roper‘s cartridge cases were normally made of iron (although brass examples are
known) and the shotgun version anticipated much later development by having its ‗rim‘ of smaller diameter than the case
body, a feature employed to enable a given size of breech-bolt and extractor to handle cartridges larger in diameter than it
could normally accommodate. The rimless rifle cartridge case was also years ahead of its time in that it was formed with a
local thickening round its base, just in front of the extractor groove, which caused it to act as a very thick rim and position the
cartridge in a gun chamber by means of its forward edge; such a form of construction, which requires the rear end of the
chamber to be counterbored to receive it, is now known as a belted rimless case (the well-known ·300/·375 calibre Holland &
Holland Schonauer cartridge, which is generally thought of in connection with this type of case, did not appear until 1905).
A cartridge case having its base recessed for an extractor was described in Thomas Restell‘s English Patent No. 2,711 of
October, 1866, while in 1872 George H. Dupee obtained American Patent No. 123,622 under which folded-head cases having
rolled-in extractor grooves were produced; a most interesting result of the latter being the production of rimless cartridges
having rim-fire ignition. In spite of this early activity, however, the rimless case did not become established until the soliddrawn brass version was employed by Major Rubin — of the Swiss Army — for his jacketed-bullet cartridge of 1885.
The fully-combustible cartridge dates back to John Mollet‘s English Patent No. 11,657 of 1847; having originated
because of the desire to remove all smouldering particles from a previous shot without the necessity of physical effort. The
loaded-ball of 1840 may possibly be considered as a somewhat earlier attempt to overcome the same difficulty. Since those
days the problem has been approached in various ways, although in each instance the principle employed has been basically
that of the 1847 cartridge — of making the cartridge case completely disappear on firing. In 1854 William Greener obtained
English Patent No. 2,693 for a case made of fusible alloy containing zinc, lead and bismuth.
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The use of gunpowder mixed with shellac, pressed into case form and then coated with collodion (a gluey solution of
guncotton, alcohol and ether), was protected by Roberts Bartholow‘s American Patent No. 32,345 of 1861; while in 1869
Alfred B. Eley obtained American Patent No. 88,948 for a case moulded from pyroxyline, or guncotton.
Nowadays, with the use of such a vast number of automatic weapons by the various armies of the world, the matter is
receiving more attention than it has done for many years; for in addition to the aspect of fired case extraction the question of
cartridge weight and production costs are being considered. Towards the end of World War II the Germans developed a very
efficient type of fully-combustible cartridge having a normal shaped rimless case made of pressed powder (only possible
because of the gelatinous properties of modem smokeless propellants) containing a small charge of loose powder, to aid
ignition, and a completely combustible primer; however an equally efficient breech mechanism had not been perfected by the
time the war ended, although sufficient progress had been made to clearly indicate the practical possibilities of the system.
If, in the future, a satisfactory breech mechanism can be produced then — however ironical it may seem — the wheel of
progress will have turned yet another full circle!

SOME BRIEF NOTES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF

THE ENGLISH AMMUNITION TRADE
For many years after gunpowder came into use in England (say in 1340) it was imported into the country. In January,
1588, George Evelyn, Richard Willes and John Evelyn were granted an 11-year licence to dig and work saltpetre for use in
gunpowder. In October, 1604, John Evelin, Richard Harding and Robert Evelin received a 21-year grant authorising them to
make gunpowder, and also a contract to deliver corned powder to the Tower of London each year; a similar grant being made
to the Earl of Worcester in May, 1607. The British Government acquired the site of the present Waltham Abbey powder mills
(in the county of Essex) in 1787, and by 1800 the gunpowder-making industry had settled into the hands of three major
concerns: Curtis‘s & Harvey; Pigou, Wilks & Laurence; and John Hall & Sons; one of the former‘s powder mills dating back
to the 17th century.
Alfred Nobel — a Swedish chemist — founded the British Dynamite Company Limited, which was incorporated in 1871.
By 1876 it no longer specialised in dynamite but produced smokeless powders generally, being ultimately incorporated as the
Nobel Explosives Company Limited in 1900.
A Bristol plumber named William Watts discovered, apparently in 1769, that molten lead would form into globular drops
if allowed to fall from a height into cold water. He obtained English Patent No. 1,284 of 1782 for this method of making small
shot although he never entered into business in such a line, preferring to sell his secret for hard cash; Bristol Dropped Shot
(made in eleven different sizes) soon becoming widely known. As with the gunpowder industry this one also eventually fell
under the control of the largest firms; in this instance Walker, Parker & Co.; Lane & Nesham; and the Abbey Improved Chilled
Shot Co., Ltd.
A number of cartridge making firms have been in business over the years, but the English trade as a whole really centred
around the activities of four of them.
William Eley founded the Eley organisation in 1828, and traded under his own name. For some time after William was
killed his two sons William Thomas and Charles carried on the business under the name of W. & C. Eley, being eventually
joined by William‘s third son Henry when the name was changed to that of Eley Brothers. In 1847 the firm was incorporated
as a limited company under the registered name of Eley Brothers Limited, and it is by this name that the organisation is so well
known throughout the world. They made cartridges of all types, ranging from the early paper variety to those having soliddrawn brass cases, and were the best known of all English makers. In 1913 a branch was established at North Transcona,
Manitoba, under the name of Eley Brothers (Canada) Limited, for the manufacture of shotgun cartridges; however this factory
was closed down at the outbreak of World War I.
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George Kynoch started his business in 1862, specialising in manufacturing the then new metallic cartridges; the business
being incorporated as a limited company under the name of Kynoch and Company Limited in 1873. A reputation was acquired
with the production of folded-head brass cases fitted with battery-cup primers, although it was undoubtedly the solid-head case
which really established the firm‘s name; Kynochs receiving the British Government‘s first order for the supply of such cases
in bulk.
An amalgamation of Nobels, Eleys and Kynochs, in 1918, resulted in the formation of a company known as Explosives
Trades Limited; however the use of this name caused difficulties and therefore it was altered, in 1920, to that of Nobel
Industries Limited (a company known as Explosive Trades Limited — which was incorporated on the 8th April, 1918, and had
details of its winding up reported at a meeting held on the 10th February, 1919 — gave its consent to the registration of such a
similar name on the 29th November, 1918, on which date Explosives Trades Limited was incorporated). The Eley and Kynoch
factories continued to manufacture cartridges while Nobels supplied the powder with which they were loaded.
A merger of four large groups of industries took place in 1926, when Nobel Industries Ltd.; Brunner, Mond & Co. Ltd.;
The British Dyestuffs Corporation Ltd.; and The United Alkali Co. Ltd. joined together to form the now internationally known
organisation of Imperial Chemical Industries Limited. Since control of the ammunition trade became vested in this concern all
small-arms sporting ammunition production has been centred at their Kynoch Works, Witton, Birmingham.
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PLATE 57.

(a) ·22 rim-fire single shot target pistol 1910: chap XId.

(b) ·22 rim-fire single shot chamber, tube and rear
sight fitted to a 1911 Model ·450 Wilkinson-Webley
Revolver: CHAP. XIb.

(c) ·22 rim-fire Parker-Hale six chambered cylinder,
tube and rear sight fitted to a Webley & Scott ·455
Mark IV: CHAP. XIc.

(d) ·22 rim-fire Parker-Hale six
chambered cylinder, tube and rear sight
fitted to a Webley & Scott ·455 Mark
VI: CHAP. XIc.
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PLATE 58 - CHAP. XIa — c.

(a) ·297/·230 central-fire Morris Tube single shot adaptor fitted to a ·455/·476 Webley-Pryse Revolver.

(b) ·22 rim-fire Webley single shot adaptor fitted to a Webley W.G.
Revolver.

(c) ·297/·230 central fire No. 2 Morris Tube six shot adaptor fitted to
a ·455/·476 Webley W.G. Revolver of 1892.

(d) ·297/·230 central-fire Morris six chambered cylinder fitted to a
Webley & Scott Government Mark IV Revolver with 4″ barrel bored
to suit the ·297/·230 cartridge.

(e) ·22 rim-fire Morris six chambered cylinder fitted to a Webley &
Scott Government Mark IV Revolver with 6″ barrel bored to suit the
·22 Long Rifle rim-fire cartridge.
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PLATE 59.

(a) Pistol, safety fuse, Mark II, 1880 Model: CHAP. XIf.

(b) ·32 Webley & Scott humane killer modified from the ·22 single
shot target pistol: CHAP. XIh.

(c) Pistol, safety fuse, Mark I, 1877 Model: CHAP. XIf.

(d) ·450 central fire over and under pistol by P. Webley & Son,
Woodward‘s pattern: CHAP. XIg.
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PLATE 60 - ·22 rim-fire Webley & Scott single shot target pistols.

(a) 1952 Model.

(b) 1956 Model.

(c) 1938 Model: CHAP. XId.

(d) ·38 No. 2 Mark I* Enfield fitted with a ·22 rimfire Parker Hale six chambered cylinder, special rear
sight and tube adaptor: CHAP. XIa.
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PLATE 61 - CHAP XII.

(a) ·25/6·35 mm. Harrington & Richardson automatic with internal
hammer, 1909.

(b) ·25/6·35 mm. automatic with external hammer, Final Model.

(c) ·32/7·65 mm. automatic; a 1913 Model converted to humane
killer.

(d) ·25/6·35 mm. automatic with external hammer, 1906 Model.

(e) ·25/6·35 mm. automatic with internal hammer, 1909 Model.

(f) ·32/7·65 mm. automatic with external hammer.
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PLATE 62 - CHAP. XII.

Top: (a) Webley & Scott, Pistol self-loading, ·455, Mark I, No. 2 of 1915 with shoulder stock.
Bottom: (b) The Mark I of 1912 with official issue pouch and magazine.
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PLATE 63 ·22 rim-fire, single shot, semi-automatic pistols. CHAP. XII.

(a) 1911 Model with 4·5″ barrel.

(b) 1911 Target Model.
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PLATE 64 - CHAP. XII.

(a) Safety catch and adjustable rear sight for the ·455, Mark I, No. 2,
1915 Model pistol on Plate 62 (a).

(b) 9 mm. automatic, 1909 Model with external hammer.

(c) ·32/7·65 mm. 1905 Model with external hammer and safety
catch.

(d) ·38 H.V. automatic, 1913 Model with internal hammer.

(e) ·32/7·65 mm. Police Model, 1906.

(f) ·32/7·65 mm. 1905 Model with external hammer and safety catch.
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XV - PISTOL CARTRIDGES

IN ENGLAND, AS IN OTHER COUNTRIES, THE OFFICIAL cartridges of the armed forces were the ones most frequently
used by civilian shooters. Because of this, coupled with the fact that the Webley was the regulation British Service pistol for 40
years and a restricted issue weapon for a further 15 or more years, such ammunition will be described in detail whilst
information on civilian cartridges (which can be found in a number of other works) will be confined to tabulated data.

Muzzle-Loading Revolver Cartridges
The double-action Beaumont-Adams revolver (Robert Adams‘ solid-frame weapon of 1851 fitted with Frederick
Beaumont‘s selective double-action mechanism of 1855) was purchased by the British Government from Messrs Deane,
Adams & Deane in 1855, and from the London Armoury Company from 1856 onwards; the 1855 purchases no doubt
originating the descriptive phrase ‗Deane and Adams‘ (later further simplified to the one word ‗Deane‘s‘) in official references
to such weapons. The first pattern of skin cartridge (to Hayes‘ patent, and manufactured by Messrs Gladstone) for use in these
muzzle-loading weapons was approved on the 8th April, 1862, had a propellant charge of 16 grains of black powder, and a
bullet weighing 222 grains. A modified cartridge in 54 bore, approved on the 7th November, 1863, had an overall length of
1·10″ without its protective paper cover (the parallel portion of which was ·8″ in length), a charge of 15 grains of ‗Medium
rifle‘ (re-designated ‗Shell F. G.‘ on the 9th January, 1865) black powder and a bullet weighing 214 grains. The latter was
made from an alloy consisting of 19 parts lead and 1 part tin, was ·63″ long overall, had a cylindro-conoidal nose ·457″ in
diameter at its rear end, and a ·44″ diameter heel; the nose and heel being separated by a single cannelure, into which the
mouth of the skin powder container was tied and the remaining space then filled with pure wax. Packages of this ammunition
contained 20 rounds and, as from the 17th February, 1864, had the gauge of the pistol for which they were intended printed on
the outside of the wrappers. An official cartridge for 38 gauge revolvers fitted with lever ramrods — having a 245 grains alloy
bullet of similar shape to the foregoing but ·66″ long and with diameters of ·492″ and ·476″, a charge of 20 grains of black
powder, and a cover 1·05″ long — was approved on the 8th February, 1864. Cartridges for muzzle-loading Deane‘s revolvers
were not formally declared obsolete until the 2nd February, 1882.
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For the benefit of readers more familiar with Colt weapons it may be mentioned that a ‗Cartridge, skin, for Colt revolver
— 84 gauge or medium‘ was approved on the 7th November, 1863. It had an overall length of 1·27″ without its cover (which
was ·95″ long), a charge of 13 grains of ‗Medium rifle‘ black powder, and a pure lead bullet weighing 135 grains. The bullet
was ·612″ long overall, ·38″ diameter at the rear of its almost ogival nose, ·31″ diameter over its central length, and had a heel
·28″ in diameter; the three diameters were separated by two cannelures, the forward of which was filled with pure wax and the
rear one received the tied-in mouth of the powder container. This ammunition, which was issued in 18-round packages, was —
as (from the 14th December, 1877) the ‗Cartridge, small-arm, ball, pistol, revolver, Colt‘s, skin (Mark I)‘ — declared obsolete
on the 8th November, 1887. These details are of the ‗official‘ British Government cartridge, but its date of approval should not
be taken as indicating when the Colt revolver was introduced into the service; a ·44 calibre model was tested at Woolwich
during September, 1851, but the lighter ·36 calibre weapons were not ordered until 1854 and 1855 for the Navy and Army
respectively. Prior to the introduction of the above cartridges such weapons were issued with powder flasks and Eley
percussion caps, and it was not until the 29th September, 1862, that special caps suitable for use with both Colt and Deane‘s
revolvers were approved as an official store.

Breech-Loading Revolver Cartridges ·450 Adams
The first ‗issue‘ model breech-loading metallic cartridge revolver to be used by the British Armed Forces (in this instance
by the Naval Service) was actually a conversion by John Adams, approved 26th November, 1868, from existing Deane and
Adams muzzle-loading weapons. The later Mark II and III models, approved 22nd February, 1872, and 24th August, 1872,
respectively, were new pistols, while the Mark IV was an alteration of converted revolvers which was approved 24th
December, 1872; the Mark II being adopted for use by the cavalry on the 17th January, 1878, and the Mark III on the 25th
January, 1878 — on this latter date, also, approval of the Mark II was cancelled. However it was the first model for which the
‗Cartridge, small-arm, ball, breech-loading, Boxer, for Deane and Adams‘ converted breech-loading revolver pistol (Mark I)‘
was originally approved on the 21st December, 1868.
Of ‗Boxer‘ construction it had a blackened wrought-iron base disc, a seamless cup-like body drawn from sheet brass ·01″
thick, and an internal pressed-paper wad to reinforce the rear end of the case; all three component parts being joined together
(as a result of which operation a slight depression was formed in the outer face of the base disc) by a hollow copper rivet which
also served, after the piercing of a flash-hole in the centre of its closed end, as a chamber to receive a copper percussion cap
and its flat brass anvil. The round nosed cylindro-conoidal bullet of 225 grains in weight, made from pure lead, had a hollow
base and two flat-sided cannelures — the latter filled with pure beeswax — and was retained in the case by three indentations
or point stabs between the cannelures. It was originally propelled by 13 grains of ‗Shell F.G.‘ powder (re-designated ‗Pistol‘
powder on the 1st July, 1870) and later by the same amount of ‗Gunpowder, service, Adams‘ pistol‘ — a type of black powder,
approved 28th August, 1877, selected from siftings produced during the finishing of normal R.F.G.2 powder (itself approved
5th May, 1873) — which gave a nominal muzzle velocity of 650 feet per second. The specification actually called for about
0·25 grain of cotton-wool to be placed over the flash-hole to prevent powder getting into the cap and blowing it backwards on
firing, but it is extremely doubtful if any rounds so protected were actually issued. These cartridges were packed in 12-round
bundles, each weighing 8 ozs. 3 drams; the brown paper wrappers bearing the description ‗I. Boxer Ammunition for Adams‘
Pistol‘, and the year of manufacture on a separate line, printed in black.
The ‗Cartridge, small-arm, ball, pistol, revolver, Adams, B.L. (Mark II)‘, approved 15th September, 1877, differed from
the late-production Mark I pattern only in having a hard brass (rather than iron) base disc — iron bases having been found to
occasionally buckle and cause miss-fires. Early samples had the slightly dished base of the Mark I round, while in later
production cartridges the base disc remained flat after the riveting operation.
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Fig. LXV.

Fig. LXVI.

Adams pistol cartridges would, on the average, penetrate three 0·5″ thick wet elm boards, placed 0·5″ apart, at a range of
from 12 to 15 yards. Although no Figure of Merit was laid down in the specification this ammunition would — when fired
from a table rest — produce a group having an F. O. M. not exceeding 12″ at a range of 50 yards.
For a short time following the adoption of the Enfield revolver, on the 10th August, 1880, supplies of its special cartridge
were not available and it was necessary for existing Adams ammunition to be used with the weapon; a practice which
continued until officially cancelled — except for in cases of emergency — on the 30th November, 1880.
On the 28th April, 1883, it was approved that in future manufacture of the ‗Cartridge, small-arm, ball, revolver, Adams‘
B.L.‘ — including any returned for repair — three additional indentations would be made in the case for the purpose of
holding the bullet more securely; a decision which clearly indicates that the bullets of such ammunition were working loose
and causing trouble.
Both Marks of Adams pistol cartridges were declared obsolete, by War Office authority, on the 23rd August, 1894.
Although no details are known to the writer, it would appear that there was also a third pattern of Adams cartridge
produced. This fact was revealed by the finding of a Government record declaring the ‗Cartridge, small-arm, ball, pistol,
Adams, Mark III‘ obsolete for the Land Service on the 14th March, 1921; the same record also stating that this cartridge had
not been previously announced in ‗List of Changes‘.
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As Marks I and II were declared obsolete in 1894 and the Mark III in 1921 it would seem quite probable that the Mark III
round existed between 1900 and 1920, with the most likely period being 1914 to 1918 (the latter dates being based on the
assumption that Adams revolvers, still held in store, were used as an emergency issue during World War I; should this be
correct, then it is possible that the Mark III designation was merely a convenient military name used to relate standard
commercial ·450 revolver ammunition to the weapon in which it was intended to be used); this, however, is only conjecture
and any information on the subject would be most welcome.
Whilst mainly of interest to military collectors it is nevertheless worth noting that service ammunition packages bore no
markings to identify their contents until 30th May, 1861, on which date it was approved that Enfield rifle ammunition should
be marked according to its place of manufacture; Woolwich, Gosport and Devonport — each using the first letter of its name
(W., G., or D.) as a mark — being mentioned in the approval. In order to prevent mistakes in the issue of ·577″ rifle and
carbine cartridges of all patterns, approval was granted on the 18th August, 1864, for the wrappers of such ammunition to bear
printing showing the following information: year of manufacture, type of arm (rifle or carbine) for which the cartridges were
intended, calibre, bullet diameter, the word ‗wax‘ to indicate the presence of this lubricant, powder charge, and the type of
bullet base-plug material. Head stamping with a letter, or letters, to indicate place of manufacture was first applied to cannon
cartridges, being approved for this type of ammunition on the 28th May, 1863. A system of pictorial designs, intended to
simplify the identification and sorting of cartridges by people unable to read English, was approved on the 16th August, 1880.
The sides and ends of wooden ammunition boxes were to bear labels having a coloured design, exclusive to the particular type
of cartridge contained in the box to which they were attached, and in addition the side label symbols were to be surmounted by
a simplified name of the cartridge (e. g. ‗Pistol, Adams‘) printed in the same colour as the pictorial design. For Adams revolver
ammunition the design was a brown circular disc, while for Enfield revolver cartridges it was a brown hollow circle or
‗washer‘. A revised list of distinguishing devices — in which the over-symbol printing on side labels was omitted — was
approved on the 19th June, 1894, when pictorial designs for Webley revolver cartridges were introduced; that for Mark I black
powder ammunition consisted of a brown hollow circle having a brown horizontal bar or strip through its centre, while for
cordite-loaded Webley cartridges the same design was used but printed in red and with a red letter ‗C‘ both above and below
the bar. As from the 27th November, 1894, the pictorial design was also printed, in either black or red according to the
propellant type, on the wrapper of each bundle of cartridges. These recognition symbols continued in use until the 30th
November, 1927, when a new system of identification was introduced; on this date green became the standard colour for both
pictorial designs and descriptive printing on the labels of ball safety cartridges (those which ignite comparatively slowly, or
with difficulty, and which may or may not detonate after ignition) classed in Government Explosive Group 6. Under this latter
system no pictorial designs appeared on cartridge bundle wrappers nor carton labels, and for ·455 calibre revolver ball
cartridges the characteristic device or symbol consisted of the cross-section of a revolver cylinder printed in green on a white
background and overprinted with the cartridge Mark number in black.

·455 and ·476 Enfield
One of the main reasons for the adoption of the Enfield revolver, approved on the 10th August, 1880, was the need to
provide a more powerful weapon than the ·450 Adams. To achieve this end it was necessary to design a completely new
cartridge and resulted in the appearance of the ‗Cartridge, small-arm, ball, pistol, revolver, Enfield, B.L. ‘, the first two Marks
(or patterns) of which had a bullet ·455″ in diameter while that of the third type was ·477″.
Mark I Cartridge. This was the original round intended for the Enfield pistol and details of it are almost completely lacking;
the only relevant official record to be inspected merely stating that ‗a small supply of cartridges Mark I has been sent to India
but no more of that pattern will be made. They differed from the Mark II in form and dimensions of bullet‘. Another reference
states that it had a shorter bullet than the Mark II.
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Fig. LXVII.

Fig. LXVIII.

Since the cylinder of the Enfield revolver was designed to accept this cartridge, and no alterations were necessary to
enable it to accommodate the Marks II and III rounds, it is reasonable — especially in view of the above official record — to
infer that the overall length of the Mark I was, at least within close limits, the same as that of the later cartridges; likewise to
assume that it employed the same solid-drawn case, was charged with 18 grains of pistol powder and had a hollow-base bullet
weighing 265 grains, all as for the Mark II cartridge.
The Mark I round was not ready for issue when the Enfield Mark I revolver was approved (as is witnessed by an official
order dated the 8th September, 1880, stating that ‗a special cartridge will be prepared for this pistol, but for the present the
Service Adams revolver ammunition will be used with it‘) and a Mark II cartridge was approved in November, 1880, from
which it will be realised that the Mark I round had a production life of only about one month. Since a normal delivery of pistol
cartridges was 50,000 rounds and the official record refers only to a ‗small‘ supply, the number of Mark I cartridges produced
must have been considerably less than this figure; although just how many is not known.
Only one example of this cartridge is thought to have been encountered, and even it could not be positively identified.
However, since no published data is known to exist — and in order to promote discussion which in turn may lead, perhaps, to
the discovery of an original package of Enfield Mark I cartridges — the ‗suspect‘ bullet is shown in F. LXV.
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Mark II Cartridge. This round was officially approved on the 30th November, 1880, and was the first pistol cartridge having
a solid-drawn brass case with integral cap-pocket to be generally issued to the British Army. The copper percussion cap and
flat brass anvil were of the so-called Boxer type and a single central flash-hole was provided, the propellant charge being 18
grains of pistol powder.
The hollow-base bullet weighed 265 grains, was made from an alloy consisting of 12 parts lead and 1 part tin and had two
cannelures — a wide lower one to contain pure beeswax as a lubricant and a narrow upper one to receive the case mouth when
it was choked inwards to retain the bullet.
Early production cartridges had only the case-mouth choke, but those made as from the 29th June, 1881, also had three
indentations of the case into the lower cannelure of the bullet. Stores of the early type of construction cartridges were replaced
in the Service as opportunity offered (whether they were then used for practice only, or provided with the three point stabs and
re-issued, is not known), while the later type cartridges continued to be used in the Service — even after the introduction of the
Mark III type — until all supplies were exhausted. Cartridges were packed heads to tails in bundles of 12 rounds, descriptive
printing on the brown paper wrappers being in black, and one such bundle weighing 9 ounces 14 drams 11 grains.
Mark III Cartridge. This was officially approved on the 10th December, 1881, and was the round generally referred to as of
·476 calibre. It employed the same case as the Mark II cartridge and was also charged with 18 grains of black powder, although
in this case of a coarser granulation known as ‗gunpowder, service, Rifled Pistol‘ (a type of powder formally approved on the
18th December, 1881).
The Mark III bullet, although made of the same alloy and to the same overall length and weight as the Mark II, had a more
blunted nose form and was increased in diameter to ·477″ (·475″ minimum, ·477″ maximum) just forward of the front
cannelure. Three rectangular cannelures — all filled with pure beeswax — were formed round the ·455″ diameter rear end of
the bullet, while the base cavity was increased in depth and fitted with a baked clay plug (soaked in melted beeswax) of
approximately 7 grains in weight; the total nominal weight of bullet and plug being 272 grains.
The case was secured by choking its mouth onto the front belt of the bullet, behind the forward cannelure, and by three
indentations or point stabs made into the rear cannelure.
All Enfield revolver cartridges — packed heads to tails in 12-round bundles, which weighed 9 ounces 14 drams for Mark
II ammunition and 10 ounces 1 dram for Mark III — were declared obsolescent on the 26th September, 1892, following
introduction of the Webley Mark I cartridge in 1891; existing stocks — mainly of Mark III pattern — were used up in Enfield
revolvers only, at stations and on ships not supplied with Webley pistols (this restriction in use was a necessary precaution
since the Mark III Enfield cartridge would not chamber in all trade-pattern weapons). As soon as Webley revolvers were issued
to any unit then the whole of that unit‘s stock of Enfield ammunition was withdrawn; such cartridges held by the Sea Service,
after issue of Webley pistols to the Navy became general, were used up in Enfield revolvers supplied to the Coastguard
Service.

·455 Webley
Approved on the 29th July, 1891, and catalogued as the ‗Cartridge, small-arm, ball, pistol, Webley (Mark I). Also
Enfield‘, this round was designed especially for use in the Webley revolver although, as its official description indicates, it was
also intended to be used in Enfield pistols.
The solid-drawn brass case, except for its cap-chamber and the related profile at the bottom of the powder space, had the
same dimensions as that of the Enfield cartridge; the cap-chamber being increased in diameter and reduced in depth so as to
accommodate a copper percussion cap seated from ·001″ to ·007″ below the face of the case head and containing an M-shaped
brass anvil and ·2 grain of cap composition, the latter being pressed in and varnished over. A single central flash-hole
communicated with the interior of the case which, where the powder charge rested, was coated with hard brown varnish (in
order to prevent a chemical reaction taking place between the saltpetre in the gunpowder and the brass cartridge case). The
powder charge consisted of 18 grains of Rifled Pistol Powder, giving a nominal muzzle velocity of 700 feet per second.
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The cylindro-conoidal bullet, of 265 grains in weight, was made from the standard 12:1 lead-tin alloy and had a conoidal
base cavity. Three square-edged cannelures of equal width were formed round the rear of the bullet and filled with beeswax,
the bullet being secured in the case by three indentations into the rear cannelure.
The case mouth was later turned into the bullet, in addition to the indentations, and all cartridges made at the Royal
Laboratory prior to April, 1892 — without the case mouth so treated — were withdrawn from the Service.
Trade-made cartridges supplied by Eleys had a differently shaped nose, and the wooden ammunition boxes containing
them bore the letter ‗E‘ as a distinguishing mark but no distinguishing Mark numeral.
Webley cartridges were packed heads to tails in bundles of 12 rounds, the brown paper wrappers bearing descriptive
printing in black and one such bundle weighed 9 ounces 14 drams. Such rounds may also be found in a ‗Box, instructional, SA.
and M. G. cartridges (Mark I)‘ which was approved for the Naval Service on the 29th September, 1893; of varnished
mahogany with brass furniture, this box (measuring 19″ x 11·5″ x 3·5″ externally) contained whole and sectioned specimens of
the various small-arm and machine gun cartridges then in use. Mark I Webley black powder cartridges were officially declared
obsolete on the 6th August, 1912.

·455 Webley (Cordite)
Approved on the 14th September, 1894, this round was intended for use in both Webley and Enfield revolvers; the latter
being indicated in its official designation as the ‗Cartridge, small-arm, ball, pistol, Webley, cordite (Mark I). Also Enfield‘.
The solid-drawn brass case, having a single central flash-hole, was the same as that used with the black powder Webley
cartridge and differed only in that the cap charge was doubled in quantity (·4 grain) and of different composition.
The 265 grain bullet was also as used in the black powder version, but it was secured by having the case neck choked into
the central cannelure and the case mouth into the front cannelure.
The propellant charge consisted of 6·5 grains of Mark I cordite size 3·75, cut into slices ·007″ thick. The letter ‗C‘ was
added to the head stamp in order to distinguish such cartridges from earlier black powder rounds, and the brown paper
wrappers of the 12-round bundles, in which the cartridges were packed, had the descriptive printing in red as a further aid to
easy identification.
Webley (cordite) Mark I cartridges were officially declared obsolescent for the Naval Service on the 15th February, 1921,
but it was not until the 19th March, 1946, that this Service declared them obsolete.
The word ‗cordite‘ appeared in the catalogue description of all pistol cartridges so loaded until the 9th August, 1912, on
which date it was officially deleted and the letter ‗C‘ omitted from such cartridge head-stamps.

·455 Webley Mark II
Experience with cordite as a propellant showed that greater loading efficiency could be obtained if the amount of air space
in a cartridge case was reduced; a finding which led to the adoption of a new round known as the ‗Cartridge, S.A., ball, pistol,
Webley, cordite (Mark II). Also Enfield‘. The precise date of introduction of this ammunition is not known, but official sources
indicate that on the 21st July, 1897, a sample Mark II round loaded with the old form of bullet — as a certain number were
issued — was sealed for record purposes; the Mark II cartridge, as now known, was not formally announced until the 5th
February, 1898, although obviously it must have existed in July, 1897. In addition to having a shorter case than the Mark I
version, the Mark II also had a cap-chamber of increased diameter which was provided with an integral Berdan-type anvil and
two flash-holes; the copper cap contained ·4 grain of composition which was pressed in, varnished and covered — at the
maker‘s discretion — with a tinfoil disc.
The interior of the case was no longer varnished, but the letter ‗C‘ was still stamped on its base to indicate a cordite
loading. The charge at first consisted of 7·5 grains of cordite size 1 (·01″ in diameter) chopped into grains ·05″ in length; in
1900 it was 6·25 grains, and then 5·5 grains of the same Mark I cordite in 1914.
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It should be borne in mind that the charge was actually such as to give specified ballistics — the 1921 specification calling for
a velocity of 580 ± 30 feet per second when measured at a distance of 30 feet from the revolver muzzle — so that its precise
weight varied with individual lots of cordite. Early issues of the cartridge were without any form of wad, but from the 14th
July, 1900, a glazed-board disc ·02″ thick was placed over the powder (this change actually occurred on the 8th May, 1900,
when it was applied to the Mark III cartridge); the use of such a wad continuing until the advent of the 1921 specification, on
the 25th June of that year, when the wad was no longer called for.
The round-nosed bullet, of 265 grains in weight, had a conoidal cavity in its base and was originally specified as being
made from the usual alloy of 12 parts lead and 1 part tin, although an alternative alloy of 99% lead and 1% antimony was
introduced in 1914. Three cannelures of equal width were formed round the rear end of the body and filled with beeswax, the
case neck being choked into the front one to such an extent as to require a force of between 60 and 80 pounds to extract the
bullet; later, when the case mouth was also coned into the bullet, this force was increased and in 1921 was specified as between
105 and 135 pounds.
On the 12th November, 1910, approval was given for the Government broad arrow — a mark normally used only on the
products of Royal Ordnance Factories — to be stamped on contract supplies of Webley cartridges, such rounds being marked
with two arrow-heads; however, this practice (which was approved for ·303″ ball ammunition on the 10th April, 1907) appears
to have ceased during World War I.
The ammunition was packed in 6-round bundles for the Naval Service and 12-round bundles and cartons for the Air and
Land Services respectively; cartons having been introduced on the 1st January, 1918, under the name ‗Case, cardboard, ·455
inch revolver cartridges, Mark I‘ (this later became ‗Carton, A.S.A., No. 3, Mark I‘). Between 1918 and 1926 cartridges were
also packed in 48-round cartons for the Land and Air Services.
All Webley revolver cartridges (other than Proof and Drill rounds, which were already so named) were re-designated
‗Cartridge, S.A., ball (or blank), revolver, ·455 inch, Mark II (etc.)‘ on the 22nd May, 1917, a nomenclature which they
retained when that of most other small-arm cartridges was altered on the 30th November, 1927.
The Mark II cartridge first became obsolescent in 1898, on the introduction of the Mark III round, only to be reintroduced for the use of all services on the 14th July, 1900. On approval of the Mark IV round the Mark II again became
obsolescent, so that on the 23rd January, 1913, an instruction was given for certain existing stocks of Mark II cartridges to be
re-made to the Mark IV pattern, and in accordance with a further instruction dated the 5th March, 1913, the base numerals ‗II‘
were barred out and such cases re-stamped ‗IV‘. The Mark II was once more re-introduced on (it is believed) the 9th
November, 1914, after which the base stamping of cartridges made in India included the last two figures of the year of
manufacture; a feature which was not applied to English production until June, 1928. This cartridge continued to give excellent
results until finally replaced by a metal-jacketed version — the Mark VI — in 1939.
Officially declared obsolescent for the Land Service on the 18th September, 1939, for the Naval Service on the 3rd
November, 1939, and for the Air Service on the 1st December, 1939, the Mark II cartridge continued to be used in the Service
Cattle Killer and also for practice shooting until existing stocks — including those for which contracts were already placed
(1940 being the latest date encountered) — were all used up.

Mark III
Officially catalogued as the ‗Cartridge, S.A. ball, pistol, Webley, cordite (Mark III)‘ and approved on the 5th February,
1898, this cartridge — like the later Marks IV, V and VI — was really a variation of the Mark II round since it employed the
same short case, differing mainly in the form of its bullet.
The bullet, of 218·5 grains in weight and made from a 12:1 lead/tin alloy, had a hollow base and an identical nose cavity;
it being of the ‗Man-stopping‘ type patented by Thomas William Webley on the 18th June, 1897 (English Patent No. 14,754).
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It had three cannelures, filled with beeswax, round the rear part of its body and was secured by having the cartridge case
choked into the forward cannelure. The propellant charge consisted of 7 grains of Mark I cordite, size 1/·05.
Production of this cartridge was officially stopped on the 14th July, 1900, when it was also declared obsolescent, after
which date supplies were withdrawn from the Naval Service and all stocks were expended in practice firing by the Land
Service. It was formally declared obsolete on the 18th November, 1902.

Mark IV
It would appear that the Mark III bullet was rather too violent in its role as a ‗man-stopper‘ and also that the Mark II type
was not considered to be quite as efficient in this direction (presumably for use against fanatical natives) as could be desired.
No doubt intended to provide ample stopping power in a more ‗humane‘ manner than the Mark III, the ‗Cartridge, S.A., ball,
pistol, Webley, Mark IV‘ was introduced on the 23rd November, 1909, but not officially approved until the 20th May, 1912.
Its flat-pointed bullet, of 220 grains in weight and made from the usual 12:1 lead/tin alloy, had a hollow base and was
provided with two rectangular cannelures filled with beeswax; it also had a triangular front cannelure into which the case
mouth was coned. The case was additionally choked into the upper of the two grease cannelures, so that a force of between 80
and 100 pounds was necessary to withdraw the bullet.
The propellant charge consisted of 7 grains of the usual 1/·05 cordite, over which a glazed-board disc about ·02″ thick was
placed; the specified velocity being 630 ± 30 feet per second at a distance of 30 feet from the revolver muzzle.
This round became obsolescent in 1914 and all stores in the Service were used up in practice.

Mark V
Introduced on the 30th December, 1912, and officially approved on the 9th April, 1914, this cartridge differed from the
Mark IV version only in that its bullet was made from an alloy consisting of 99 parts lead and 1 part antimony. The Mark V,
like its predecessor, became obsolescent on re-introduction of the Mark II cartridge in 1914; all remaining stores of it in the
Service being then used for practice firing only.

Mark VI
Officially catalogued as the ‗Cartridge, S.A., Ball, Revolver, ·455 in., Mk. VI‘ this was virtually a metal-jacketed version
of the Mark II round. It was approved on the 18th September, 1939, for use of the Land Service, but was not adopted by the
Naval Service until the 3rd November, 1939, nor by the Air Service until the 1st December, 1939. It was introduced in order to
comply with the requirements of the Hague Convention, and although it no doubt produced less wound infection than the
earlier bullet types it did not achieve such a high standard of target accuracy as its lead antecedent.
The round-nosed hollow-based bullet, of 265 grains in weight, had a single cannelure — semicircular in section — which
was filled with beeswax. Bullet security was obtained by coning the case mouth inwards and by forming three 90° indentations
of the case neck (each between one and seven sixteenths of an inch in length) into the cannelure; the degree of constriction
being such as to require the application of a force of between 80 and 160 pounds to withdraw the bullet. The envelope was of
either cupro-nickel or gilding metal and the core was formed from a lead alloy containing 2% antimony. When the lead core
was being pressed into the metal envelope it was customary for a small code letter (indicating source of manufacture) to be
raised on the crown of the base cavity; a clearly defined letter giving a good visual indication that sufficient pressure was
applied during the consolidating process.
The propellant charge was nominally 7·5 grains of cordite size 1/·05, giving a velocity within the specified limits of 620 ±
20 feet per second when measured at a distance of 30 feet from the revolver muzzle. Nitrocellulose powder was permitted as
an alternative propellant for this cartridge, a typical charge consisting of 5·2 grains, and rounds so loaded were known as Mark
VI. Z and marked accordingly: the original cartridge approval of the 18th September, 1939, did not include this type of
loading, but it was permitted as an alternative in the specification approved on the 15th November, 1939; however, it was not
until the 22nd April, 1941, that a drawing for a cartridge loaded with nitrocellulose was formally approved.
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All Mark numbers were originally shown in Roman numerals, but on the 11th October, 1944, these were replaced by
Arabic figures; this change taking effect immediately for all documentary purposes but not being applied to actual stores until
existing stamping machinery required replacement, therefore it will be realised that there was a transition period during which
both Roman and Arabic numbering systems were in use. The change-over period was such that Arabic figures were not called
for on the specification drawings of Proof and Blank ·455 cartridges, for example, until the 6th August, 1947.
The final all-services set of detailed drawings for all ·455 calibre revolver ammunition was sealed on the 7th December,
1943 (new specification schedules for the Naval Service only were sealed on the 26th April, 1945), when the total weights of
individual rounds were specified as follows: Ball Mk. 6 — 347 grains, Ball Mk. 6Z — 345 grains, Proof Mk. 1 — 348 grains,
Proof Mk. 1Z — 345 grains, Blank Mk. 2 — 83 grains, Drill Mk. 1 — 335 grains; all weights having a tolerance of ±10 grains.
Packed in 6 and 12-round bundles and 12-round cartons for the different Services, the Mark 6 was the last type of
cartridge to be issued for operational use in ·455 calibre revolvers.
Ball cartridges Marks I to V inclusive, for these weapons, were officially declared obsolete by the Naval Service on the
19th March, 1946, by the Air Service on the 25th March, 1946, and by the Land Service on the 27th March, 1946. Ball Mark 6
rounds were declared obsolete by the Air and Land Services on the 25th and 27th March, 1946, respectively, but continued in
use by the Naval Service. These dates marked the end, to all intents and purposes, of the traditional British ‗four-fifty-five‘ —
a calibre which originated in 1880 and saw almost continuous Government service for a period of 66 years.

Proof
The ‗Cartridge, S.A., proof, revolver, ·455 inch, Mark I‘ — a specification for which was approved on the 16th May,
1915, although the round itself was not formally announced until the 24th October, 1918 — was, as its name implies, a special
type of ammunition intended solely for inspection purposes; because of this it was only issued, normally to ordnance factories,
for the proof testing of ·455 calibre revolvers and cattle killers.
The case differed from the standard Mark II pattern only in being copper plated all over and, of course, in having a
different form of base marking; early official records indicate that the word ‗PROOF‘ was included in the stamping, but since
the 30th November, 1927, the only special marks have consisted of the letter ‗Q‘ and the Mark number. As a further aid to
identification the cap annulus was sealed with yellow varnish, as distinct from the purple varnish used for normal ball rounds.
The lead bullet, of 265 grains in weight, was also of Mark II pattern and was so secured in the case as to require the
application of a force of between 80 and 100 pounds to extract it.
The propellant charge normally consisted of Mark I cordite size 1, cut into grains each ·05″ in length; a typical charge
being 8 grains, covered by a glazed-board disc about ·02″ in thickness.
When nitrocellulose powder was used as the propellant a typical charge consisted of 5·8 grains, cartridges so loaded being
known as Mark I. Z and marked accordingly. A disc, or wad, was not used with this type of loading.
In each case the actual charge was such as to give specified ballistics; the most important requirement for this class of
cartridge being pressure, and the specification called for a mean chamber pressure of between 6·25 and 7·75 tons per square
inch (the copper crushers of the pressure gauge being initially compressed to 5·5 tons per square inch).
Proof cartridges were packed in 12-round cartons, with the labels printed in black on terra cotta paper.
The prefix ‗Q‘ which was later added to the Mark number, in the catalogue description, was a cartridge-type code letter
indicating a proof round, in a similar manner that the suffix ‗Z‘ was a propellant-type code letter indicating a nitrocellulose
loading. Both Marks I and I.Z rounds were declared obsolete for the Land Service on the 27th March, 1946.
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Fig. LXIX.

Fig. LXX.

Blank
Approved on the 7th May, 1897, the ‗Cartridge, small-arm, blank, pistol, Webley (Mark I). Also Enfield‘ used the same
short case as the Mark II ball round; it also used a standard percussion cap charged with ·25 grain of cap composition, which
was fixed in position by four equally-spaced stab marks in the case head. The charge consisted of 10 grains of Rifled Pistol
powder, surmounted by a single felt wad over which the case mouth was crimped. The specified overall length of the cartridge
was ·735″ ± ·01″.
The ‗Cartridge, small-arm, blank, pistol, Webley (Mark II). Also Enfield‘ was approved on the 24th March, 1899, and
although it employed the basic Mark II case it differed in most other respects from the earlier Mark I blank round. The flashholes were increased in size to between ·055″ and ·065″ in diameter, the type of powder changed to R.F.G.2, the charge itself
reduced to 8 grains and the number of felt wads was increased to two, each about ·10″ in thickness; the annulus of the cap was
later sealed with colourless varnish (the application of distinctive coloured varnish, as a means of identification, was first
applied to ·303 calibre cartridges in 1918 and formally approved for that ammunition on the 4th May, 1920).
Nomenclature of the Mark II blank was altered to ‗Cartridge, S.A., blank, revolver, ·455 inch, Mark II‘ on the 22nd May,
1917 (the Mark I round being re-designated in a similar manner), and on the 30th November, 1927, the prefix letter ‗L‘ and
suffix letter ‗T were added to the Mark number — ‗L‘ being the cartridge-type code letter indicating a blank round and ‗T‘ the
propellant-type code letter indicating a black powder loading. As from June, 1928, the base marking of this ammunition
included the last two figures of the year of manufacture.
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In keeping with all other ·455 calibre cartridges the percussion cap used in this blank round was made from copper ·022″ thick,
but it was charged with ·25 grain of the standard cap composition (consisting of 6 parts fulminate of mercury, 6 parts chlorate
of potash and 4 parts sulphide of antimony) used for all black powder small arm cartridges and retained in the case by four
indents; the powder charge was specified as 8 ± 1 grains, and subsequently a later type of black powder known as G.12
(approved for manufacture on the 21st December, 1923, and for inclusion in cartridge specifications on the 24th November,
1924) was permitted as an alternative to R.F.G.2. The overall length of the cartridge was retained at between ·725″ and ·745″.
On the 11th June, 1946, the round was declared obsolete for Land and Air Services, although it continued to be used by the
Naval Service. R.F.G.2 powder (along with all other early black powder types) was declared obsolescent on the 21st
December, 1923, and obsolete on the 10th March, 1955, but it was not deleted from the specification drawings until the 1st
May, 1955, since when only G.12 (the prefix letter denoting ‗granulated‘, or the form of the powder, and the figures indicating
the size of mesh on which it must be retained) has been used.
In order to reduce the risk of anyone being shot at becoming a genuine casualty when blank cartridges were used on
manoeuvres, at normal pistol ranges, a condition of acceptance at firing proof was that such rounds must not mark a screen
placed at a distance of 7 yards from the revolver muzzle.
These cartridges were originally packed in 12-round bundles having purple paper wrappers, but later in 12-round cartons;
cartons being introduced on the 1st January, 1918, under the name ‗Case, cardboard, ·455 inch revolver blank cartridges, Mark
I‘, later to be known as the ‗Carton, A.S.A., No. 4, Mark I‘.
Blank cartridges made up from second grade cases (those rejected for their original purpose because of small defects
unlikely to cause case failure) were not re-stamped, but bore their original base-mark only: thus a blank cartridge stamped
K.III.C would not be a Mark III loaded with cordite, as its marking would indicate, but a standard Mark II blank loaded with
black powder.
Mark I rounds were finally declared obsolete by the Naval, Air, and Land Services on the 19th, 25th and 27th March,
1946, respectively; Mark II blanks receiving a similar sentence from the Air and Land Services on the 25th and 27th March,
1946.

Drill
The ‗Cartridge, S.A., dummy, revolver, ·455 inch, Mark I‘ was introduced in order to ensure safety during practice
loading and unloading of weapons, and a drawing to govern its manufacture for the Land Service was sealed on the 28th June,
1920. On the 8th March, 1922, the nomenclature of this ammunition was changed to read ‗Cartridge, S.A., drill, revolver, ·455
inch, Mark I‘ and on the 10th March, 1922, a similar drawing was sealed for use by the Naval Service. The prefix letter ‗D‘
was added to the Mark number, as the cartridge-type code letter indicating a drill round, on the 30th November, 1927.
It is most desirable that this type of cartridge should be as distinctive as possible, whilst still retaining the correct general
appearance. For this reason the case was normally made from white metal and provided with three longitudinal grooves, each
·25″ long by ·12″ wide and commencing ·25″ from the case mouth, which were painted red; 13 ounces of Scarlet Lake
dissolved in 3 ounces of Copal varnish being used for the purpose. Brass was permitted as an alternative case metal and on the
6th September, 1944, as a war-time expediency, permission was given for certain types of rejected cases — including those up
to ·020″ short in length — to be made up into drill cartridges. The interior of the white-metal case was formed with a flat base
and the head of the case provided with a recess (without anvil or fire-holes) — equivalent to a cap chamber — which was well
filled by a red fibre pad held in place by three punch stabs.
In addition to the usual contractor‘s initials and the Mark number, all drill cartridges made prior to September, 1929, were
stamped with the last two figures of the year of manufacture. As an emergency concession all reference to base-marking was
deleted from the specification drawings on the 15th March, 1944, and drill cartridges were made without any identifying marks
until the 18th August, 1948, when base-marking — with the contractor‘s initials or recognised trade mark and the Mark
number D1 — was reinstated on the drawings.
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The bullet, of 253 grains in weight, had the same general contour (being to the same design) as the ball Mark II type, but
was made from an alloy consisting of 95% lead and 5% antimony. It was secured in the case, by the usual method of
canneluring and coning, so as to require a force of between 80 and 100 pounds to extract it.
Packing took the form of 12-round bundles, on which the descriptive printing was in black.
This type of ammunition was declared obsolete for the Land Service on the 27th March, 1946.
The drill round described above should not be confused with the ‗Cartridge, For Instruction, S.A., Ball, Revolver, ·455in.‘
since the latter was simply a standard ball round without powder charge and cap composition, which (as from the 19th
October, 1899) had the case pierced by two 0·125″ diameter through holes at right angles to each other; this particular class of
ammunition was made in both whole and longitudinally-sectioned form, the purpose of which was to provide visual instruction
during lectures. As the ‗Cartridge, for instruction, small-arm, pistol, Webley‘ such ammunition was approved for Naval
Service on the 29th September, 1893, when the nomenclature was applied to the Webley Mark I black powder round (in which
coal dust replaced the powder charge); on the subsequent introduction of later patterns of Webley cartridge the description —
amended in a similar manner to, and on the same dates as, ball ammunition — was automatically extended to each new round
as it was introduced into the Service. With the advent of a ·455 calibre blank cartridge it also was specially made for
instructional purposes. All such special cartridges were declared obsolete on the same dates, and by the same Services, as
Marks I to V ball ammunition.

·455 Auto Pistol
The ·455 calibre automatic pistol cartridge originated in 1904 as a civilian round intended for the Webley self-loading
pistol of that year; only two examples of this early ammunition have been encountered and both (base marked ‗W & S. Auto
·455-K‘) were of Kynoch manufacture. The solid-drawn brass case of the 1904 cartridge was of semi-rimmed construction and
had a hollow-bar head forming a shallow annular groove, around the cap-pocket, at the base of the powder space. The basic
diametral measurements were the same as those of the 1912 pattern cartridge, which is familiar to most collectors, but the
longitudinal dimensions differed slightly from the later round: the case length of measured specimens averaged ·880″, but the
most noticeable difference was in the rim thickness and extractor groove width which (in the two cartridges referred to)
measured ·030″ and ·035″ respectively; a further identifying feature of the 1904 round was its cap-chamber, for this — with
two flash holes — was made to accept the ·240″ diameter percussion cap used in the Mark II cordite revolver cartridge rather
than the deeper ·215″ diameter cap which later became standard for the 1912 round. The propellant charge consisted of 9
grains (nominal) of Mark I cordite chopped into ·05″ lengths and over it was placed a glazed-board wad about ·025″ in
thickness. The bullet (a specimen of which measured ·622″ in length) was of 224 grains in weight and had a cupro-nickel
envelope completely covering a lead core except for 0·125″ at its front end, at which point the lead was exposed so as to form a
soft-nosed projectile; a semi-circular cannelure ·045″ wide was centred ·277″ from the base of the bullet. The loaded cartridge
had an overall length of approximately 1·226″.
The ‗Cartridge, S.A., ball, pistol, self-loading, Webley and Scott, ·455 inch (Mark I)‘ was approved on the 4th April,
1912, for use in Webley & Scott self-loading pistols issued to the Royal Navy, although from 1915 onwards it was also used in
a specially chambered version of the Colt automatic (self-loading) pistol, Model of 1911. The use of this cartridge was later
extended to the Land Service, for issue to the Royal Flying Corps, as a consequence of which the distinguishing suffix
(Service) letter was altered from ‗N‘ to ‗C‘ on the 26th April, 1915, and on the 13th May. 1919, the round was formally
approved for use by the newly-formed Air Service. The official designation of this ammunition was altered to ‗Cartridge, S.A.,
ball, pistol, self-loading, ·455 in., Mk. I‘ on the 30th November, 1927.
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Of semi-rimmed construction the solid-drawn brass case had the base of its powder space formed flat, in the manner of a
high-powered rifle cartridge, and its cap chamber was provided with three flash-holes; the cap being seated between ·003″ and
·007″ below the base of the case.
The metal-jacketed bullet, of 224 grains in weight, had a hemi-spherical nose and a parallel body around which a single
cannelure was rolled after the jacket and core were fully assembled; the former was of solid-drawn copper, nickel plated after
the bullet was completely formed, and the latter was made from an alloy consisting of 98% lead and 2% antimony.
Bullet security was obtained by coning the case mouth into the cannelure of the projectile, the degree of constriction being
such as to require the application of a force of between 100 and 140 pounds to extract the bullet.
Mark I cordite size 1/·05 was used as the standard propellant, 7 grains of which formed the nominal charge. On the 22nd
April, 1941, a drawing was approved for a cartridge loaded with nitrocellulose powder as an alternative propellant, for both
Naval and Air Services, a representative charge weighing 6 grains; rounds so loaded being known and marked as Mark I.Z.
Pressure and accuracy requirements were the same as for smokeless ·455 calibre revolver cartridges, but penetration was
three 1″ deal boards (instead of two) and the specified velocity 710 ± 30 feet per second at a distance of 30 feet from the pistol
muzzle.
This round was declared obsolescent for the Naval Service on the 15th February, 1921, although it continued to be used
by the Air Service on a limited scale; however, as a war emergency measure the cartridge was reintroduced into the Naval
Service — for use of the Fleet Air Arm — in 1940. Cartridges were issued in 7-round bundles for the Navy and 7-round
cartons for the Air Force (on the 28th July, 1919, a drawing was sealed for the ‗Case, cardboard, ·455 inch self-loading pistol
cartridges, Mark I‘, which was later redesignated as the ‗Carton, A.S.A., No. 6, Mark I‘); the original pictorial design for use
on ammunition boxes being a red-white-red 3-ring ‗target‘ having a central horizontal red bar, narrower in width than the
diameter of the central circle, the whole on a white background. From 1928 the design was a green Plimsoll sign (a circle
having a horizontal bar through its centre) on a white background, overprinted with the Mark number in black. The Mark I
cartridge was declared obsolete for the Land Service on the 10th January, 1935, while both Marks I and I.Z. rounds became
obsolete for the Air Service on the 25th March, 1946, and for the Naval Service in February, 1947.

·380 Calibre Revolver
The decision to reduce the calibre of the Service revolver, in order to save weight, was made as early as 1922; five years
later a suitable cartridge to replace the ·455 calibre round had been developed, for on the 17th June, 1927, its nomenclature was
officially amended to be in keeping with the designation of the weapon in which it was intended to be used. It had a case which
was dimensionally the same, externally, as that of the ·38 Smith & Wesson cartridge which had been produced commercially
since 1876; the bullet was of 200 grains in weight, propelled by a charge of 3·5 grains of smokeless powder, had a muzzle
velocity of 600 feet per second and a muzzle energy of 160 foot-pounds (for comparison purposes the 265 grain bullet of the
·455 calibre Mark II cartridge also had a muzzle velocity of 600 feet per second but its muzzle energy was 212 foot-pounds).
When the new round — loaded with 3·7 grains (nominal) of cordite size 1/·05 and having its case cannelured into the
centre belt and coned into the front belt of the bullet — was formally introduced on the 6th November, 1930, it was catalogued
as the ‗Cartridge, S.A., ball, revolver, ·380 inch, Mark I‘; this choice of calibre designation was most unfortunate, since —
although in keeping with a long-established English custom of quoting such dimensions to three decimal places — it gave a
second and completely misleading name to a popular size of commercial cartridge. Furthermore, it gave rise to a considerable
amount of confusion amongst all ranks of the Armed Forces when subsequent war-time necessity caused the issue of standard
commercial types of ·380 and ·38 calibre weapons: when one of these pistols was of the ‗civilian‘ ·380 size it was found that
‗issue‘ ·380 cartridges could not be chambered in it; likewise American weapons chambered for the ·38 S. & W. Special
cartridge — which would accept normal commercial ·380 calibre rounds — also could not chamber the ‗issue‘ ·380 cartridge.
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This unfortunate state of affairs brought about, on the 25th December, 1940, a series of special markings for a large number of
the non-regulation weapons: as many revolvers as possible were re-chambered so as to accept the British Service ·380
cartridge, and those which were originally of ·38 S. & W. Special calibre were stamped ‗·38/380‘ on the barrel; weapons of ·38
Special calibre which were not so modified were painted with a red band, round the rear end of the barrel, on which ‗·38
SPECL.‘ was stencilled in black. Revolvers originally chambered for the ·38 S. & W. cartridge, and having the customary
shorter cylinder (about 1·25″ in length), received no special markings. Commercially, from its introduction in 1929, the ·380
Mark I Government round has always been listed as the ·38-200 cartridge; an interesting sidelight on it being the fact that its
ballistics were identical to those of the ·38 S. & W. Super Police cartridge produced by the Western Cartridge Company of
America and first marketed in February, 1929.
During early production a quantity of ·380 Mark I cartridges were loaded with 2·5 grains (nominal) of nitrocellulose
powder, and their bases stamped with the suffix letter ‗Z‘, but such loadings (also approved on the 6th November, 1930) were
soon discontinued and officially declared obsolescent on the 30th May, 1934. The cordite-loaded round became obsolescent on
introduction of the Mark II pattern cartridge, and all stores of the earlier type were used up for practice firing. The ·380 Mark I
cartridge was formally declared obsolete for the Land Service on the 6th September, 1957.
The ·380 Mark II cartridge, approved on the 22nd October, 1937, differed from the Mark I round primarily in having a
metal-jacketed cylindro-conoidal bullet of 178 grains in weight, whereas the lead-tin or lead-antimony projectile of the earlier
round had a hemi-spherical nose and a cylindrical body. The bullet envelope was of either cupro-nickel or gilding metal, and
the core formed from a lead alloy containing 2% antimony; after assembly of its component parts the bullet was left with a
slightly dished base, at which stage two cannelures were formed round its parallel rear portion and subsequently filled with
beeswax.
The cartridge case, having the base of its powder space formed flat, was secured to its projectile by coning the case mouth
into the forward cannelure of the bullet; the case neck was also, at the maker‘s discretion, cannelured into the rear groove of
the bullet.
Cordite size 1/·05 was the normal propellant, 4 grains of which formed the nominal charge; however, nitrocellulose
powder could be used as an alternative (a drawing of a cartridge loaded with this propellant was approved on the 22nd March,
1941), when the nominal charge consisted of 3 grains, in which case cartridges so loaded were known as Mark II.Z and marked
accordingly. Pressure and penetration requirements were as for the ·455 Mark II round but the standard of accuracy was
somewhat higher, a Figure of Merit of 3·5″ at a range of 50 yards being specified.
This cartridge was issued in both 12-round and 18-round cartons, the descriptive labels of which were printed in green;
the pictorial design of the ammunition box distinguishing label being a solid green ellipse on a white background. The ·380
Mark 2 cartridge was declared obsolete on the 26th March, 1958.
In addition to the ball rounds already described there were other versions of the Government ·380 cartridges — each,
except the drill round, having a brass cap charged with ·25 grain of standard composition — designed for special purposes;
each, in its basic form of construction and specification requirements, being a smaller edition of the corresponding ·455 calibre
type. Since the catalogue descriptions of all cartridges made since 1928 follow the same pattern — Cartridge; S.A. (in special
cases this is replaced by a descriptive term, such as ‗Rim-fire‘); type (Ball, Proof, etc.); calibre, and in some instances the name
of the particular weapon or weapon-type; a code letter denoting the type of round, when other than ball; Mark number of the
particular round; a code letter indicating the type of propellant, when other than cordite — the ·380 variants will be referred to
in a simplified manner so as to obviate needless repetition.
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The proof cartridge Q. Mark I was loaded with the 200 grain lead bullet of the Mark I ball round and a nominal charge of
4·9 grains of Mark I cordite size 1/·05. It became obsolescent on introduction of the Mark II proof round but continued to be
used until existing supplies were exhausted. The second type of proof cartridge employed the jacketed bullet of the Mark II
ball round and a nominal charge of 4·9 grains of cordite. Alternatively, it could be loaded with nitrocellulose powder, when the
nominal charge was 4·0 grains, but in this case rounds so loaded were known as Mark II.Z and marked accordingly. Proof
cartridges were packed in both 12 and 18-round cartons; the pictorial design on ammunition box distinguishing labels being a
solid black ellipse printed on terra cotta paper.
The blank cartridge L. Mark I.T, approved on the 16th August, 1934, was loaded with a nominal charge of 5·5 grains of
either R.F.G.2 or G.12 black powder (from May, 1955, only G.12 powder was used); the cartridge was packed in 18-round
cartons and its distinguishing label consisted of a solid red ellipse printed on blue paper.
The D. Mark I drill cartridge, in its early form, was fitted with a lead-antimony bullet of 190 grains in weight, the general
profile of which duplicated that of the Ball Mark I projectile. Later production drill cartridges were fitted with the standard Ball
Mark II bullet of 178 grains in weight, but such a change in bullet type did not bring about any alteration in the Mark number
of the cartridge itself. Packing took the form of 12-round bundles, and the ammunition box distinguishing label showed a black
ellipse printed on cerise paper.
All pictorial designs on distinguishing labels, since 1928, were overprinted in black with the cartridge-type code letter
(where applicable), Mark number, and propellant-type code letter (again only where applicable) of the particular cartridges
contained in the wooden ammunition boxes to which such labels were attached. Where the design colour of a particular label
was itself printed in black then the over-printing was silhouetted in the same colour as the label background.
Although all officially adopted centre-fire pistol cartridges issued to the British Armed Forces have now been described,
there still remain four miscellaneous types which are of interest in connection with the present study.

·442 Revolver
This particular calibre originated with the 54 bore muzzle-loading revolver, a pure lead ball for which measured ·442″ in
diameter, and was first applied to metallic ammunition when William Tranter introduced his breech-loading rim-fire revolver
in 1865. A centre-fire version of this cartridge was developed for use in the Webley revolver adopted by the Royal Irish
Constabulary on their formation in January, 1868; however, it was not until the 4th June, 1892, that an official British
Government round, the ‗Cartridge, small-arm, ball, pistol, ·442 inch (Mark I)‘, was approved for issue to this police force.
Of ‗Boxer‘ construction it had a case which, except for its dimensions, was a replica of that used for the ·450 Adams Mark
II round; the charge for it being 10 grains of Rifled pistol powder covered by a glazed-board disc or wad. The round-nosed
bullet, of 219 grains in weight and made from the usual 12:1 lead-tin alloy, was provided with a single cannelure filled with
beeswax and secured by having the case mouth coned into it at a point below the cannelure. Ball cartridges of this type were
packed heads to tails in 12-round bundles, on the brown paper wrappers of which the descriptive printing was in black.
The ‗Cartridge, small-arm, blank, pistol, ·442 inch (Mark I)‘ was also approved on the 4th June, 1892, and used the same
case as the ball round, but it was loaded with 11 grains of Rifled pistol powder. The charge was covered by a felt wad dipped
in tallow, and over this the case mouth was crimped. It was soon found that grease from the wad was liable to injure the
powder charge and so the use of such grease was discontinued on the 18th March, 1893. Blank cartridges were also packed in
12-round bundles, but for ease of recognition the wrappers were of purple paper bearing descriptive printing in black.
Although primarily intended to meet the requirements of the Royal Irish Constabulary these blank rounds were also supplied
for use in Enfield pistols issued to the Royal Irish Mounted Constabulary. Both ball and blank cartridges of this calibre were
officially declared obsolete on the 14th March, 1921.
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PLATE 65.

(a) Details for dismounting the ·25, 1909 Model, hammerless automatic on Plate 61(e).
(b & c) Details for dismounting the ·25, 1906, and ·32, 1913 external hammer automatics on Plate 61(b & f).
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PLATE 66.

(a) Component parts of the 1909 Model, 9 mm. self-loading pistol shown on Plate 64(b).
(b & c) Component parts and directions for dismounting the 1912 and 1915 Models, ·455 self-loading pistols shown on Plate 62.
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PLATE 67.

Nos. 1, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13 & 15; a selection of gunmaker‘s tools: CHAP. XVIc.
No. 8, a gunmaker‘s bow-drill: CHAP. XVIa.
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 12, 14, 16 & 17; specimens of template and gap gauges: CHAP. XVIa.
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PLATE 68.

Nos. 1-9, & 16; specimens of compound, ring and mainspring gauges: CHAP. XVIa.
Nos. 10-15; a range of cherries or finishing tools for bullet mould cavities: CHAP. XVIb.
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PLATE 69 - CHAP. XVIa.

Nos. 1, 5 & 8; screw gauges.
Nos. 3, 4, 6, 13, 21, 22, 27, 28 & 29; pin gauges.
Nos. 7, 9, 10, 12 & 17; a set of gauges for a ·297/·230 Morris Tube cartridge chamber.
Nos. 11, 15, 16, 20 & 23; plug gauges.
Nos. 14, 18 & 19; compound gauges.
Nos. 2, 24, 25 & 26; gap gauges.
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PLATE 70 - CHAP. XVId.

(a) Steel barrel and frame casting for a hinged frame revolver by Thomas Horsley of York. From the G. H. Brown collection.
(b) Webley & Scott Mark IV Revolver frame or body stamping and ―flash‖. Photograph by B. Hinchley.
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PLATE 71.

(a) Combined mould and reloading tool: CHAP. XVIb.
(b) Combination plate gauge and template for mainspring: CHAP. XVIa.
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PLATE 72 - Specimen engravings cut by the celebrated gun engraver foe Brown on W. & C. Scott‘s Premier and Premier Imperial
sidelock, hammerless shotguns: CHAP. XVI.
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Fuze Pistol Cartridge
This special purpose variant of a normal blank round, approved as the ‗Cartridge, pistol, for igniting instantaneous fuze
(Mark I)‘ on the 22nd February, 1881, was intended for use in the ‗Pistol, B.L., for instantaneous fuze (Mark II)‘, the ‗Pistol,
B.L., for instantaneous fuze‘ Marks III and IV, and the later ‗Pistol, safety fuze, Mark V‘. When the use of instantaneous fuze
was discontinued by the Naval Service the same pistol and cartridge were retained for igniting the new safety fuze, and so on
the 4th April, 1892, the nomenclature of the ammunition was altered to ‗Cartridge, pistol, safety fuze (Mark I)‘ and that of the
early weapons to ‗Pistol, B.L., safety fuze‘; the letters ‗B.L.‘ being deleted from the pistol description on the 26th June, 1923.
The use of this cartridge was extended to the Air Service on the 21st March, 1923, and on the 22nd June, 1927, a new drawing
was sealed to govern future supplies for the Naval Service.
Of solid-drawn brass construction, employing a separate anvil of early ‗Boxer‘ type, the case was charged with 3 grains of
Rifled Fine Grain black powder over which was placed a glazed-board washer (having a central hole 0·125″ in diameter)
surmounted by a disc of White Fine paper; the washer and disc being secured by turning over the full circumference of the case
mouth, and the charge rendered waterproof by coating the paper disc with shellac varnish after final assembly. Fuze pistol
cartridges were issued in tin cylinders having cork fittings, each containing 25 rounds. A drawing of the ‗Cartridge, Pistol,
Safety Fuze, No. 2, Mk. I‘ was sealed for Naval Service on the 17th April, 1941; this round being of the same general design as
the earlier pattern but having a Berdan-type case, base-marked ‗No. 2 I/N‘, charged with G. 20 gunpowder.

Aiming Tube Cartridges
On the 25th April, 1881, Richard Morris obtained English Patent No. 1,773 covering the use of small centre-fire or rimfire cartridges for reduced-bore practice, fired from a rifled liner tube slipped inside a normal rifle barrel. Details of the
familiar greased wad, placed between powder charge and bullet, were set out in Morris‘ English Patent No. 2,111 of the 26th
April, 1883, and on the nth August, 1883, the ‗Cartridge, aiming tube, Morris‘s, (Mark I) Small-arms‘ was officially approved
for issue to the Royal Navy.
The tapered and bottle-necked case was of solid-drawn brass construction, with a cap-chamber having an integral anvil
and two flash-holes formed in its head. The bullet, of 37 ± 3 grains in weight, was made of pure lead and had two wads — the
upper of greased felt (approximately ·065″ thick), the lower of dry grey cloth (about ·055″ thick) and both of the same diameter
as the projectile — attached to its base. The propellant charge consisted of 3·25 grains of Curtis‘s & Harvey No. 2 Diamond, or
other black powder of equal strength and quality.
A ‗Cartridge, aiming tube (Mark II). Morris‘, small-arms‘ was approved on the 27th November, 1890, differing from the
first pattern in having a bullet with a small base depression and two wads of greater diameter so as to completely fill the case
neck. Such an increase in diameter necessitated the wads being placed in the cartridge case before its neck was formed, and
official records indicate that the reason for this change was to prevent powder getting above the wads. The distance from base
of case to front of shoulder (not shown on the drawing in Fig. LXX) was specified as between ·407″ and ·413″.
The minimum standard of accuracy required was that 75% of all shots, when fired from a tubed rifle held in a fixed rest,
should fall within a 3″ diameter circle at a range of 25 yards. Morris aiming tube cartridges were packed heads to tails in strong
paper boxes tied with string, each holding 100 rounds, and the pictorial design of the identifying label used on ammunition
boxes was a 3-ring black-white-black target on a white background.
The Mark I cartridge became obsolescent on introduction of the second pattern and the Mark II round was declared
obsolete for Naval Service on the 20th July, 1923.
The ‗Tube, aiming, Morris‘s, Martini-Henry rifle (Mark I)‘ was approved on the 14th November, 1883, and for a number
of years ·215″ bore adapters of this type performed a very useful service by permitting target practice to be carried out
economically and in places where full-bore weapons could not be used, their life being extended after the service rifle calibre
was reduced from ·45 to ·303 by the approval of a special tube — suitable for use in the smaller calibre weapons — on the 29th
December, 1891.
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The decline in usefulness of such tubes and their special centre-fire cartridges dates from the 13th November, 1906, when
a ·22 calibre rim-fire aiming tube was formally approved; the rim-fire tube using even more economical ammunition in the
form of the ‗Cartridge, aiming tube, R.F. (Mark I)‘, which was approved on the 29th November, 1904. This brought about the
existence of two types of aiming tube cartridge and therefore, on the 6th July, 1905, the letters ‗C.F.‘ (for ‗central fire‘) were
added to the nomenclature of the Morris round in order to simplify identification; also on the 6th July, 1905, a new pattern of
Mark I rim-fire cartridge was approved (overall length ·974″, case length ·612″ and rim diameter ·275″), having a 39·9 grains
bullet — made of lead containing from 1 to 1·5% tin — propelled by 4·7 grains of R.F.G.2 black powder.
Logical development of the ·22 calibre rim-fire tube and its special rifle breech-bolt resulted in the introduction of a
proper ·22 calibre rifle on the 13th December, 1907. On the 23rd October, 1908, the ‗Cartridge, ·22 inch, R.F., No. 2 (Mark I)‘,
having a short case and 30 grains bullet, was approved for the Naval Service for use in Webley pistol aiming tubes; on the
same date the designation of the ‗Cartridge, aiming tube, R.F. (Mark I)‘ was altered to read ‗Cartridge, ·22 inch, R.F., No. 1
(Mark I)‘. A Mark II ·22 calibre rim-fire rifle was approved on the nth November, 1911, when aiming tubes finally became
obsolescent and were subsequently withdrawn from service as opportunities offered. Use of the ·22 calibre No. 1 Mark I
cartridge was extended to the Naval Service on the 20th February, 1912, when the distinguishing suffix (Service) letter of such
ammunition was altered from ‗L‘ to ‗C‘ (‗Service‘ letters — introduced on the 23rd November, 1891 — indicating the
following uses: ‗A‘ — for the Air Service and aircraft carriers; ‗C‘ — common to the Land and Naval Services; ‗L‘ — for the
Land Service and Royal Marines; ‗N‘ — for the Naval Service). With approval of the Mark I smokeless cartridge the
nomenclature of the earlier round was finally altered to ‗Cartridge, ·22 inch, R.F., No. 1, black powder (Mark I)‘.
The ‗Cartridge, ·22 inch, R.F., No. 1, Smokeless (Mark I)‘ was approved for Naval and Land Services on the 12th
February, 1915, and its use was extended to the Air Service on the 13th May, 1919. The word ‗Smokeless‘ was deleted from
the nomenclature of this round by the Naval Service on the 21st December, 1925, and by the Land and Air Services on the 19th
January, 1926, since when the cartridge could be filled with either smokeless or semi-smokeless propellant. On the 15th
February, 1921, the black powder No. 1 Mark I cartridge was declared obsolescent for Naval Service, although it was not until
the 31st March, 1928, that this round was formally declared obsolete. As with most other service small-arm cartridges, the
‗Cartridge, ·22 inch, R.F.‘ was re-named on the 30th November, 1927, when it became the ‗Cartridge, Rim Fire, ·22in.‘ — a
name which it still retains. With the advent of non-rusting priming composition rim-fire cartridges so loaded were
distinguished by box labels bearing the words ‗NON-RUSTING‘, and the letters ‗NR‘ as a suffix to the over-printed Mark
number on the 3-ring green-white-green pictorial recognition label; this form of marking was approved on the 18th October,
1932, and retained in use until the 6th November, 1950 (when it was decided that there was no longer any need for such
differentiation), on which date the distinctive words and letters were ordered to be barred-out on all existing stores of such
ammunition. A Mark 2 cartridge, of greater accuracy, was approved for all Services on the 13th March, 1953.
The latest development in this class of ammunition is the ‗Cartridge, Rim Fire, Tracer, ·22in., G. Mk. IZ‘, loaded with a
bullet of approximately 34 grains in weight, which carries in its base cavity a charge consisting of 0·5 grain of tracing and 0·5
grain of priming compositions. This round was approved for Land Service on the 26th February, 1946, and its use was
extended to the Naval and Air Services on the 7th October, 1947. Although these tracer cartridges are normally head-stamped
with the letters ‗ICI‘ inside a diamond, they have also been encountered with the letters only; however, in each instance the
case has a circumferential cannelure level with the base of the bullet and the bullet tip is covered with red paint.
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Horse-killer Cartridge
This form of ammunition originated as a commercial product in 1896, when it was marketed by the Birmingham and
London firm of W. W. Greener Ltd. for use in their ·310 Humane Killer — a weapon consisting, essentially, of a short rifled
barrel having a screwed-on breech cap through the rear of which the tail of a firing pin protruded; the cartridge being fired by
manually striking the firing pin with a mallet.
It is not known just when this cartridge was taken into use by the British Army, although it is believed to have been used
to a certain extent during the Boer War of 1899-1902; however, it was certainly an official store by 1915 since it is listed in the
‗Vocabulary of Stores‘ for that year, even though — as the ‗Cartridge, Greener‘s, cattle-killing, Mark I‘ — it was not formally
approved until the 8th November, 1917. When the ‗Cattle-killer, .455 in., Mark I‘ was introduced on the 2nd March, 1926, the
nomenclature of the earlier weapon was changed to ‗Horse-killer, ·325 in., Mk. I‘ and on the 13th September, 1926, that of its
ammunition to ‗Cartridge, S.A., ball, ·325 in., Mk. I‘.
As originally used by the Land Service this cartridge was loaded with a 125 grains flat-nosed solid lead-antimony bullet
having a slight depression in its base and 5·5 grains of Schultze powder. However, it is now loaded with a nitrocellulose
powder and a 125 grains bullet with a hollow base and round nose, while its official description is ‗Cartridge, ball, ·310 in.,
Mk. 1.Z‘. The need for such ammunition is now rather limited but it is, nevertheless, still a necessary Service store since the
trade-pattern ‗Cash‘ captive-bolt humane killer (approved for Land Service use on the 16th September, 1938, and operated by
a ·22 rim-fire blank cartridge loaded with 2 grains of propellant) is officially restricted in use to the slaughter of animals other
than horses and mules.
It may perhaps be as well to refer to the fact that several different strengths of this ammunition have been available
commercially, such rounds of current production — all with 125 grain bullets — being visually identified solely by the label
on the carton in which they are packed: the labels are in distinctive colours — White label (3·5 grains smokeless) being for full
grown cattle, Blue label (2·75 grains smokeless) for large pigs, and Red label (2 grains smokeless) for small pigs; until 1945
there was also a Green label (2·5 grains smokeless) for sheep, odd rounds of which could be easily recognised by the case
mouth being crimped over a 40 grains spherical ball. Cattle-killing cartridges have also been especially loaded for specific
purposes and most of such loads may be recognised by the fact that they have hollow-nosed bullets. Although it is not known
just when (but possibly during the period 1905-1914), cartridge cases were coloured and bullets given distinguishing features
so as to enable the ‗strength‘ of loose rounds to be recognised at a glance; this system, however, does not seem to have been in
use for long, therefore one can only conclude that its purpose was not fully appreciated by the actual users of this class of
ammunition.

Overall Lengths of Cartridges
Table V shows the official minimum and maximum overall lengths of the ·450, ·455 and ·476 calibre revolver and ·455
self-loading pistol cartridges issued to the British Armed Forces.
TABLE V
Cartridge
Adams Mark I
Adams Mark II
Enfield Mark I
Enfield Mark II
Enfield Mark III
Webley Mark I
Webley Mark II
Webley Mark III
Webley Mark IV
Webley Mark V
·455 inch Mark VI
Pistol, S.L., Mark I

Overall Length
1·140″ — 1·180″
1·140″ — 1·180″
See Text
1·450″ — 1·490″
1·450″ — 1·490″
1·415″ — 1·455″
1·220″ — 1·260″
1·060″ — 1·100″
0·945″ — 0·985″
0·945″ — 0·985″
1·210″ — 1·260″
1·215″ — 1·230″
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Shot and blank cartridges for pistols are generally either completely ignored or given only the briefest consideration,
although as special purpose rounds they have a definite place in the ammunition world. The two following tables show typical
loads for a representative selection of these cartridge types.
TABLE VI SHOT CARTRIDGE LOADS
Cartridge

Pin-fire:
12 mm (Short) Revolver
Rim-fire:
No. 1
No. 1 Long
No. 2
No. 3
·22 Long Rifle
Centre-fire:
·297/·230 (Morris) Short
·297/·230 (Morris) Long
·32 S. & W. Revolver
·32 S. & W. Long
·320 Revolver
·320 Long
·360 No. 5
·38 S. & W. Revolver
·380 Revolver
·380 Long
·442 Revolver
·450 Revolver
·455 Revolver
·476 Revolver
·410 gauge Shotgun, 2″ case

Powder Charge
Black
Sm‘less.
(Grns.)
(Grns.)

Weight
(Grns.)

Shot Charge
Size
Shot

11·50

—

90

11

1·25
1·85
3·90
7·25
—

—
—
—
—
0·79

16
26
33
65
30

11
11
9
8
Dust

3
5
4·50
8
4
5
11
8
6
8
10
13
15
12
20·50

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

13
13
40
27
31
37
70
50
50
80
70
80
130
91
136·7

10
10
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
AA
4, 5, 6, 7, 9

—

10
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TABLE VII BLANK CARTRIDGE LOADS
Cartridge
Black
(Grns.)

Powder Charge
Sm‘less.
(Grns.)

Pin-fire:
12 mm (Short), coned case
11·25
—
Rim-fire:
No. 1, crimped case
Priming only
No. 1, coned case
1·90
—
·22 Short
1·06
—
·22 Long
4
—
·22 Long, smokeless
—
1·40
Centre-fire:
·297/·230 (Morris) Short
3·50
—
·32 S. & W. Revolver
6
—
·320 Revolver
5·25
—
·320 Long
8
—
·360 No. 5
14
—
·38 S. & W. Revolver
10
—
·380 Revolver
9
—
·380 Long
14
—
·380 Long Rifle Express
23·50
—
·410 Short
5·50
—
·442 Revolver
13
—
·450 Revolver, crimped case
14·50
—
·450 Revolver, coned case
20
—
·455 Revolver
21
—
NOTE: Variations will be found in the charge weights of blank cartridges, since they were often specially loaded to comply
with customers‘ requirements.
The ·380 Long Rifle Express blank was made with an extra long case so as to produce a cartridge having an overall length
approximately the same as that of the ball round. It is included here because it could be used in the same chamber as the ·360
No. 5 cartridge.
Some Cartridge Base Marks
B — Birmingham Small Arms & Metal Co.
BD — Royal Ordnance Factory, Burghfield.
BE — Royal Ordnance Factory, Blackpole; filled at Swynnerton.
BMRC — British Manufacturing & Research Co., Grantham.
CAC — Colonial Ammunition Co., New Zealand. CAP — Royal Ordnance Factory, Capenhurst.
CP — Crompton Parkinson Co., Guiseley; filled at Doncaster.
C-P — Crompton Parkinson Co., Doncaster.
D — Dominion Cartridge Co., Brownsburg, Quebec, Canada. (Also: D. C. Co.).
DAC — Dominion Arsenal, Canada. (Also: DA). (May have small arrow-head inside the C).
DAQ — Dominion Arsenal, Quebec, Canada. (May have small arrow-head inside the Q).
DC — Defence Industries Ltd., Brownsburg, Canada. (May have small arrow-head inside the C).
DI — Defence Industries Ltd., Verdun, Canada. (Also: DIL).
E — Eley Brothers Ltd., London. (Also: EB, Eley Bros., Eley. London, and Eley‘s).
GA — Grenfell & Accles.
GB — Greenwood & Batley Ltd., Leeds; filled at Abbey Wood.
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GBF — Greenwood & Batley Ltd., Leeds; filled at Farnham.
H — Hall‘s Telephone Co., Burghfield.
HN — Royal Ordnance Factory, Hirwaun.
HRB — Henry Rifled Barrel Co.
ICI — Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd., Birmingham. (·22 rim-fire only: various letter forms and arrangements; enclosed in
arrowhead for High Velocity rounds, in a diamond for Tracer cartridges.)
K — Originally Kynoch & Co. Ltd. (Also: KYNOCH); later used by I. C. I. on Government contract cartridges made at
Kynoch Works. Now also used on rim-fire blanks for the ‗Cash‘ cattle killer.
K. 2 — I. C. I. Ltd., Standish.
K-4 — I. C. I. Ltd., Yeading.
K-5 — I. C. I. Ltd., Kidderminster.
KF — Ammunition Factory, Kirkee, India.
KH — Ammunition Factory', Khamaria, India.
KN — Kings Norton Metal Co., Ltd. (Also: KNMCo).
KYNOCH — Originally Kynoch & Co., Ltd.; later I. C. I. products made at Kynoch Works.
LA — Lindsay Arsenal, Ontario, Canada. (Also DAL).
MF — Small Arms Ammunition Factory No. 1, Footscray, Australia.
MG — Small Arms Ammunition Factory No. 2, Footscray, Australia.
MH — Small Arms Ammunition Factory No. 3, Hendon, Australia.
MJ — Small Arms Ammunition Factory No. 4, Hendon, Australia.
MQ — Small Arms Ammunition Factory No. 5, Rocklea, Australia.
MW — Small Arms Ammunition Factory No. 6, Welshpool, Australia.
N — Nobel Industries Ltd.
OK — Ordnance Factory, Khamaria, Jubbulpore, India.
RG — Royal Ordnance Factory, Radway Green. RL — Royal Ordnance Factory (Royal Laboratory). Woolwich. (Also: ILS).
SAAF — Small Arms Ammunition Factory, Australia. (Early production).
SR — Royal Ordnance Factory, Spennymoor: filled at Swynnerton.
TH — Royal Ordnance Factory, Thorpe Arch.
TR — Dominion Rubber Munitions Ltd., Three Rivers, Quebec, Canada.
WILKINSON — The Wilkinson Sword Co., Ltd. (Actually made by Kynoch.)
Note: Base marks of cartridges made at Royal Ordnance Factories may include an arrowhead between the code
letters.
On the 22nd April, 1895, approval was given for all machine gun and small arm cartridges manufactured for India to be
stamped with the letter ‗I‘ immediately under the broad arrow.
A REPRESENTATIVE SPECIFICATION GOVERNING THE MANUFACTURE AND TESTING OF MILITARY PISTOL
CARTRIDGES
Manufacture
The case is to be solid-drawn from brass containing not less than 55% virgin metal, the remainder consisting entirely of
clean process scrap (under no circumstances may fired cases, caps, primers, fuzes, or similar materials be used as scrap metal).
The finished alloy is to consist of 68% to 74% copper and 32% to 26% zinc, and contain not more than 0·20% nickel, 0·15%
iron, 0·10% lead, 0·05% arsenic, 0·05% cadmium, 0·006% bismuth, no antimony or tin whatever and no more than a trace of
any other impurity.
The finished case is to be free from scratches, scale, folds, spilly metal, laminations, inclusions, or other flaws; be
concentrically drawn, have the head turned concentric with the body and the mouth slightly chamfered to receive the bullet. It
must also have a clean surface both externally and internally. The anvil may be made of such shape and height as the
contractor considers most suitable for his caps.
The base of the case will normally be stamped with the contractor‘s initials or recognised trade mark, the last two figures
of the year of manufacture (dating from the 1st January to the 31st December) and the Mark number of the particular type of
cartridge with which it is to be used; if the case is to be loaded with nitrocellulose powder the Mark number is to be followed
by the suffix letter ‗Z‘. Such stamping will not exceed 0·06″ in height.
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On assembly the case is to be either pressed into the top cannelure of a lead bullet or have its mouth coned into the
envelope of a metal-jacketed bullet; in the latter case it may also have three indents. The degree of constriction is to be such
that the force required to extract the bullet shall be 120 ± 20 lbs.
The cap is to be hard-drawn from fully-annealed metal which is clean and free from scale, laminations, or other surface
defects; the finished alloy to consist of 95% to 98% copper and 5% to 2% zinc, and contain not more than 0·05% iron, 0·05%
lead, 0·10% arsenic, 0·002% bismuth, 0·01% antimony and no more than a trace of any other impurity.
Before use all cap shells are to be cleaned by dipping in a hot soda or acid bath and then washed in fresh running water
until free from alkali or acid, after which they are to be dried in hot sawdust.
The cap composition is to consist of 19 ± 1% mercury fulminate, 33·4 ± 1·8% potassium chlorate (grade I, passing 120170 mesh sieve), 42·8 ± 2·2% antimony sulphide, 24 ± 0·3% sulphur and 24 ± 0·3% mealed powder; all measured by weight.
The finished composition must be well mixed, its grit content not in excess of 0·1% of any sample, the amount of material
insoluble in acid not greater than 0·12% of any sample and its moisture content (determined by loss of weight in vacuo over
sulphuric acid) must not exceed 0·05% of any sample tested.
The composition must not be more than 12 months old at the time it is pressed into cap shells by the application of a 400
lbs. dead load, and each charge is to consist of 0·4 grain of the composition having its finished surface of such shape as the
contractor considers most suitable.
A tinfoil disc, ·206″ in diameter and from ·001″ to ·002″ in thickness, may be placed over the composition if desired; it
will be applied under pressure of a 400 lbs. dead load. Such a disc is to be completely free from perforations and formed of
sheet lead containing from 4% to 5% tin and only such a small amount — less than 1% — of antimony as is necessary to
ensure proper rolling. One side of the tinfoil, which will subsequently lie next to the cap composition, is to be varnished and
thoroughly dried before use.
Both the tinfoil disc and the interior of the cap, after charging, are to be rendered waterproof by the application of a
varnish consisting of 2 lbs. 2 ozs. lac or shellac (grade I) dissolved in 8 lbs. industrial methylated spirit (grade II); after which
the caps are to be thoroughly dried for a period of 24 hours at a temperature between 38°C and 49°C.
Within a period of 12 months from the date on which the caps are filled they must be assembled into cases, where they
may be secured by concentric ringing-in. The joint between cap and case is to be sealed by dark purple lacquer, which must
have no deleterious action upon either cap or case and must not chip off during firing. The centre of the cap is to be left
unvarnished.
All completed cartridges must be delivered within 18 months of the caps being filled.
The charge is to consist of cordite size 1/·05, which must not have been unduly exposed to direct sunlight and which must
have been maintained at a temperature not lower than 13°C for a period of one week before loading; or N.C.Z. powder of such
bulk that the necessary' quantity will reasonably fill the cartridge case without tapping or pressing. The actual amount of the
charge is to be such as will give the requisite ballistics.
A lead bullet is to be made of an alloy consisting of either 12 parts lead to 1 part tin or 99 parts lead to 1 part antimony.
A jacketed bullet is to have its envelope solid-drawn from an alloy consisting of either 80% copper and 20% nickel or
90% copper and 10% zinc; the envelope not being annealed after final forming. The core is to consist of an alloy of 98% lead
and 2% antimony, well pressed home so as to completely fill the envelope.
The bullet cannelures are to be filled with pure beeswax.

Inspection
All cartridges and their component parts are to be liable to inspection during manufacture, for which purpose the
Inspecting Officer is to have right of access to the contractor‘s (or any subcontractor‘s) factors' or works. The Inspecting
Officer is to be empowered to take, at his discretion, samples of any materials used, cartridge components and completed
cartridges, for the purpose of testing or chemical analysis.
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Finished cartridges are to be delivered in lots of approximately 50,000 rounds, after which 1% of them will be weighed,
gauged and visually examined; a number of them will also be broken down to ensure that cartridges and components comply
with both drawing and specification. If 10% of the number examined reveal unauthorised departures from the approved design,
or defects of a type involving rejection of cartridges, the whole delivery will be rejected.
Proof
No fixed proportion can be laid down for the number of rounds to be expended in proof, although such expenditure is
normally at the rate of 4 rounds per 1,000 (exclusive of any additional proofs); however, in no case is the total number of
rounds tested to be less than 150 per lot. In the event of any additional proofs being necessary then the total number of rounds
tested is not to exceed 5% of the delivery undergoing proof.
Cartridges selected for proof will be submitted to the following tests:
Ease of Loading, etc.
All cartridges are to be easy to load and extract both before and after firing, and at no time are they to interfere with the
correct action of the weapon in which they are used.
Pressure
This test will be carried out in an Ordnance Factory type pressure gauge, using Service ‗D‘ coppers initially crushed to 4·5
tons per square inch; all cartridges being heated to 27°C before firing. After any necessary correction, due to results obtained
with Standard Ammunition fired in the same barrel on the same day, the mean chamber pressure is not to exceed 5·5 tons per
square inch. No individual round is to generate a pressure exceeding 6 tons per square inch.
Velocity
All cartridges will be heated to 27°C before firing. After any necessary correction, due to results obtained with Standard
Ammunition fired in the same barrel on the same day, the mean observed velocity is to be within the limits of 580 ± 30 feet per
second at a distance of 30 feet from the muzzle. The mean difference of the individual velocities is to be within 20 feet per
second of the mean velocity of all rounds.
Accuracy
This test will be carried out at a range of 50 yards and fired from a Service pistol mounted in a fixed rest. The firing of not
less than four targets, each consisting of 20 rounds, must result in a mean Figure of Merit not exceeding 4 inches.
Any shot striking more than three feet from the mean point of impact of any target of 20 rounds will count as a miss. If
the F.O.M. exceeds 4 inches, or a miss occurs, a second proof will be taken; if the F.O.M. exceeds 4 inches on the second
proof, a miss occurs during the second proof, or more than one miss at first proof, the ammunition will be rejected.
Penetration
This test will be carried out at a range of 10 yards and the cartridges fired from a Service pistol. All bullets are to pass
completely through two 1 inch deal boards placed 1 inch apart.
Watertightness
This test may be carried out by either of the two following methods:
(a) A vacuum test to detect air leakage.
(b) A velocity-loss test; in this test 10 cartridges will be heated to 60°C for a period of 1 hour and then plunged into cold
water (at about 10°C) for a period of 10 minutes, after which they will be stood on their bases for a period of 24 hours. The
cartridges so treated will then be fired for velocity, alternately shot for shot with 10 untreated rounds, when the drop in mean
velocity is not to exceed 25 feet per second. No individual cartridge must show a drop in velocity of more than 100 feet per
second below the mean velocity of the untreated rounds.
Hang-fire
A hang-fire will be deemed to have occurred if the period of time (measured by a chronograph, or by other suitable
means) which elapses between the striker hitting the cap and the emergence of the bullet from the pistol muzzle exceeds
2/1000ths of a second. A hang-fire during first proof will necessitate the taking of a second proof and a hang-fire at second
proof (or more than one during first proof) will cause the ammunition to be rejected.
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Webley‘s Pressure Block with full-length Barrel.
FIG. LXXI.

Case Proof
The cartridges used in this test will be specially loaded so as to generate a mean chamber pressure of 7 tons per square
inch, and a proportion of them will be fired in the normal dry-case condition whilst the remainder will have their cases either
oiled or greased before firing. After firing there is to be no burst case or case distortion and no serious cap casualty.
A burst case will be defined as any separation or fracture of the case metal, irrespective of the magnitude or form thereof,
except splitting of the case neck.
A burst case at any proof will cause rejection of the whole delivery. However, the Inspecting Officer may, at his
discretion and the contractor‘s request, submit the whole delivery to a special proof in which 10 rounds per 1,000 will be
tested; should a burst case or any other serious defect occur at this special proof then the whole delivery will be rejected.
Cartridges rejected because of burst cases occurring at proof may be marked on the base with a small punch mark.
Bullet Security
The test cartridge will remain in one chamber of a revolver while 25 rounds are fired from the other chambers of the
weapon. On completion of the test the bullet is not to have become loose, nor is it to have moved to such an extent as to alter
the overall length of the cartridge by more than 0·02″.
Strength of Cap
When fired in a Service pistol the flash is to strongly mark a piece of paper held at a distance of one inch from the muzzle
of the weapon. If there is a hang-fire or weak flash then a second proof will be taken, and should there be a hang-fire or weak
flash during the second proof (or more than one such defect at first proof) then the whole delivery will be rejected.
Casualty Proof
This will consist of a firing test and will be carried out in a Service pistol in any state of wear within the permitted Service
limits. The object of the test will be to detect miss-fires, audible hang-fires, pierced caps, gas escape round caps, bullets failing
to take the rifling, split case necks, or any other defects of importance.
General Defects
If either the examination or firing proof of a delivery reveals any defect affecting the serviceability of the cartridges then
the whole delivery will be rejected, or further proofs may be taken at the discretion of the Inspecting Officer. If the defect is
liable to be present in adjacent deliveries then increased proof will be taken from these, even though they may already have
been accepted. Proof of such adjacent deliveries will be continued until three consecutive deliveries, both preceding and
following the delivery exhibiting the defect, are found to be clear. All deliveries between the first and last which exhibit the
defect may be rejected (even though some of them may not have shown the defect) and the acceptance of any such delivery
already accepted may be cancelled.
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NOTES
‗Standard Ammunition‘ — this is specially prepared ammunition used solely for ‗control‘ purposes, the pressure and
velocity of individual rounds varying only between extremely close limits; precise values of both are known and stencilled on
the cartons. Such cartridges bear no special recognition marks, other than having the cap annulus sealed with clear (rather than
purple) varnish.
‗Figure of Merit‘ — this term is used to indicate accuracy and is always expressed in conjunction with the range at which
it applies. It represents the average standard of accuracy of a given lot of ammunition and is actually the radius measurement of
a circle within which the majority of shots would fall. It is found as follows:
One vertical and one horizontal line are drawn on the target, at any convenient points beyond the area of shot holes, so as
to form two lines of origin at right angles to each other. The distance of each shot from each line of origin is measured and the
average distance of all shots from each line obtained. Vertical and horizontal lines are drawn at these average distances from
the two lines of origin and their intersection is termed the ‗Mean Point of Impact‘ of the group of shots. The average distance
of all shots from the mean point of impact gives the Figure of Merit of the whole group.
In order to give some indication of the relationship between specification and proof, the following details refer to a
delivery of ·455 calibre Mark II cartridges made at Woolwich Arsenal:
TABLE VIII PROOF OF ·455 inch MARK II CARTRIDGES
Date of Manufacture
Number of rounds in delivery
Inspection Proof:
Mean weight of charge
Mean weight of case (70 ± 3 grains nominal)
Mean weight of bullet

October 1936
145,000
5·9 grains
70·6 grains
266·5 grains

Of the rounds inspected at this proof only 2 had bullets not within the permitted limits of weight, being 267·2 and 267·5 grains
respectively.
Firing Proof:
Number of targets fired
Figure of Merit obtained
Mean velocity, at 30 feet
Mean difference in velocities
Mean chamber pressure
Maximum individual pressure

4
2·09 inches
594 ft./sec.
22 ft./sec.
4·8 tons/sq. inch
4·9 tons/sq. inch
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TABLE IX COMMERCIAL PIN-FIRE AND RIM-FIRE CARTRIDGES
Cartridge
(Pin-Fire)
5 millimetre
7 mm
9 mm
12 mm (Short)
15 mm Eley
15 mm Kynoch
Cartridge
(Rim-Fire)
No. 1 Bulleted Cap
No. 21 Bulleted Cap
No. 31 Bulleted Cap
·22 Bulleted Breech Cap
·22 Conical Bullet Cap
·22 Short
·22 Short ―Pistol‖
·22 Long
·22 Long Rifle
·22 Long Rifle ―Pistol‖
·22 L. R. High Velocity
·22 Long Rifle Tracer
·297
·32 Short
·32 Long
·380 Extra Short
·38 Short
·38 Long
·41 Short
·442

Overall
Length
(Ins.)
·598
·897
·910
1·022
1·375
1·375
O‘all.
Length
(Ins.)
·385
·470
·565
·400
·550
·690
·690
·885
·985
·975
·980
·975
·880
·975
1·195
1·085
1·175
1·380
·940
1·155

Case
Length
(Ins.)
·435
·555
·590
·600
·810
·780

Case
Length
(Ins.)
·275
·335
·415
·280
·280
·400
·400
·605
·605
·605
·605
·605
·520
·560
·795
·665
·770
·870
·475
·650

Thick
(Ins.)
·045
·050
·055
·042
·042
·038
·038
·043
·043
·040
·043
·043
·050
·047
·048
·053
·052
·060
·050
·055

Head
(Ins.)
·224
·306
·387
·462
·618
·624

Rim
Diam.
(Ins.)
·270
·325
·400
·274
·274
·274
·272
·274
·274
·272
·272
·274
·345
·374
·375
·430
·435
·435
·470
·510

Case Diam.
Mouth
(Ins.)
·224
·306
·385
·465
·616
·620

Case Diam.
Head
Mouth
(Ins.)
(Ins.)
·225
·224
·278
·276
·348
·345
·226
·225
·226
·225
·226
·225
·224
·224
·226
·225
·226
·225
·224
·224
·224
·224
·226
·225
·297
·296
·317
·317
·318
·318
·378
·377
·377
·377
·378
·378
·406
·404
·448
·448

Bullet
Diam.
(Ins.)
·204
·294
·364
·444
·587
·586

Bullet
Diam.
Weight
(Ins.)
(Grns.)
·224
18
·276
30
·340
55
·225
20
·225
29
·223
30
·224
30
·223
30
·223
40
·224
40
·223
40
·224
36
·293
55
·311
82
·316
90
·376
120
·376
125
·378
150
·404
135
·440
200

Black Pdr.
Charge
(Grns.)

Weight
(Grns.)
18
63
124
200
450
450

Powder Charge
Black
Sm‘less
(Grns.)
(Grns.)
1·3
2·7
3·1
—
—
—
—
·8
·8
1·1
1·2
1·3
2·7
1·15
5
9
13
12
15
18
8
15

3
5·5
8
11
21
21

Notes

Flat nosed bullet
Pointed bullet

Muzzle
Veloc.
(Ft./Sec.)

750
775
975
950
1100
1060
1050
1400
1000

Notes

Originally primed only; now have
a very small sm‘less. pdr. charge also.
Introduced in 1957

Introduced in 1937
Introduced in 1943; trace to 75 yds.

Note:
Although all dimensions are the average of a number of samples they should be considered as representative only, since quite wide variations (especially in overall length) often occurred between
individual cartridges of the same nominal size. In a similar way powder charges frequently varied, in many instances due to differences in powder strength. Velocities of pin-fire and early rim-fire
cartridges were not measured, and so such values can only be given for the more modem range of ·22 calibre types.
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TABLE X COMMERCIAL CENTRE-FIRE CARTRIDGES
Cartridge
(Centre-Fire)

O‘all
Length
(Ins.)
·880
1·070
1·005
·900
1·255
·970
·990
1·037
1·350
1·440
1·195
1·100
1·365
1·295
·920
1·140
1·155
1·080
·915
1·400
1·595
1·115
1·477
1·585
1·125
·992
1·256
1·180
1·225
·895
1·030
1·442
1·410
1·100
·950
1·270
1·110
1·400
1·220

Case
Length
(Ins.)
·580
·800
·790
·600
·900
·625
·700
·650
1·050
1·050
·750
·700
·950
1·067
·460
·700
·723
·675
·575
1·000
1·300
·645
1·020
1·275
·675
·753
·780
1·005
·800
·615
·680
1·023
1·030
·800
·680
·900
·800
1·090
·930

Thick
(Ins.)
·042
·043
·040
·045
·050
·045
·045
·045
·050
·050
·050
·045
·048
·044
·047
·045
·040
·030
·040
·050
·060
·030
·354
·055
·033
·032
·035
·050
·042
·035
·035
·030
·035
·043
·043
·043
·035
·035
·045

Rim
Diam.
(Ins.)
·343
·345
·375
·375
·375
·370
·375
·387
·430
·430
·435
·430
·430
·483
·472
·460
·460
·502
·502
·510
·520
·502
·501
·508
·504
·530
·585
·744
·740
·300
·354
·404
·465
·404
·372
·403
·495
·495
·502

Case Diam.
Head
Mouth
(Ins.)
(Ins.)
·297
·240
·297
·239
·320
·315
·334
·331
·335
·334
·316
·315
·316
·314
·340
·338
·377
·375
·377
·375
·383
·380
·377
·375
·378
·375
·433
·412
·407
·406
·406
·406
·410
·405
·449
·444
·455
·448
·455
·454
·468
·441
·449
·447
·450
·444
·478
·476
·477
·474
·478
·476
·523
·515
·660
·635
·658
·638
·277
·277
·335
·332
·414
·359
·475
·383
·382
·380
·374
·372
·384
·383
·498
·474
·498
·474
·477
·476

Bullet
Diam.
Weight
(Ins.)
(Grns.)
·222
37
·222
37
·300
80
·315
85
·315
98
·310
80
·310
80
·337
85
·365
125
·366
145
·359
145
·375
124
·372
124
·388
177
·398
135
·407
166
·395
140
·426
200
·440
170
·430
246
·426
200
·440
220
·424
198
·454
250
·450
225
·455
225
·510
350
·589
295
·618
450
·249
50
·312
72
·335
140
·360
156
·356
110
·356
95
·359
130
·450
220
·450
220
·455
224

Powder Charge
Black
Sm‘less.
(Grns.)
(Grns.)
3·25
1·75
5·5
2·75
6
2·25
4·5
2
10
3
6
2
8
4
8
16
—
5
10
3
10
3
15
4
—
3·55
5·5
—
13·5
—
8
—
15
—
15
—
18
5·5
33
10·5
13
5·25
22
—
38
13
5
—
6·25
24
—
27·34
—
28
—
—
1·5
—
3
—
11·5
—
12·5
—
5
—
3·25
—
5·25
—
9·5
—
11
—
6

Muzzle
Veloc.
(Ft./sec.)

Notes

·297/·230 Morris, Short
875 ft./sec. in 26″ rifle barrel.
·297/·230 Morris, Long
1200 ft./sec. in 26″ rifle barrel.
·300 Revolver
600
·32 S. & W. Revolver
600
32 S. & W. Long Revolver
700
·320 Revolver
550
·320 Long (Rifle)
1100 ft./sec. in 26·5″ rifle barrel.
·340 Revolver
·360 No. 5 (Revolver)
1050 ft./sec. in 26″ rifle barrel.
·360 No. 5 (Rifle)
1075 ft./sec. in 26″ rifle barrel.
·38 S. & W. Revolver
625
·380 Revolver
625
·380 Long (Rifle)
1050 ft./sec, in 26·5″ rifle barrel.
P. W.S. No. 3 N. M. 9-18
See special note (a) below.
·410 Revolver, Short
·410 Revolver, Long (Eley)
700
·410 Rev., Long (Kynoch)
·430 Revolver
700
·44 Bull Dog Revolver
460
An American loading.
·44 S. & W. Russian Rev.
700
·44 Winchester (·44-40)
1300 ft./sec. in 24″ rifle barrel.
·442 Rev. (·44 Webley)
700
Solid-drawn case.
·442 Long (Rifle)
Boxer case.
·45 Colt Revolver
890
·450 Revolver (Solid-case)
650
Smokeless charge gave 700 ft./sec.
·455 ―Target‖
See special note (b) below.
·500 Revolver
650
·577 Boxer (Pistol)
Cut-down Snider case with spherical ball.
·577 Solid (Revolver)
725
, 25(6·35mm) Auto. Pistol
750
·32(7·65mm) Auto.
900
8·5mm Mars Auto.
1550
9mm (·360) Mars Auto.
1600
Kynoch cartridges: 12 grns. and 1400 ft./sec.
9mm Long (Browning)
1000
·380 (9mm Short) Auto.
850
·38 (·38 A.C.P.) Auto.
1100
·45 Short Mars Auto.
·45 Long Mars Auto.
1200
·455 Webley Self-Loading
700
Special Notes:
(a)
The details shown above are the average of 12 rounds (bullet and powder data are for 1 sample only) all taken from the box shown in Plate No. 80 (b). They are believed to be proof cartridges made by Eley Bros. Ltd.
for P. Webley & Son; however identification is difficult since the rounds bear no markings other than the figures ―9‖ and ―18‖ stamped into opposite sides of the lead bullets, and the case dimensions fall between ·380
and ·410 standards. The measured bullet is 0·656″ in length, with a cup-shaped base cavity and 2 cannelures filled with beeswax and tallow; the charge appears to be Schultze powder, the rust-coloured grains being
0·0469″ square. The copper caps are 0·218″ in diameter.
(b) A ―Target‖ bullet was one having a parallel body and a domed nose of approximately 1 calibre radius, the term originating with Eley Bros. Ltd. The tabulated details refer to samples by Kynoch & Co., taken from a
50-round box having a yellow label with its descriptive printing all in black except for the words ―Naval Bullet‖ which were in red.
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XVI - GAUGES, BULLET MOULDS, CHERRIES
AND TOOLS

(a) Gauges for Production and Inspection
In the opinion of the writer no work on the subject of revolvers would be complete without some reference to the methods
used for checking dimensions during production and inspection of the various parts involved in their manufacture. It is hoped,
therefore, that the notes on the gauges and inspection tests used in the trade will be of interest to the technically minded
collector.
As stated in the historical chapter, it was and still is Webley‘s‘ aim to turn out their weapons on the interchangeable
system and to achieve this it is of vital importance that the closest tolerances on dimensions are maintained throughout the
whole production process.
A selection of 48 gauges employed in the making of different Webley models is shown on Plates 67 to 69. These are
representative of the innumerable types used and will indicate the amount of skill and care necessary in the production of the
Government, police and civil weapons described in this work. Credit must also be given to the men in the tool-room, whose
craftsmanship enabled such tools to be made.
A description of the gauges in question together with the tolerances permitted is given in the following paragraphs.
An examination of a large number of engineering drawings used for machining revolvers shows that such tolerances vary
from plus and minus 0.0005″ for the most important dimensions to plus and minus 0·001″ for parts which are in engagement
with each other. Permissible tolerances for the least important dimensions vary from plus and minus 0.0015″ to plus and minus
0.010″.
Where it is not necessary to apply a tolerance to a dimension then such dimensions are shown on drawings to two or three
decimal places. When pins and studs are employed, the hole for the former is drilled for a drive fit and if the stud is made to be
a press fit in its hole then the end is riveted.
Angular measurements are expressed in degrees and minutes. While on the subject of tolerances, it will be appreciated
that the craftsmen of yesteryear did not have the availability of the fine instruments and machinery which are in use to-day, but
relied more on their craft for the excellence of their product, examples of which are so much sought after by collectors to-day.
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As I write I have in front of me a measuring instrument used by a gunsmith nearly 100 years ago. An illustration is shown
on Plate 67, Fig. 9, and as will be seen, when compared with the modern micrometer the principle is the same but, whereas the
modern standard tool is capable of measuring to 0·0001″, the tool illustrated is graduated in 0·0625″, although by careful
manipulation one can interpolate to the nearest 1/64″ or 0·0156″. The instrument is capable of measuring external dimensions
up to 1·5″; it is of brass and steel construction and was, no doubt, made by the gunsmith for his own particular use.
Machine, carbon and special alloy steels are used for making the gauges which take the form of Ring, Plug, Gap,
Compound and Template — the latter type of gauge being used for checking profiles of parts.
In addition to gauging, many stringent tests are made before the examiner is satisfied that the revolver can be passed.
Soundness of material and general finish are closely examined; also it is essential for the pattern or type and the manufacturers‘
marks to be clearly stamped, as well as to note that all numbers on body, barrel, cylinder and other parts match.
The following list gives some of the more important tests which must be carried out if the weapon is to stand up to the
conditions demanded by the Services, police and civilian use.
1. Test freedom of rotation of cylinder on axis.
2. Test length of pawl.
3. Test firmness of cylinder with hammer in fired position and with trigger held back.
4. Test fitting of barrel catch and firmness of joint.
5. Test functioning of trigger stop.
6. Test freedom of extraction and height of throw.
7. Test weight of pull off 6-8 lbs.
8. Test weight of trigger action.
9. Test weight of mainspring; 3·75-4·5 lbs. weighed from top of hammer with trigger held back.
10. Test the revolver for functioning and accuracy by shooting.
Before giving a detailed description of the gauges illustrated, mention must be made of the tool used for drilling by hand
— the bow-drill — a specimen of which is shown on Plate 67. To the old time gunsmith this tool was all important and
consisted of a 2' 6″ straight rod, approximately 0·75″ in diameter, made of beech, to which was tacked a strip of pliable leather
or cord of sufficient length for making a loop round the wooden chuck holder. This latter, shaped like a large cotton reel, was
drilled longitudinally for taking the chuck and diamond-shaped bit or drill. The end of the chuck opposite the bit terminated as
a tapered rod having a radiused end which in turn fitted into and rotated in a recessed metal plate fixed to the part known as the
‗belly pad‘. The pad, made of 0·5″ thick hardwood and elliptical in shape, was held against the body with the chuck and drill
between the body and the part to be drilled. The leather cord was then looped in position and the bow operated in a
reciprocating manner, the ‗feed‘ being applied by pressure from the operator‘s body. This sounds very primitive but to a
craftsman well practised in the art of using a bow-drill very accurate drilling was obtained. Plain pin gauges were used for
checking drilled holes and screw-threaded gauges for tapped holes. The bow-drill illustrated was in use at Webley‘s for very
many years and was, no doubt, in operation on a number of the revolvers recorded in these pages.

Description of Gauges
Plate 67: Template and Gap Gauges
7. A gap gauge for checking the overall length of the barrel on the Mark VI ·455″, the one illustrated, is a ‗no-go‘ gauge
and rejects if the barrel is shorter than 5·99″.
14. Another gap gauge for checking the maximum width of the Mark VI ·455″ foresight ramp.
2. Two important dimensions on the Mark VI ·455″ cylinder cam lever are the sides and front; a ‗no-go‘ gap gauge made
to the minimum thickness of these two parts is used for gauging this cam.
12. This is an illustration of a Mark VI ·455 template gauge used for ensuring that the profile of the butt conforms to the
correct shape. The gauge is positioned by two studs which engage the holes drilled for the two side stock register pins.
4. Plus and minus 0·001″ tolerance is allowed on the width of the trigger stop and the gap gauge shown is made to 0·055″
accept and 0·053″ reject.
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3. The Mark IV ·38″ calibre 145/200 revolver has the trigger dimensions checked by the four-gap trigger filing gauge
illustrated here.
17. This illustration is of a template for the shield and checks (a) the angles and distance between the dovetailed joints and
(b) the hole for the shield securing screw and the hole for barrel catch spring.
16. Although the hammer swivel which connects the mainspring and hammer is a very small component, it plays an
important part in the lock design, particularly in percussion cap and ball revolvers. Gunmakers paid great attention to design
and accuracy of dimensions of lock parts to ensure that the mainspring imparted maximum power to the hammer on striking
the nipple. The gauge shown has gaps filed to dimensions which ‗accept‘ and ‗reject‘ (a) the thickness of the swivel and (b) the
length of the pins engaging the claws of the mainspring. A tolerance of plus and minus 0·001″ is allowed on the former
dimension and 0·0015″ on the latter.
5. The standard hammers on the range of Webley Government revolvers were checked by a multiple type gap gauge. The
one described embodies ‗accept‘ and ‗reject‘ gaps for measuring the thickness of metal at (a) the spur and forehead, \b) the
boss for hammer pin, (c) the main limb of the hammer and (d) the sear and tail, the permissible tolerances being plus and
minus 0·005″, 0·0005″, 0·002″ and 0·001″ respectively. A special gauge was made for use on revolvers with the heavier
hammer adopted for weapons used by the cavalry.

Plate 68: Compound, Ring and Mainspring Gauges
8. A gauge for checking the relationship between the axis and barrel joint holes.
1, 2, 3 and 5. Four typical ring gauges used for checking diameters of pins and screws.
4. A gauge for checking the position of the cam axis holes with the bore.
6. A gauge for checking the peripheral position of the trigger and cylinder stops. This gauge is suitable for the
Government ·455″ revolvers Marks I, II and III.
7. A gauge for checking the profile of the backsight on the top of the stirrup or barrel catch.
16. A gauge for checking the grip of the cylinder cam and to ensure that the cam has sufficient movement to clear the
ferrule or annular groove at the front end of the cylinder when the cylinder cam lever is operated.
9. A compression gauge for the mainspring of the Mark V ·455″. To ensure that the mainspring has the correct tension in
(a) the hammer down position, (b) rebound position and (c) fully cocked position, predetermined weights are suspended from
the groove at the end of the upper limb of the gauge.

Plate 69: Compound Gauges and a Selection of Pin and Screw Gauges
19. A combined plug and ring gauge for checking the centres of the holes for the cylinder cam lever screw and the
cylinder cam lever fixing screw. The vee slot is for checking the amount of travel for the cylinder cam lever.
18. A template gauge for checking the profile of the body of the ·455″ Royal Irish Constabulary model of 1883. The
square boss is drilled to act as a register for the axis in relation to the body or frame.
1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 13, 21, 22, 27, 28. A selection of pin and screw gauges illustrative of the types of ‗go‘ and ‗no-go‘ gauges
used for various drilled and screwed holes. Plug gauge 22 is typical of those used for checking the chamber diameters of
cylinders, one section for the cartridge case diameter and the other for the bullet diameter.
7, 9, 10, 12, 17. Five gauges for checking the chamber diameters and lengths for the Morris tube ·297/·230 cartridge. 17 is
a cutaway replica of the chamber, 7 is for the rim diameter of the cartridge, 9 the head diameter of the cartridge case, 12 the
shoulder diameter and shape and 10 the cone diameter and shape, also the neck diameter of the case.
14. To ensure the correct relationship between chamber and cylinder stop, the cylinder of the ·455″ Royal Irish
Constabulary model is placed on the gauge, breech end down and for correct positioning the notch on the long arm of the lever
must coincide with the notch on the scale of the gauge when the pointer on the short arm of the lever engages the cylinder stop.
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Plate 69: Plug and Gap Gauges
23. A ‗reject‘ plug gauge for checking the chambers of the cylinder on the Webley ·44″ calibre Russian model of 1883.
The reject diameter for the cartridge end of the cylinder is 0·459″ and for the bullet end 0·435″.
24 and 25. Two gap gauges, No. 25 for the Mark I, No. 24 for the Mark VI ·455″ barrel catch or stirrup. They were
designed to check the internal width and internal depth to the centre line of the barrel catch screw.
15 and 16. Two plug or bore gauges; No. 15 is a ‗reject‘ gauge of 0·443″ diameter for the bore of the Mark VI and No. 16
is an ‗accept‘ gauge for the Mark IV ·455″ with a diameter of 0·441″.
20. A plug gauge for checking the diameter of the hole for the butt swivel and also for checking the position of the hole
for swivel securing pin.
11. A chamber plug gauge for the cylinder of the ·360″ central-fire pocket revolver.
2. An external gap gauge for checking the overall width of the two hinge bosses on the barrel.
5. A typical screw gauge for checking threaded holes.
26. An internal gap gauge machined and ground to ‗accept‘ ·536″ and ‗reject‘ ·534″ between the bosses inside the stirrup
for the Mark VI 455″.

Plate 73(c): Miscellaneous Gauges
(a) A gap gauge for testing the protrusion of the hammer nose through the shield and checking its radius. The dimension
allowed for the Webley Mark I and Mark I* is 0·070″ to 0·075″. For Marks II, III and IV inclusive the protrusion dimension is
from 0·044″ to 0·054″, giving tolerances of 0·005″ and 0·010″ respectively. The correct radius for the hammer nose on these
Marks is 0·038″.
(b) A gauge for testing the distance between the face of the barrel and cylinder. This clearance should not exceed 0·052″.
Prior to the 18th November, 1908, the tolerance was 0·049″.

Plate 71(b)
A combination gauge for checking the mainspring when the spring is at ‗rest‘. The gauge is capable of checking the
internal and external profiles and lengths of both limbs, the width and thickness of the limbs, the radius at the return end of the
spring and the correct distance between the limbs at the open end.
The miscellaneous gauges shown on Plates 71 and 73 are by courtesy of Mr John Bell.

(b) Bullet Moulds
In the historical outline given in Chapter I it is stated that William Davis, the bullet mould and gun implement maker, was
the founder of the firm built up by the Webley family and it is very fitting that descriptions and illustrations representative of
his craft should be placed on record.
Only those moulds bearing his initials, ‗W.D. ‘, will be included, which are in the main taken from cased sets of pistols
and revolvers in my collection. The moulds under review fall into two categories so far as material is concerned, that is, iron
and brass.
Iron Moulds Fig. 7 on Plate 73(d) shows a typical example of the malleable castings supplied to the mould maker. These
castings were made from wooden patterns and most probably both patterns and castings were obtained from a local foundry as
it is doubtful whether William Davis had a foundry of his own.
The castings were moulded in halves having the cavity dimension suitable for making a range of three sizes. The
specimen illustrated has the numbers ‗16 to 18‘ moulded on the sides of the handles between the mould and sprue cutter; when
finished it could be turned into a single cavity mould for 16, 17 or 18 gauge spherical balls.
Iron moulds were sold in two grades — the ‗common single mould‘ and the ‗best single mould‘ — the differences being
twofold. First, the method used to secure the half moulds; in the ‗common‘ quality they were held by a rivet countersunk on
each side, whereas ‗best‘ moulds were, to use William Davis‘s term, ‗double riveted‘, that is, a rivet with a button or cone head
on each side. The second difference was one of quality, greater attention being paid to ‗best‘ moulds to ensure that the cavity
was as dimensionally accurate as the cutter or ‗cherry‘ could make it. Also, special care was given to the general finish and to
see that the sprue cutter blades were sharp and correctly set.
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PLATE 73.

Top left: (a) A page from William Davis‘s bullet mould catalogue: CHAP. XVIb.
Bottom left: (b) A gang mould and sprue cutter for spherical bullets by William Davis: CHAP. XVIb.
Top right: (c) Plate gauges, ‗A‘ for hammer nose protrusion and ‗B‘ for cylinder clearance: CHAP. XVIa.
Bottom right: (d) A selection of brass and iron moulds by William Davis: CHAP. XVIb.
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PLATE 74.

Top left: (a) Major Watson‘s ―Quick Loader‖ for revolvers: CHAP. XIIIc.
Top right: (b) Prideaux‘s Patent Instantaneous Revolver Magazine: CHAP. XIIIe.
Middle: (c) Powder tester or eprouvette: CHAP. XIV.
Bottom: (d) Lubricated bullets and a bullet lubricating box. CHAP. XIV.
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PLATE 75.

Top: (a) Types of gun nipples made by William Davis.
Middle: (b) Some methods of carrying percussion caps (box, flask, dispensers and bags).
Bottom: (c) Some forms of percussion cap packaging.
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PLATE 76.

Pin-fire, rim-fire and centre-fire cartridges. (Please note, the six groups of cartridges are not to the same scale. For individual identification
please see pages 288 and 289).
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PLATE 77.

Some hollow-point bullets; Adams, Enfield and Webley centre-fire military rounds; ·380 Mks. I & II rounds, and various ―Target‖ cartridges.
(Please note, the four groups of cartridges are not to the same scale. For individual identification please see pages 288 and 289).
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PLATE 78.

(1-7) Some forms of shot cartridges.
(8-16) Some forms of blank cartridges.
(17-65) Some forms of cartridge base marks.
(For individual identification of cartridges please see pages 288 and 289.)
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PLATE 79.

(1-4) Large-calibre self-loading pistol cartridges.
(5-34) Some ·455 revolver cartridge base marks and variations.
(For individual identification of cartridges please see pages 288 and 289.)
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PLATE 80.

(a) Some forms of commercial and government ·455 cal. ammunition packaging.
(b) Some early forms of commercial ammunition packaging.
(c) Some modern forms of commercial ammunition packaging.
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As will be seen from Plate 73(a), the iron moulds [Figs. 7-14 inclusive] were made with various types of handles; gauge
sizes ranged from 10 to 120. Although the price lists for moulds made by William Davis are not recorded, the charge at the end
of last century for items similar to those shown on Fig. 9 was 24/- to 32/- per dozen to the trade, between 1860 and 1880,
prices ranged from 12/- and 15/- per dozen for moulds up to 21 gauge and 20 to 10 gauge respectively.
Brass Moulds In this group a much wider range is to be found, both in the shape and the number of cavities per mould.
Specimens illustrating these features may be noted from an examination of Plate 73(a and d). With brass moulds it will be seen
that, in addition to riveting, as the iron single cavity specimens, the multiple or ‗gang‘ mould is jointed or hinged using a
countersunk steel bolt as a hinge pin.
On Plate 73(a), Fig. 6, William Davis shows a double riveted fishing-net mould used for producing a lead bullet through
which a hole is made during casting. These balls were threaded and secured at intervals along the bottom of the net to keep it
taut, while the net was kept afloat by securing hollow glass globes at intervals along the top.
It is interesting to note that contemporary with the use of the two part or ‗split‘ moulds in the gun trade similar moulds
were and still are used in the glass industry for blowing the globes.
To illustrate the wide range of cavity sizes produced by this mould maker, reference will be made to Figs. 2 and 6 on Plate
73(d). Although the former mould was not made for casting revolver or pistol bullets, it is shown for comparison against the
one on Fig. 6. The large mould, No. 3 gauge, is all brass with steel double button head riveted joint, sprue cutter and screw.
This is the largest W.D. mould I have come across and is similar to the ones made for casting spherical balls for the large bore
percussion guns carried by such well-known elephant hunters as Sir Samuel White-Baker and Frederick Courtney Selous, in
Africa during the middle part of the last century.
The weight of the mould is 52·75 ozs. and it casts a lead ball weighing 5·375 ozs. (2333·3 grains) with a diameter of
1·157″.
At the other end of the scale the little 120 gauge iron ‗common‘ single cavity mould weighs 1·375 ozs. and casts a ball of
approximately 0·125 oz. (58·3 grains) with a diameter of ·338″. This mould is from the case containing a Webley 120G.
wedge-frame revolver, shown on Plate 19(b), Chapter III. Fig. 12, Plate 73(a) and Fig. 4, Plate 73(d), illustrate iron moulds
which utilise one of the handles as a ramrod. Figs. 1, 3 and 5 on Plate 73(d) are typical of the single cavity brass moulds to be
found in cased sets of percussion revolvers made by James and Philip Webley. The cavities in these moulds are for elongated
bullets with one grease groove in 48, 54 and 60 gauges respectively. For moulds casting spherical balls but not furnished with a
sprue cutter William Davis provided a special tool, a specimen of which is shown on Plate 73(b).
The ball with sprue is placed on a small post or platform, the top of which is concave. The underside of the cutters is also
concave and the maximum distance between the two is equal to the diameter of the ball. This device gives a clean cut and also
follows the curvature of the ball. The tool shown is suitable for 60 gauge lead balls.
Also on Plate 73(b) a W.D. gang mould for casting six 80 gauge lead balls is shown. This is an all brass jointed mould
with steel cutter.
With the advent of the central-fire brass cartridge case, moulds were made to incorporate all the requirements necessary
for reloading such cases. Plate 71(a) illustrates one of these elaborate tools made for reloading a ·440″ calibre central-fire
cartridge. The tool comprises a single cavity mould, cut-off, de-capper and capper, double pins for crimping case on to bullet
and press for forcing bullet into case, it was made by W. Bartram, whose trade mark was ‗NIMROD‘ beneath a hunting stock.
We are indebted to that famous gunsmith, Charles William Lancaster, for the ‗cutter‘ which is attached to most hinged
brass moulds. This appendage to bullet moulds was the subject of his Patent No. 47, dated the 7th January, 1853.
Much has been written about lead — the material used for bullets — and to-day the marksman and the sporting man rely
in the main on the excellent ammunition turned out by the firms who are specialists in this line. There are many, however, who
prefer to do their own loading and for these again there are specialist firms from whom they can obtain complete reloading
kits.
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Like most sports where a kit is concerned, they can be anything from the essential requirements to the most elaborate; the
latter suitable for the man who must know to the last fraction of a grain how his cartridge load is made up. Among other items
a modern reloading outfit includes: several pounds of lead, melting pot, a dipper, mould, bullet sizer, scales, empty cases,
primers, primer rammer, powder, powder measure and the gadgets for fitting into the reloading tool such as the de-capper,
capper and bullet seater. Finally, if the kitchen stove is out of bounds for the lead melting operation a furnace will be required.
Commercial lead, such as lead piping, is too soft to use for bullets and apart from being liable to cause leading in the
barrel is likely to strip in the rifling. Therefore, other metal such as tin and/or antimony is introduced in small quantities — say,
one-tenth of tin or if antimony is used one part tin, one part antimony, to 20 parts lead. On this subject, Baker, the hunter, who
shot big game in all parts of the world, says in his book Wild Beasts and their Ways: —
‗If you wish the bullet to expand, use soft lead, but keep the metal solid. If you wish for great penetration, use hard solid
metal, either one-tenth tin or one-thirteenth quicksilver. ‘
Before leaving bullet moulds, Plate 68 shows specimen finishing tools used by mould makers such as William Davis.
These old tools are known in the trade as ‗cherries‘ and are made in all calibres from the pea rifle to one handled by the writer,
which was more than an inch in diameter. Figs. 10 to 15 on this plate are in gauge sizes 12, 52, 16, 88, 92 and 77 respectively.
One maker of these cast steel tools was C. Whitehouse, of Birmingham.
(c) Gunmakers‟ Tools
During the 18th and 19th centuries and no doubt earlier the gunmakers, as in other trades where craftsmen were
employed, made their own hand tools, similar to the specimens shown on Plate 12. Fig. 11, dividers; Figs. 1 and 15, callipers;
Fig. 9, micrometer as described in sub-paragraph (a) of this chapter; Fig. 13 is a three bladed bore gauge for measuring gauge
sizes 4 to 88 inclusive; Fig. 6, a calliper gauge and Fig. 10 an engraving tool, one of the many different shaped tools used by
engravers when carrying out the exquisite artistry shown on Plate 72. The bird and animal scenes are casts taken from
engravings cut on Scott‘s sidelock hammerless guns, such as the ‗Premier‘ and ‗Premier Imperial‘. Engraving of this quality
was executed by a creative artist named Joe Brown, employed by Webley‘s, who was also engaged as an instructor in this craft
at the evening classes held at Aston Technical School, Birmingham. During his career he was considered to be the best gun
engraver in this country.

(d) Revolver Components
Plate 70(a and b) is included to illustrate two methods used for producing revolver frames or bodies. 70(b) is a frame
stamping for a Webley Mark IV Pocket Revolver. From Hinchley‘s notes these were, and in 1962 still are, made by dropforging from a round-section rod of ―Revolver Steel‖. The specimen shown was forged from a 1·1875″ diameter rod by twelve
blows in ten seconds delivered by a 100lb. board-hammer, the dies being sunk with four separate impressions. All the blows,
and the subsequent clipping of the flash, required a single heating of the rod end in an oil-fired muffle.
After piercing and planishing, the frames are ready for slab-milling at the Webley & Scott factory.
Plate 70(a). It may be of interest to compare this method of forging with the system of casting hinged revolver frames (or
bodies) made to white-pine patterns supplied to the foundry by Thomas Horsley of York and Doncaster, a gunsmith who was
well-known in the North of England for guns, rifles, pistols and revolvers of his own make. Specimens of his revolvers are
described in Chapter VI 1(b). Shown next to the Horsley frame casting on Plate 70(a) is a rough machined barrel with top strap
made from mild steel bar, also taken from a Horsley pattern.

Conclusion
This completes the research the writer has undertaken with regard to the evolution of the Webley revolver and pistols and
he trusts collectors and other readers will obtain as much pleasure from reading ‗The Webley Story‘ as the author has had in
writing it.
W. C. D.
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APPENDIX
TABLES XI-XIX
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DESCRIPTIONS OF CARTRIDGES SHOWN ON PLATES 76 — 79
PLATE 76.
PIN-FIRE (pf) AND RIM-FIRE (rf) CARTRIDGES
(A) a, b, c and d: Eley 5, 7, 9 and 12 mm. pf — e: Kynoch 15 mm. pf — f: ·577 pistol (1885 pattern Boxer case) — g: ·577
revolver (solid case).
(B) a: ·22 rf BB cap — b: ·22 rf CB cap — c: ·22 rf Short — d: ·22 rf Long — e: ·22 rf Long Rifle ―Pistol‖ — f: ·297 rf — g:
·32 rf Short — h: ·380 rf Extra Short — i: ·38 rf Long — -j: ·41 rf Short — k: ·442 rf.
CENTRE-FIRE CARTRIDGES
(C) a: ·22 Long Rifle (inside primed) — b: ·297/·230 (Morris) Short — c: ·297/·230 (Morris) Long — d: ·320 Long (rifle) — e:
·32 S. & W. revolver — f: ·32 S. & W. Long — g: ·320 revolver — h: ·340 revolver — i: ·360 No. 5 rifle (145 grn bullet).
(D) a: ·38 S. & W. with ―Man-stopping‖ bullet — b: ·38 S. & W. revolver — c: ·38-200 revolver (·380 Mk. I) — d: ·38 S. &
W. ―Super Police‖ (American loading) — e: ·380 revolver (folded-head case) — f: ·380 Long (rifle) — g: P. W.S. No. 3 N. M.
9-18 (proof round?) — h: ·410 revolver, Short (folded-head case) — i: ·410 revolver, Long (Eley) — -j: ·410 revolver, Long
(Kynoch) — k: ·430 revolver.
(E) a: ·44 Bull Dog revolver (American loading) — b: ·44 S. & W. ―Russian‖ revolver (self-lubricating bullet) — c: ·44-40
(Winchester) with jacketed bullet — d: ·44-40 (Winchester) with soft-nosed bullet — e: ·442 revolver (·44 Webley) — f: ·450
Colt, revolver — g: ·450 revolver (black powder) — h: ·450 revolver (smokeless powder) — i: ·500 revolver.
(F) a: ·25(6·35 mm.) automatic — b: ·32(7·65 mm.) automatic — c: ·380(9 mm. Short), automatic — d: 9 mm. Long
(Browning) automatic — e: ·38 (A.C.P.) automatic — f: 8·5 mm. Mars automatic — g: 9 mm. Mars automatic — h: ·45 Long,
Mars automatic i: ·455 Webley self-loading pistol.
Please note, the groups of cartridges are not to the same. scale.
PLATE 77.
(A) some hollow-point bullets — a: ·455 Mk. I — b: ·455 Mk. Ill — c: ·38 S. & W. (a, b, and c have ―Man-stopping‖ bullets)
— d: ·380 revolver — e: ·297/·230 (Morris) Long — f: ·22 rf Long Rifle.
(B) centre-fire revolver cartridges — a: ·450 Adams Mk. I — b: ·450 Adams Mk. II (commercial pattern) — c: ·455 Enfield
Mk. I — d: ·455 Enfield Mk. II — e: ·476 Enfield Mk. Ill — f: ·455 Webley Mk. I — g: ·455 Webley, Cordite, Mk. I (Eley
bullet).
(C) a: ·455 Webley Mk. II (early issue, case mouth not coned) — b: ·455 Webley Mk. II (case mouth coned onto bullet) — c:
·455 Webley Mk. Ill — d: ·455 Webley Mk. V — e: ·455 in. Mk. VI (small indents) — f: ·455 in. Mk. VI (large indents) — g:
·455 in. Drill Mk. I.
(D) a: ·380 in. Mk. I — b: ·380 in. Drill Mk. I (Mk. I bullet) — c: ·380 in. Mk. II (cupro-nickel envelope) — d: ·380 in. Mk. II
(gilding metal envelope) — e: ·450 Colt (Eley) with ―Target‖ bullet) — f: ·455 (Eley) Mk. II with ―Target‖ bullet — g: ·455
(Kynoch) Mk. II with ―Naval‖ bullet — h: ·455 (Eley) Mk. I with ―Man-stopping‖ bullet.
Please note, the groups of cartridges are not to the same scale.
PLATE 78.
(1-7) SOME FORMS OF SHOT CARTRIDGES
1: 12mm. pin-fire; thin paper shot container — 2: ·41 calibre rim-fire; thin paper shot container — 3: No. 2 rim-fire; cardboard
shot container — 4: ·320 centre-fire, inside primed; thick paper shot container — 5: ·32 S. & W. revolver; hollow wooden shot
container — 6: ·380 revolver; extra long necked case — 7: ·442 revolver, centre-fire; cardboard shot container.
(8-16) SOME FORMS OF BLANK CARTRIDGES 8: 12 mm. pin-fire; coned case mouth — 9: 9 mm. pin-fire; crimped
case mouth — 10: ·41 calibre rim-fire; coned case mouth — 11: No. 3 rim-fire; crimped case mouth — 12: ·41 calibre rim-fire;
crimped case mouth — 13: ·450 revolver, centre-fire; coned case mouth — 14: ·455 revolver, centre-fire; coned case mouth —
15: ·450 revolver, centre-fire; crimped case mouth — 16: ·455 revolver, centre-fire; crimped case mouth.
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(17-65) SOME FORMS OF CARTRIDGE BASE MARKS
17: ·450 revolver; early production Mk. II Boxer case — 18: ·442 Long, rifle and revolver; late production Mk. II Boxer case
— 19: ·425 Rook Rifle; base-mark of retailer, P. Webley & Son — 20: ·450 revolver; solid-drawn case — 21: ·450 revolver;
solid-drawn case — 22: ·450 revolver; Mk. I Boxer case (no base mark) — 23: ·450 revolver; solid case — 24: ·577 revolver;
solid case — 25: ·44 S. & W. ―Russian‖ revolver — 26: ·410 revolver — 27: ·455 automatic pistol; Webley & Scott model of
1904 — 28: ·455 automatic pistol; Webley & Scott model of 1912 (Mk. I made by Eley in 1912) — 29: 9 mm. ―Mars‖
automatic pistol — 30: 9 mm. ―Browning Long‖ automatic pistol — 31: ·32 calibre or 7·65 mm. automatic pistol — 32: 6·35
mm. or ·25 calibre automatic pistol — 33: 5 mm. pin-fire revolver — 34: 7 mm. pin-fire revolver — 35: 9 mm. pin-fire
revolver — 36: 12 mm. pin-fire revolver — 37: 12 mm. pin-fire revolver — 38: 15 mm. pin-fire revolver — 39: ·430 revolver
— 40: ·442 revolver (made by I. C. I.) — 41: ·500 revolver — 42: ·380 Long, rifle and revolver — 43: ·38-200 revolver (made
by I. C. I.) 44: ·380 Mk. 2z revolver (made at Woolwich in 1949) — 45: ·320 Long, rifle and revolver — 46: ·320 revolver
(made by I. C. I.) 47: ·22 rim-fire; Long Rifle, hollow point — 48: ·22 rim-fire; ―Tenex‖ ammunition — 49: No. 2 rim-fire
(made by Eley; impressed letter ―E ‖) — 50: ·22 rim-fire (made by Kynoch & Co.; raised letter ―K‖ in an impressed circle) —
51: No. 2 rim-fire (made by Eley; raised letter ―E ‖) — 52: ·22 rim-fire; Short, solid point — 53: ·22 rim-fire; High Velocity
(raised letters ―ICI‖ in impressed arrow-head) — 54: ·310 W. W. Greener cattle killer (made by I. C. I.) — 55: ·32 S. & W.
revolver — 56: ·380 Mk. 2 revolver (made at Woolwich in 1940) — 57: ·38 S. & W. revolver — 58: ·380 revolver — 59: ·380
revolver — 60: ·380 revolver (made by I. C. I.) — 61: ·380 Mk. I revolver (made at Woolwich in 1936) — 62: ·380 Mk. 2
revolver (made by Defence Industries, Canada, in 1943) — 63: ·360 No. 5 revolver (made by I. C. I.) — 64: ·297/·230 Morris
(made by I. C. I.) — 65: Typical muzzle-loading revolver cartridge.
NOTE: Since a certain amount of conflicting information exists in connection with ·577 calibre handgun cartridges, attention is
drawn to the fact that Eley cartridge boards of the 1850 period classify the coiled-case round (Plate 76(A) f) as ―Boxer Pistol‖
and the solid-case version (Plate 76(A)g) and Plate 78 (24)) as for use in revolvers.
PLATE 79.
(1-4) LARGE-CALIBRE SELF-LOADING PISTOL CARTRIDGES
1: ·45 Long ―Mars‖ (1899) — 2: ·455 Webley & Scott, model of 1904 — 3: ·45 Colt (1905) — 4: ·455 Webley & Scott, model
of 1912.
(5-34) SOME ·455 CALIBRE REVOLVER CARTRIDGE base marks AND VARIATIONS
5: Greenwood & Batley, Mk. I Webley, black powder; Government contract round — 6: Royal Laboratory (Woolwich), Mk. I
Webley, cordite loaded — 7: Royal Laboratory (Woolwich), Mk. II Webley, cordite loaded (early production) — 8: Royal
Laboratory (Woolwich), Mk. II Webley, cordite loaded — 9: Royal Laboratory (Woolwich), Mk. II; made in 1940 — 10: B. S.
A. & Metal Co., Mk. II Webley, cordite loaded; Government contract round — 11 & 12: B. S. A. & Metal Co., Mk. II Webley,
Government contract rounds with broad-arrow stamps at 90° to each other — 13: Royal Laboratory (Woolwich), Dummy Mk.
I; made in 1920 — 14: Royal Laboratory (Woolwich), Drill Mk. I; made in 1922 to Naval specification — 15: Kirkee
Ammunition Factory, India, Mk. II Webley — 16: Kirkee Ammunition Factory, India, Mk. II Webley; made in 1915 — 17:
Kirkee Ammunition Factory, India, Mk. II; made in 1939 — 18: Dominion Cartridge Co., Canada, Mk. II; commercial
production round — 19: Defence Industries, Canada, Mk. VI; Government contract round — 20: Kynoch & Co., Mk. II
Webley, cordite loaded (early production) — 21: Kynoch & Co., Mk. II Webley, cordite loaded — 22: I. C. I., Mk. VI; made
in 1940 at the Kynoch Works — 23: I. C. I., Mk. Viz; made in 1942 at the Kynoch Works — 24: Wilkinson Sword Co., Mk. I
Webley, black powder (mark is of retailer, not manufacturer) — 25: Kynoch & Co., Mk. II Webley, cordite loaded (early
production) — 26: Kynoch & Co., Mk. II Webley, cordite loaded; commercial production round — 27: I. C. I. (Kynoch
Works), Mk. I Webley, cordite loaded; commercial production round (ringed-in primer) — 28: Eley, Mk. I Webley, black
powder; commercial production round — 29: Eley, Mk. II Enfield, black powder; commercial production round — 30: Eley,
Mk. II Webley, cordite loaded; Government contract round (early production) — 31: Eley, Mk. Ill Webley, cordite loaded;
Government contract round — 32: Eley, Mk. V Webley, cordite loaded; Government contract round — 33: Eley, Mk. I
Webley, black powder; commercial production round — 34: Eley, Mk. I Webley, black powder; commercial production round.
NOTE: On cartridges made by Kynoch & Co. the word ―Kynoch‖ was stamped in large letters and (in ·455 calibre) had an
angular length of about 145°, whereas similar later products made at the Kynoch Works had the name in smaller printing
having an angular length of about 100°.
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TABLE XI
TABLE COMPARING THE POWER OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF WEBLEY REVOLVERS.
RESULTS OF TESTS CARRIED OUT BY CAPTAIN W McCLINTOCK, R A. ASST. SUPERINTENDENT 1880-1806. ROYAL SMALL ARMS FACTORY. ENFIELD LOCK.
TYPE OF REVOLVER
CALIBRE
RIFLING
No OF CHAMBERS WEIGHT LENGTH TYPE
CHARGE
MUZZLE PENETRATION RECOIL
INCHES
ozs.
OF
OF
IN GRAINS
INCHES
GROOVES
WITH OF LANDS
BARREL FRAME POWDER BULLET V
No WIDTH DEPTH
E
F S F lbs
WEBLEY - PRYSE No 4 1876 MODEL
0-450
5 ·250"
·005"
·0312″
6
36
5·75″
HINGED 18
265
682 273·4 3·5-4
4·814
TOP 13
225
598 178·4 2-3
2·640
BREAK.
WEBLEY R.I.C. No 1. 1883 MODEL

0-450

7

·150″

·005″

·0506″

6

30·5

4·50″

SOLID

18
13

265
225

650 201·8 3-3·5
506 171·4 2-3

4·282
3·055

WEBLEY EXPRESS No 5 1084 MODEL

0-450

7

·150″

·005″

·0506″

6

38·5

5·5″

SOLID

18
13

265
225

648 246·8 3·5
594 176·1 2-3

4·094
2·458

BRITISH BULLDOG No 2 1878 MODEL

0-450

9

·080″

·005″

·070″

5

17·25

2·50″

SOLID

13
—

225
—

439 96·2
— —

3·031
—

NOTES

(I) RIFLING IN ALL THESE MODELS HAS A RIGHT HAND UNIFORM TWIST OF 1 IN 15
(II)PENETRATION TESTS WITH SOFT WHITE DEAL FREE FROM KNOTS, AT A RANGE OF 20 YARDS.

1·5-2
—
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TABLE XII SCHEDULE OF PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS
CHAPTER II CAP AND BALL PISTOLS
Plate
No.
9
9& 10(a)
10(b)
10(b)
10(c)

Model

Holster (2) J. Webley
Pocket (2) J. 'Webley
Ships, J. Webley
Ships, Tower J. Webley
Belt, J. Webley

Year

1840-5
1840-5
1830-45
″
″

Gauge
or
calibre
17
48
16
16
28

No.
of
shots
1
1
1
1
2

Length

Cylinder
Length
Dia.

Barrel

O‘all

9
2·75
8
8
7

14·75
7·375
15
15
12·75

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

2·5
5
7·25
6
6
3·75
4
3·5
4·9375
″
7
6·875
4·9375
6·75
6·375
4·875
4·75
″
″
7
5·375
6·375
6·5
6·125
6·25
4·5
4·125
2·875
6·5
6
6
4·75
″
2·5

6·75
11·5
12·375
11·875
11·5
8·75
9·125
8·625
10·0625
″
12·75
12·75
10·3125
12·75
12
10
10
″
″
12·25
10
12
11·5
11·5
10·375
9
8·5
7·5
12
10·5
11·25
8·875
″
7

2·5
1
1·375
1·7188
1·3125
1·0625
1·09375
1·0625
1·25
″
1·375
1·3125
1·25
1·4375
1·375
1·3125
1·25
″
″
1·3125
1·3125
1·25
1·4375
1·4375
1·1875
1·125
1·125
1
1·3125
1·3125
1·4375
1·125
″
—

1·4063
1·4063
1·625
1·875
1·625
1·375
1·4063
1·375
1·5
″
1·6565
1·6565
1·5
1·625
1·625
1·5
1·375
″
″
1·5625
1·4375
1·375
1·5625
1·5625
1·875
1·3125
1·3125
1·3125
1·625
1·5625
1·625
1·3125
″
—

Weight

Rifling

Proof

No.

Twist

34
9·5
47
47
44

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

B
B
B
Govt.
B

23·25
27·5
32·5
36
33
21·5
24·25
23·75
28·75
″
38·75
37·75
28·75
38·75
35·5
27·75
24
″
″
38·25
29·25
29·5
35
35·75
31·75
23
22
18·75
37·5
36·75
39·5
21·75
″
22·5

—
5
14
9
9
16
3
3
3
″
3
3
3
3
3
14
3
″
″
14
3
6
14
3
7
14
3
8
3
5
3
14
″
—

—
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
″
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
—

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
″
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
—

Fig III
Fig IV

CHAPTERS III AND XI CAP AND BALL REVOLVERS ETC.
11(a)
11(c)
11(d)
11(e)
11(b)
12(a)
12(b)
12(c)
13
14(a)
14(c)
15(a)
14(b)
15(b)
15(c)
16(d)
16(c)
16(a)
16(b)
17(a)
17(c)
17(b)
19(c)
19(d)
19(e)
19(a)
19(b)
18(b)
18(d)
18(c)
20(a)
18(a)
20(b)
59(c)

Pepper Box, Bentley
Transition
Self Cocking, Bentley
Single Action, P. Webley
Single Action, P. Webley
1st Model, J. Webley 222
1st Model, J. Webley 199
2nd Model, J. Webley 546
2nd Model, J. Webley 629 in case
2nd Model, J. Webley 629
2nd Model, J. Webley 426
2nd Model, J. Webley 813
3rd Model, J. Webley 1025
3rd Model, J. Webley 1173
3rd Model, J. Webley —
Single action, Bentley
Self cocking, Webley-Bentley
Self cocking, Webley-Bentley
Self cocking, Webley-Bentley
Self cocking, Bentley (with bayonet)
Double action, Bentley
Double action, Belgian
Double action, Webley
Double action, Webley
Self cocking, Bentley
Double action, Webley
Double action, Webley
Self cocking Bentley
Self cocking Bentley
Double action, Webley
Double action, Webley in case
Double action, Webley
Double action, Webley in case
Fuze Pistol Mark I

1830-50
″
1852
″
″
1853-68
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
1853
″
″
″
″
″
1856
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
1859
″
″
″
1877

90
100
60
48
48
120
120
120
60
″
48
48
60
48
48
72
52
″
″
54
75
100
54
54
90
100
120
120
54,·442
60
54
80
″
·310

6
6
5
5
5
6
6
6
5
″
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
″
″
5
5
5
6
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
″
1

Fig V
Fig VII
Fig VI
Fig VIII
Fig IX
Fig X
Fig XI

Fig XII

Fig XIII
Fig XIV

Ch XI
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CHAPTER IV PIN-FIRE WEAPONS
Plate
No.
21(a)

Model
Pepper Box

21(d)
21(b)
21(e)
21(f)
21(c)

Pepper Box
Self-cocking open frame
Self-cocking open frame
D. A. open frame all brass
D. A. open frame all brass

22(f)

D. A. open frame all brass

22(c)
22(e)

D. A. open frame all brass
D. A. solid frame

22(b)
22(a)
22(d)

D. A. solid frame
D. A. solid frame
D. A. Tip-down Pistol

Year

1860
1865

1862
1870

Gauge or
calibre
7, 9 &
12mm
9mm
7 mm
″
″
7, 9 &
12mm
7, 9 &
12mm
9mm
7, 9 &
12mm
15mm
7 mm
7, 9 &
12mm

No. of
shots
6

Barrel
—

Length
O‘all
—

Cylinder
Length
Dia.
—
—

6
6
6
6
5

2·1875
—
4·5
6·25
—

5·5
—
9·625
10·75
—

2·1875
—
1·375
1·1875
—

12

—

—

12
6

6·125
—

7
6
2

5 & 7mm
44
″
30
22
30
·32
·44
·22
4·10
·44
4·10
4·10
5mm
·44
·25
·30
5, 7 & 9mm

Weight

Rifling

Proof

—

No.
—

Twist
—

—

1·375
—
1·5
1·5
—

15·5
—
24
28·5
—

—
—
7
5
—

—
—
R
″
—

B
—
B
″
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

10·75
—

1·125
—

2·1875
—

33·75
—

5
—

R
—

B
—

6·75
3·25
4

12
7·375
9

1·625
1
—

2·375
1·125
—

52
8·375
—

3
5
—

R
R
—

B
B
B

8
6
″
6
7
6
6
6
9
5
5
1
1
1
2
4
4
4

2·1875
6·5
″
3·5
3·0625
3·375
3·875
6
5
2·375
2·5
2·5
2·5
8
3
2·625
3
—

5·5
11·75
″
7·75
6·75
6·625
8·75
11·5
8·875
6·125
6·125
4·75
4·75
13·5
6
4·875
5·5
—

2·1875
1·375
″
0·9688
0·625
0·9063
1·1875
1·1875
1·09375
1·1875
1·1875
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

1·375
1·3438
″
1·25
1
1·125
1·25
1·625
1·25
1·375
1·5
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

15·5
36
″
15·5
10
13·375
21
32·25
15·75
14·75
16·75
6·75
6·25
23·25
16
9
15·25
—

—
14
″
7
5
5
9
5
5
5
9
5
11
—
5
3
3
—

—
R
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
R
″
″
″

B
B
″
″
″
L
B
B
B
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″

6

6

11·25

1·75

1·1875

—

—

—

B

5
6
″
6

4
4
″
5·5

8·75
9·5
″
11

1·1875
1·5
″
1·0625

1·4375
2·375
″
1·625

19·25
42·25
″
37

5
5
″
11

R
″
″
″

″
″
″
L

Fig XV

Fig XVI

CHAPTER V RIM-FIRE WEAPONS
23(f)
23(a)
23(b)
23(c)
23(e)
23(d)
24(a)
24(e)
24(d)
24(b)
24(c)
25(a)
25(b)
26(c)
26(b)
25(c)
25(d)
26(a)

Pepper Box
Single action, P. Webley
Single action, P. Webley 2 views j
Solid frame pocket
Tip-up hinge pocket
Tip-up hinge pocket
Tip-up hinge pocket
Solid frame holster
Solid frame holster
Solid frame ―The Pug‖
Solid frame holster ―British Bulldog‖
Derringer
Derringer
Tip Down, Saloon
Over & Under, Pocket
Tipping and Lawden Pistol
Tipping and Lawden Pistol
Tipping and Lawden Pistol

1860
1865
″
1870
1865
″
″
1879
1890
1878
″
1873
1880
″
″
1870
″
″

Fig XVII
Fig XVIII
Fig XIX

Fig XX
Fig XXI

Fig XXII

CHAPTERS VI, VII, VIII AND XI CENTRAL-F1RE WEAPONS
27(a)

D. A. Open Frame

1860-65

27(b)
29
29
27(d)

Self Cocking Open Frame
D. A. Solid Frame
D. A. Solid Frame 2 views
D. A. Solid Frame Dual System

1865-70
″
″
1866

7, 8, 9, 10,
12m/m
·380
·577
″
54G ·442

Ch VI
″
Fig XXIV ″
″
Fig XXIII ″
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CHAPTERS VI, VII, VIII AND XI CENTRAL-F1RE WEAPONS — cont.
Plate
No.
27(c)
28 d)
28(c)
32(c)
32(c)
28(e)
28(b)
28(a)
59(a)
39(c)
39(d)
39(f)
39(a)
39(b)
39(e)
40(b)
40(d)
37(a)
40(e)
40(a)
40(c)
37(b)
32(a)
32(b)
30(a)
30(e)
30(d)
30(c)
30(f)
30(b)
31(e)
31 (c)
31(f)
37(c)
31(d)
41(b)
41 (d)
41(a)
41(c)
42(c)
42 b)
31(a)
31(b)
34(a)
34(c)
34(e)

Model
D. A. Solid Frame
Royal Irish Constabulary 1st Model
Royal Irish Constabulary 2nd Model
Swing out Cylinder, experimental
Swing out Cylinder, experimental 2 views
R.I.C. D. A. Solid Frame
R.I.C. D. A. Solid Frame
R.I.C. D. A. Solid Frame
Fuze Pistol Mark II
Belgian Pryse Model
Pryse Model No. 1
Pryse Model
Horsley Pryse Model Earl Roberts
Horsley Pryse Model
Horsley Pryse Model
Brit. Army Pryse Model
Bland Pryse Model
Webley Pryse Model
Webley Pryse Model
Webley Pryse Model
Horsley Pryse Model
Horsley Pryse Model
Army Express
The Pug
British Bulldog 1st Model
British Bulldog 2nd Model
The Ulster Bulldog
Belgian Bulldog
Belgian Bulldog
British Bulldog 2nd Model
D. A. Solid Frame, Pocket
D. A. Solid Frame, Pocket
D. A. Solid Frame, Holster
D. A. Hinged Frame Woods Patent
R.I.C. Presentation Model
Webley-Kaufmann 1st Model
Webley-Kaufmann 2nd Model
Webley-Kaufmann
Webley-Kaufmann
Wilkinson-Pryse No. 1 Belgian
Wilkinson-Pryse No. 2 Belgian
D. A. Solid Frame, Pocket
R.I.C. and Metropolitan Police
R.I.C. and Civilian
R.I.C. Belgian
R.I.C. No. 1 New Model

Year
″
1867
1868
1870
″
1872
″
″
1880
1876
″
″
″
″
″
″
1878
″
″
″
1878
1880
1878
″
″
″
1879
1880
″
″
1879
″
″
1877
1880
″
″
″
″
1878
1880
″
″
″
″
1883

Gauge or
calibre
·577
·442
·442
·442
″
·450
·450
·442
·38
·450,·455
·320
·450
·442
·320
·450
·450
·577
·450
·455
·450,·455
·320
·450
·450,·455
·450
·442
·450
·450
·500
·380
·320
·360
·320
·442
·450
·450
·450
·455,·476
″
″
·450
·455/·476
·410
·450
·430
·450
·455

No. of
shots
5
6
6
6
″
6
6
6
1
6
6
5
6
6
5
6
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
″
″
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Length
Barrel
O‘all
6
9·75
4·5
9
4
9
4
8·5
″
″
3·25
7·5
3·5
8
2·5
7·25
3·125
7·125
3·5
9·25
3·125
7·125
3·0625
6·875
5·5
10·5
3·75
8
4·125
8·5
5·5
10·5
5·5
10·5
4
9
5·6875
11
5·5
10·75
3
7
5·5
11
6
11
2·5
6·1875
2·5
6·25
2·5
6·25
2·375
6
2·3125
5·75
2·6875
6·875
2
5·375
4·5
9·25
2·75
6·75
5
10
5·1875
9·75
3·5
8
5·75
11
5·75
11
″
″
″
″
5·5
10·5
5·375
10·125
2·375
6·25
2·5
7
2·5
7
2·75
7·25
4·5
9

Cylinder
Length
Dia.
1·75
1·875
1·1875
1·6875
1·1875
1·6875
1·1875
1·6875
″
″
1·25
1·6875
1·1875
1·6875
1·25
1·6875
—
—
1·6875
1·7188
1·1563
1·3438
1·125
1·5625
1·25
1·75
1·0625
1·25
1·1875
1·5625
1·25
1·75
1·5
1·75
1·25
1·6875
1·5625
1·75
1·5625
1·75
1·09375
1·3125
1·5313
1·75
1·5625
1·75
1·1875
1·5
1·1875
1·5
1·1875
1·5625
1·25
1·5
1·125
1·3125
1·375
1·75
1·1875
1·125
1·1875
1·375
1·0625
1·25
1·25
1·5
1·25
1·6875
1·25
1·625
1·5625
1·6875
1·5938
1·8125
″
″
″
″
1·25
1·75
1·6875
1·75
1·125
1·5
1·2188
1·75
1·2188
1·6875
1·25
1·75
1·5625
1·75

Weight
45·25
30·125
28
—
—
22·75
24·75
26·25
25
34·5
17·25
24
36
20·25
27·25
36
49
31·5
36
37
19
32
34
16
17·5
17·25
16·75
24·5
24·5
11
21
13·5
16·75
33·75
25
38·5
40·125
″
″
36
36·5
17·25
25·875
25
24·75
30·25

Rifling
No.
31
5
5
—
—
5
6
5
—
5
6
5
5
5
5
7
6
7
7
7
5
5
7
5
9
9
5
4
5
5
7
7
5
5
7
7
7
″
″
5
7
5
7
5
5
7

Proof
Twist
″
″
″
—
—
R
″
″
—
R
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
R
R
″
R
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″

—
B
″
—
—
B
″
″
Gov‘t
L&B
B
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
B
″
″
″
″
″
″
B
ELG
B
B
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
L
L
″
″
″
″
″

Fig XXVII Ch VI
Fig XXV ″
Fig XXVI ″
″
″
″
″
″
Ch XI
Fig XXXV Ch VII
″
″
″
Fig XXXIII ″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
Fig XXXIV Ch VII
Fig XXX Ch VI
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
Fig XXIX
″
Ch VII
Ch VI
Ch VII
″
″
″
″
″
Ch VI
Fig XXVI ″
″
″
Fig XXVI ″
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CHAPTERS VI, VII, VIII AND XI CENTRAL-F1RE WEAPONS — cont.
Plate
No.
34(d)
33(b)
58(a)
42(d)
42(a)
34(b)
35(c)
35(b)
35(d)
38(d)
33(a)
38(f)
35(a)
38(a)
35(e)
38(e)
36(a)
38(b)
38(c)
36(d)
36(b)
36(c)
48(e)

Model
―The Expert‖ Silver & Fletcher Model
R.I.C. No. 1 with Shoulder Stock
Webley-Pryse with Morris Tube
Webley-Wilkinson Prototype
Webley-Wilkinson
British Bulldog 3rd Model
New Express
New Express 2 views
New Express S. & F. The Expert
D. A. Solid Frame, Pocket
New Express with Stock
D. A. Solid Frame Pocket
D. A. Solid Frame Target
D. A. Solid Frame Special Bar Trigger
Single Action, Express
D. A. Solid Frame Pocket
D. A. Solid Frame Pocket all brass
D. A. Solid Frame Pocket
R.I.C. New South Wales Police
D. A. Solid Frame Special R.I.C.
D. A. Solid Frame Naval Service, R.I.C.
D. A. Solid Frame Tower Bulldog
Mark I Government

Year
1883
″
″
1889
″
1883-91
1884
″
″
″
″
″
″
1881
″
″
″
″
1883-85
1884
″
1885
1887

58(c)
44(b)
58(b)
45(c)
45(e)
45(f)
45(d)
45(a)
45(b)
59(d)
48(a)

Mark I Civilian Model, in case
Mark II Government
W.G. (Webley-Green) Early Model)
W.G. (Webley-Green) Early Model)
W.G. (Webley-Green) Early Model)
Wilkinson-Webley
W.G. (Webley-Green) Early Target Model
W.G. Morris Tube No. 5
W.G. Morris Tube No. 2
W.G. Early Target Model
W.G. ·22 Single Shot Adaptor
W.G. Target Model
W.G. Short Barrel
W.G. Early Army Model
W.G. Army Model
W.G. Army Model
W.G. Final Target Model
Over and Under D. B. Pistol
Mark III, Government

″
1889
1882
1885
1889
1892
1892
″
″
1893
1896
1896
1897
1892
1894
1896
1896
1890
1897

48(a)
49(a)
49(b)

Mark III, Government 2 views
Mark II, Police and Civilian
Mark II, Police and Civilian

″
1896
″

50
48(c)
44(a)
44(d)
44(e)
44(f)
44(c)

Gauge or
calibre
·450
·476
·297-·230
·455-·476
″
·450
·450-·455
″
″
·380
·44 Russian
·360
·360
·360
·476
·320
·320
·380
·450/·455
·450
·450
·450
·442,·455,·4
76
·455
·455,·476
·455,·476
·455,·476
·455,·476
·455,·476
·450
·297,·230
″
·450,·455
·22
·455,·476
·450,·455
·476
·455,·476
·455,·476
·450,·455
·450
·455,·455,·4
76
″
·380
″

No. of
shots
6
6
1
6
″″
5
6
″
″
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6
5
6
6
5
5
6

O‘all
1
17·25
14
11
″
6·25
10·5
″
″
7·25
29·25
7·5
11·5
8·25
10·625
5·875
6·125
6·5
7
11
6·625
6·25
9·25

Cylinder
Length
Dia.
1·5625
1·75
1·5625
1·75
—
—
1·5625
1·75
″
″
1·1875
1·5625
1·625
1·75
″
″
″
″
1·5
1·4375
1·625
1·75
1·5
1·4375
1·5
1·4375
1·5
1·4375
1·625
1·75
1·1875
1·125
1·0625
1·25
1·1875
1·2813
1·1875
1·75
1·2188
1·6875
1·125
1·5
1·25
1·5
1·5
1·75

Weight

Barrel
4·5
6
9
6
″
2·5
5·5
″
″
2·75
12
3
7
3
5·5
2·125
2·125
2·875
2·5
4·5
2·625
2·375
4

Length

″
6
6
6
6
6
6
1
6
6
1
6
6
6
6
6
6
2
6

″
4
6
6
6
6
7·5
8·0625
8·0625
7·5
7·5
7·5
4
6
6
6
7·5
3
4

″
9·25
11·25
11·25
11·75
11
13·25
13·1875
13·8125
13·75
13·25
13·25
9·75
11·5
11·5
11·5
13·25
6
9·5

″
1·5
1·625
1·625
1·625
1·5625
1·625
1·625
1·6565
1·625
—
1·625
1·625
1·6565
1·6565
1·6565
1·625
—
1·5

″
6
″

″
4
″

″
8
″

″
1·1875
″

Rifling

Proof

30·5
57·25
38·5
—
37
18·125
38·375
″
38·125
18·25
64·25
18
21·5
19·75
35·5
12·25
14·25
14·75
26·75
27·75
20·25
18
34·75

No.
7
7
6
7
″
7
7
″
″
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
7
7
7
7
7
5
7

Twist
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″

″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
Gov‘t

″
1·75
1·75
1·75
1·75
1·75
1·75
1·75
1·5-1·75
1·75
—
1·75
1·75
1·7188
1·7188
1·7188
1·75
—
1·75

″
35
40·125
40·125
40
37
44·125
53
51
44·125
41·75
41·25
41·375
40·25
41
40·75
41·75
16
37

″
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
7

″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″

B
Gov‘t
B
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
B, L
B
″
″
″
″
Gov‘t

″
1·4375
″

″
19·25
″

″
7
″

″
″
″

″
″
″

Ch VI
″
Ch XI
Fig XXXVI Ch VII
″
Ch VI
Fig XXXI

Fig XXXII "

″
Ch VI

Ch VIII

Ch VII
Fig XXXVII
Fig XXXVIII

Fig LI Ch XI
Ch XI
Ch VII
Ch XI
Ch VII

″
Fig LIV Ch XI
Fig XLII Ch VIII
″
″
″
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CHAPTERS VI, VII, VIII AND XI CENTRAL-F1RE WEAPONS — cont.
Plate
No.
49(d)
49(c)
43(c)
48(b)
48(d)
58(d)
58(e)
57(c)
43(a)
57(a)
43(d)
57(b)
43(b)
51(d)
52(b)
52(a)
57(d)
51(b)
51(a)
51(e)
46(b)
46(a)
46(c)
46(d)
47(c)
47(b)
47(e)
51(c)
47(d)
47(a)
60(c)
60(a)
60(b)
60(d)
59(b)

Model
Mark III Police and Civilian
Mark III Police and Civilian
Mark III Presentation Model
W. P. (Webley Pocket) Hammerless
Mark IV Government
Mark IV Target
Mark IV Morris Tube No. 3
Mark IV Morris Tube ·22
Mark IV Parker-Hale Tube ·22
W. P. (Webley Pocket) Hammer
Wilkinson-Webley. 05
Single Shot Target Pistol
Wilkinson-Webley Target
Wilkinson-Webley ·22 Adaptor
Wilkinson-Webley
Mark V, Government
Mark VI, Government
Single Shot Pistol
Mark VI with Shoulder Stock
Mark VI Parker Hale Tube ·22
Mark VI Round Barrel
Pistol Revolver No. 1 Mark VI (Enfield)
Mark III
Vermin Shot Pistol
W.S. Army Target
W.S. Bisley Target
Mark IV Target
Mark IV Pocket 145/200
Mark IV Military and Police
Mark IV Target
Mark IV Military and Police
Mark IV Presentation
Mark IV Military and Police
Mark IV Pocket
Single Shot Pistol
Single Shot Pistol
Single Shot Pistol
No. 2 Mark 1* Enfield P. Hale Adaptor
Humane Killer, Pistol

Year
1897
″
″
1898
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1905
1908
1911
1911

Gauge or
calibre
·380
″
″
·320
·455
·455
·297/·230
·22
·22,·455
·320
·450,·455
·22
·450,·455
·22

No. of
shots
6
″
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
1
6
1

Barrel
4
″
3
3
4
6
4
6
5
3
6
9
7·5
7·5

Length
O‘all
8·25
″
7
7
9·25
11·25
9·25
9·25
9·75
7
11·375
13·75
13·5
13·5

1911
1913
1915
1951
1916
″
1918
1921-25
1932
1929
1904
1904
1929-55
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
1938
1952
1956
1934
1950

·450,·455
·455
·455
·22
·455
·22
·22
·455
·38
·410
·455
″
·22
·38
·38
·38
·38
·32
·32
·38 & ·32
·22
·22
·22
·22
·32

6
6
6
1
6
6
6
6
6
1
6
″
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
1
1
1
6
1

6
4
6
9·875
6
7
6·5
6
4
9·875
7·5
″
6
3
5
4
4
3
4
3
9·875
″
″
5·5625
4

11·375
9·25
11·25
13·75
24·75
11·75
11·75
11·25
8·75
13·75
13·5
″
10·5
7·75
10·125
9·25
9
7
9
7
13·75
″
14·25
10·625
8

Cylinder
Length
Dia.
1·25
1·4375
″
″
1·09375
1·375
1·09375
1·375
1·5
1·75
1·5
1·75
1·5
1·5-1·75
1·5
1·5-1·75
1
1·75
1·09375
1·375
1·5
1·75
—
—
1·5
1·75
1·5
1·1875 x
0·625
1·5
1·75
1·5
1·75
1·5
1·75
—
—
1·5
1·75
l
1·75
l
1·75
1·5
1·75
1·2188
1·4375
—
—
1·5
1·7188
″
1·75
1·1875
1·4375
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
—
—
—
—
—
—
1·0625
1·4688
—
—

Weight

Rifling

Proof

20
″
19
17·75
36
38
40·5
43·5
40·25
17
36·25
37
36·75
37

No.
7
″
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
6
7

Twist
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
R
R
″
″
″
″

″
″
″
″
Gov‘t
″
″
″
B. Gov‘t
B
″
″
″
″

Ch VIII

36·25
35·5
38
37·5
80·75
44
40
38
23
35
39
39
33·25
22
25·75
26·375
27
25·5
29
22
37
37
37·5
29·75
17·5

6
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
—
7
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
7
″
″
8
7

″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″

″
Gov‘t
Gov‘t
B
Gov‘t
B Gov‘t
B
Gov‘t
B
B
B
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″

Ch VII
Ch VIII
Fig XLI
Fig LV Ch XI
Ch VIII
Ch. XI
Ch CVIII

Fig XLIII
Fig XXXIX Ch VII
Fig XLII Ch VIII
Ch XI
Ch XI
Ch XI
Fig XL Ch VII
Ch XI
Ch VII
Ch XI

Fig LI 11 Ch XI
Ch VII

Ch VIII
Ch VII
Ch XI
Ch XI
Fig LI I Ch XI
Ch XI
Ch XI
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CHAPTER IX THE WEBLEY-FOSBERY
Plate
No.
54(c)
54(b)
54(a)
55(d)
55(b)
55(a)
55(c)
53(c)
53(a)
53(b)

Model
Fosbery Auto. Revolver 1st Model
Fosbery Auto. Revolver Dismounted view
Webley-Fosbery Auto. Revolver
Webley-Fosbery Auto. Revolver
Webley-Fosbery Auto. Revolver
Webley-Fosbery Auto. Revolver Target
Webley-Fosbery Auto. Revolver
Webley-Fosbery Auto. Revolver
Webley-Fosbery Auto. Revolver
Webley-Fosbery Auto. Revolver Target
Webley-Fosbery Auto. Revolver Target
Webley-Fosbery Auto. Revolver

Year
1901
″
″
″
″
″
1901
1902
1902
″
1914
—

Gauge or
calibre
·455
″
·455
″
″
″
·38
·38
·455
″
″
″

No. of
shots
6
″
″
″
″
″
8
″
6
6
6
6

Barrel
6
″
″
″
″
7·5
6
″
6
7·5
7·5
6

Length
O‘all
10·5
″
″
″
″
12
10·5
″
10·5
12
12
10·5

1880
1882
1927
″
1932
″
1942

·476
·476
·38
″
″
″
″

6
6
6
″
″
″
″

5·875
5·875
5
″
″
″
″

11·5
11·5
10·125
″
″
″
″

Cylinder
Length
Dia.
1·5
1·875
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
1·25
1·75
″
″
1·5
1·875
1·5
1·875
1·3125
1·8438
1·5
1·875

Weight

1·75
1·75
1·2188
″
″
″
″

Rifling

Proof

43·25
″
40·75
40·75
41·875
41·75
39
37·5
44·5
45
40
38

No.
7
″
″
″
7
″
″
″
″
″
6
7

Twist
R
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″

B
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″

40·25
39·5
27·5
″
″
″
26·875

7
7
7
″
″
″
″

R
R
″
″
″
″
″

Gov‘t
Gov‘t
″
″
″
″
″

Fig XLIX
Fig XLVII

Fig XLVI
Figs XLV, XLVII I

CHAPTER X ENFIELD REVOLVERS
56(f)
56(c)
56(e)
56(b)
56(a)
56(d)
56(g)

Pistol, Revolver Mk I Enfield
Pistol, Revolver Mk. II Enfield
Pistol, Revolver No. 2 Mk. I Enfield
Pistol, Revolver No. 2 Mk. I Enfield
Pistol, Revolver No. 2 Mk. I Enfield
Pistol, Revolver No. 2 Mk. I* Enfield
Pistol, Revolver No. 2 Mk. I* Albion

1·7813
1·7813
1·4688
″
″
″
″

Fig L
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TABLE XIII SCHEDULE OF WEBLEY & SCOTT AUTOMATIC PISTOLS, CHAPTER XII
Plate

62(b)
62(a) and 64(a)
64(d)
64(b)
64(c)
64(f)
64(e)
61(f)
61(c)
61(d)
61(b)
61(a)
61(e)
63(a)
63(b)

Title

Experimental Model
Experimental and Prodn. Model
Experimental and Prodn. Model
Royal Navy Model
R. N. & Royal Flying Corps Model with Stock
High Velocity Hammerless Model
High Velocity Hammerless Model
S. African Police Force Model
Police and Civilian Pocket Model
Police and Civilian Pocket Model (2 views)
Police and Civilian Pocket Model
Police and Civilian Pocket Model
Humane Cattle Killer Model
Vest Pocket Model Experimental
Vest Pocket Model Production
Harrington & Richardson, Hammerless
Webley & Scott Hammerless
Police and Civilian Target Model
Police and Civilian Target Model

Period
Calibre No. of
Length
of
shots Barrel O‘all
manufacture
1903
·455
7
—
—
1904
″
″
—
—
1906
″
″
—
—
1909″
7
5
8·5
1915″
7
5
″
1910·38
8
5
8
1913·38
8
5
8
1909-1930 9mm
8
5·5
8
1906-1940
·32
8
3·5 6·25
1906-1940
″
″
″
″
1906-1940
″
″
″
″
1913-1940
″
″
″
″
1913·32
″
4·5 7·125
1907
·25
6
— 4·75
1906-1940
″
″
2·125 4·75
1909
″
6
2·125 4·5
1909
″
6
2·125 4·25
1911-1940
·22
1
4·5
6·5
1911-1940
″
1
9
11

Depth

—
—
—
5·5
″
5·5
5·5
5
4·5
″
″
″
4·5
3·125
3·125
3·125
3·125
4·5
4·5

Bore
Width
Depth R. H. No.
Serial Proof Weight Penetration Figs in text
of
twist
of
No.
with
at 20 yds. and figs on
Acc. Rej. Lands Grooves
groove
grooves 1st
maga- 1″ pine at
plates 65
pistol
zine
1″ apart
and 66
·447 ·449 ·044
·190
·005 1-10
6
—
B
—
—
LVI
·447 ·449
″
″
″
1-10
″
—
B
—
—
LVII, LVIII
·447 ·449 —
″
″
1-10
″
—
B
—
—
·447 ·449
″
″
″
1-10
″
—
B
39
—
66 (b & c)
·447 ·449
″
″
″
1-10
″
—
B
61
—
·350 ·352 ·0382
·145
·005 1-10
6
40,000 B
—
—
LIX
″
″
″
″
″
1-10
6
—
B
33·5
—
LX
·353 ·355 ·0498
·135
·005 1-15
6
16,000 B
34
Eight
66 (a)
·303 ·305 ·0286
·130
·006 1-10
6
1
B
20
Seven
″
″
″
″
″
B
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
B
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
B
″
″
65 (b&c)
″
″
»
″
″
″
″
B
21
—
·245 ·247 ·0283
·100
·005 1-10
6
—
B
—
Four
″
″
″
″
″
″
″
7060
B
11·75
″
65 (b & c)
″
″
—
—
—
—
6
1
— 12·125
—
LXI
·245 ·247 ·0283
·100
·005 1-10
6
—
—
10·25
Four
65 (a)
·216 ·218 ·0899
·007
·004 1-15
7
63,570 B
22
—
″
″
″
″
″
1-15
7
″
B
23·75
—
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TABLE XIV RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BORE SIZE AND CALIBRE
BORE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

CALIBRE
1·669
1·325
1·157
1·052
·976
·919
·873
·835
·803
·775
·751
·729
·710
·693
·677
·662
·649
·637
·626
·615
·605
·596
·587
·579
·571
·563
·556
·550
·543
·537
·531
·526
·520
·515
·510
·506
·501
·497
·492
·488
·484
·480
·476
·473
·469
·466
·463
·459
·456
·453

BORE
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
″
100

CALIBRE
·450
·447
·444
·442
·439
·436
·434
·431
·429
·426
·424
·422
·419
·417
·415
·413
·411
·409
·407
·405
·403
·401
·399
·398
·396
·394
·392
·391
·389
·387
·386
·384
·383
·381
·379
·378
·377
·375
·374
·372
·371
·370
·368
·367
·366
·364
·363
·362
·361
·360

BORE
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

CALIBRE
·358
·357
·356
·355
·354
·353
·352
·350
·349
·348
·347
·346
·345
·344
·343
·342
·341
·340
·339
·338
·337
·3365
·336
·335
·334
·333
·332
·331
·330
·3295
·329
·328
·327
·3265
·326
·325
·324
·323
·322
·3215
·321
·320
·319
·3185
·318
·317
·316
·3155
·315
·314
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The following metric conversion tables are based on Order in Council No. 411, dated 19th May, 1898, which substituted a
Table of Metric Equivalents for that in Schedule 3, Part I, of the Weights and Measures Act, 1878.
TABLE XV CONVERSION OF WEIGHTS

WEIGHT EQUIVALENTS
GRAMMES
DRAMS
·064799
·036568
1
·564383
1·771845
1
28·349527
16
453·592427
256

GRAINS
1
15·432356
27·343750
437·500000
7000

DRAMS

·000

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

27·344
54·688
82·031
109·375
136·719
164·063
191·406
218·750
246·094
273·438

GRAINS
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

·000
·065
·130
·194
·259
·324
·389
·454
·518
·580
·648

⅛
(·125)
3·418
30·762
58·105
85·449
112·793
140·137
167·481
194·824
222·168
249·512
276·856

·100
·007
·071
·136
·201
·266
·331
·395
·460
·525
·586
·655

CONVERSION OF DRAMS TO GRAINS
¼
⅜
½
(·250)
(·375)
(·500)
6·836
10·254
13·672
34·180
37·598
41·016
61·523
64·941
68·359
88·867
92·285
95·703
116·211
119·629
123·047
143·555
146·973
150·391
170·898
174·316
177·734
198·406
201·660
205·078
225·586
229·004
232·422
252·930
256·348
259·766
280·273
283·691
287·109

CONVERSION OF GRAINS TO GRAMMES
·200
·300
·400
·500
·013
·019
·026
·032
·078
·084
·091
·097
·143
·149
·156
·162
·207
·214
·220
·227
·272
·279
·285
·292
·337
·343
·350
·356
·402
·408
·415
·421
·467
·473
·480
·486
·531
·538
·544
·551
·592
·599
·605
·612
·661
·667
·674
·680

OUNCES
·002286
·035274
·062500
1
16

⅝
(·625)
17·090
44·434
71·777
99·121
126·465
153·809
181·152
208·496
235·840
263·184
290·527

·600
·039
·104
·169
·233
·298
·363
·428
·493
·557
·618
·687

POUND
·000143
·002205
·003906
·062500
1

¾
(·750)
20·508
47·852
75·195
102·539
129·883
157·227
184·570
211·914
239·258
266·602
293·945

·700
·045
·110
·175
·240
·305
·369
·434
·499
·564
·625
·693

·800
·052
·117
·181
·246
·311
·376
·441
·505
·570
·631
·700

⅞
(·875)
23·926
51·270
78·613
105·957
133·301
160·645
187·988
215·332
·242·676
270·020
297·363

·900
·058
·123
·188
·253
·318
·382
·447
·512
·577
·638
·706
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TABLE XVI CONVERSION OF PRESSURES

LBS. /SQ. IN.
0
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10000

TONS/SQ. INCH
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CONVERSION OF POUNDS/SQUARE INCH TO KILOGRAMMES/SQUARE CENTIMETRE
100
200
300
400
500
600
7·03
14·06
21·09
28·12
35·15
42·18
70·31
77·34
84·37
91·40
98·43
105·46
112·49
140·61
147·65
154·68
161·71
168·74
175·77
182·80
210·92
217·95
224·98
232·01
239·04
246·08
253·11
281·23
288·26
295·29
302·32
309·35
316·38
323·41
351·54
358·57
365·60
372·63
379·66
386·69
393·72
421·84
428·87
435·87
442·94
449·97
457·00
464·03
492·15
499·18
506·21
513·24
520·27
527·30
534·33
562·46
569·49
576·52
583·55
590·58
597·61
604·64
632·76
639·79
646·83
653·86
660·89
667·92
674·95
703·07
710·10
717·13
724·16
731·19
738·22
745·26
0

CONVERSION OF ENGLISH TONS/SQUARE INCH TO KGS./CM2
EQUIVALENT TO LBS. /SQ,. INCH
0
0
2240
157·49
4480
314·98
6720
472·46
8960
629·95
11200
787·44
13440
944·93
15680
1102·42
17920
1259·90
20160
1417·39
22400
1574·88

700
49·21
119·52
189·83
260·14
330·44
400·75
471·06
541·37
611·67
681·98
752·29

¼
39·37
196·86
354·35
511·84
669·32
826·81
984·30
1141·79
1299·28
1456·76
1614·25

800
56·25
126·55
196·86
267·17
337·47
407·78
478·09
548·40
618·70
689·01
759·32

½
78·74
236·23
393·72
551·21
708·70
866·18
1023·67
1181·16
1338·65
1496·14
1653·62

900
63·28
133·58
203·89
274·20
344·51
414·81
485·12
555·43
625·73
696·04
766·35

¾
118·12
275·60
433·09
590·58
748·07
905·56
1063·04
1220·53
1378·02
1535·51
1692·99
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TABLE XVII CONVERSION OF ENERGY AND ACCELERATION

FT. /LBS.
0
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

FT./SEC.
0
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

0
13·83
27·65
41·48
55·30
69·13
82·95
96·78
110·60
124·43
138·26

0
30·48
60·96
91·44
121·92
152·40
182·88
213·36
243·84
274·32
304·80

10
1·38
15·21
29·03
42·86
56·69
70·51
84·34
98·16
111·99
125·43
139·64

10
3·05
33·53
64·01
94·49
124·97
155·45
185·93
216·41
246·89
277·37
307·85

CONVERSION OF FOOT/POUNDS TO KIOGRAMMES/METRES
20
30
40
50
60
2·77
4·15
5·53
6·91
8·30
16·59
17·97
19·36
20·74
22·12
30·42
31·80
33·18
34·56
35·95
44·24
45·62
47·01
48·39
49·77
58·07
59·45
60·83
62·22
63·60
71·89
73·28
74·66
76·04
77·42
85·72
87·10
88·48
89·87
91·25
99·54
100·93
102·31
103·69
105·07
113·37
114·75
116·13
117·52
118·90
127·19
128·58
129·96
131·34
132·73
141·02
142·40
143·79
145·17
146·55

CONVERSION OF FEET/SECOND TO METRES/SECOND
20
30
40
50
6·10
9·14
12·19
15·24
36·58
39·62
42·67
45·72
67·06
70·10
73·15
76·20
97·54
100·58
103·63
106·68
128·02
131·06
134·11
137·16
158·50
161·54
164·59
167·64
188·98
192·02
195·07
198·12
219·46
222·50
225·55
228·60
249·94
252·98
256·03
259·08
280·42
283·46
286·51
289·56
310·90
313·94
316·99
320·04

60
18·29
48·77
79·25
109·73
140·21
170·69
201·17
231·65
262·13
292·61
323·09

70
9·68
23·50
37·33
51·15
64·98
78·81
92·63
106·46
120·28
134·11
147·93

80
11·06
24·89
38·71
52·54
66·36
80·19
94·01
107·84
121·66
135·49
149·32

90
12·44
26·27
40·09
53·92
67·75
81·57
95·40
109·22
123·05
136·87
150·70

70
21·34
51·82
82·30
112·78
143·26
173·74
204·22
234·70
265·18
295·66
326·14

80
24·38
54·86
85·34
115·82
146·30
176·78
207·26
237·74
268·22
298·70
329·18

90
27·43
57·91
88·39
118·87
149·35
179·83
210·31
240·79
271·27
301·75
332·23
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TABLE XVIII CONVERSION OF INCHES TO MILLIMETRES
INCHES
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

INCHES
·000
·010
·020
·030
·040
·050
·060
·070
·080
·090

·000
25·40
50·80
76·20
101·60
127·00
152·40
177·80
203·20
228·60
254·00
279·40
304·80

·000
·254
·508
·762
1·016
1·270
1·524
1·778
2·032
2·286

·100
2·54
27·94
53·34
78·74
104·14
129·54
154·94
180·34
205·74
231·14
256·54
281·94
307·34

·200
5·08
30·48
55·88
81·28
106·68
132·08
157·48
182·88
208·28
233·68
259·08
284·48
309·88

·300
7·62
33·02
58·42
83·82
109·22
134·62
160·02
185·42
210·82
236·22
261·62
287·02
312·42

·400
10·16
35·56
60·96
86·36
111·76
137·16
162·56
187·96
213·36
238·76
264·16
289·56
314·96

·500
12·70
38·10
63·50
88·90
114·30
139·70
165·10
190·50
215·90
241·30
266·70
292·10
317·50

·600
15·24
40·64
66·04
91·44
116·84
142·24
167·64
193·04
218·44
243·84
269·24
294·64
320·04

·700
17·78
43·18
68·58
93·98
119·38
144·78
170·18
195·58
220·98
246·38
271·78
297·18
322·58

·800
20·32
45·72
71·12
96·52
121·92
147·32
172·72
198·12
223·52
248·92
274·32
299·72
325·12

·900
22·86
48·26
73·66
99·06
124·46
149·86
175·26
200·66
226·06
251·46
276·86
302·26
327·66

·001
·025
·279
·533
·784
1·041
1·295
1·549
1·803
2·057
2·311

·002
·051
·305
·559
·813
1·067
1·321
1·575
1·829
2·083
2·337

·003
·076
·330
·584
·838
1·092
1·346
1·600
1·854
2·108
2·362

·004
·102
·356
·610
·864
1·118
1·372
1·626
1·880
2·134
2·388

·005
·127
·381
·635
·889
1·143
1·397
1·651
1·905
2·159
2·413

·006
·152
·406
·660
·914
1·168
1·422
1·676
1·930
2·184
2·438

·007
·178
·432
·686
·940
1·194
1·448
1·702
1·956
2·210
2·464

·008
·203
·457
·711
·965
1·219
1·473
1·727
1·981
2·235
2·489

·009
·229
·483
·737
·991
1·245
1·499
1·753
2·007
2·261
2·515
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TABLE XIX EARLY ENGLISH SMALL ARMS CARTRIDGES PATENTS
Year

No.

1814

3,833

1816

4,026

1827
1828
1828
1831
1831

5,570
5,708
5,738
6,137
6,139

1831
1834
1838
1839
1839
1840
1840
1841
1847

6,196
6,611
7,875
7.980
8,143
8,347
8,513
9,129
11,657

1847
1849
1849
1850
1850
1850

11,994
12,613
12,648
12,920
13,215
13,377

Granted

Description
Granted under ―An Act concerning Monopolies and Dispensations with Penal Laws, and the Forfeitures
thereof‖, 1623.
4 Aug.
Breech-loading cartridge with paper body attached to, or contained in, a cap or cup of wood, metal or other
fit material, having a central touch-hole.
14 May Breech-loading cartridge with expanding base of lead, copper, or other such ductile material as will give way
to the explosive force of the charge.
28 Nov. Cartridge of woven wire with meshes wide enough to allow shot to be scattered.
18 Sep. Cartridge in two parts so that powder may be easily separated from shot. Case breaks on entering barrel.
15 Dec. Improvements in making cartridges — no specification enrolled.
13 Jul.
Cartridge with detonating tube projecting from rear end.
15 Jul.
Paper cartridge with projectile consisting of 12 segments of a cylinder. Percussion cap carried in recess at
front end until required for use.
15 Dec. Needle-gun cartridge, detonating powder attached to wad behind elongated bullet.
22 May. Plug of wood or lead at rear of cartridge.
15 Nov. Improvements in making cartridges — no specification enrolled.
23 Feb. Ball attached to cartridge by means of muslin envelope.
6 Jul.
Inner case of spiral wire, for shot, covered by outer case of paper.
21 Jan. Detonating powder in recess in rear of projectile.
20 May. Breech loading needle-gun cartridge with priming at rear end. Case made of cardboard.
2 Nov.
Fulminate in rear cavity of elongated bullet.
30 Apr. Cartridge paper made highly combustible by treatment with nitric and sulphuric acids. Guncotton may be
used for the charge.
10 Dec. Gunpowder in base of elongated bullet.
15 May. Cartridge with cap between pasteboard wads at rear. For breech loading arms on ―Montigney‖ system.
7 Jun.
Cartridge has fulminate in annular ring round base, and an inner central needle.
11 Jan. Percussion patch on cardboard disc at rear of bullet.
6 Oct.
Cartridge moulded from explosive compounds (instead of gunpowder).
30 Nov. Tinfoil cartridge having a thin wire through its centre.

Patentee

Jean Samuel Pauly
Jean Samuel Pauly
Joshua Jenour
Edward Forbes Orson
John Dicken Whitehead
Augustus Demondion
John de Burgh
Abraham Adolph Moser (a communication)
Baron Charles L. Stanislas Heurteloup
Thomas French Berney
Baron Charles L. Stanislas Heurteloup
Thomas French Berney
Joseph Rock Cooper
William Bush (a communication)
William Golden & John Hanson
John Mollet
Stephen Taylor (a communication)
Louis Alfred de Chatauvillard
William Henry Ritchie
Matthew Urlwin Sears
Alexander Melville & Edward Callow
James Augustus Elmslie & George
Simpson
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TABLE XIX EARLY ENGLISH SMALL ARMS CARTRIDGES PATENTS — cont.
Year
1852
1852
1852
1852

No.
14,041
14,058
14,227
14,289

Granted
24 Mar.
6 Apr.
20 Jul.
10 Sep.

1852
1852
1852

1
184
633

1852

936

1853
1853

555
591

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853

1,000
1,123
1,320
1,376
1,390
1,447
1,499
1,870
2,176
2,313

Description
Powder charge in hollow base of a bullet having a longitudinal perforation containing fuze composition.
Charge enclosed in rear end of projectile and covered by paper etc., or attached thereto by a thimble.
Percussion powder in conical case at rear end of cartridge.
Leather wad at rear of cartridge.
The following patents were granted under ―The Patent Law Amendment Act, 1852‖.
1 Oct.
Thin sheet copper case attached by riveting-over a spigot on ball. Rear end closed by paper etc.
2 Oct.
Cartridge has base capsule of expanding soft metal.
3 Nov.
Rear of projectile covered with paper impregnated with mealed powder. Charge wholly in the paper, or
partly in a recess in the projectile.
2 Dec.
Recess in rear of projectile contains equal parts of fulminate and gunpowder, separated by thin paper. Charge
covered by disc of greased linen etc..
5 Mar.
Cartridge has paper case and a base of sole leather.
8 Mar.
Needle-gun cartridge with recess in its rear end to fit on guide at base of barrel, so that action of needle is
direct.
26 Apr. Cartridge made thin where required to break.
6 May. Cartridge in form of an acorn, with powder and fulminate at pointed end.
28 May. Wooden wad at rear of cartridge.
4 Jun.
Tin cartridge case coated with flock or fibre.
6 Jun.
Paper cartridge made weaker at front than rear, so as to break when rammed down the barrel.
15 Jun. Charge in recess in rear of projectile.
20 Jun. Percussion tube projects from rear of cartridge.
11 Aug. Cartridge for breach loading gun is shown but not described.
20 Sep. Percussion powder in tube attached to rear of cartridge.
8 Oct.
Cartridge has linen envelope and the powder in a paper cup.

1853
1853

2,690
2,778

19 Nov.
29 Nov.

Wooden base surrounded by fibrous packing.
Breech-loading needle-gun cartridge with perforated metal base.

1853
1854

2,829
424

6 Dec.
22 Feb.

Cartridge made weak where required to burst open.
Recess in base of conical bullet contains powder, on which is a disc with detonating priming. Cork disc
covers base. Grooves round base of bullet for lubricant.

Patentee
John Macintosh
John Walter De Longueville Giffard
Joseph William Schlesinger
Stephen Taylor
Robert Adams
Joseph Needham
John Macintosh
John Norton
John Gedge (a communication)
John James Alexander MacCarthy
John Coope Haddan
Mariano Riera
William Walker Marston
John James Kerr
Frederick Lott
Charles Evans Reeves
Charles Crickmay
Richard Farmer Brand
Robert Fletcher & John Smith
William Edward Newton (a
communication)
Moses Poole (a communication)
Auguste Edouard Loradoux Bellford (a
communication)
John Coope Haddan
William Edward Newton (a
communication)
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TABLE XIX EARLY ENGLISH SMALL ARMS CARTRIDGES PATENTS — cont.
Year
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854

No.
479
955
1,065
1,147
1,754
1,954
2,073

1854
1854
1854
1854

2,089
2,297
2,351
2,410

1854

2,487

1854
1854
1854
1855
1855
1855
1855

2,523
2,530
2,693
33
173
193
198

1855
1855

210
213

1855
1855
1855
1855
1855
1855
1855

373
400
513
812
1,034
1,121
1,125

Granted
28 Feb.
27 Apr.
12 May.
23 May.
11 Aug.
7 Sep.
27 Sep.

Description
Rear of needle-gun cartridge closed by cork disc which is left behind on firing.
Cartridge for revolving firearm contains its own means of ignition.
Paper cased cartridge for breach loading firearm.
Removable chamber-piece, with nipple.
Percussion tube attached to small projection on rear of bullet.
Bullet at rear of cartridge and powder in front. Bullet acts as a gas check for its own powder charge.
Cartridge to fit an enlarged chamber has powder contained between two discs connected by rods. Charge has
core of highly explosive compound.
28 Sep. Powder in front of bullet; or a perforated concave base wad.
28 Oct. Cartridge has a paper or thin sheet copper case with gauze over perforated base.
7 Nov.
Paper case with fulminate in wad and end closed by thin paper.
14 Nov. Cartridge case, or longitudinal ties, to be broken before projectile can move, so that powder will be
thoroughly consumed.
24 Nov. Bullet has tang to fix a perforated wad to paper cartridge case. Cartridge enclosed in protective paper case
torn off by a tape.
30 Nov. Thin wood or other brittle material over powder, so as to break under ramming and let powder escape.
1 Dec.
Cartridge has pointed rear end to contain percussion powder.
21 Dec. Case of fusible alloy, such as zinc, lead, and bismuth.
5 Jan.
Paper tube with elastic wad between bullet and powder.
23 Jan. Paper treated with nitric and sulphuric acids so as to be entirely consumed on firing.
25 Jan. Paper rendered waterproof by means of caoutchouc, gutta percha, asphaltum, or varnish.
26 Jan. Oiled paper covered with flock on the outside. Disc or ring in base of cartridge to tear off the bottom before
loading.
27 Jan. Paper waterproofed by spirits or oils, stoved, rolled, and pressed.
27 Jan. Fulminate in a central tube. Also; cartridge has internal needle, and fulminate patch between powder and
ball.
20 Feb. Cartridge made of paper and metal in combination.
23 Feb. Thin paper case with guncotton or fulminate in base.
8 Mar.
Percussion cap attached by wire, so as to tear end off cartridge when cap is detached.
12 Apr. Body of cartridge consists of two or three folds of paper. Disc of paper and a wad at the rear end.
8 May. Case of floss-silk or silk waste, hot pressed and proof against damp.
18 May. Charge in rear of bullet, covered by disc of gutta percha etc.
18 May. Metal or paper case with central oiled tow, or leather, lubricating band; for use with self-loading mechanism.

Patentee
Frederick Sampson Thomas
John Henry Johnson (a communication)
Moses Poole (a communication)
Louis Emile Dufour
Joseph Reimann & Friedrich Sauermann
Robert Adams
John Simon Holland
Charles William Lancaster
Edward Linder
Carl Samuel Heinrich Hartog
Henry Law
William Thomas Eley
Frederick Le Mesurier
Thomas Restell
William Greener
Frederick Prince
Frederick Prince
George Henry Bursell
William Beales
Elias Davis
Auguste Leopold Lenoir
John Harcourt Brown
John Norton
Gustav Charles Reitheimer
William Terry
Jules Joseph Imbs
Charles Claude Etienne Minie
William Henry Dearing Granville
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TABLE XIX EARLY ENGLISH SMALL ARMS CARTRIDGES PATENTS — cont.
Year
1855
1855
1855
1855
1855
1855
1855

No.
1,191
1,324
1,436
1,887
2,204
2,529
2,581

Granted
26 May.
9 Jun.
22 Jun.
20 Aug.
3 Oct.
10 Nov.
15 Nov.

1855
1855
1855
1856

2,728
2,742
2,952
337

4 Dec.
6 Dec.
31 Dec.
8 Feb.

1856
1856
1856
1856
1856
1857
1857
1857
1857
1857
1857
1857
1857
1858
1858

780
1,806
1,849
2,059
2,868
351
622
907
1,098
1,357
2,400
2,630
2,713
138
465

Description
Metallic case with paper base, for use with self-loading apparatus in gun stock.
Sheet foil case having laps sealed with waterproof cement.
Charge in hollow base of bullet is covered by paper; for use in breech-loading needle-gun.
Cartridge case terminates above lubricating groove round bullet.
Projecting fulminate tube.
Cartridge case made of wood, clay, glass, or metal.
Whole or part of case made of soft metal.

Calico disc in a hollow wooden wad at rear of a strong paper shot capsule.
Cartridge of sheet gutta percha with a casing of muslin.
Paper cartridge case. Felt cylinder attached to projectile.
Metal tube fixed over neck of bullet; or bullet and tube cast in one piece. Shank on bullet has a detonating
patch.
1 Apr.
Cartridge with thin paper base, having a number of minute perforations, covered by a perforated wad.
31 Jul.
Case of metallic tubing which may be weakened by acid.
5 Aug.
Fulminate between iron and cork discs.
4 Sep.
Case of skin, or animal intestine, covered by net or thread.
3 Dec.
Cartridge having a percussion tube is dipped in melted stearine.
7 Feb.
Paper cartridge has fulminate in a central tube attached to base of bullet.
3 Mar.
Case attached by casting or pressure. Cap on rod or pin attached to rear of bullet.
1 Apr.
Cartridge for breech-loading gun with hair trigger is shown but not described.
18 Apr. Needle-gun cartridge with fulminate priming.
13 May. Cap either built in or attached to cartridge.
16 Sep. Improvement on No. 2,089 of 1854. Felt wad placed behind bullet.
14 Oct. Flexible cartridge of two or more parts held together by the paper case.
26 Oct. Wooden cartridge case has bullet secured by gutta percha cement.
26 Jan. Paper case with wad separators between powder and shot. End torn off by a tape before loading.
8 Mar.
One-piece case of lead-tin alloy.

Patentee
Frederick Herbert Maberley
Samuel Colt & William Thomas Eley
Auguste E. L. Bellford (a communication)
John Harcourt Brown
William Ramscar
William Henry Bentley
George Tomlinson Bousfield (for Ambrose
Everett Burnside)
Jean Davoust
Charles Hawker & Thomas Parry Hawker
Sir John Scott Lillie
Thomas Restell
Joseph Bentley
John James Kerr
Alfred Vincent Newton (a communication)
John Montague Hayes
Henry Genhart
Charles Crickmay
Edward Linder
Alfred Vincent Newton (a communication)
William Henry Dearing Granville
George Woodward Morse
Charles William Lancaster
Thomas Restell
C. de Clippele
Sir Henry Stracy
George Redford
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TABLE XIX EARLY ENGLISH SMALL ARMS CARTRIDGES PATENTS — cont.
Year
No.
1858
484
1858
533
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858

535
633
652
844
1,164
1,172

Granted
Description
10 Mar. Lead wad, or shoe, at base of cartridge.
16 Mar. Ring attached to muzzle-loading cartridge so as to catch on gun muzzle and break cartridge open when
loading.
16 Mar. Thimble-shaped powder case has a similar shot case gummed to it.
25 Mar. Annular felt wad at base of cartridge.
27 Mar. Shot charge in a separate container inside cartridge case, secured by tape.
17 Apr. Cartridge made of sheet gutta percha.
25 May. ―Expansible‖ head inserted into rear of cartridge.
25 May. Conical metallic case for heel-type bullet. Neck of case no larger than bullet diameter.

1858
1858
1858
1858
1858

1,306
1,321
1,497
1,911
1,966

9 Jun.
10 Jun.
3 Jul.
23 Aug.
30 Aug.

1858
1858
1858
1858
1858

2,095
2,149
2,213
2,246
2,444

16 Sep.
24 Sep.
5 Oct.
8 Oct.
2 Nov.

1858
1858
1858
1859

2,619
2,668
2,762
114

19 Nov.
24 Nov.
3 Dec.
13 Jan.

1859
1859
1859

207
236
372

22 Jan.
26 Jan.
9 Feb.

1859

566

3 Mar.

1859
1859

731
874

22 Mar.
8 Apr.

Patentee
William Harding
George Hall

William Thomas Eley
William Westley Richards
William Thomas Eley
Charles Hawker
George Woodward Morse
William Edward Newton (a
communication)
Metallic ring secures cap in centre of cartridge base.
Thomas Wright Gardener Treeby
Muzzle-loading cartridge case of paper, gutta percha, metal, or any suitable substance, fastened with string. George Hall
Deep recess at base of case is made greaseproof and filled with lubricant.
Thomas Restell
Metallic cartridge shown but not described.
Martin Regul Pilon
Conoidal paper case has large end cemented over bullet and small end twisted round a plug forming base of Edward Linder
the cartridge. Plug removed before loading.
Case punched from sheet gutta percha.
George Redford
Wad (or metal thimble in the case of shot cartridge) attached to base of cartridge.
William Westley Richards
Muzzle-loading cartridge with cork stopper at powder end. Charge pushed out by ramrod.
John Harcourt Brown
Muzzle-loading cartridge with powder container of two strengths of fabric so that it will burst.
Evan Birchley
Case made from sheet india-rubber. Has percussion cap in hole; cartridge serving as a handle when putting Manuel Leopold Jonas Lavater
cap on nipple.
Breech-loading cartridge with metallic base capsule.
William Ramscar & John Gray Scott
Waterproof paper case. Alum solution added to paper pulp during production.
Charles Peterson
Base of cartridge has concave or convex grease cup.
Thomas Bailey
Cardboard wad between powder and bullet is steeped in fat.
Francois Jules Manceaux & Eugene
Napoleon Vieillard
Flanged metallic case.
Christian Sharps
Metallic base cup contains a felt wad.
Isaac Hammond
Rubber or gutta percha case to expand laterally.
William Edward Newton for (Gilbert
Smith)
Ignition at front end of powder charge. (Metal cone fixed to breech plug of muzzle-loading barrel; channelled James Dalziel Dougall
for flash from percussion cap. Powder round cone).
Needle-gun cartridge. Fulminate in bullet recess.
Richard Archibald Brooman
Powder separated into several charges by discs.
William Henry Smith
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TABLE XIX EARLY ENGLISH SMALL ARMS CARTRIDGES PATENTS — cont.
Year
No.
1859
1,132
1859
1859

1,175
1,255

1859
1859
1859

1,346
1,622
1,959

1859
1859
1859
1859

2,033
2,120
2,188
2,263

1859
1859

2,375
2,400

1859

2,657

1859

2,736

1859
1860
1860
1860
1860

2,791
285
389
491
520

1860
1860
1860

566
634
661

1860

694

Granted
Description
5 May. Cartridge of wire cloth, or perforated metal plates, dipped in gutta percha.

Patentee
Richard Archibald Brooman (for John
Webster Cochran)
10 May. Percussion cap fixed to end of cartridge.
Wedderspoon Keiller
21 May. Inflammable and waterproof cartridge.
Alfred Vincent Newton (for T. F.
Henderson)
31 May. Lubricant of French chalk, talc, soapstone, plumbago, applied with grease or varnish.
John James Lundy
8 Jul.
Paper case gripped in annular groove in bullet. Also metal case for shot cartridge. Both for Le Mat revolver. Francois Alexandre Le Mat.
29 Aug. Paper cartridge closed at one end by a movable slide. Charge pushed out of cartridge, and down gun barrel, Joseph Whitworth
by ramrod.
6 Sep.
Perforated greased wad at rear of bullet.
Francois Jules Manceaux
17 Sep. Over-shot wad with side next to shot concave. Stronger at outer edges. May be perforated in centre.
John James Kerr
27 Sep. Metallic shell with central firing pin.
Paschal J. LeJeune-Chaumont
5 Oct.
Cap at rear, placed on various types of anvil.
William Edward Newton (for Messrs Perrin
& Delmas)
18 Oct. Paper treated with mineral salts to allow flash to penetrate.
Germain Canouil
20 Oct. Cardboard case with base-cup.
Edward Thomas Hughes (for Henri
Mennig)
24 Nov. Ring on outside of case is connected to powder end of cartridge. Muzzle of gun forces ring back and bursts Francis Preston & William Henry Garrett
case.
3 Dec.
Muzzle-loading cartridge with case mouth closed, by fitting in it a cardboard or metal disc, and pasted over; Thomas Hall
removed by thumb nail when required for use.
8 Dec.
Case formed of collodion, by dipping a mandrel in gun cotton solution.
John Macintosh
3 Feb.
Removable plug converts breech-loading to muzzle-loading gun. A shot cartridge is shown.
Robert Adams
13 Feb. Case moulded from paper pulp.
Thomas Shedden
23 Feb. Cartridges lubricated by paraffin or preparations thereof.
William Frost Nuthall & Charles Humfrey
25 Feb. Paper case pasted round bullet or shot charge; end closed by thick greased wad centrally perforated to receive Ebeneezer Erskine Scott
a percussion cap.
1 Mar.
Bored and turned wooden cylinders for cartridge cases.
William Krutzsch
8 Mar.
Percussion tube projects from side of cartridge.
William Palliser
12 Mar. Paper case open at both ends. Interior may be lined with metal foil. Lower third of bullet projects from one John Langman
end of case; the other end being closed by a cap.
15 Mar. Pin-fire cartridge; pin either radial or axial.
William Nicholas Norman & John Lube
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Year
No.
1860
899
1860

954

1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860

1,018
1,056
1,168
1,295
1,375
1,570
1,574
1,605

Granted
Description
10 Apr. Pin cartridge with lining of thin brass, or other sheet metal, having 0·25 or 0·33 lap joint. A capsule of thin
metal may be used.
16 Apr. Base of cartridge coated with a composition of 1 part Amorphous phosphorus, 1 part sulphuret of antimony,
2 parts emery powder, with liquid glue.
24 Apr. Case in two parts, rear of copper and front of paper (for shot cartridge). A bullet fits direct into copper case.
26 Apr. Metal case, fired by a projecting pin on gun hammer penetrating the cartridge.
11 May. Thin metal disc attached to base of the cartridge.
25 May. Case of guncotton covered by a skin of collodion.
5 Jun.
Cartridge has fulminate powder attached, so as to contain its own means of ignition.
28 Jun. Wad of soft woven fabric at base of cartridge.
29 Jun. Powder in front of projectile and wad.
3 Jul.
Cartridge made from waste silk products such as silk ―fly‖ or silk ―noils‖.

1860
1860

2,533
2,713

17 Oct.
6 Nov.

Pin-fire cartridge with metal base-piece screwed into case. Has long flash-tube to give front ignition.
Cartridge, for use in chamber-block guns, shown but not described.

1860

2,954

1 Dec.

1860
1861

3,140
147

21 Dec.
19 Jan.

1861

256

31 Jan.

1861
1861

908
916

13 Apr.
13 Apr.

1861
1861
1861

930
992
1,396

16 Apr.
22 Apr.
4 Jun.

1861
1861
1861

1,758
2,128
2,203

12 Jul.
26 Aug.
4 Sep.

Base of cartridge formed by a hardwood cylinder. Pin-fire ignition with cap at right-angles to axis of the
cartridge.
Case formed of thin metal having an over-lapping joint, covered with paper.
Case base of non-inflammable muslin perforated by two crossed lines so it will divide when rammed in gun.
Case bound to the bullet or a boss on its rear end.
Breech-loading to muzzle-loading conversion cup with soft metal or leather seat. Also a cartridge with stiff
paper body having slits, opposite nipple channel, covered with thin paper.
Disc of rubber etc. glued to base of cartridge.
Pin-fire cartridge with pin having a shoulder so that its interior length is larger in diameter than its outer
length, to stop it blowing out. Pin strikes on outer face of cap.
Thin aluminium case divided longitudinally.
Paper case of cartridge has an inserted powder container of gutta percha lined with paper.
Cartridge case sized to fit into muzzle of gun and has rim to be arrested by gun muzzle. Contents pushed out
of case into barrel.
Cartridge with solid base containing a firing-pin.
Perforated paper cartridge closed with a cork stopper.
Centre-fire cap in a pressed paper packing; the cap having a grooved anvil.

Patentee
John Rigby & William Nicholas Norman
Desmond Gerald Fitz-Gerald & George
Bate
Louis Oriard
William James Harvey
Thomas Wilson
John Macintosh
Francois Charles Richer
William Westley Richards
Thomas Wilson
Richard Archibald Brooman (for Heinrich
Joachim Natorp)
William Sear
Montague Richard Leverson & William
Henry Smith
Thomas Shedden
John Rigby & Joseph Needhan
William A. Lyttle
Charles Reeves
Joseph Rock Cooper
William Thomas Eley
Frederick Morton Eden
Thomas Parry Hawker
Henry Herbert Hazard
John Adams
John Coope Haddan & Carlo Minasi
Francois Eugene Schneider
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Year
No.
1861
2,284
1861
1861
1861

2,446
2,453
2,601

Granted
Description
13 Sep. Base of cartridge has a cup-like cover containing a loosely-working pin, with an enlarged front end, which
strikes cap on nipple of cartridge
1 Oct.
Wad of sole butt-leather, seated next to powder, is concave on side placed uppermost in gun.
2 Oct.
Pasteboard case has lubricant retained by a wad.
18 Oct. Case of nitrated paper or cloth.

1861
1861
1862
1862
1862

2,731
2,832
55
107
149

31 Oct.
11 Nov.
8 Jan.
14 Jan.
20 Jan.

1862
1862
1862

432
507
679

18 Feb.
25 Feb.
12 Mar.

Flange with backward-projecting tail to contain percussion cap.
Perforated discs at intervals along length of powder charge.
Case of paper or cloth made waterproof by paraffin.
Metallic case with aperture in rear end to allow needle to penetrate a detonating wafer.
Cartridge of compressed granulated powder; different qualities, or degrees of pressure, giving varying rates
of combustion.
Impervious tube with a rear collar. May be coated inside and out with varnish or collodion.
Cover of cartridge partly cut through so that it will tear open at required place.
Powder compressed, attached to bullet, and coated with collodion.

1862

743

17 Mar.

Rim-fire cartridge with tapered metallic case.

1862
1862
1862

789
1,266
1,544

1862
1862
1862

1,635
1,761
1,763

21 Mar. As for No. 2,731 of 1861, but improved arrangement.
30 Apr. Powder in the hollow rear end of projectile.
22 May. Needle-gun shot cartridge with thick and stiff case extending to front of powder-charge wad, and thin case
from there to front of cartridge.
30 May. Removable percussion tube at rear; loaded only when required for use.
13 Jun. Compressed powder, with central hole, is attached to shot contained in a paper case.
13 Jun. Flanged metal case.

1862

1,828

21 Jun.

―Piston‖ and cap inside base cup; or small hole in base of case.

1862

1,985

10 Jul.
1

Metallic cartridge with rear end struck up, sunk, or reduced in thickness, for easy ignition.

Patentee
William Edward Newton (for William
McCord)
John William Scott
Andrew Wyley
Patrick Robertson (for Algernon Johnston
& Lorenzo Dow)
Hugh Mathew Brownlow
Alexander Shannon
John Stenhouse
Samuel Wilmer Marsh
Robert Ogden Doremus & Bern Lum Budd
Michael Henry (for Jules Lemoine)
Carlo Minasi
William Edward Newton (for Elam Potter
& Julius Pomeroy)
Thomas Waller (for Christopher Tyler,
Stephen Wood, Eger ton Marcy, & John
Wilkinson)
Hugh Mathew Brownlow.
Arthur Irwin Mahon
Joseph Needham
Robert Emlyn Lofft
Thomas Willis Fleming
William Edward Newton (for Eben T.
Starr)
Francois Eugene Schneider & Jacob Snider,
Junior
Henry Kellogg
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Year
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862

No.
2,002
2,349
2,351
2,445
3,173
3,466
3,478

Granted
12 Jul.
22 Aug.
22 Aug.
4 Sep.
26 Nov.
29 Dec.
30 Dec.

Description
Cartridge case of thin membrane or skin has thick felt lubricating wad.
Copper case with central opening for igniting flame.
Metallic case with a hollow flanged rim.
Charge in longitudinally-slotted tapered chamber having axial vent to carry a percussion cap.
Case of woven cotton or flax fabric, coated with waterproof adhesive.
Powder charge separated by perforated discs.
Breech-loading to muzzle-loading adapter; rear of metal case has loose-fitting peg with fulminate in its
recessed end.
Steel case with paper front part.
―Burnside‖ spun brass case, with base aperture closed by wax, has lubricant chamber round bullet.

1863
1863

406
446

14 Feb.
18 Feb.

1863
1863

1,051
1,274

27 Apr. Waxed wad at rear of cartridge has hole to receive tube of fulminating material.
21 May. Refers to a cartridge containing its own ignition, but no description given.

1863

1,738

11 Jul.

Pin-fire cartridge with ignition pin having enlarged rear end, to form a gas seal.

1863
1863
1863
1863
1863

1,881
1,923
1,971
2,072
2,120

29 Jul.
4 Aug.
10 Aug.
20 Aug.
27 Aug.

Metal and paper body has a flanged disc attached by solder.
Cartridge with pin on lower side to facilitate extraction.
Compressed powder charge in a metallic case.
Annular recess at rear of bullet to grip paper cartridge case.
Metallic cap with annular flange.

1863
1863
1863

2,346
2,597
2,840

23 Sep.
22 Oct.
14 Nov.

1863

2,870

16 Nov.

Recess in base of bullet, and also an annular groove to take end of paper cartridge case.
Metallic cartridge formed by stamping, casting, etc.
Skin cartridge rendered waterproof by chemicals (arsenic, alum, lead acetate, bi-chloride of mercury,
chloride of sodium, soap, camphor).
Paper cartridge — case tucked into end of bullet.

1863

2,883

18 Nov.

1863
1863
1864
1864
1864

3,159
3,275
337
469
752

14 Dec.
28 Dec.
9 Feb.
25 Feb.
24 Mar.

Cartridge has a wood core passing through the powder, and has a level wrapper, percussion tube, and ball
united longitudinally.
Percussion patch in a disc at base of cartridge case.
Powder case fastened to wood plug, having a felt wad on its rear face, attached to base of bullet.
Compressed powder mixed with gummy matter and enclosed in flexible sheet metal.
Hammer strikes upper side of cartridge.
Breech-loading to muzzle-loading conversion — metal cylinder has flange at one end and screw cap at the
other.

Patentee
Charles Edmond Green & John Green
Daniel Moore
Daniel Moore
Benjamin Franklin Cowan
William Austin
George Haseltine
William Westley Richards
John Henry Walsh
George Tomlinson Bousfield (for Isaac
Hartshorn)
William Westley Richards
Edward Thomas Hughes (for Rudolph
Mayer)
Richard Archibald Brooman (for Alfred
Isidore Honore Parent)
William Edward Newton (for Silas Crispin)
John Henry Walsh
Richard John Cunnack
William Edward Newton (for Albert Hook)
William Edward Newton (for Charles
Coffey Alger)
William Thomas Eley
Charles Fusnot
Henry Gladstone
George Tomlinson Bousfield (for Albert
Hook)
Rudolph Mayer
Thomas Wilson
Edward Linder
Richard John Cunnack
Bethel Burton
Samuel Mathews
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Year
No.
1864
1,389
1864
1,760
1864
1,774

Granted
Description
4 Jun.
Paper cartridge with metallic disc, at rear, containing a central hole to receive a percussion cap.
14 Jul.
Cup or recess in rear of bullet, in which end of cartridge is fixed.
15 Jul.
Metallic rim-fire cartridge.

1864

CO

16 Jul.

1864
1864
1864
1864
1864
1864
1864

1,993
2,059
2,324
2,349
2,602
2,623
2,759

10 Aug.
19 Aug.
22 Sep.
24 Sep.
20 Oct.
22 Oct.
7 Nov.

1864

2,777

8 Nov.

1864

2,892

19 Nov.

1864
1864
1864
1864
1864

2,907
2,951
3,001
3,026
3,110

22 Nov.
25 Nov.
1 Dec.
5 Dec.
15 Dec.

1864

3,196

23 Dec.

1865
1865

188
253

21 Jan.
28 Jan.

1865
1865
1865

265
309
358

30 Jan.
4 Feb.
8 Feb.

As No. 2,453 of 1861 but front end lined with metal. Also a pin-fire cartridge with fulminate between the
ends of two rods in a small hollow cylinder.
Flanged rim, or enlarged part, to carry a percussion cap.
Cartridge has copper case with its own ignition.
Capsule of oil or grease between powder and projectile, to lubricate barrel on discharge.
Cartridge in detachable parts. Shot container smaller than powder container. Very small-diameter cap.
The explosive charge is in a wire casing, attached to a hard wad; the whole being fired from a gun.
Greased wad between powder and projectile.
Cartridge of compressed gunpowder damped with nitro-glycerine. May be covered with inflammable
material and then collodion.
Percussion cap placed in centre of a block of compressed powder, which is in turn placed at rear of loose
powder. Greased felt wad at base of cartridge.
Paper case with metallic base.
India-rubber wad at base of cartridge.
Internal anvil and cap at right angles to axis of cartridge. Guide pin projects from side of case.
Cartridge with paper base. Also self-contained cartridge with sheet metal case.
Cartridge shaped to fit the rifled interior of barrel.
Powder case of waterproofed sheet material having joint and rear end closed by heat; front end corked and
tied with string.
Needle-gun cartridge. Felt base wad has aperture closed by two thin discs of paper, between which is the
fulminate.
Cartridge wholly of paper or animal membrane.
Paper-cased cartridge, with cap placed in compressed powder. Copper pin projects into recess in base of
cartridge.
Base of cartridge formed by a cap having a curled flange.
Metallic or other cartridge with fulminate round the ball.
Fulminate, struck sideways, in base of combustible case.

Patentee
Thomas Wilson
Joseph Needham
George Davies (for William Morgenstern
& Barton Howard Jenks)
Andrew Wyley
Brownlow Hugh Mathew
Bethel Burton
Francois Laurent Marie Dorvault
William Greener
George Davis
William Westley Richards
William Edward Newton (for Edward
Clarence Shepard)
Sven Rydbeck
John Garrett Tougue (for Florencio
Redondo)
James Leetch
Charles Reeves
Thomas Wilson
William Clark (for Hiram Berdan)
C. Hancock & S. W. Silver
Richard Archibald Brooman (for Charles
Rochaz)
Jacob Snider, Junior
William Clark (for Charles Claude Etienne
Minie)
Cecil Henry Russell & Joseph Needham
Stephen Wells Wood
Edward Lindner
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Year
No.
1865
421
1865
424
1865
426

Granted
Description
14 Feb. Fulminate in central metal cap which is penetrated by needle.
14 Feb. Centre-fire cartridge with projecting pin to extract empty case.
14 Feb. Pin-fire cartridge with base of cap resting on wall of case, diametrically opposite the projecting pin.

1865
1865

518
708

24 Feb.
14 Mar.

Centre-fire cartridge with projecting pin to indicate when gun is loaded.
Centre-fire cartridge with cap held in perforated card disc surrounded by powder.

1865

800

22 Mar.

1865
1865
1865
1865
1865
1865
1865

932
1,046
1,289
1,300
1,308
1,355
1,356

3 Apr.
12 Apr.
9 May.
10 May.
11 May.
16 May.
16 May.

Cartridge with cap placed on central needle, with its head resting against anvil on base of bullet. Base of
cartridge left behind on firing.
Projection on rear of bullet acts as anvil for percussion cap.
Cartridge with its front shot container of paper.
Fulminate attached to a disc, or ring, at back of cartridge.
Gun-cotton wrapping round cardboard case, and a gun-cotton charge.
Expanding metal base.
Two-piece cartridge with cap and striker pin in base.
Cartridge with flanged base and fulminate in external depression.

1865
1865
1865

1,436
1,546
1,750

25 May. Base attached by solder or brazing.
6 Jun.
Cartridge with tapering case.
1 Jul.
Cartridge with paper case and fulminate in pasteboard cup.

1865
1865
1865
1865

1,888
1,889
1,894
1,908

20 Jul.
20 Jul.
20 Jul.
21 Jul.

1865
1865
1865
1865

2,030
2,108
2,345
2,438

4 Aug.
15 Aug.
13 Sep.
23 Sep.

Iron or steel (―Everlasting‖) cartridge base.
Cartridge with strong metal case.
Metal or papier mache case with extra thick base.
Needle cartridge with base wad containing perforated cap. Small powder charge at base of cartridge blows
both wad and cap out of gun on firing.
Centre-fire cartridge with dummy pin for extraction purposes and to indicate a loaded weapon.
Cartridge has metal core with one or more spiral flanges, to give rotation of projectile in smooth-bore guns.
Tube attached to rear of projectile contains slow fuze and powder.
Two or more balls, of differing hardness, in same cartridge; the hardest being placed at the rear end.

1865
1865
1865
1865
1865

2,475
2,512
2,542
2,628
2,709

27 Sep.
30 Sep.
4 Oct.
12 Oct.
20 Oct.

Pyroxylin, or gun-cotton case.
Conical recess in rear of cartridge.
Paper case with metal head. Case may be conical. Coated with pyroxylene.
Conical metal case, for ―Mont Storm‖ breech-loading weapons.
Powder in hollow base of bullet.

Patentee
Johann von der Poppenburg
James Purdy
Benjamin Thompson (for Charles Edward
Sneider)
Charles William Lancaster
Francis Augustus Braendlin (partly from
William Montgomery Storm)
Alfred Pierre Tronchon
Johann von der Poppenburg
Thomas Jefferson Mayall
John Charles Conybeare
Julian John Revy
Joseph Rock Cooper
Pierre Camille Lafont
Richard Archibald Brooman (for Charles
Rochaz)
Thomas Wilson
George Haseltine (for James Ingersoll Day)
William Edward Newton (for Pierre Didier
Jardinier)
Charles Rosson
William Tranter
William la Penotiere
James Warren Robertson
Thomas William Webley
James Brown
Frederick Waller Prince
William Edward Newton (for Hiram
Berdan)
James Broun
Edward Lindner
Joseph Jones & Frederick James Jones
Jasper Henry Selwyn
Joseph Needham & George Henry
Needham
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Year
1865
1865
1865
1865
1865
1865
1865

No.
2,906
2,981
3,178
3,181
3,249
3,258
3,284

Granted
11 Nov.
20 Nov.
9 Dec.
9 Dec.
15 Dec.
16 Dec.
19 Dec.

1865

3,304

21 Dec.

1865
1865
1866
1866
1866

3,337
3,348
137
443
519

1866

529

1866

592

1866
1866

688
722

1866
1866
1866
1866
1866
1866

845
864
880
1,417
1,932
1,959

Description
Friction ignition cartridge. Detonating powder on face of base disc; friction disc behind it.
Needle-gun cartridge with cap at front end of powder.
Cap has tubular anvil, or one shaped like the letter ―N‖ in section.
Case rendered waterproof and gas-tight by sealing cap chamber.
Cap in centre of wad, which is left in the barrel.
―Crispin‖ pistol cartridge — fulminate in annular belt round body of case about 0·33 distance from base.
Flanged cartridge case with nipple screwed into base recess.

Flanged case of thin sheet metal. Fulminate in hole in cardboard washer backed by a metal disc. Bullet
soldered into case.
26 Dec. Cartridge has a conical base.
27 Dec. Flanged thin metal case coated with tin etc. to prevent oxidation.
15 Jan. Coiled thin sheet metal case.
13 Feb. Metal case crimped to form an interior ridge to retain anvil.
20 Feb. Charge of shot and a greased wad placed in a thin paper case taped at front end. The whole fixed into mouth
of cartridge case by gum or cement.
20 Feb. Priming cup some distance within outer face of cartridge head. Permanent anvil in base cup, against which
fulminate is driven.
26 Feb. Pin-fire cartridge with metal surrounding the pin hole bent in; not drilled or otherwise cut out. (Flattens with
gas pressure and acts as a seal).
6 Mar.
Metal lined paper case with metal base capsule cast, or formed, solid for some distance forward.
9 Mar.
Cup and a small gun-cotton charge in rear of a boxwood or papier mache etc. sabot, to blow cup and sabot
out of barrel.
22 Mar. Gun-cotton charges rendered slow-burning, and used in woven tube or wad form.
23 Mar. Paper case with metal base. Anvil either tubular or ―N‖ shaped in section.
24 Mar. Anvil in two or more parts.
19 May. Thin sheet metal case covered with black lead; or tinfoil and copper coating by electro-type process.
25 Jul.
Cartridge base of india-rubber.
28 Jul.
Muzzle-loading revolver cartridge. Cap fired by nose of revolver hammer.

Patentee
John Millar
Charles Witney
Thomas Wilson
William Thomas Eley
James Aston
Alfred Vincent Newton (for Silas Crispin)
William Clark (for Oliver Fisher
Winchester)
William Edward Newton for (Caleb Huse)
Charles Reeves
William Castle Dodge
Edward Mounier Boxer
William Robert Lake (for Thomas Laidley)
John Henry Walsh
William Edward Newton (for Hiram
Berdan)
William Clark (for Jules Felix Gevelot)
William Westley Richards
Thomas Restell
William Allen Dixon
Thomas Wilson
William Thomas Eley
George Vincent Fosbery
Henry Calisher
John Adams
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Year
1866
1866
1866
1866

No.
1,970
2,016
2,126
2,143

Granted
1 Aug.
4 Aug.
18 Aug.
21 Aug.

Description
Rear of projectile has hollow stem to either contain fulminate or serve as anvil for cap.
Metal case fixed to cap. Needle cartridge triangular in section.
Sheet metal case with integral cupped base, shaped by dies.
End of case closed by a flanged cup having a central nipple.

1866
1866
1866

2,196
2,205
2,267

25 Aug.
27 Aug.
3 Sep.

Shot placed in a gun-cotton bag.
Thin metal plate over ignition opening, so that opening is entirely closed.
Flanged centre-fire cartridge shown but not described.

1866

2,293

6 Sep.

1866

2,304

7 Sep.

Base has inner reinforcing cup with central perforations. Fulminate between cup and base. May have coiled
paper tube inside case.
Small cap with two holes in its closed end for flash to penetrate.

1866
1866
1866
1866

2,326
2,580
2,589
2,622

10 Sep.
6 Oct.
8 Oct.
10 Oct.

1866
1866

2,653
2,695

13 Oct.
18 Oct.

Rolled sheet metal case with inner base washer or cup.
Metallic base without a rim.
Bent wire support for cap.
Vulcanised india-rubber disc between charge and projectile. Twisted end of paper wrapper is greased and
contained in base cavity of bullet.
Anvil formed with ―wings‖ to prevent accidental discharge.
Needle-gun cartridge with compressed powder charge.

1866
1866

2,711
2,739

19 Oct.
23 Oct.

Base of case has recess for extractor.
Machine-made cartridges, struck up by dies, with anvils of compressed powder and starch.

1866
1866

2,743
2,813

24 Oct.
30 Oct.

Paper case with double base. Flanged cap in square hole in base-wad card.
Case has concave base and longitudinal metal strips to give firm connection between body and base.

1866
1866

2,855
2,946

3 Nov.
10 Nov.

Pointed metal ―piercer‖ inside cartridge case, to ignite percussion cap behind projectile.
Priming in pasteboard wad, covered with metal cap over whole end of cartridge.

1866
1866
1866
1866

3,183
3,243
3,252
3,253

4 Dec.
8 Dec.
10 Dec.
10 Dec.

Percussion cap in a cast cup. Front of rim made at 90° to cartridge body.
Paper-covered cartridge case with base of greased ring wads.
Cartridge, with cap in side of case, discharged by a pin through underside of barrel.
Annular wad between powder and projectile. Wood plug in rear of bullet, to lighten it.

1866
1866

3,317
3,356

17 Dec.
20 Dec.

Powder round axial stem attached to rear of projectile and serving as anvil for the cap.
Cap in flanged paper or pasteboard base.

Patentee
William Stokes & Charles Faulkner
Thomas Wilson
John Abraham
James Clarendon Ramsbottom Isherwood
& Robert Warry
Edgar Brooks
William Krutzsch
Edwin Russ, Henry Hammond, & Edwin
Hammond
George Vincent Fosbery
Clinton E. Brooman (for Antoine Alphonse
Chassepot)
Edmund Harlow
Johann von der Poppenburg
William Clark (for Jules Felix Gevelot)
James Syme
Edward Mounier Boxer
Marc Antoine Francois Mennons (for
Charles Francois Galand)
Thomas Restell
William Robert Lake (for Timothy James
Powers)
Thomas Wilson
George Henry Daw & Percival Moses
Parsons
Joseph Lewis
William Clark (for Martial Pidault,
Guillaume Elieze, & Jules Felix Gevalot)
Thomas Wilson
William Westley Richards
Edward James Warmington
William Edward Newton (for Hiram
Berdan)
Walter Sandell Mappin
Rene Louis Martin (for Oscar Oelkers &
Frederick Spengler)
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Year
No.
1866
3,425
1867
24
1867
1867
1867

52
67
89

1867

114

1867
1867

189
240

1867

251

1867
1867

399
445

1867

447

Granted
Description
29 Dec. Modification of No. 114 of 1859.
4 Jan.
Copper or brass case with internal copper or brass cup carrying fulminate. Cup in form of a hollow cone.
Space between the two filled with Plaster of Paris.
8 Jan.
Covering formed from sheet vulcanised india-rubber.
10 Jan. Metallic case attached to, or in one piece with, projectile. Case takes rifling on firing.
14 Jan. ―Cross‖ of thin metal pressed into tube form to contain projectile and powder, end closed by a cap. All
except cap leave barrel on firing.
16 Jan. Steel etc. spring clip round cartridge case; opens out on firing and then contracts. Case and spring shaken out
of gun.
25 Jan. Needle-fire cartridge case of thin copper conforms to contours of mechanically-fitting bullet.
29 Jan. Thin sheet metal rolled onto tube of paper etc. and the longitudinal joint soldered. The whole then drawn and
made up into cartridges.
30 Jan. Needle-gun cartridge with bottle-necked lead case and detonating patch attached to base of bullet. Base
closed with waterproof paper.
13 Feb. Detonation effected by a hard plug being driven along tubular passage in base of cartridge.
19 Feb. Paper-cased needle-gun cartridge with base of pure or vulcanised india-rubber. Bullet bound to case by iron
wire.
19 Feb. Pin-fire cartridge with pin of tapered form striking against a central anvil-pin.

1867

483

22 Feb.

1867

504

23 Feb.

1867
1867
1867

519
660
717

26 Feb.
8 Mar.
13 Mar.

1867
1867

731
805

13 Mar.
20 Mar.

1867

820

21 Mar.

Patentee
Francois Jules Manceaux
George Haseltine (for Samuel Remington)
Eustace Carey Prentice
William Burnet Robins
Walter Sandell Mappin
George Hookham
George Clark
Clinton E. Brooman (for Hyppolite
Rochatte)
Peter Ellis

Alexander John Paterson
George Frederik Redfern (for Felix
Allemano & Alberto Barelli)
Henry Haschke (for Leon Lamblin,
Christian Lenders, & Toussaint Theate)
Conical papier mache or felt case rendered un-inflammable by use of alum. Bullet wholly seated within case, Mowbray Walker, George Henry Money,
and hollow above it filled with beeswax and tallow.
& Francis Little
Flanged sheet metal case with internal centrally-perforated base disc soldered in place. Percussion cap has a Isaac Morris Milbank
rolled-up sheet metal anvil.
Tinned metallic tapered body with tinned solid base soldered in place.
James Syme
Rolled thin metal tube with soldered lap joint. Percussion cap in base-piece.
George Henry Daw
Needle-gun cartridge having pasteboard body with felt and rubber base washers.
Marc Antoine Francois Mennons (for
Emile d‘Erlanger)
Cartridge has convex base corresponding to rear face of barrel.
Michael Frederick Halliday
Tapered metallic case with fulminate in recess in underside of internal star-shaped disc anvil.
Marc Antoine Francois Mennons (for
Benjamin Stone Roberts)
Pasteboard case with metal base cap. Flanged percussion cap retained by a dished washer.
William Clark (for Jules Felix Gevelot)
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Year
No.
1867
866
1867

961

1867

963

1867
1867

972
989

1867

1,002

1867

1,023

1867

1,117

1867
1867

1,143
1,165

1867
1867

1,173
1,216

1867

1,231

1867
1867
1867

1,259
1,446
1,484

1867

1,514

1867
1867

1,521
1,590

1867
1867

1,625
1,658

Granted
Description
Patentee
25 Mar. Central tube, for fulminate, extends to front of powder charge. Packing ring round outside of case to ensure William Clark (for Loughlin Conroy &
perfect fit in barrel.
Tristram Dodge Vanderveer)
30 Mar. Needle-gun cartridge with treated paper case, enclosing projectile, which is discharged on firing. Special
Friedrich Hahn
detonating composition.
30 Mar. Flangeless copper case with attached solid metal base containing percussion cap. Front of case abuts against Joseph Whitworth
shoulder at end of rifling.
1 Apr.
Needle-gun cartridge with self-contained firing pin working within a central tube.
Joseph Lewis & George Clark
2 Apr.
Cartridge with pyroxylin or gun-cotton charge. May contain two or more types of explosives having different John Fry Reeves
rates of combustion.
3 Apr.
Needle-gun cartridge of india-rubber, etc., waterproofed with collodion.
Eugene Delessert (for Alfred Pierre
Tronchon)
5 Apr.
Needle-gun cartridge with india-rubber base washer, attached to and fired out with bullet.
William Armand Gilbee (for Jerome
Flachat)
13 Apr. Brass cartridge case with fulminate in perforated copper disc in centre of pressed paper etc. base wad which John Webster Cochran
acts as an anvil. Zinc in brass reacts chemically with fulminate and causes it to deteriorate.
18 Apr. Rolled paper and metal foil body with cast-on base. Ten different types of construction are described.
Edward Lindner
22 Apr. Needle-gun cartridge with percussion cap having two or three flash holes in its crown. Rubber or felt washer Cesar De Tivoli (for Francesco Glisenti)
attached to rear of case.
23 Apr. Case made in one or more parts wholly or partially of india-rubber or vulcanised rubber.
John Plews
26 Apr. Shot cartridge case of rolled paper, muslin, etc. with compressed powder charge; the whole covered with
Lewis Budd Bruen
collodion.
27 Apr. Rolled paper case with metal base, connected by expansion of paper base wad.
Clinton E. Brooman (for Alfred Isidore
Honore Parent)
1 May. Needle-gun cartridge with pasteboard base to which fulminate is attached in a cylindrical mass.
James Julius Kroffert
16 May. Greased paper case has cardboard base disc with percussion cap in its centre and resting on the powder.
Charles Robert
18 May. Metallic pin-fire cartridge in two parts, screwed together. Cap and pin in base portion of cartridge case.
William Edward Gedge (for Joseph
Audouy)
21 May. Copper case with thick head having its centre thinned. Fulminate in disc held by turning over edge of central Alfred Vincent Newton (for Dexter Smith
base recess.
& Joseph Miller Hall)
22 May. Metallic cartridges covered with leather, gutta percha, etc. so as to fit tightly in chamber.
William Jeremiah Murphy
29 May. Tubular fabric case with hard cap having percussion powder in central recess. Rubber disc glued to base of Joseph Rock Cooper (part from Charles
cartridge and greater in diameter than cartridge body.
Francois Galand)
1 Jun.
Centre-fire metallic case with flange and long firing pin by which it is pushed out of revolver when fired.
Thomas Poultney
5 Jun.
Flanged sheet metal case with bridge-type anvil, soldered inside head, containing detonating material.
Isaac Morris Milbank
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Year
No.
1867
1,664
1867

1,757

1867
1867
1867
1867

1,785
1,806
1,835
1,873

1867
1867

1,971
2,167

1867

2,168

Granted
Description
6 Jun.
Metal base cup, cap tube, and anvil cast as one unit and then turned on a lathe. Front of rim formed flat. Case
attached to bullet by canneluring it into bullet grooves.
15 Jun. Cartridge case made a mechanical fit in rifling grooves, but greater in size according to thickness of metal
used.
18 Jun. Conversion of breech-loading to muzzle loading by use of thin steel case covered with paper, linen etc.
20 Jun. Brass cartridge case coated with tin, both internally and externally, to prevent chemical reactions.
24 Jun. Soft metal base formed by compression in dies.
27 Jun. Paper needle-gun cartridge with pasteboard base disc, attached by lubricated cloth band, and greased
asbestos base plug.
5 Jul.
Case of longitudinally overlapping thin metal strips soldered to base cap and covered with paper.
25 Jul.
Paper etc. case with thin metallic covering; the whole then drawn to size and attached to ordinary base
socket.
25 Jul.
Metallic breech lining with central nipple protected by a hinged cover; serves as base for paper cartridges.

1867
1867
1867
1867

2,277
2,318
2,328
2,409

7 Aug.
12 Aug.
13 Aug.
22 Aug.

1867

2,431

24 Aug.

1867
1867
1867
1867
1867
1867

2,550
2,604
2,654
2,923
3,127
3,187

9 Sep.
14 Sep.
21 Sep.
18 Oct.
6 Nov.
11 Nov.

1867
1867

3,211
3,301

13 Nov.
21 Nov.

Patentee
Thomas Wilson
George Clark
Joseph Lang
John Webster Cochran
Edmund Leahy
Ernest Farrington

James MacNaughton
Clinton E. Brooman (for Hyppolite
Rochatte)
Guillaume Laurent Barens & Jean
Fructueux Ladougne
Needle-gun cartridge with friction ignition.
Alexander John Paterson
Cartridge rendered waterproof by a thin coating of wax.
William Thomas Eley
Cartridge has convex base, to fit concave end of barrel.
Michael Frederick Halliday
Metal and paper etc. case has thimble-like ―valve‖ to prevent gas blowing back through primer pocket. Anvil Joseph Jones & Frederick James Jones
enclosed in the cap.
Metallic case with central base projection to contain fulminate.
William Robert Lake (for John Webster
Cochran)
Muzzle-loading cartridge with self-consuming paper case loaded with Schultze powder.
George Clark
Waterproof cartridge paper used instead of oiled silk, gut, rubber etc.
John Jeyes
Needle-gun cartridge of waterproof paper. Leaves barrel on firing.
Charles Edmond Green & John Green
Thin sheet metal case with gun-cotton thread, from cap to base of bullet, to give quick ignition.
Henry William Garrett & George Holcroft
Explosive properties of gun-cotton cartridges retarded, and the whole waterproofed.
Eustice Carey Prentice
Metallic case with separate internal cup-shaped anvil.
William Robert Lake (for John Webster
Cochran)
Metallic case with head cup and anvil first cast and then formed in dies.
Thomas Wilson
Metallic cartridges covered with cloth, leather, etc. so as to fit tightly in chamber of weapon.
William Jeremiah Murphy
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Year
No.
1867
3,308
1867
3,324
1867

3,345

1867

3,517

1867
1867

3,539
3,562

1868
1868

12
70

1868

264

1868

285

1868

317

1868

519

1868
1868
1868

755
930
952

1868

968

1868

980

1868
1868
1868

1,107
1,180
1,200

1868

1,352

1868
1868

1,686
1,736

Granted
Description
22 Nov. Indestructible steel case, with screwed-in nipple, to convert centre-fire breech-loaders into muzzle-loaders.
23 Nov. Tapered metal case with base of two screwed metal bosses. Cap placed inside bottom boss so as to contain
any fragmentation.
26 Nov. Tapered case has central needle, with detonating material, driven on to base of bullet by gun hammer.

Patentee
John Wormald & William Bell Dalton
John Henry Johnston (for La Societe
Industrielle Suisse)
William Robert Lake (for Silvanus Frederic
Van Choate)
11 Dec. Case formed of pure electro-deposited tin.
Alexander Melville Clark (for Jules
Ferquieres)
12 Dec. Cap anvil surrounded by tight-fitting thin metal tube. Cap pocket held in felt and metal base wads by friction. William Westley Richards
14 Dec. Blank cartridge with case choked over wad. Shot contained in cup of papier mache, wood etc. for shot-gun George Clark
cartridges.
1 Jan.
Metallic case with disc anvil of galvanised iron etc.
Charles William May
8 Jan.
Stout brass foil case, with soldered lap joint, has its base end turned inwards to form a flange. Cardboard and Mowbray Walker & George Henry Money
felt wads glued inside base.
25 Jan. Needle-gun cartridge with lozenge-shaped priming secured to circular disc of compressed powder.
Clinton Edgcumbe Brooman (for Charles
Rochaz)
28 Jan. Cap-pocket formed from one piece of metal, bent like letter ―M‖ in cross section and with its centre forming William Tranter
the anvil.
29 Jan. Case head has a central external boss and is strengthened internally by solder and a cup fitting tightly round William Edward Newton (for Hiram
cap pocket.
Berdan)
17 Feb. Copper cartridge with internal fulminate cup retained by a pasteboard wad.
Alexander Horace Brandon (for Benjamin
Burkley Hotchkiss)
5 Mar.
Cartridge formed of tinfoil rolled over a glued paper case and fitted into a brass base cup.
Frederic Thomas Baker
19 Mar. Needle-gun cartridge with pasteboard and vulcanised rubber base wads. Discharged from muzzle on firing. Charles Edmond Green & John Green
20 Mar. Case has depressions to allow expansion. Fulminate in hollow end of a solid wire ―cap‖, driven forward onto John Abraham & Thomas Richard Baylis
anvil by hammer.
21 Mar. Thin metal case with base-cup having a large projecting boss which fits in a recess in breech face of gun.
Robert Gawthorpe Greenhow
May have a conical rear end.
23 Mar. Pin-fire cartridge without a cap. ―Pin‖ is formed of a hollow tube having a closed outer end, filled with
Alfred William Ramscar & Frederick
fulminate.
Warner Wilson
1 Apr.
Solid-head metallic case with internal pressed-paper reinforcement.
George Kynoch & William Whitehill
8 Apr.
Metallic case with separate base cup sealed by a glue and sawdust mixture. Inside of case may be varnished. Jules Joseph Chaudun & Jean Dextalil
9 Apr.
Metallic case with mouth bevelled internally to accept a paper-patched bullet.
William Edward Newton (for Hiram
Berdan)
24 Apr. Metallic case has a nipple screwed into its base cavity. May have an extension so as to ignite charge at its
William Bartram
front end.
22 May. One-piece revolver and two-piece rifle cartridges have integral anvil and two or more flash-holes.
Charles Fusnot
26 May. Sheet metal case with internal firing-pin within base tube. A cup on head of pin forms a gas seal.
Bethel Burton
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Year
No.
1868
1,744
1868

1,791

1868
1868
1868

1,834
1,870
2,009

1868
1868

2,018
2,033

1868

2,038

1868

2,049

1868

2,062

1868

2,077

1868

2,096

1868
1868

2,534
2,628

1868

2,645

1868

2,712

1868

2,900

1868

3,068

1868

3,131

Granted
Description
Patentee
27 May. Paper needle-gun and metallic centre-fire cartridges shown but not described. For use in converted weapons. Henri Adrien Bonneville (for Salvatore
Carceno)
30 May. Metallic base cup and paper case having its lower end lined with thin metal.
Clinton E. Brooman (for Robert Francois
Gosselin)
4 Jun.
Metallic case with compound percussion cap containing its own anvil.
Robert Woinar
6 Jun.
Case has internal disc anvil with central priming.
Franz Waenzel
22 Jun. Copper case with central priming depression in base, over which fits a base cup having a corresponding
Edward Thomas Hughes (for Oliver Fisher
recess and containing a rubber washer. Base-cup then reduced, by pressure, to case diameter.
Winchester)
23 Jun. Needle-gun cartridge with skin case and priming in base of bullet.
Cameron Macartney Harwood Downing
24 Jun. Drawn steel case with screwed or brazed-in base containing central flash-hole surrounded by an annular
William Henry Crocker
groove so as to form a nipple.
24 Jun. ―Rim‖ projects inwards over a central base recess. Also describes various types of base cup and means of
Thomas Restell
ignition.
25 Jun. Needle-gun cartridge with paper body and greased-felt base wad. Cap set in a cardboard disc.
George Tomlinson Bousfield (for Ambjorn
Pierre Le Comte Sparre)
26 Jun. Complete case cast, or struck up in dies, from pure tin, lead, or an alloy of lead and tin.
Alexander Horace Brandon (for Henry
Augustus Chaplin & Charles William May)
27 Jun. Projectile connected to case so as to form a flexible joint, in order that cartridge may enter a smaller opening William Charles Stiff
in gun breech.
30 Jun. Needle-gun cartridge with rolled paper body having a rubber cap glued over the cap end.
Alexander Melville Clark (for Louis Isaac
Cahen (alias Lyon))
13 Aug. Perforated base of metallic case is thickened and fitted with cap in the form of a rim-fire cartridge case.
Isaac Morris Milbank
24 Aug. Metallic case with rounded interior comer at base. Internal central cup for fulminate, is struck up and has its William Robert Lake (for Samuel Norris)
walls turned over to form an anvil.
25 Aug. Needle-gun cartridge with concentric split tubes having staggered joints. Base has rubber or cork disc
Alexander Melville Clark (for Paul Perret
containing metal cone for fulminate.
& Francois Deroche)
2 Sep.
Needle-gun cartridge with double paper case and pressed-paper base, has space between fulminate and end Johannes Friedrich Christian Carle
of cartridge.
21 Sep. Base has two metallic cups and a rim-fire type cap having its open end flared out to form both rivet and gas William Edward Wiley
seal.
7 Oct.
Metallic case tube with closed end, reinforcing base disc, and metal cup. Square stem of anvil projects
William Westley Richards
through flash-hole.
13 Oct. Two-piece case has a conical bullet and an additional charge of ―grape‖ shot in the form of J segments of
Francois Alexandre LeMat
cylinders.
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Year
No.
1868
3,173
1868
3,182
1868
3,286
1868

3,433

1868

3,512

1868

3,601

1868
1868

3,608
3,709

1868

3,981

Granted
Description
16 Oct. Steel etc. head with nipple, attached to copper etc. case.
17 Oct. Base of tube is expanded to retain separate rim or flange.
27 Oct. Paper cartridge contains three different granulations of powder. Face of needle-gun breech formed into a
―cup‖ to act as base for cartridges.
12 Nov. Paper or metal case with paper base plug, completely closed metal base cap, and internal metal cup
reinforcement. Rear end of cap pocket has a separate pointed striker actuated by firing-pin of gun.
19 Nov. Coiled sheet metal case with thin sheet metal base cup completely covering cap. Case cannelured into rear of
bullet.
26 Nov. Cartridge has nipple charged with ―lucifer‖ match mixture, which is readily ignited by friction of a rough
surface rubbing over the nipple.
26 Nov. Needle-gun cartridge with egg-shaped projectile is shown on drawing but not described.
22 Dec. Cap fits into base of perforated and recessed anvil. Annular grooves round rear of case allow stretch and so
prevent bursting.
31 Dec. Tapered case with outer edge of cap chamber forced over cap to form a retaining lip.

1868

3,987

31 Dec.

1869
1869
1869

14
88
118

2 Jan.
12 Jan.
14 Jan.

1869

128

15 Jan.

1869
1869
1869
1869
1869

166
462
591
611
622

18 Jan.
15 Feb.
26 Feb.
27 Feb.
1 Mar.

1869

624

1 Mar.

1869

825

18 Mar.

1869
1869

893
938

24 Mar.
29 Mar.

Patentee
Charles Churchill (for William H. Miller)
Edwin Ludlow
John Bryan O‘Hea & William Bullen
Henry Henkel (for Gustav Bloem & Ernst
Scheidt)
George Vincent Fosbery
Patrick Panton
Heinrich Pollack
Frederic Newton Gisborne

Frederic August Kunow Waldemar von
Oppen (for Colt‘s Patent Firearms
Manufacturing Co.)
Metallic case extends beyond nose of bullet, filling full length of chamber, and has longitudinally projecting William Edward Newton (for Ebeneezer
primed flange at rear end.
Howard Plant, Amzi Perrin Plant, & Alfred
Hotchkiss)
Adapter unit, shaped like a cartridge, to convert breech-loading weapons to muzzle-loading.
William George Rawbone
―Henry‖ bullet only; used in ―Boxer‖ case. Whole cartridge known as the ―Boxer-Henry‖ cartridge.
Alexander Henry
Coiled copper body with copper case head having folded rim.
Alexander Melville Clark (for Jules Felix
Gevelot)
Centre-fire cartridge with cap for ignition and a lateral pin for extracting case from barrel. Shown on drawing Alexandre Sehet
but not described.
―Necked‖ case to hold large powder charge.
William Thomas Eley
Hollow wad for shot cartridge.
Charles William Lancaster
Pin-fire cartridge having interior coil of metal for strength.
William Thomas Eley
Cartridge having a gaseous explosive.
Charles Maw
Double concave metal washer at base, acts as flange on extraction.
William Edward Gedge (for Georges Le
Baron)
Solid-head case formed by dies and punches.
Alexander Horace Brandon (for j Benjamin
Burkley Hotchkiss)
Cartridge with friction ignition.
John Henry Johnson (for Charles Louis
Joseph Cousin)
Metallic case with concave base having aperture for flash. (See also No. 2,071 of 1869.)
Francois Jules Manceaux
Metal base cap with paper or cotton wad inside base. Tube to ignite powder at any point along its length
Gustav Bloem & Ernst Scheidt
(tube made of length | required).
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Year
No.
1869
1,017

Granted
Description
3 Mar.
Flanged metallic cartridge with sunk nipple for ordinary percussion cap.

1869
1869

1,020
1,062

5 Apr.
7 Apr.

1869
1869

1,127
1,184

13 Apr.
17 Apr.

1869
1869
1869
1869
1869

1,257
1,379
1,479
1,490
1,530

23 Apr.
5 May.
14 May.
15 May.
18 May.

1869
1869

1,547
2,071

1869

2,076

1869
1869

2,107
2,257

1869

2,399

Rim brazed, soldered, etc. to closed end of metal tube.
Paper or cloth attached to sheet metal case by varnish. Various designs described.
Hollow wad for shot cartridge; or the use of two such wads.
Base and flange strengthened by solder. Also describes the ―Milbank‖ primer.
Improvements on No. 1,200 of 1868. Central anvil used with ―Hobbs‖ cap. A number of flash-holes round
base of anvil.
19 May. Metal base disc and thin metal cover over cap.
9 Jul.
Paper case fixed into metal end cup by varnish. Wire extends from greased wad at base of bullet to a base
ring, so that rear of case is carried out of muzzle on firing.
10 Jul.
Needle-gun cartridge with body formed of several tubes of metallic foil and having a flange-less cup at its
rear end.
13 Jul.
Necked case with a large-diameter wad. Fore end of cartridge case is slit so as to be compressed onto bullet.
24 Jul.
Case stamped by dies. (Disclaimer filed by D. H. Brandon on 15th Feb. 1871). Disc primer in conjunction
with a solid rim cartridge.
10 Aug. Cap pocket stamped up from base of case and its centre then stamped down again. Internal metal base cup.

1869
1869

2,427
2,659

13 Aug.
10 Sep.

1869
1869

2,692
2,747

15 Sep.
21 Sep.

Metal wire through axis of cartridge. Hardened paper cone piece behind an egg-shaped projectile.
Folded thin metal of case secured by folds. Interior coated with oil, beeswax, or varnish, to resist chemical
action of powder. May be lined with paper or cloth coated with wax etc.
Gun-metal ―shell‖, with nipple, to convert breech loading weapon to muzzle-loading.
Cake of pressed powder on top of small charge of the quickest possible burning loose powder.

Patentee
Francis Boyd (for Francis Everett Boyd &
Philo Shelton Tyler)
Godfrey Anthony Ermen
William Thomas Eley
Tom Bell Burns
Edward Thomas Hughes (for Oliver Fisher
Winchester)
Thomas Wilson
George Clark
Charles William Lancaster
Isaac Morris Milbank
John Henry Johnson (for Hiram Berdan)
George Vincent Fosbery
Francois Jules Manceaux

Ann Brooman (for Antoine Alphonse
Chassepot)
Thomas Restell
David Hunter Brandon (for Benjamin
Burkley Hotchkiss)
Alexander Horace Brandon (for Edwin
Martin)
Centrally perforated dished disc placed over ―hat cap‖ to strengthen it. Cases electro-plated.
William Westley Richards
Centrally pierced circular metal anvil within a cup having its interior roughened. Priming placed between the Alexander Horace Brandon (for George
two.
Roth)
Bottle-necked case with malleable iron disc in its base flange on top of an india-rubber wad.
Thomas Restell
Explosive paper cartridge case and base, leaves no residue or remains.
Richard Lockyer
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Year
No.
1869
2,862
1869
2,944
1869
1869

3,175
3,303

1869

3,481

1869
1869
1869
1869

3,533
3,577
3,641
3,763

1870
1870

45
116

1870
1870
1870
1870

144
353
453
1,143

1870

1,283

1870

1,635

1870

1,652

1870

1,658

1870
1870

1,745
1,829

Granted
Description
Patentee
2 Oct.
Solid-drawn metallic shot cartridge with its top end turned over a wad.
Edwin Ludlow
9 Oct.
Cartridge with tapered case. Varnish round central cap to render cartridge waterproof. Gun-cotton tufts both Edward Henry Cradock Monckton
above and below powder charge.
2 Nov.
Metal cup over head of cartridge case to seal off the percussion cap.
George White (for Josef Neumeyer)
16 Nov. Solid-head case with front of rim at 90° to case axis. Case head strengthened by ring of solder. Separate anvil Maurice Sautter (for Richard Gordon
riveted into case.
Gatling)
1 Dec.
Anvil formed in crown of percussion cap, which is made large enough in diameter to prevent it blowing back William Westley Richards
into firing-pin hole of breech.
7 Dec.
Tubular body flared into a flange at one end. A separate closed-end tube forms the base proper.
George Dowler & William Pursall
11 Dec. Tin case riveted to a malleable iron flange. Bullet has radial holes which exude grease when fired.
William Downing
16 Dec. Anvil and cap in one piece. Base of anvil larger in diameter than firing-pin hole in breech.
William Westley Richards
29 Dec. Anvil and cap in one piece. Also: Separate anvil has countersunk centre and three grooves in sides (this
William Westley Richards
applies to all patents of W. W. Richards).
5 Jan.
Rolled sheet steel body with oblique joint and disc base, the whole then tempered.
Adonis Nicolas Cristin Gavard
13 Jan. Bottle-necked case formed by applying pressure to a parallel case having vees cut out of it for about | its
Thomas Restell
length from the front end.
18 Jan. Anvil-cap has internal cup to hold priming mixture.
William Westley Richards
7 Feb.
Loose disc anvil supported only by powder charge and bullet. Or: it may be held by hollow rim of case.
John Hanson
16 Feb. Rim-fire type of percussion cap detonated on a central fixed anvil in cartridge case.
John Abraham
19 Apr. Circular paper packing for primer and percussion caps of breech loading cartridges (hollow anvil).
William Robert Lake (for Benjamin
Burkley Hotchkiss)
4 May. Short cartridge without a pressed-paper base plug. Hollow rivet cum cap chamber joins felt head to sheet
Bethel Burton
metal sides of case.
6 Jun.
Bottle-necked metal and paper case, the metal part being much larger than the bullet. Large diameter greased Thomas Restell
wad.
8 Jun.
Rubber etc. socket at front of case, to bear on rear end of revolver barrel and form a gas seal between
Henry Woodcroft Hammond (for Charles
cylinder and barrel.
Felix de Dartein & Jules Edouard de
Dartein)
8 Jun.
Spun case having a projecting teat-like end to receive the cap. Primarily intended for shot cartridges.
William Edward Newton (for Nathaniel
Gilbert Whitmore & Alfred Augustus Reed,
Junior)
17 Jun. Breech-loading cartridge with cylindrical rear and hexagonal front end.
Sir Joseph Whitworth
27 Jun. Shot cartridge with pasteboard body and metallic head. Front part of case breaks off on firing and leaves
William Robert Lake (for Charles Edward
barrel with shot charge.
Sneider)
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Year
No.
1870
2,286
1870
1870

2,611
2,675

1870

2,769

1870

2,893

1870

2,907

Granted
Description
18 Aug. Rear of case formed as a nipple on which a percussion cap is retained by a centrally-perforated removable
flanged base-piece.
1 Oct.
Non-metallic case with pressed paper base having rim and a recess for primer. The cap has its own anvil.
10 Oct. Folded-head case has metal washer in its base and an internal base cup. Shoulder is formed forward of
cartridge base.
20 Oct. Double case reinforced at base by two additional cups. Cartridge shown in section on patent drawing but not
described.
2 Nov.
Tapered tube of wood, paper, etc. covered with cotton cloth coated with gum or lubricant. Intended for
―Chassepot‖ rifles.
3 Nov.
Skin cartridge with priming in an india-rubber disc.

1870
1870
1870

3,019
3,257
3,373

18 Nov.
13 Dec.
24 Dec.

1870

3,376

24 Dec.

Rim formed by a metal washer forced onto reduced base of case body.
Dummy ―snap pad‖ cartridge with wood, metal, etc. body and either elastic or spring-loaded central pad.
Separate hard-metal rim riveted to case by cap chamber formed in the rim disc. Has a rubber washer inside
case.
Shot cartridge weakened behind the shot charge so as to leave the barrel with it on firing.

1871
1871
1871

394
409
608

16 Feb.
16 Feb.
7 Mar.

―Chassepot‖ type cartridge with metallic shell having the usual flange.
Charge divided into sections by discs.
Cartridge case constructed from pulp and reinforced by thin metal either outside or inside.

1871

639

10 Mar.

1871
1871

661
766

1871
1871

1,098
1,180

1871
1871

1,425
1,572

Patentee
William Robert Lake (for Francis Draper)
Timothy James Powers
George Coburn Wilson (for Hiram Berdan)
Alexander Henry
Pierre Combaluzier (for Pierre Marie
Fouque)
Alexander Melville Clark (for Paul
Ganidel)
George Coburn Wilson (for Hiram Berdan)
Alexander Henry
John Loader
William Robert Lake (for Charles Edward
Sneider)
Silvanus Frederick Van Choate
James Terence Fitz-Maurice
Edward Thomas Hughes (for Charles Stark
Wells)
Thomas Restell

Cartridge made in two parts, with its metal case joined to flexible envelope of bullet by a wad in mouth of
the case.
13 Mar. Dummy cartridge with nipple to convert ―Chassepot‖ or Snider rifles from breech-loading to muzzle-loading. Pierre Samain
21 Mar. Extra disc in base of cartridge case, to reinforce it in case of a burst.
Edwin Russ, Thomas Shewell Morris,
Henry Hammond, and Edwin Hammond
26 Apr. Raised ridges etc. in mouth of cartridge case, to prevent fouling passing into barrel.
John Rigby
2 May. Tapered tube of wood, paper, etc. covered with fabric. Cap in a pasteboard disc. Intended for ―Chassepot‖
John Garrett Tongue (for Pierre Marie
rifles.
Fouque)
27 May. Metallic cartridge cases cast in soapstone moulds.
George Coburn Wilson (for Hiram Berdan)
14 Jun. Cast cup formed into cartridge case by dies and punches.
William Westley Richards
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Year
No.
1871
1,718
1871
1871
1871

1,811
2,097
2,283

1871

2,359

1871
1871
1872
1872
1872
1872

2,454
3,318
21
69
343
895

1872
1872
1872

1,697
1,825
2,228

1872

2,354

Granted
Description
3 Jul.
Solid-head case with a boss of less diameter than flange. Claimed in provisional specification but disclaimed
in complete specification.
11 Jul.
Cartridge with combustible body and conical metallic base cup with internal cap and anvil.
9 Aug.
Case coated with tin, by dipping in molten metal before final drawing operation.
30 Aug. Separate base, forming rim, secured to case head by hollow rivet, solder, etc. Or: metal filling within a
hollow rim
6 Sep.
Case of thin sheet metal, coiled and soldered, fitted into a metal socket. Internal base corner is curved for
strength.
18 Sep. Metallic cartridge expelled from gun on firing. Also: cartridge to melt on firing.
8 Dec.
A thin soft-metal strap is attached to base of cartridge and shows the word ―loaded‖ when it is in a gun.
3 Jan.
Cartridge contains compressed air or liquified gas.
9 Jan.
Centre-fire breech-loading cartridge with a rimless case.
2 Feb.
Thin rolled metal body with solid metal head and paper wad inside base.
23 Mar. Shot, mixed with powdered chalk, tripoli, or other finely-divided dry material, enclosed in a coil of wire etc.
covered by a paper or cloth casing. Cartridge labelled with gauge of gun, weight and size of shot.
5 Jun.
Head-cap of strong glue, varnished with copal etc. varnish to render it waterproof. Case has a paper body.
17 Jun. Sporting cartridge made partly of paper etc. has its base made conical internally (instead of square as usual).
26 Jul.
Metal head, with sliding anvil, joined to cartridge body by a screw. Circumference of cartridge case is
indented to grip wads.
7 Aug.
Elastic disc fixed to rear end of cartridge case, to prevent premature explosion in magazines.

1872

3,186

26 Oct.

1872

3,195

28 Oct.

1872

3,204

29 Oct.

1872

3,914

24 Dec.

1873

31

2 Jan.

1873

369

30 Jan.

Tin-plate case with its bottom flared out and seated in recess in a wrought-iron base. Edge of base burred
over to grip case.
Solid metal head and thin tubular metal body. Hollow cone anvil. Intended for ―Chassepot‖ breech-loading
weapons.
Breech-loading needle-gun cartridge for ―Chassepot‖ type weapons, of rolled ―Dutch‖ metal.
Metal case with conical base all stamped from one piece of metal. Cap chamber closed by screwed-in plug,
thin at its centre, for safety and dryness.
Cartridge with projecting rim has central portion of the front end of its metallic body turned in to form a
chamber for the bullet, the smaller rear end being provided with a cap.
Base cup of ―Boxer‖ case pierced with holes so that it can readily expand to chamber size and so prevent
partial severance of case body.

Patentee
George Coburn Wilson (for Hiram Berdan)
Francois Jules Manceaux
Edward Jones
Isaac Morris Milbank
William Soper
William Henry Tooth
Seth John Wallis
Paul Giffard
Pierre Samain
Edward Jones
William Robert Lake (for Charles Walley
Lovett, Junior)
Edward Orr
William Spinks Riley
Charles Weekes
Alexander Melville Clark (for Andrew
Burgess)
Thomas James Smith (for Waldemar
Baranovsky and Lewis Wells Broadwell)
William Westley Richards
William Robert Lake (for Edmond Lefaure
& Jules Villain)
Francois Jules Manceaux
Joseph Needham
William Thomas Eley
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Year
No.
1873
386
1873
1873

413
548

1873

1,348

1873

1,549

1873

1,892

1873

2,299

1873

2,302

1873
1873
1873

2,397
2,464
3,537

1873

3,630

1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874

194
654
803
884
1,063
1,145
1,275

1874

1,463

Granted
Description
31 Jan. Sporting-type cartridge with cap chamber formed direct in paper base wad. Hole in centre of metal base cup
for firing pin to reach cap.
4 Feb.
―Rifled‖ cartridge case with a rim so that cartridge can be turned to engage rifling of gun barrel.
14 Feb. Special bullet, rounded or conical at both ends, in greased pasteboard cup. Bullet sealed in case by melted
fat.
14 Apr. Cartridge case of two thicknesses of gut, and cap of gold-beater‘s skin, all immersed in collodion. Two fatty
wads enclosed in case.
29 Apr. Flanged metal cartridge case extends at least to point of bullet, so as to obviate length variations.

Patentee
Edward Jones
Henry Charles Marval (for Hiram Berdan)
Karl Ludwig Hartwig Gercke

Henri Adrien Bonneville (for Alexandre
Alfred Biennait)
Benjamin Joseph Barnard Mills (for James
Patton Taylor)
26 May. Paper cased cartridge with fulminate at front end of powder charge. Intended for ―Chassepot‖ breech-loading Alexander Browne (for Pierre Dousset)
arms. Shot cartridge and one with egg-shaped bullet are shown.
2 Jul.
Heat-insulated felt lining round powder charge in addition to (or in lieu of) the usual extra thickness of paper Hugh Smith
round the charge.
2 Jul.
Cartridges nickel plated to prevent oxidation. Plating carried out on original metal sheet before drawing into William Robert Lake (for Henry Tudor
case form.
Brownell)
11 Jul.
Paper cartridge tubes treated with liquid glass both inside and outside.
Alfred George Speight
17 Jul.
Solid-head case with rounded interior corners.
Isaac Bradley (for Hiram Berdan)
30 Oct. Head-piece of hard metal is placed on a mandrel and the case formed by electro-deposition.
George Haseltine (for Stephen Wells
Wood)
7 Nov.
Case hand-made from thin copper sheet and stamped to a taper in a die. Head formed by a washer, over
John Henry Johnson (for Marc Marius
which the case is turned.
Emile Gauthey)
15 Jan. Separate base disc, thicker in centre than at edge, riveted to case.
Edward Jones
20 Feb. Solid-head case with deepest point of cap pocket behind bottom of powder chamber.
Adolph Nitzke
4 Mar.
Thick-based cup is drawn mouth first through dies, to give a thick solid head.
Thomas Richard Bayliss
11 Mar. Drawn rimless shell with a heavy concave base.
Bethel Burton
26 Mar. Case of waterproofed sheet wood and paper or linen etc. coiled and formed under pressure in a mould.
Yorick Jones Murrow
2 Apr.
Cartridge case of asbestos paper or cloth.
John Cleghorn & Thomas George Paterson
14 Apr. Solidified powder charge, greased wad, bullet, and gut case, all treated with collodion.
Alexander Melville Clark (for Louis
Thuillard de Froideville)
27 Apr. Shot cartridge of paper or fabric stiffened by shellac.
Edwin Powley Alexander (for Allan B. Kay
& Robert A. Kay)
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Year
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874

No.
1,536
2,727
3,129
3,496
3,822

Granted
1 May.
6 Aug.
12 Sep.
12 Oct.
5 Nov.

Description
Bevelled shoulder forward of solid flange, at its junction with the case, and also at rear of the flange.
Case of foil and caoutchouc rolled up and then vulcanised.
Drawn case first made as a conical (rather than flat-based) cup, to give uniform wall thickness.
Case with longitudinal internal and external grooves and ribs.
Bottom end of case strengthened by two or more external cups of metal.

1874

4,058

26 Nov.

1875

125

13 Jan.

Sporting cartridge with paper body and metal head, has radial grooves in head (round cap chamber) to
facilitate removal of caps.
Drawn metal case with internal cup reinforcement.

1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875

330
1,072
1,396
1,420
3,038
3,882

28 Jan.
24 Mar.
16 Apr.
19 Apr.
30 Aug.
8 Nov.

Steel case electro-plated with tin, copper, nickel, etc.
Shot cartridge with case having conical internal base. Shot charge in a bag.
Cap placed eccentrically.
Nipple in recess of such a depth that end of cap is just below base of cartridge.
Dummy cartridge-like chamber, with its sides slit longitudinally, for breech-loading percussion weapons.
Hollow-base bullet contains charge. For gallery use only.

1876
1876
1876

898
1,537
2,410

2 Mar.
11 Apr.
10 Jun.

Expanded chamber in cartridge case, ahead of bullet, to receive powder fouling.
Anvil for paper cartridges has a groove across its head face, and down its side to the end of its stem.
Centre-fire metallic cartridge case formed from open-ended tube.

1876

2,816

11 Jul.

1876
1876

3,746
4,643

25 Sep.
30 Nov.

1876
1877
1877
1877
1877

4,949
182
247
1,303
1,504

22 Dec.
13 Jan.
19 Jan.
4 Apr.
18 Apr.

Metallic or paper and metal case having an internal metal cup with its base forming a forward-projecting
flash-tube.
Base of cap chamber is conical, spherical, or of tapered form, to reduce powder space.
Cartridge contains two powder charges. Cartridge made in two parts fitting over each other, space between
forming first charge chamber.
Cartridge charged with explosive gases; detonated by electricity or percussion.
Cartridge combined with shot, for smooth-bore guns.
Patent void for want of a final specification — see No. 3,067 of 1877.
Disc of thick metal has its edges thinned and spread by rollers before being drawn in the usual way.
Case made from brass and copper sheets permanently joined together.

1877

1,505

18 Apr.

Brass cartridge case has an inner lining of rolled copper.

Patentee
Isaac Bradley (for Hiram Berdan)
Jacques Philippe Pieri
Edward Jones
Ernst Engel
John Henry Johnson (for Marc Marius
Emile Gauthey)
Edward Thomas Hughes (for Wilbur F.
Parker)
William Brookes (for Alfred Charles
Hobbs & Jerome Orcutt)
James Harris Sanders
Eger ton Jackson
John Barnett & Bernard Zieschang
Frank Haden
George Clark
Alexander Melville Clark (for Jules
Francois Le Bert)
Thomas Turner (the younger)
William Robert Lake (for Julien Saget)
William Morgan-Brown (for Benjamin
Burkley Hotchkiss)
John Henry Johnson (from Ernest Cosson)
James Dalziel Dougall, the younger
James Alexander Walker
Samuel Marsh
Henry Christie
Alfred George Speight
Thomas Richard Bayliss
William Morgan-Brown (for Charles D.
Leet & Henry Augustus Chaplin)
William Morgan-Brown (for Charles D.
Leet & Henry A. Chaplin)
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Year
No.
1877
1,623
1877

1,896

1877

2,972

1877
1877
1877

3,067
3,611
3,759

1878
1878

624
896

1878

1,749

1878

2,001

1878
1878
1878

2,365
3,123
4,098

1878

4,190

1878

4,614

1878

5,062

1878

5,063

1879

197

Granted
Description
25 Apr. Cartridges united at their bases (two for shotguns, five or more for revolvers) to enable multiple loading in
one operation.
15 May Brass cartridge case with copper lining.

Patentee
William Wellington Greener

William Robert Lake (for James Herbert
Bullard)
3 Aug.
Cartridge with paper case has multiple discs of paper, rubber, and linen or silk at base. Thin pasteboard cap John Henry Johnson (for Edwin A.
contains friction fulminate. A metallic cartridge has a lining of parchment, paper, etc.
Brydges)
11 Aug. Coiled case of wood and paper sheets cemented together and pressed to shape in a mould.
Alfred George Speight
26 Sep. Cartridge has fuse for firing by electricity.
Alexander Moncrieff & William Anderson
10 Oct. Cartridge has tubular steel or iron projectile with tempered front edge. Fulminate in recess at rear of cartridge Henry Defty
with protective covering. Bar or tube extends through centre of gun barrel.
14 Feb. Reduced diameter boss on rear face of cartridge head, to give proper bearing against recoil plate.
William Robert Lake (for Owen Jones)
5 Mar.
Internally cone-shaped concentrator for shot cartridges.
Ellen Lancaster (Administratrix for Charles
William Lancaster)
1 May
Cartridges connected to form a chain; fulminate between rounds severs each cartridge as it is fired.
William Gough (for Benjamin Carter
Gough)
18 May. Base of cartridge has two cavities, for extractor, terminating in two holes drilled at angle to cartridge base. John Henry Johnson (for Hyppolyte
Or: an elliptical annular extractor groove.
Aristide Adolph Chaudun)
14 Jun. ―Very Light‖ cartridge.
William Morgan-Brown (for Edward Very)
7 Aug.
Bottle-necked cartridge case for sporting gun with enlarged chamber.
Lionel Gye
15 Oct. Cartridge case formed with corrugations, running in any direction, so that capacity of case is greater when
Samuel Blakemore Allport
fired than when charged.
21 Oct. Powder in metal tube within hollow base of a bullet seated in a short rimmed metal base cup containing
William Robert Lake (for Owen Jones)
priming mixture
13 Nov. Flangeless revolver cartridge with case longer than cylinder, and almost as long as frame opening. Bullet
William Robert Lake (for Daniel Baird
seated entirely within the case.
Wesson)
10 Dec. Cylindrical rimless case, seated in gun chamber by a projection on the bullet.
Benjamin Joseph Barnard Mills (for Myron
Coloney)
10 Dec. Cartridge with re-loadable cylindrical case, seated in chamber by a projection on the bullet.
Benjamin Joseph Barnard Mills (for Myron
Coloney)
17 Jan. Centre-fire cartridge case wholly inserted in rear end of projectile.
Paulin Gay & Henri Guenot
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Year
No.
1879
772
1879

1,663

1879

3,469

1879
1879

3,964
4,342

1879
1879
1880

4,722
5,084
249

1880
1880

2,602
2,768

1880
1880
1880

4. 046
4,791
5,459

Granted
Description
Patentee
26 Feb. Metallic shot cartridge has shot layer arranged to fit barrel without waste space, when all shot centres are in a William Phillips Thompson (for William
plane at right angles to barrel axis.
Castle Dodge)
28 Apr. Metal alloy cast in cup-shaped mould and, when in act of setting, squeezed up by a round-nosed punch to
John Harley Burt
form tube having a closed end. Cartridge case then drawn in usual way.
28 Aug. Coiled case attached, by internal swaged-over flange, to solid metal head.
Henri Adrien Bonneville (for William
Brigham Farwell & Stephen Greely Clarke)
2 Oct.
Lower end of case body and lining formed with a beading before insertion into base cup.
Charles Stuart Bailey
24 Oct. Cartridge case of steel, etc., has nipple in base for ordinary percussion cap; or a recess in thick base to fit the Maurice Delmard
cap.
20 Nov. Cylindrical cartridge of solid powder with central hole containing fulminate in a glass tube.
Titus Robottom
11 Dec. Percussion powder inclosed in a cap, so as to dispense with an anvil. Flanged metallic cartridge with lateral- Charles Stuart Bailey
20 Jan. fire ignition on its circumference in front of the flange.
William Robert Lake (for Alexandre
Picard)
26 Jun. Re-charging cartridge cases for further use. Base of case varnished after re-capping.
Richard Morris
6 Jul.
Short range practice cartridge. Metallic case loaded with paper packets of powder, ignited by central
Maurice Bauer (for Jacques Gauderic
percussion cap. Only base band of bullet fits the rifling.
Soler)
5 Oct.
Rimless centre-fire cartridge for bolt-action magazine guns.
Bethel Burton
19 Nov. Solid-head cartridge case has considerable thickness of metal extending a short distance up case walls.
Henry Skerret
28 Dec. Cartridge for machine guns, may be made with shoulders or a circumferential groove near base.
Benjamin Joseph Barnard Mills (for James
Henry McLean & Myron Coloney)
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